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CHAPTER IV.

(continued).

ON PERSECUTION.

PART IL

THE HISTORYOF PERSECUTION.

THE considerations I have adduced in the first part of

this chapter will be sufficient to show how injurious have
been the effects of the doctrine of exclusive salvation. We

have still, however, one consequence to examine, before which

all others fade into insignificance. I mean, of course, re-

ligious persecution. This, which is perbaps the most fearful

of all the evils that men have inflicted upon their fellows, is

the direct practical result of the principles we have hitherto

considered in their speculative aspect. If men believe with

an intense and realising faith that their own view of a dis-

puted question is true beyond all possibility of mistake, if

Lhey further believe that those who adopt other views will

be doomed by the Almighty to an eternity of misery which,
with the same moral disposition but with a different belief t

they would have escaped, these men will, sooner or later
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persecute to the full extent of their power. If you speak t_

them of the physical and mental suffering which persecution

produces, or of the sincerity and unselfish heroism of it_

victims, they will reply that such arguments rest altogether

on the inadequacy of your realisation of the doctrine they

believe. What suffering that man can inflict can be compar-

able to the eternal misery of all who embrace the doctrine ot

the heretic ? What claim can l_uman virtues have to our for-

bearance, if the Almighty punishes the mere profession o_

error as a crime of the deepest turpitude ? If you encoun.

tered a lunatic who, in his frenzy, was inflicting on multi-

tudes around him a death of the most prolonged and ex-

cruciating agony, would you not feel justified in arresting

his career by every means in your power--by taking his life

if you could not otherwise attain your object ? But if you

knew that this man was inflicting not temporal but eternal

death, if he was not a guiltless though dangerous madman,

but one whose conduct you believed to involve the most

heinous criminality, would you not act with still less corn

punetion or hesitation?' Arguments from expediency,

though they may induce men under some special circum-

stances to refrain from persecuting, will never make them

adopt _he principle of toleration. In the first place, those

who believe that the religious service of the heretic is an act

p,_sitively offensive to the Deity, will always feel disposed to

put down that act if it is in their power, even though they

cannot change the mental disposition from which it springs.

In the next place, they will soon perceive that the interven.

' As St. Thomas Aquinas says, ' Si falsarii pecuni_evel alii malefactores
itatlm per seculares principes juste mortl traduntur, multo magls h_eretid
statim, exquo de hmresi convincuntur,possuut non solum exeommurdeari
et juste oe_di.' (55_mma,pars ii.qu. xi. art. iii.)
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tlon oI the civil rifler can exercise almost as much influence

upon belief as upon profession. For although there is indeed

a certain order and sequence in the history of opinions, as in

! the phases of civilisation it reflects, which cannot be alto-

gether destroyed, it is not the less true that man can greatly

accelerate, retard, or modify its course. The opinions of

ninety-nine persons out of every hundred am formed mainly

by education, and a Government can decide in whose hands

the national education is to be placed, what subjects it is

to comprise, and what principles it is to convey. The

opinions of the great majority of those who emancipate

themselves from the prejudices of their education are the re-

sults in a great measure of reading and of discussion, and a

Govel_ment can prohibit all books and can expel all teachers

that are adverse to the doctrines it holds. Indeed, the sim-

ple fact of annexing certain penalties to the profession of par-

ticular opinions, and rewards to the profession of opposite

opinions, while it will undoubtedly make many hypocrites,

will also make many converts. For any one who attentive-

ly observes the process that is pursued in the formation of

opinions must be aware that, even when a train of argument

has preceded their adoption, they are usually much less the

result of pure reasoning than of the action of innumerable

distorting influences which are continual]y deflecting our

judgments. Among these one of the most powerful is self-

interest. When a man desires very earnestly to embrace a

certain class of doctrines, either in order to join a particular

profession, or to please his friends, or to acquire peace of

mind, or to rise in the world, or to gratify his passions, or to

gain that intellectual reputation which is sometimes con-

nected with the profession of certain opinions, he will usual.

ly attain his desire. He may pursue his enquiry in the most
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conscientious spirit. He may be firmly resolved to make any

sacrifice rather than profess what he does not believe, yet

still his affections will endow their objects with a magnetism

of which he is perhaps entirely unconscious. He will reason

not to ascertain what is true, but to ascertain whether he

can conscientiously affirm certain opinions to be true. He

will insensibly withdraw his attention from the objections on

one side, and will concentrate it with disproportionate energy

upon the other. He will preface every conclusion by an ar-

gument, but the nature of that argument will be determined

by the secret bias of his will If, then, a Government can

act upon the wishes of a people, it can exercise a considerable

influence upon their reason.

Such are some of the arguments by which the persecutor

in the earlier stages of Christian history might have defend-

ed his acts. And surely the experience of later times has

fully corroborated his view by showing that, in the great

conflicts between argument and persecution, the latter has

been continually triumphant. Persecution extirpated Chris-

tianity from Japan ; it crushed the fair promise of the Albi-

genses; it rooted out every vestige of Protestantism from

Spain. France is still ostensibly, and was long in truth, the

leading champion of Catholicity, but the essential Catholicity

of France was mainly due to the massacre of St. Bartholomew

and the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. England is just-

ly esteemed the chief pillar of Protestantism, yet the English

people remained long poised indecisively between the two

creeds till the skilful policy and the coercive laws of Eliza-

beth determined its vacillations. At the Reformation al-

most every Government prohibited one or other religion;

and whereas the members of the State religion formed at

first but a doubtful and wavering majority, and sometime_
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not even a majority, a few generations produced substantial

unanimity ; and since the policy of coercion has been general-

ly abandoned, and the freest scope been given for discussion,

the relative position of Protestants and Catholics has not

been perceptibly changed.

Before such broad and patent facts as these, the few ex-

ceptions that maybe adduced can have no great weight; and

even those exceptions, when carefully examined, will often

be found far less real than is supposed. Thus, for example,

the case of Ireland is continually cited. The Irish Catholics.

we are told, were subject at first to a system of open plunder,

and then to a long detailed legal persecution _which was de-

signed to make them abandon their faith. All the paths of

honour and wealth were monopolised by Protestants, while

shackles of every desel_ption hampered the Catholics in all

the relations of life. Yet these only clung the closer to their

faith on account of the storms that assailed it. That very

acute observer, Arthur Young, declared at the close of the

penal laws, that the relative proportion of Catholics to Prot-

estants had not been at all reduced--if anything rather the

reverse---and that those who denied this admitted that, at

the past rate of conversions, 4,000 years would be required to
make Ireland Protestant. In the Irish Parliament it was

stated that 71 years of the penal system had only produced

4,055 converts.

This statement may at first sight appear to furnish an

extremely strong argument, but it completely omits the

most important element of Irish ecclesiastical history. In
Ireland the old faith marked the division between two

iFor theirdetailsseeParnell,Pen_ L_ws. In commonparlance,the

"penallaws'datefromthetreatyofLimerick,butthelegislativeassaultson
|rlshCatholicismbeganwithEl_abet_
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races, it was the symbol of the national spirit, it was upheld

by all the passions of a great patriotic struggle, and its con

tinuance simply attests the vitality of a political sentiment.

When every other northern nation abandoned Catholicism,

the Irish still retained it out of antipathy to their oppressor%

and in every great insurrection the actuating spirit w_s

mainly political. Of all the outbreaks against the English

power, that of 1640 was probably the most passionate and

most vindictive. In that rebellion one Englishman of dis-

tinction was exempt from the hostility that attached to his

race. He was treated with the most respectful and even af-

fectionate deference, and when he died, he was borne to the

grave with all the honours the rebel army could afford.

That Englishman was Bishop Bedell, the counsellor of Sarpi

and of De Dominis, and the founder of proselytism in Ire.
land. _

Such was the spirit that was displayed by the Irish Catho-

lics in the midst of one of their most ferocious outbreaks;

and surely no one who is acquainted with the history of Ire-

land since the Union will imagine that the repeal of the per_

secuting code has in any degree mitigated their zeal. While

their influence in the State has been immeasurably augmented,

while their number has increased with a rapidity that was

only broken by the frightful famine and emigration that

more than decimated their ranks, the sectarian sph_it that

• ctuates them has become continually more conspicuous. It

The verycurious life of Bedcll, by his sen-in-law,Alexander Clog),,whi_
waswritten in 164122, and which formedthe basis of the narrative of Burneh
_v_printed from the MSS.in the British Museumin 1862. We have an amus.
tag instanceof the uncompromisingProtestantismof Bedellin the fact that when
tile insurgentswho retained him prisoner gave him permission to perform the
Aaghcan service freely with his friends,he availedhimself of that permissiol
•o celebrate the thanksgivingfor the 5th of November.
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may indeed be truly said that Ireland is now the only

civilised country where public opinion is governed, not

occasionally but habitually, by theological considerations,

_vherethe most momentous secular interests are contiuually

subordinated to the conflicts of rival clergy, and wheie there

is scarcely a chord of purely patriotic feeling that vibrates

tile national breast. The causes of this deplorable condition

I have not now to investigate. _ It is sufficient to say that it

exists in spite of the abrogation of the persecuting laws. If

there was one secular question which the Irish Catholics

pursued with an intense and genuine ardour, it was the

struggle for the repeal of the Union. For a long series of

years they maintained that struggle with a combination of

enthusiasm, of perseverance, and of self-sacrifice, such as has

been seldom e_q.nced in a political contest ; and they invaria-

bly based their claim on the broad p_nciple that the form of

government in any country should be determined by the

majority of its inhabitants. But no sooner had that prinei.

ple come into collision with the Church, no sooner had its

triumph menaced the security of the Vatican, and wrested

two provinces from the Pope, than all this was changed

The teaching of Davis and of O'Connell was at once for-

gotten. The bond that had so long connected the Irish.
Catholics with liberalism was broken, and the whole party"

pressed forward, with an alacrity that would be ludicrous if

it were not pitiable, to unite themselves with the most retro-

gressive politicians in Europe, and to discard and trample

_n the principles they had so long and so enthuslastically
maintained.

These considerations show that the intense energy of Irish

' I have endeavoured to trace them in a book called The Zeadera of Pub

Ot_inlon in I_'eland.
28
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Catholicxsm cannot be altogether attributed to religious per_

cution. Much the same qualification may be applied to the case

of the English dissenters. The Anglican Church, it is some-

times said, persecuted with great cruelty those who separated

from her ecclesiastical government; yet, nevertheless, the

dissenters became so powerful that they shattered both the

Church and the Crown, and brought the king and the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury to the scaffold. But this is a pa]pable

misrepresentation. The extreme servility which the English

Church manifested to the most tyrannical of sovereigns, and

the bitter persecution it directed against all adverse com-

munions, had together made Puritanism the representative

and the symbol of democracy. The rebellion was simply the

outburst of political liberalism, intensified, indeed, but by no

means created, by the exasperation of the dissenters. It

represented the hatred of political tyranny much more than

the hatred of episcopacy. After two or three fluctuations, a

period arrived when the Church of England was greatly

depressed, and the Toleration Act was passed, which, though

very defective in theory, accorded a large measure of practi-

cal liberty to all classes of dissenters. Those who maintain

that persecution can only strengthen the system against

which it is directed, might have expected that this act would

have produced a diminution of dissent, or, at least, a relaxa.

tion of its principles. But the result was precisely opposite.

About the _ime when the act was passed, the dissenters were

estimated ut rather more than one twenty-third of the popu-

lation of England ; less than a century after they were esti-

mated at one-fourth, l In zeal the Methodists will bear com.

parison with the Puritans, and if the animosity between

Anglicans and dissenters is mitigated, this has not been

t See a note in Buckle,_r'u_tor//of_iliaation, vol. i. lX885
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because dissent has been attracted to the Church, bul

because the Church has been penetrated by the doctrines of
dissent.

The foregoing arguments appear to me to prove, notj

indeed, that persecution is a good thing, or even that it can

invariably effect the object for which it is employed, but that

it has, as a matter of fact, exercised an enormous influence over

the belief of mankind. The two main causes of theological

changes seem to be the appearance from time to time of great

religious teachers, and the succession of the phases of civili-

sation. The first cast abroad the seeds of religious truth ;

the second provide the different atmospheres by which those

seeds are in turn developed. But, while this law is producing

a continual modification of opinions, which is more or less

felt through the entire community, it leaves free scope for

the operation of many minor influences_ which cause in the

same period a considerable diversity of realised belief, and a

still greater diversity of profession. Of these influences_ the

intervention of government is probably the most powerful.

It is certainly far more powerful than any direct polemical

discussion. Millions of devoted Catholics and millions of

devoted Protestants would, at the present hour, repudiate

indignantly their present belief but for the coercive enact-

ments of former rulers ; and there is scarcely a country in

which the prevailing faith is not in some degree due to

bygone legislation. But whether or not this be true is, in

reality, immaterial to my argument ; for, however strongly

the reader may deny the efficacy of persecution upon belief_

It is certain that until lately it was deemed indisputable. It

is also certain that, in ages when the doctrine of exclusive

salvation is ihlly realised, the spirit of faith will be so exalted

Chat the ruler will never question for a moment the justice
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of his belief- Now, when men are firmly convinced that the

highest of all possible objects is to promote the interests of
their faith, and that by the employment of force they can

most fully attain that object, their persecution will be

measured by their power and their zeaL'

These are the general logical antecedents of persecution,

and they are quite sufficient to account for all its atrocities,

without imputing any sordid motives to the persecutor.

There is, however, one other consideration that exercised a

very important influence in the same direetion--I mean the

example of the Jewish legislators. When we now read of
such scenes as the massacres of Canaan, the slaughter of the

priests of Baal, or the tbrcible reforms of Josiah, they can

scarcely be said to present themselves to the mind as having

any very definite application to the present. Those who do

not regard them as the natural products of an imperfect civ-

i/isation, regard them at least as belonging to a dispensation

so entirely exceptional as to be removed altogether from the

ordinary conditions of society. But in the early Church,

and in the sixteenth century, they were looked upon in a

very different light. The relations of an established religion
to the State were mainly derived from the Old Testament.

The Jewish was deemed a type of the Christian Church, and

the policy that was commended in the one was regarded as
at least not blamable in the other. _Tow the Levitical code

was the first code of religious persecution that had ever

appeared among mankind. It pronounced idolatry to be not

• This was the opinion expressed by Charles James Fox. 'The only
foundation for toleration,' he said, ' is a degree of scepticism, and without ii
there can be none. For if a man believes in the saving of souls, he must soo_

think about the means ; and if by cutting off one generation he can save man}
future ones from hell fire, it is his duty to do itJ (Roger_ R_9//_rt/vns,
m49.)
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simply an error_ but a crime, and a crime that must be

expiated with blood.'

The opinions of the Fathers on the subject were divided.

Those who wrote when a pagan or heretical power was su-

preme were the champions of toleration. Those who wrote

when the Church was in the ascendency usually inclined to

persecution. Tertullian during the pagan,' and Hilary cf

Poitiers during the Arian' persecution, were the most con-

spicuous advocates of the duty of absolute and complete tol-

eration ; and several passages tending, though less strongly,

m the same direction, emanated from other Fathers during

seasons of adversity.' It should, however, be mentioned that

Lactantius, in the reign of Constantine, asserted the iniquity

of persecution quite as strongly as any previous writer,' and

On the influence of this command on Christian persecution, see Bayle,
Gontrai_-la_ d'entrer, pt. il. oh. iv, and some striking remarks in Renan, V/_

de J_sns, pp. 412, 413 ; to which I may add as an illustration the following

passage of Simancas :--' H_eretici pertinaees publice in conspectu populi com-

burendi sunt; et id fieri solet extra portas civitatis : quemadmodum olim, in

D6_t. cap. xvli., idolatra educebatur ad portas civitatis, et lapidibus obrue-

batur.' (De Cathol. Instit. p. 875.) Taylor, in noticing this argument, finely
says that Christ, by refusing to permit his apostles to call down fire like Elias
on the misbehver, clearly indicated his separation from the intolerance of

Judaism. (JSibcrty of ProT/_ylng, sec. 22.)
s Apol. cap. xxiv.

Ad Auxentium.

' The reader may find a full statement of the passages from the Fathers
favourable to toleration in Whitby, On/,aw8 against Heretics (1723, published

anonymously) ; Taylor, J_berty of Prophe_yinff ; Bayle, Contrams-l_ d'_tr_';

and many other hooks. The other side of the question has been developedm
among other writers, by Palmer, On the Church ; Muzzarclli, Simancas, Para-

too, and all the other old writers on the Inquisition. There is, I think an im-

partial view of the whole subject in Miiman, _is_ory of Christianity.
mot Blackstone_s Oommentaries, b. iv. ch. iv.

6 Imt. lib. v. c. xx. Lactantius embraced Christianity during the persecu-

tion of Diocletian, but it appears almost certain that his In_tlt_r_ were

mainly written_ or at least published_ at TrOves during the reign of Constan.

thae_and b never abandoned the tolerant maxima he proclaimed. This wag
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also that the later Fathers, while defending the milder forms

of coercion, seldom or never wished death to be the penalty

of heresy. In this respect the orthodox seem to have been

for a time honourably distinguished from the Arians. On

one occasion in the reign of the Arian emperor Valens, no

ess than eighty Catholic ecclesiastics were imprisoned in a

ship at sea and treacherously burnt. _

Still, from the very moment the Church obtained civil

power under Constantine, the general principle of coercion

was admitted and acted on both against the Jews, the here-

tics, and the pagans. The first had at this time become es-

pecially obnoxious, on account of a strong Judaising movo

ment which had produced one or two heresies and many

apostasies, and they were also accused of assailing _with

stones and other manifestations of rage' those who aban-

doned their faith. Constantine provided against these evils

by a law, in which he condemned to the flames any Jew who

especially creditable to him, as he was tutor to the son of Constantine, and

consequently singutariy tempted to avail himself of the arm of power. Un-

fortunately, this very eloquent writer, who was certainly one of the ablest in
the early Church, possessed comparatively little influence on account of his

passion for paradox_ l_e maintained that no Christian might engage in war-
fare, or execute a capital sentence ; he was one of the strongest assertors of

the opinion that God the Father had a figure (a controversy raised by Origen),
and he was accused of denying the personality of the Holy Ghost. ' Laetan.

flus,' said Jerome, 'quasi quidam fluvius eloquenti_ TullianEe, utinam tam

nostra confirmare potuisset, quam facile aliena dcstruxit ! ' (_'p/st. lib. ii. eplst.

14). The works of Laetantius were condemned by a council presided over by

Pope Gelasius in the 5th century. See Alexandri, tT_st. Eeclesiastica (Paris
J699), tom. iv. pp. 100-103 ; Ampere, ttist. Zittkraire de la France, ram. i

pp. 21S-22_. Some of the peculiar notions of Laetantius appeared at a laler
permd among the Waldenses.

Socrates, lib. iv. c. xvi. The Donatists were also fierce persecutors and

Nestorias showed his sentiments clearly enough when he said to the Emperor I
i Give me the earth purged from heretics, and I will give you heaven.' The
Bpanish Ariana seem to have originated the intense intolerance that has aec_

perpetuated from generation to generation in Spain.
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threw stones at a Christian convert, and at the same time ren-

dered it penal for any Christian to become a Jew. 1 Against
Lhe Arian and Donatlst heretics his measures were more 9n.

_rgetlc. Their churches were destroyed, their assembllea

were forbidden, their bishops banished, their writings burnt_

lnd all who concealed those writings threatened with death.

Some of the Donatists were actually condemned to death_ but

the sentence was remitted, and any blood that was at this
time shed seems to have been due to the excessive turbulence

of the Cireumcelliones, a sect of Donatists whose principles

and acts appear to have been perfectly incompatible with the

tranquillity of the State. g

The policy of Constantine towards the pagans is involved

in considerable obscurity, and I have already in a former

chapter sketched its principal features. During the first years

of his reign, while the ascendency of Christianity was very

doubtful, and while the pagan Lieinius was still his colleague

in the empire, he showed marked tolerance towards the ad-

herents of the old superstitions; and when his law against

private or magical sacrifices had created a considerable panic

among them_ he endeavoured to remove the impression by a

J Cool.Tl_od. lib. xvi. tit. 8. The apostate _sustinebltmerltas po_nas.'
Oonstantiusafterwards made the penalty confiscationof goods. A Jew who
m_ried a Christianincurred the penaltyof death. See, on this department
_: legislation, B6darridc,ta%t.des Juifs, pp. 16-20.

2 M:ilman,tT_storyof Chrzstianity_vol. ii. pp 372-375. See also the re-
viewof these measuresin Palmer, On the Church,vol. ii. p. 250. TheAriant
had to pay ten times the taxes of the orthodox. The first law that has come
dswn to us, in which the penalty of death is annexedto the simpleprofession
of a heresy, is law9 De H_reticis in the Theodosian Code. It was made by
l_neodosiusthe Great,and was applicableonlyto some sects of Manlch_vans.
It is worthy of notice that this is also the first lawin whichwe meet the title
of ' Inquisitorsof the Faith.' Optatusin the reignof Constantineadvocated
the massacreof the Donatistson the groundof the OldTestamentprecedentJ
_qeeMilman_
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proclamation in which he authorised in the most exprest

terms the worship in the temples.' Besides this, he still re.

tabled the old imperial title of Pontifex Maximus,' and does

not appear to have altogether discarded the functions it im-

plied. As, however, his position became more strong, and

especially after the defeat of Licinius in 324, he gradually

changed his policy. By forbidding the prefects and govern-

ors to pay any respect to the idols, he placed the govern-

merit of the provinces in Christian hands.' About 330, he

went still further, and if we believe the unanimous testimony

of the ecclesiastical historians, he prohibited the temple wor-

ship. This enactment has not come down to us, but the pro-

hibition is expressly and unequivocally asserted by both Eu-

sebius, Sozomen, and Theodoret,' and Libanius tells us that

the penalty of holding converse with the old gods was death.

Eusebius notices some temples that were at this time closed,

and speaks of similar measures as being very common; but,

at the same time, we have decisive evidence that the pagan

_Addite aras publicas atque delubra, e_ eonsuetudinis vestrm celebrate
so|amnla : nee enim proMbemus preteritm usurpationis oflicla libera luce trar
tari2--God. T& lib. ix. fit. 16, cc. L ii.

' The first emperor who refused it was Gratian (Zosimus, book iv.).
' Eusebius, _rzta Const. lib. ii. e. xliv. xlv.

• See Eesebius, Vita Gonst. lib. ii. c. xliv. xlv, lib. iv. e. xxiii. ; Theodoret,
ilb. vi. c. xxi. ; Sozomea, lib. iii. c. xvii. Eusebius repeats this assertion cve_

and over again ; see Milman, _story of Christianity, voh iL pp. 460-464 ed.
ls4o).

s Sptttking of his youth, Libanius says: ' Plus spud Deos cluam spat,
homines in terra convresabatur, tametsi lex prohiberet_ quam audentl violate
capitis pcvna fuit Vermntamen cam iUis ipsis vitam agens et imquam legem
et impium legislatorem dendebat.' (De P'_vlasua, Libanii Opera led. 162_/],
vol. h. p. 11.) However in his oration Pro Tem1_lis, Libanius says distinctly
that Constantine did not &sturb the worship of the temples. It is hard to re.

eoneile these two paesag,_ and the last with the statements of Eusebius, but 1
tuppose the ¢aet is that tile law was made_ but was generally suffered to 1_
luoperafive
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worship was connived at in many and probably most parts

of the empire, that temples were dedicated, and the ceremo
nles performed without molestation or concealment.' It is

only by taking into account the extreme laxity of the admin-

istration of law at this period of Roman history, that we

_mnestimate aright the position of the pagans. The govern-

meat was strongly hostile to their faith, but was as yet re-

strained by their numbers; the habitual policy was therefore

gradually to destroy their political importance, and by laws

directed ostensibly against magic to suppress those portions

of worship which were not indeed the essentials_ but ibrmed

what may be called the religious luxuries of paganism.

Other and more stringent laws were made, but they were

generally in abeyance, or at least their execution depended

upon political eircumstances_ or upon the disposition of the

governors. Constantins made laws distinctly prohibiting

every form of pagan worship,' but yet there is no fact more

certain than that this worship continued till the period of
Theodosius.'

See a great deal of evidence of this in Beugnot, D$cadence du Poly-

th2isme. But it is absurd to speak of Constantine_ as M. Beuoonotdoes, as an
apostle of tolerance. _Connivance,' as Burke once said, ' is the relaxation of

tyranny, and not the definition of liberty.' One of Constantine's proelama.

tions of tolerance seems to have been posterior to the prohibition of public
sacrifices.

i Cod. Th. xvi. 10, 2-4. The terms of one of these laws seem to imply

I_h_t 2onstantine had made a similar enactment: ' Cesset superstitio : saerifi-

ciort.m aboleatur insania. Nam quicunque contra legem divi 2rlndpis Par_a.

l/_ rwstrl, et bane nostrm mansuetudinis jussionem, ausus fuerit saerificia

¢elebrare, competeus in eum vlndieta et prmsens sententla exeratur.' For a
full discussion of this very perplexing subject see Milman,/T_t. of Cl_ristla..

/t/¢_and Gibbon, ch. xxL

' Thus, for example_ the pagan Zosimus tells us expressly that in the begin-

ping of the reign of Theodosius his coreligionists were stil/ at liberty to wor

hip in fine temples. The history is in a great measure a repetition of that of
the persecution which the Christians had themselves endured. Generally the_
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It is not necessary to follow in detail the persecuting

laws of the first century of the Church's power, and indeed

such a task would be intolerably tedious on account of the

activity that was displayed in this department of legislation.

The Theodosian Code, which was compiled under Theodc*

sius the younger, contains no less than sixty-slx enactments

against heretics, besides many others against pagans, Jews,

apostates, and magicians. It is sufficient to say that at first
the Arian measures seem to have been rather more severe

than the Catholic ones, but that the scope of the latter was

steadily enlarged, and their severity increased, till they reached

a point that has seldom been surpassed. First the pagans
were deprived of offices in the State; then their secret sacri-

fices were prohibited ; then every kind of divination was for-

bidden; then the public sacrifices were suppressed; and

tlnally the temples were destroyed, their images broken, and
the entire worship condemned. _ The enforcement of these

measures in the country districts was the last, the most diffi-

cult, and the most melancholy scene of the drama. For in

those days, when means of communication were very few

and ignorance very general, it was quite possible for a re-

ligious movement to gain a complete ascendency in the
towns while the peasants were scarcely aware of its existence.

In their calm retreats the paroxysms of change were seldcm

felt. They still continued with unfaltering confidence to
worship the old gods when a new faith had attracted the

educated to its banner, or when scepticism was withering

the beliefs of the past. Multitudes had probably scarcely

had been allowed freely to celebrate their worship, but from that time, elth_
through popular indignation or imperial suspicions, there were tmddem
bursts of fearful persecution

i See the la_s De Tcmplis.



realised the existence of Christianity when the edict arrived

which doomed their temples to destruction. Libanius, who,

as the minister of Julian, had exhibited a spirit of tolerance

even laore remarkable than that of his master, p.eaded the

peasants' cause with courage, dignity, and pathos. The tem-

ple, he said, was to them the very eye of nature, the symbol

and manifestation of a present Deity, the solace of all their

troubles, the holiest of all their joys. If it was overthrown,
their dearest associations would be annihilated. The tie

that linked them to the dead would be severed. The poetry

of life, the consolation of labour, the source of faith would

be destroyed. 1 But these pleas were unavailing. Under

Theodosius the Great all the temples were razed to the

ground, and all forms of pagan and heretical worship abso-

lutely prohibited."

Such was the persecuting spirit displayed by the Chris-

tians of the fourth and fifth centuries. It is both interesting

and important to observe how far it was the consequence of

a theological development, and what were the stages of that

development. The noble protests against persecution which

the persecuted prelates had uttered form indeed a striking
contrast to the measures I have related ; but, unfortunately,

new circumstances produce new opinions, and when the bias

of the will is altered, a change will soon be manifested in the

judgment. Still, in justice to the persecutors, it must be

admitted that they were but tile logical exponents of princi-

ples that had before existed in the Church. These principles

* -Pro Temlalis.
• It is said, however, that, notwithstanding these laws, the Novatians (prob.

ably on account of the extremely slight difference that separated them from
the orthodox) were allowed to celebrate their worship fill A.D. 525, whe_ the

Bishop of Rome succeeded in procuring their suppression. (Taylor, f_ibert$

•jr Proft_ng, epistle dedicatory.)
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wele the doctrine of exclusive salvation, and the conceptions

of the guilt of error and of ecclesiastical authority. It is very

remarkable, too, that even before Constantius some theolo-

gians had begun to deduce their rule of conduct towards

heretics _rom the penal enactments of the Levitical law. To

excommunicate the heretic was, they said, to consign him to

etel]lal damnation; and they were justified in inflicting this

frightful punishment upon those who rebelled against their

authority, because the ancient idolater had been punished

with death.' From such a doctrine there was but a step to

persecution. The premises were already formed ; it only re-

mained to draw the obvious conclusion.

There cannot, I think, be much doubt that the minds of

the leaders of the Church were so prepared by these modes

of thought, that the eulogies which Eusebins unceasingly

lavishes upon the persecuting edicts of Constantine were a

faithful expression of their sentiments. But the writer whc

was destined to consolidate the whole system of persecution,

to furnish the arguments of all its later dei_nders, and to

give to it the sanction of a name that long silenced every

' Neither let those who refuse to obey their bishops and priests think
within themselves that they are in the way of life and of salvation, for the
Lord God says in Deuteronomy, "Whoever will act presumptuously,and will
not hear the priest or the judge, whoever he may be in those days, he shad
die, and the people will hear and fear, and do no more presumptuously." God
commanded those to be slain who would not obey the priests or the judges set
over _hemfor a time. Then, indeed, they were slainwith the sword while the
earnal cirmmcision still remained; but now,since the spiritual circumcision
has begun amid the servantsof God, the proud and contumaciousare killed
whenthey are cast out of the _aureh. For they cannot live without it ; for
Re house of God is one, and thex_ can be salvationfor no one except in the
Church.' (CyprianiE4dst., lib. i. ep. 11.) That excommunicationis a severer
penalty than death,and that the Church,having the powerof inflicting the
first,may also inflict the second, was oneof the arguments of Bellarmine in
favour of persecution,and was answered by Taylor,Z/bvr_j of .Pro_lumyi_.

14.
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pleading of mercy, and became the glory and the watchword

of every persecutor, was unquestionably Augustine, on whom

more than any other theologian--more perhaps even than on

Dominie and Innocentmrests the responsibility of this fear-

ful curse. A sensualist and a Manicha_an, a philosopher an,_

a theologian, a saint of the most tender and exquisite piety_

and a supporter of atrocious persecution, the llfe of this Father

exhibits a strange instance of the combination of the most

discordant agencies to the development of a single mind, and

of the influence of that mind over the most conflicting inter-

ests. Neither the unbridled passions of his youth, nor the

extravagances of the heresy he so long maintained, could

cloud the splendour of his majestic intellect, which was even

then sweeping over the whole field of knowledge, and ac-

quiring in the most unpropitious spheres new elements of

strength. In the arms of the frail beauties of Carthage, he

learned to touch the chords of passion with consummate

skill; and the subtleties of Persian metaphysics, the awful

problems of the origin of evil and of the essence of the soul

which he vainly sought to fathom, gave him a sense of the

darkness around us that coloured every portion of his teach-

ing. The weight and compass of his genius, his knowledge

both of men and of books, a certain aroma of sanctity that

imparted an inexpressible charm to all his later writings, and

a certain impetuosity of character that overbore every ob-

stacle, soon made him the master intellect of the Church.

Others may have had a larger share in the construction of

her formularies--no one since the days of the apostles In.

fused into her a larger measure of his spirit, lie made it

his mission to map out her theology with inflexible precision,

to develop its principles to their full consequences, and to

ooSrdinate its various parts into one authoritative and sym-
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metrical whole. Impatient of doubt, he shraI& from no eox_

clusion_ however unpalatable; he seemed to exult in tram-

piing human instincts in the dust, and in accustoming men to

accept submissively the most revolting tenets. He was the
most staunch and enthusiastic defender of all those doctrines

that grow out of the habits of mind that lead to persecution-

No one else had developed so fully the material character of

the torments of hell, no one else had plunged so deeply into

the speculations of predestinarianism, very few had dwelt so

emphatically on th£ damnation of the unbaptised. For a

time he shrank from, and even condemned, persecution ; but he

soon perceived in it the necessary consequence of his princi-

ples. He recanted his condemnation; he flung his whole

genius into the cause ; he recurred to it again and again ; and

he became the framer and the representative of the theology
of intolerance/

Strange indeed has been the destiny of this man] The

most illustrious of his contemporaries, in a few centuries, lost

their ascendency. Their nanles, indeed, still continued in

honour, their works were read by monkish scholars, but

changing modes of thought and feeling soon isolated them

fl'om the sympathies of mankind. Alone by the power of

his genius, Augustine traversed the lapse of ages with un-

fading influence; but he survived to be the watchword of

the most opposing doctrines, the promoter alike of the best

and worst sentiments of our nature. From his teaching con-

cerning imputed righteousness, predestinarianlsm, and good

works, the Protestants drew their most powerful weapons

/n the intolerant rigidity of his doctrines_ in his exaltatio_

i Beehis ]?_ra_. lib. il. e. v. ; _t. xelil. (in some editions xlvill.) cr_vii
clxxxv._ _ontva (_auden_um, e. xxv. ; Oontra _sl. _armeniani, c. v_l
_ere aremany other nassageson the subject scattered throughhis writings.
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of authority, and in the imperious character of his genius,

Catholicism recognised her most faithful type. Both sects

found in his writings the purest expressions of their religious

sentiments, and both sheltered their intolerance beneath his
name.

The arguments by which Augustine supported persecution

were, for the most part, those which I have already stated.
Some of them were drawn from the doctrine of exclusive sal.

vation, and others fi'om the precedents of the Old Testament.

It was merciful, he contended, to punish heretics, even by

death, if this could save them or others from the eternal

suffering that awaited the unconverted. IIeresy was de-

scribed in Scripture as a kind of adultery ; it was the worst

species of murder, being the murder of souls; it was also a

form ofplasphemy; and on all these grounds might justly be

punished. If the New Testament contained no examples of

the apostles employing force, this was simply because in

their time no priest had embraced Christi:mity. But had

not Elijah slaughtered with his own hand the prophets of

Baal? Did not Hezekiah, and Josiah, and the king of

Nineveh, and Nebuchadnezzar after his conversion, destroy

by force idolatry within their dominions, and were they not

expressly commended for their piety ? St. Augustine also

seems to have originated the application of the words.

' Compel them to enter in,' to religious persecution. _

It is, b owever, worthy of remark, that although Augustine

defended the measures that had been taken against the

I)onatist% and although he maintained that heresy was the

worst ol vrimes, and that it should be punished a(cording to

its enorqAty, he still, with an amiable inconsistency, exerted

himselt much to prevent the penalty from being capital. H6

E_t 1. Bonifacio
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exhorted, he even commanded as a bishop, those in author]t_

to restrict it to banishment; he threatened, if they refused

to do so, that the bishops would cease to inform against

heretics ; and he laboured not unsuccessfully to save the lives

of some who were condemned.' In this respect the manner

in which heretics and pagans were treated presents a re-

markable contrast. In a passage which occurs in one of his

letters to the Donatists, St. Augustine informs us of two

striking facts. The first is, that, in his time, the sentence of

death was incurred by any one who celebrated the rites of

the religion which had a few centuries before been universal

in the empire. The second is, that this sentence was unan-

imously applauded in the Christian Church.'

The reluctance of the clergy to sanction the death of

heretics for a long time coexisted with the most earnest desire

to suppress their worship by force, and to banish their teach-

ers from the empire. The first execution of heretics in which

ecclesiastics took any part seems to have been in A.D. 385,

See especially _p_t e. clviii, clix. clx. On the other hand s Augustine

bases the light ot punishing heresy on the enormity of the crime, which he
considered greaWr thau an) other (Contra Gaude_t_um, lib. i c. xlx.) He
asslmilate_ heresy to blasphemy, and says that blasphemy is justly punished
by death. (A_o_st.cv, other_d_e clxvi.) He adduces as apphcable precedents
all the worst Oht Testament persecutions, and he defends the condemnatmn of

come I)onafists to death by Constantine, on the ground of justice, though be

applauds on the g'round of mercy the remission of the sentence. (Contra
Parmenianum, lib. i. c. viti.) His general vmw seems to have been that here-

tics might justly be pumshed by death, but that the orthodox should not exact
_xiet justice. However, he vacillated a good deal, and both moderate and

extreme pel_eeutors find much in their defence in his writings. Rehgioua lib.

erty he emphatically cursed. ' Quid e6t euim pejor more mlim_e quam libertu
_rroris._' (E/_t. clxvi.)

• 'Quis enim nostrum, quis vestrum non laudat legea ab hmperatoribul

darns contra sacrificia paganorum ? Et certe longe ibi peens severior cons_
tuta eat; illius quippe impietatis capitale supplicium eat.' (_ xciiL, ii
momeeditions xcvlii.) See Gibbon, ch. xxvifi.
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when some Prlscillianists were put to death at the instigation

_f two obscure bishops named _rsatius and Ithaeus. St.

Ambrose, though one of the most active in procuring the

suppression of the Jewish and pagan worship, protested

strongly against this _ct; and St. Martin of Tours de-

nounced it with almost passionate w, hemence as an atrocious

_'ime, and refused to hold any communion with the offend-

,ng bishops.' The indignation that was excited on this

occasion resulted, perhaps, hardly so much fl'om tie fact

that heretics had been put to death, as fi'om the part the

bishops had taken in the transaction; for fl'om an early

period there was an opinion diffused through the Church,

of which Tertullian and Lactantius were the principal expo-

nents, that a Christian should under no circumstances slay

his fellow-men, either by bringing a capital charge, or by

acting as a judge, a soldier, or an executioner. When the

triumph of Christianity had been attained, it was of course

necessary that this rule--which, indeed, had never been gen-

erally adopted in its full stringency--should be relaxed as

regards laymen, but it still continued in the ca_e of priests.

All ecclesiastics who delivered up a culprit to the civil

power, without supplicating the judges that he should not

be punished by death or mutilation, were regarded as guilty

of a gross irregularity, and were in consequente liable to
ecclesiastical censures. At first this rule was the expression

Cf a pure philanthropy, and was intended to save the life of

the accused, but it at last degenerated into an act of the

Ampere, 1Twt..L_ttJraire de/a France, tom. i. pp 819, _20_ _iilman, vol.

p. 60 ; Taylor, Liberty of Prophe_j_ncj, sec. 14. _ Martin, however, wu
ane of the moSt active m destroying the pagan temples, and used m that em.

ployment to range over tfi.q diocese at the head of a perfect army of monks.

(See Gibbon.)

29
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most odious hypocrisy. Boniface VIII. decided that a bisl.ol_

might safely deliver up a culprit, though he was certain his

intercession would not be attended to; and the same form

of supplication continued to be employed by the Inquisitors,

though they had themselves condemned the heretic to death,

and though Innocent VIII. had excommunicated any magi,

trate who either altered their sentence, or delayed more than

six day_ in carrying it into execution.'

During the latter half of the fom_h century there were

two causes which contributed especially to the increased

severity of the persecution. The first was the great devel-

opment of the corporate action of the ctergy, as evinced by

the multitude of councils. A large proportion of these, and

among others those of Ephesus and Constantinople, which

were esteemed (ecumenical, called upon the civil power to

banish or otherwise punish the heretics_' and their decrees

had a considerable influence upon the government. The

second cause was the establishment and rapid growth of the

monastic sy,tem, which called into existence a body of men

who, in sell:denial, in singleness of purpose, in heroic courage,

and at the name time in merciless fanaticism, have seldom

been surpassed. Abandoning every tie of home and friend-

ship, discarding all the luxuries and most of what are deemed

the necessarics of life, scourging and macerating their bodies,

The history of this has been written in a very striking book called La
Tol_rauce .Eccle,,_aatl_ue _ C_v//e, by Thaddeus de Trautsmandorff. The author

wa_ a 'canon of Olmutz, and ai_erwards Bishop of Konigsgratz in Bohemia.

]?he work appeared in Latin, at Pavia, in 1783, and was translated into French

In 1796. It is one ot the most remarkable books m favour of tolerance pro-

duced by any priest m the 18th century. See, too, on the form of h]tercessioa

employed by the lnquisitor_ Limborch, Historia l_luu_itioni_ (Amsterd_tm_
1692), pp. 365-367, 872.

m On the influence of the Councils see Palmer_ voL il p. 835 ; Mtmarelfi
_r r lmlui_ion.
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aving in filth and loneliness and desolation, wandering half-

starved and half-naked through the deserts with the wild

beasts for their only companions, the early monks almost

extinguished every natural sentiment, and emancipated them-

aelves as far as is possible from the conditions of humanity.

Ambition, and wealth, and ease, and all the motives that tell

most powerfully upon mankind, were to them unmeaning

words. No reward could bribe them, no danger could appal

them, no affection could move them. They had learned to

embrace misery with a passionate love. They enjoyed a

ghastly pleasure in multiplying forms of loathsome penance,

and in trampling upon every natural desire. Their imagina-

tions, distempered by self-inflicted sufferings, peopled the

solitude with congenial spirits, and transported them at will

beyond the horizon of the grave. To promote the interests

of their Church was the only passion that remained, and to

gratify it there was no suffering that they were not ready to

endure or to inflict. The pagan historians have given us a

graphic description of the zeal they manifested in destroying

the temples. Sometimes a bishop led the enterprise fi'om

which the civil authorities recoiled, and one prelate, named

Marcellus, perished in a conflict with the peasants who were

defending with despairing courage the altars of their gods.

A few years of such zeal sufficed, and paganism as a distinct

system perished in the empire.

After the suppression of paganism in the Roman empire,

a period of many centuries occurred during which Ieligious

persecution was very rare. The principle was indeed fully

admitted, and whenever the occasion called for it it was

applied; but heresies scarcely ever appeared, and the few

that arose were exceedingly insignificant. A few heretic,

I V/de St. Jerome, passim.
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whose doctrineswere merged inthe chargeofmagic,t_o o_

threewho were burnt by -AlexiusComnenus, some more who

were burnt in France in the beginning of the eleventh

century,and some Cathari and sectaMeswith kindredviews

who were burnt atCologne' or inItaly,seem to have been

all or nearly all who peMshed for heresy during several

centuriesbeforethe Albigenses. Catholicismwas then per-

fectlyin accordance with the intellectual wants of Europe.

It was not a tyranny, for the intellectual latitude it permitted

was fully commensurate with the wants of the people. It

was not a sect or an isolated influence acting in the midst of

Europe and forming one weight in the balance of power, but

rather an all-pervasive energy animating and vivifying the

whole social system. A certain unity of type was then

manifested, which has never been restored. The corpora-

tions, the guilds, the tbudal system, the monarchy, the social

habits of the people, their laws, their studies, their very

amusements, all grew out of ecclesiastical teaching, embodied

ecclesiastical modes of thought, exhibited the same general

tendencies, and presented countless points of contact or of

Natalis Alexander, tlzst_*ria .F_'cle._zaztica, tom. v. p. 837. The following

are al/Ole cases Simaacas couhl collect : 'Antiquismma est pinna ignis adver.
_us impios et h_cretieos, ut ex aefis Cbalecdonenm_ eoneilii _tis eonstam

t_te.st. Illic enim episcopus Alexandrinus dixisse traditur: "Si Eulvche_

p_ter do_lata eceles_,e saplt non solum pa.na dignus est sed et igae." Anat_

Iimn quoque hJemtmum igm vxvum combusserunt, ut Nieephorus prodidit, lib.

xvlii Eccl. Hist. _ 4. Gregorius quoquc, lib. i. Dlalogon_m, refert Basilium

magum Romeo fui_e combustum et rein gestam laudat. Et propter impmm

atque seelestam dzsciphnam Temptarii eoneremati thenmt. . . . Et Basil-

II_ hmreticus eommuni suffragio eombu.-tus fuit, ffleuti Zou_ras retulit iu

imtmrio Alexfi Comnenl; alibi quoque h_erefiei jam olim vivi eremati sunt_

qucmadmodum Paulu_ ._:mihus. lib. vi de Rebus Francorum, retuht. Item

constttutionibus Sieulis csvetur ut vivi h_creticl m conspectu populi combt_

rantur, flammarum enmmissi 3ndlcio Quod lebdbus quoque Hi_panis eonstitu

turnet consuetudine jam prldem receptum est: (De Oatholici* In*ti_ti_ ad_

[l_m_e, 15751, pp. _65, 364 )
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analogy. All of them were strictly eongruou,,. The Church

was the very heart of Christendom, and the spirit that

radiated from her penetrated into all the relations of lift,, and
coloured the institutions it did not create. In such a condi-

tion of society, heresies were ahuost impossible. For while

the particular form that a heresy assumes may l)e dependent

,1port circum__tances that are pecuhar to the hcrebiarch, the

e_istence and success of heretical teaching always proves

that the tone of thought or measure of 1)robabdity prew_iling

at the time has begun to diverge from the tone of thought

or measure of probability of orthodoxy. As long as a church

is so powerful as to form the intellectual con(litton of the age,

to supply the standing-point fi'om which every question is

viewed, its authority will never be disputed. It wdl reflect

so perfectly the general conceptions ()f the people, th'_t no

difficulties of detail will seriously disturb it. T]n_ a_,eend-

ency wab gained by mediaeval Catholicity mo_e c,mq,h,lt,ly

than by any other system before or sin('e, and the _l._ge of
civilisation that resulted fi'orn it was one of the most impor-

tant in tim evolutions of society. By eon._(,lidating the hete-

rogeneous and anarchical elements that succeeded the down-

fall of the Roman empire, by infusing iL_. Christendom the

conception of a bond of unity that i._superior t(, the divisions

of nationhood, and of a moral tie that is superior to three, by

softening slavery into serfilom and preparing the way for the

ultimate emancipation of labour, Catholicism laid the very
foundations of modern civilisation. IIerself the most admi-

rable of all organisations, there was formed beneath her influ-

ence a vast network of organisations, political, municipal,

and social, which supplied a large proportion of the materials

of almost every modern structure.

But though in many respects admirable and useful, this
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stage was manifestly transitory. It could only exist by tho

suppression of all critical spirit, by a complete paralysis of

the speculative faculties. It was associated with conceptions

of the government of the universe, the history of the past:

and the prospects of the future, that were fundamentally

false, and must necessarily have been dissolved by advancing

knowledge. As soon as the revival of learning commenced,

as soon as the first pulsations of intellectual life were f%lt,

the movement of decomposition began. From that moment

Catholicism, aiming at an impossible immobility, became the

principle of retrogrcssi_,,'.. From that moment she employed

all the resources that her position and her great services had

given her, to arrest the expansion of the human mind, to im-

pede the circulation of knowledge, and to quench the lamp

of liberty in blood. It was in the course of the twelfth cen-

tury that this change was manifested, and m the beginning

of the next century the system of coercion was matured. In

1208, Innocent IIl. established the Inquisition. In 1209, De

]_lontibrt began the massacre of the Albigenses. In 1215,

the Fourth Council of the Lateran enjoined all rulers, 'as

they debired to be esteemed _dthihl, to swear a public oath

that they would labour earnestly, and to the full extent of

their power, to exterminate fi'om their dominions all those

who were br'mded as heretics by the Church."

The FourthCouncilof the Lateran isesteemedoecumenicalin the Church
of Rome, and exercisedvery great influenceboth on this account and becausJ
it was the council which first defined the doctrineof transubstap_iatiun. Its
d¢_:reeon persecution, however,had been anacipated by the Coancil of Avi-
gnon, in 1209,which enjoined all bisbop_to call upon the civilpower to exter
ndmateheretics. (Rohrbacher,///st. de l'JEgl_eCath_/q'ue,tom. xvii 1_.220.)
12mbull of InnocentHI. threatened any pnnce who refusedto extzrpate here-
tics from his realm, with excommunication,and with tim forfeiture of hiJ
dominions. See the text in EFmericus, Direaorium [nquisitorum (Rom_
1578),p. 60.
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It is in itself evident, and it is abundantly proved by

history, that the virulence theologians will di_,play towards

those who differ from them, will depend chiefly oll the degree

iu which the dogmatic side of their system is developed.

'See ]low these Christians love one "mother,' was the just

and striking exclamation of the heathen in the first century.
'There are no wild beasts so ferocious as Christians who

differ concerning their faith,' was the equally striking and

probably equally just exclamation of the heathen in tho

fourth century. And the reason of this difference is mani-

fest. In the first century there was, properly speaking,

scarcely any theology, no system of elaborate dogmas

authoritatively imposed upon the conscience. Neither the

character of the union of two natures in Christ, nor the doe-

trine of the atonement, nor the extent of the authority of the

Church, had been determined with precision, and the _ hole

stress of religious sentiment was directed to_ard_ the wor-

ship of a moral ideal, and the cultivation of moral qualiti,.s.

But in the fourth century men were mainly occupied with

innumerable subtle and minute questions of theology, to

which they attributed a transcendent impol_tance, and which

in a great measure diverted their minds flom moral con-

sideratioas. However strongly the Itomoousians and Ho-

mooisians were opposed to each other on other points, they

were at least perfectly agreed that the adherents of the

wrong vowel could not possibly get to heaven, and that the

highest conceivable virtues were futile when associated with

error. In the twelfth century, when persecution recom-

meneed, the dogmatic or ecclesiastical element had been still

further aggrandised by the immense development of ecclesi-

astieM ceremonies, and the violence with which it was

ttefended was proportionally unscrupulous. The reluct_ne_
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to shed blood which had so honourably distinguished the

Fathers completely passed away; or, if we find any trace of

it, it is only in the quibble by which the Church referred the

execution of her mandates to the civil magistrate, who, as

we have seen, was not permitted to delay that execution roy

more than six days, under pain of excommunication. Almosl

all ]Europe, for many centuries, was inundated with blood,

which was shed at the direct instigation or with the full

approval of the ecclesiastical authorities, and under the

pressure of a public opinion that was directed by the

Catholic clergy, and was the exact measure of their in-
fluence.

That the Church of Rome has shed more innocent blood

than any other institution that has ever existed among man-

kind, will be questioned by no Protestant who has a compe-

tent knowledge of history. The memorials, indeed, of many

of her persecutions are now so scanty, that it is impossible

to form a complete conception of the mlfltitude of her vic-

tims, and it is quite certain that no powers of imagination

can adequ'ttely realise their sufferings. Llorente, who had

free access to the archives of the Spanish Inquisition, assures

us that by that tribunal alone more than 31,000 persons were

burnt, and more than 290,000 condemned to punishments less

severe than death.' The number of those who were put to

I Llorente,//_q. de Plnquisition, tom. iv. pp 271, 272. This does not
include those who perished by the branches of the Spanish Inqmsition in
Mexico, Lima, Carthagcna, the Indies, Sicily, Sardima, Oran, and Malta
Llorente hasang been himself at one time secretary in the Inquisition, and
having during the occupationby the French had access to all the secret papers
of the tribunal, will alwaysbe the highest authority. One wouldfain hope_
however(andit is veryprobable),that these figures are overstated, and Pres-
vott has detected two or three instances of exa_eration in the calculationso_
which they are based. (Ferdinana and Isabella,voLiii. pp. 492_493.) At
the same tim_ Llorente has adduced some fearful evidence of particulaTin
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_eath for their religion in the Netherlands alone, in the reign

of Charles V., has been estimated by a very high authority

at 50,000,' and at least half as many perished under his son.'

And when to these memorable instances we add the innumer-

able less conspicuous executions that took place, fi'om tlle

victims of Charlemagne to the free-thinkers of the seventeenth

century ; when we recollect that after tlle mission of Dominic

the area of the persecution comprised nearly the whole of

Christendom, and that its triumph was in many distriets so

complete as to destroy every memorial of the contest ; the
most callous nature must recoil with horror from the

spectacle. For these atrocities were not perpetrated in the

bl_ef paroxysms of a reign of terror, or by the hand_ of ob-

scure sectaries, but were inflicted by a triumphant Church,

with every circumstance of solemnity and deliberation. Nor

did the victims perish by a brief and painless death, but by

one which was carefully selected as among the most poignant

that man can suffer. They were usually 1,urnt alive. They

were burnt alive not unfrequent]y by u slow fire2 They

stances of persecution, which serve to show that tn_ grand t.tal is scarcely as

improbable as might be supposed. Ttms Manana sa)_ that 2,_*00 persons _ere

burnt in Andalusia in 1482, the year of the e_-tabh_hmen! of the Inquisition.

An old historian, named Bcrnahlez, says that 700 _ere burnt at _villc between

1482 and 1489 ; and an inscription placed over the door of the ]nquisalon of

Seville in 1524, declares that nearly 1,000 persons had been burnt smcc the

expulsion of the Jews in 1492. (Llorcnte, tom i pp 273-275.)

i Sarpi, tt_st, of Councd of Trent. Grofiu_ s,',.ys 100,000

• ' Upon the 16th of February, 1568, a sentence of the Iloly Office con-
demned all tire inAabitants of the Netherlands to deal]e &_ heretics. From this

tmiversal doom only a few persons especmlly named were cxcepted. A proc.

lamation of the king, dated ten days later, confirmed tbis decree of the In

quisition, and ordered it to be carried into instant execution. . . Three

millions of people, men, women, and cbildrcn, were sentenced to the scaffold

in three lines.' (Motley's R_se of the Dutct_ Relrubli¢, vol n. p. 155.)

* One of the advantages of this being that the victim had more time fol

:epeattmce. The following edifying anecdote is from Eymericns: ' In CathA
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were burnt alive after their constancy had been tried by the

most excruciating agonies that minds fertile in torture could

devise.' This was the physical torment inflicted on those

Ionia, in civitate Barehinon, fuerunt tres hmretici, ut impenitenteS sol r,_n re.

hpsi, tradlti braehio smculari ; et cum unus eorum qui erat saoerdos f'31sset

expnsitus, et ex uno latere jam aliqualiter adnstus, clamavit quod educere-

tur quia voleb,_t abjurare, et pcenitebat. Et sic factum est: verum si belle vci

male, nescio.' (D_rectorium Inqu/Mtorum, p. 335.) Castellio notices in his

time the bitter complaints of some zealous theologians ' si quem videant stran-

gulari, ae non vivum lentO, flammR torreri.' (Cluten, .De tt_retic_persequendis

[1610] : Preface of Martin Bellius ) See for a very horrible inetance (pro-

duced, however, by aggravated ciseumstances), Sessa, De Judceis (Turin, 1717),

p. 96. I may mention here that Eymencns was an Inquisitor in Aragon about

1368 His Directoriura was p_nted at Barcelona as early as 1503 ; it passed

through a great many editions, and with the Commentaries of Pegua was long

the standing guide of the Inquisition. The admnang biographer of Eymerieus

sums up his chmns upon posterity in one happy sentence : ' H_ec magma estet

postrema viri laus, eum acri odin hmreticos omn_ habuisse.' Independently

of its value as throwing light upon the Inquisition in its earlier stages, this

book is remarkable its giving a sin_'alarly clear view of the heresies of the

time. I have not met anywhere cibe _lth so satisfactor) a review of the opin-

ions of Averroes. In addition to the brief sketch prefixed to the D_rechwium,

there is a full history of the life of Eymericus (which was ra_her remarkable)

in Touron, ttist, den l[ommea illustre* de l' Ordre de St. Dormmque

The tortures of the Inqui,ition I have noticed in the last chapter ; but I

may add that tlds mode of examination was expressly enjoined by Pope In-

nocent IV. in a bull be_nuing: ' Teneamr prmterea potestas seu rector omnes

hmretiens quos captas habuer_t eogere citra membli dlminutionem et morris

periculum tanquam veto latrones et homicidas animarum, et lures Saeramen-

forum Dei et fidei Christianm, errores suos expresse fateri et accnsare alios

hmreticos.' Clement IV. issued a bull nearly in the same terms (Eymerieas,

Appcndtx, p. 9). It was decided by the Inquisitors that even a heretic who

oonfessed his guilt might be tortured to discover his accomplices (Carena, De

Inquisitione [Lugduni, 1649], pp. 69-73) The rule was that the tortures were

not to be re/mated, butit was decided that they might be eont/nued through three

days: ' Si qmestionatns decenter noluerit faWN veritatem . . . poterit ad

t_rrorem, vel etiam ad veritatem, seeanda dies vel tertia assignari ad continuua-

dum tormenta, non ad iterandum, quia iteraxi non debent, nisi novia super.

venientibus iadiciis contra eum, quia tune possunt ; sol continuari non prohi.

bentur.' (Eymerieus, p. 814.) Paramo, a Sicilian Inquisitor, assures us that

the Inqu:aition was like the good Samaritan, pouring into its wounded country

the wine of t wholesome severity mingted with the oil of mercy. He was ale4
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who dared to exercise their reason in the pursuit of truth;

but what language can describe, and what imagination can

conceive, the mental suffering that accompanied it? For in

those days the family was divided against itself. The ray

of conviction often fell upon a single member, leaving all

others untouched. The victims who died for heresy were

not, like those who died for witchcrai_, solitary and dotina

women, but were usually men in the midst of active liJ_, and

often in the first flush of youthful enthusiasm, and those who

loved them best were firmly convinced th'lt their agonies

upon earth were but the prelude of eternal agonies hereafter.'

This was especially the case with weak women, who feel

most acutely the sufferings of others, and around whose

minds the clergy had most successfully wound thcir toils.

It is horrible, it is appalling to reflect what the mother, the

wife, the sister, the daughter of the heretic must have _ut:

fered from this teaching. She saw the body of ]Jim _ he _as

dearer to her than life, dMocated and writhi[_g and quiver-

ing with pain ; she watched the slow fire crc(Ting from limb

to limb till it had swathed him in a sheet of agony ; and when

at last the scream of anguish had died away, and the tor-

tured body was at rest, she was told that all this was ac-

ceptable to the God she served, and was but a faint image

of the sufferings He would inflict through eternity upon the

dead. Nothing was wanting to give emphasis to the doc-

trine. It rang from every pulpit. It was painted over

gff _l:':_on that it resembled the Jewish tabernacle, in which the rod of Aaro_

X_l the manna (of mercy) lay side by side. (De Ortg_n. Inc]. p. 153.)

The following is part of the sentence pronounced upon the relapsed here,

tic: _Tu in reprobum scnsum datus, maligno spiritu ductus pariter et seductus_

prmeligL_ti torqueri diris et perpetuis cruciatibus in infcnmm, et hic temporali

bus ignibus corporahter cousumari, quam adh_erendo conailio saniori ab errori

bus damnabilibus ac pestffens re_ihro.' (Eymencus_ p. 337.)
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every altar. The Spanish heretic was led to the flames in a

dress covered with representations of devils and of frightful

tortures, to remind the spectators to the very last of the doom

that awaited him.

All this is very horrible, but it is only a small part &the

misery which the persecuting spirit of Rome has produced.

For, judging by thc ordinary measure of human courage, for

every man who dared to avow his principles at the stake,

there must havc been multitudes who believed that by such

an avowal alone they could save their souls, but who were

nevertheless scared either by the prospect of their own suf-

ferings or of the destitution of their children,' who passed

• It was the invariable rule to confiscate the entire property of the impen-

itent heretic, a rule _hleh Paramo justifies on the ground that the crime of the
heretic i._so great that somethm_ of hi_ impurity falls upon all related to him.

and that the Almighty (whom he blasphemously terms the First Inquisitor)
deprived both Adam and his descenctants of the Garden of Eden. The ehfl.
dren of the heretic x_crc tlm._left absolutely destitute, and uith a stl_na upon
them that in thc fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was suflicmnt to shut them

out from all s)mpathy, from all eharU), and from all hope The thought that
tbose who _ere most dear to him _l,uld probab]) bc abandoned either to star-

ration or to the life of the prostitute, was doubtless one of most acute pan_
of the martyr, and the hope of preventing such a catastrophe one of the most
powerfifl inducements to recant. In th_s rule we have also an explanatmu of
tho_e trials of dead men for heresy which the Cathohc clergy so frequently

instituted. Protestants snmetimt_ regard these simply as displays of impotent
malice. Nothing, however, can be more fal._e_ They had the very intelligibla

object of robbing the ehddrcn of the dead. 'Juste enim procedltur eontra
defunetos h0ereticos Primo, ut memorla cjus damnatur Secundo, ut bona

illius per fiseum ab h_eredibus defuacti sou a quibushbet aliis possessoribus

auferantur.' (Panmlo, De Oriq et Pro:jressu Sa_'tz I_u, sitmni, [Madrid,
1598], p. 588.) The eunfiscatiot_of the goods of the heretac was authorised b) a

I:ull of Innocent III. (on the ground that children are in the Divine jud_o-ment_
_l'ten punished for the offences of their fathers), and again by Alexander IV
(Eymericus, pp. 58, 59, 64.) The following passage from an old ecclesiastical
lawyer gives a vivid picture of the ferocity displayed towards the children of

heretics : ' Ipsi fitii h_ereticorum adeo aunt effeeti a jure incapaocs et inhabilcs

ad succedendum patti, quod flh eUam in uno nummo succ_dere non possunt:
immo semper debent .v miseria et egestate sordescere sicut filii reorum
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their lives in one long series of hypocritical observances and

studied falsehoods, and at last, with minds degraded b_

habitual deception, sank hopeless and terror-stricken into the

grave.' And besides all these things, we have to remember

that the spirit which was manifested in acts of detailed peT-

seeution had often swept over a far wider sphere, and pro-

,:luced sufferings not perhaps so excruciating, but far more ex-

tensive. We have to recollect those frightful massacres, per-
haps the most fearful the world has ever seen: ttle massacre

of the Albigenses which a pope had instigated, or the massacre

of St. Bartholomew for which a pope returned solemn thanks

to Heaven. We have to recollect those religious wars _ hieh

reproduced themselves century after century with scarcely

diminished fury, which turned Syria into an Aceldama, which

inundated with blood the fairest lands of Europe, whi('h

blasted the prosperity and paralysed the intellect of many ._

noble nation, and which planted animosities in Europe thai

two hundred years have been unable altogether to destroy.

Nor should we forget the hardening effects that must have

been produced on the minds of the speclators who at every

royal marriage in Spain were regaled by the public execu-

tion of heretics, or who were summoned to the great square

of Toulouse to contemplate the struggles of four hundred

rnajestatis humanee, adeo quod nihil aliud el_ _i_ relinquendum, mm _ola

rita quse ex miserieordia largitur, et tales esqe dct,ent m hoe mundo ut eL' wta

Jit supplicmm et mors aolatiura2 (Farinacm., De l)ehct_ et Pe_n_, p 205 ;

Venice, 1619.) tIoweve L it was pro_qdcd that children who betrayed their

parents preserved their inheritance On the law_ r_ulting from thea4e notiona,

see Prescott, Ferdi,_,u] and Isabella. vol. L pp 262, 263.

Before operating m any district, the lnquL-ltorS always made a proclama.
lion offering pardon 1ruder certain eond_tmn._ to th_.e _ho eonf(_,'d and re.

traeted their herc_i(_ within thirty or fcwty da_q _lari,ma _aw, that when thit

proe|amataon _._ made, on the first estabhshment of the lnquNitl.n in And_

17wOO0 rccanmtlon_ followed (De lb.Su_ Ili._I,anfc_ llb. xxfiv, e.. 17.)
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witches in the flames. When we add together all these

various forms of suffering, and estimate all their aggrava-

tions ; when we think that the victims of these persecution_

were usually men who were not only entirely guiltless, but

who proved themselves by their very deaths to be endowed

witb most transcendent and heroic virtues ; and when we still

further _onsider that all this was but part of one vast con-

spiracy to check the development ._f the human mind, and to

destroy that spirit of impartial and unrestricted enquiry

which all modern researches prove to be the very first con-

dition of progress as of truth; when we consider all these

things, it can surely be no exaggeration to say that the

Church of Rome has inflicted a greater amount of unmerited

suffering than any other religion that has ever existed among

mankind. To complete the picture, it is only necessary to

add that these things were done in the name of the Teacher

who said: 'By this shall all men know that ye are my disci-

ples, that ye love one another.'

But while the preeminent atrocity of the persecutions of

the Church of Rome is fully admitted, nothing can be more

grossly disingenuous or untrue than to represent persecution

as her peculiar taint. She persecuted to the full extent of

the power of her clergy, and that power was very great.

The persecution of which every Protestant Church was guilty,
was measured by the same rule, but clerical influence in

Protestant eountrics was comparatively weak. The Protes,

rant persecutions were never so sanguinary as those of the

Catholics, but the principle was affirmed quite as strongly_

was acted on quite as constantly, and was defended quite as

pertinaciously by the clergy. In Germany, at the time of

the protestation of Spires, when the name of Protestant was

assumed, the Lutheran princes absolutely prohibited the e_le_
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bration of mass within their dominions. In England a simi-

lar measure was passed as early as Edward VI: On the

accession of Elizabeth, and before the Catholics had give,-

any signs of discontent, a law was made prohibiting any re-

ligious service other than the Prayer Book, tile penalty for

the third offence being imprisonment for life ; while another

law imposed a fine on any one who abstained from the Angli-

can service. The Presbyterians through a long succession

of reigns were imprisoned, branded, mutilated, scourged, and

exposed in the pillory. Many Catholics under false pretences

were tortured and hung. Anabaptists and Arians were

burnt alive2 In Ireland, the religion of the immense majori-

J Hallam, Const. H_.

' /b/d. And then in 1562 it was enacted, that all who had ever gn_duated

at the universities or received holy orders, all lawyers, all magistrates, must

take the oath of supremacy when tendered to them, under pain of fi)rfciture

or imprisonment during the royal pleasure; and if after three months they

refused to take the oath when again tendered to them, they were guilt) ofhvgh

treason and condemned to death. Now the discontent of the Cathohe_ mlz.ht

"be a very good reason for making them take the oath of allc_danee, winch Js

simply a test of loyalty. It might even be a reason for making the oath of

supremacy obligatory on those who for the future a_pi_ed to offices of impor-

tance---in other words, for excluding the Catholics from such offices ; but to

pass a retrospective law which made ahnost ever)' educated lloman Cathohtq

if he refused to take an oath which was absolutely and confessedly lrrcconml-

able with the doctrines of his Church, liable to be punished with death, _as as

sweeping a meaCure of persecution as any that history records. And this aa_

done many years before the bull _hich deposed Elizabeth. The mlseonecptio_m

whmh ignorance, and worse than ignorance, aceum_flated around th_q su)_e_

bare been so completely dispelled by Hallam anti Macaulay that I wdl onl

add one remark. The principal apolo.?T which wa._ pubh_hed for the pohcy ot

Ehzabcth towards the Cathohes, was Bishop Ilil,on's C'hrl_t_an Subj:ctam, m

[5$5. In that work the coercive laws were openly justified on the gnouad of

tht absolute sinfulness of tolerataon (pp. 16-29) Nor was it merely the public

prolesslon of error which was rightl_ prohibited. This distinetmn the Btshop

iad_,amntly repudiates. 'No comer is so secret,' tie says, addre_._mg the Cathc_

llcs, 'no prieon so close, but your impiety there suff),n,] doth offend God,

infect others, and confirm your own frowardn(_s. If )our religiou be go_l)

why should it lack churche_ ? If it be naught, why should it _ave chambe_ I
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ty of the people was banned and proscribed; and when m

1626 the Government manifested some slight wish to grant

it partial relief, nearly all the Irish Protestant bishops, under

the presidency of Usher, assembled to protest in a solemn

resolution against the indulgence. 'The religion of Papists_

they said, 'is superstitious, their faith and doctrine erroneoua

and heretical; their Church in respect of both apostatical.

To give them therefore a toleration, or to consent that they

may freely exercise their religion, and profess their faith and

doctrine, is a grievous sin. '_ In Scotland, during almost th_

whole period that the Stuarts were on the throne of England,

a persecution rivalling in atrocity almost any on record was

directed by the English Government, at the instigation of

the Scotch bishops, and with the approbation of the English

Church, against all who repudiated episcopacy. If a conven

ticle was held in a house, the preacher was liable to be put

to death. If it was held in the open air, both minister and

people incurred the same fate. The Presbyterians were
hunted like criminals over the mountains. Their ears were

torn from the roots. They were branded with hot irons.

Their fingers were wrenched asunder by the thumbkins.

The bones of their legs were shattered in the boots.

Women were scourged publicly through the streets. )Iulti-

tudes were transported to Barbadoes. An infuriated soldiery

was let loose upon them, and encouraged to exercise all their

ingenuity in torturing them. I Nor was it only the British

A Christian prince may not pardon or wink at your falsehood ' (p. 26). See

also on the duty of intolerance, pp. 16-29. Milner, in his Zett_rs to a Pr_

davy, has collected much evidence on the subject, There is much truth M

well as bitter eloquence in the taunt of an old persecuted Puritan, when he

denounced Anglicanism as • the Church that is planted in the blood o r her
_other. _

' Elringtonc_fe of U_Iwr, voL i p. 73.

• For the circumstances of the per:_ecution in Scotland, see Wodrow's Ht$
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Government, or the zealous advocates of episcopacy, who

manifested this spirit. When the Reformatmn triumphed in

Scotland, one of its first fi'uits was a law prohibiting any

pl_est from celebrating, or any worshipper from heanng mass,

ander pain of the confiscation of his goods for the first of-

fence, of exile for the second, and of death for the third.'

That the Queen of Scotland should be permitted to hear

mass in her own private chapel, was publicly denounced as

an intolerable evil 'One mass,' exclaimed Knox, 'is more

fearful to me than if 10,000 armed enemies were landed in

any part of the realm.' _ In France, when the governmc.it

of certain towns was conceded to the Protestant._, they im-

mediately employed their power to suppress absolutely the

Catholic worship, to prohibit ally Protestant fi'om aiwnd

mg a marriage or a funeral that was celebrated by a priest,

to put down all mixed marriages, and to persecute to the

full extent of their power those who had abandoned their

creed.' In Sweden, all who dissented fi'om any article of

the Confession of Augsburg were at once banished) In

Protestant Switzerland numerous Anabaptists perished by

drowning; the freethinker Gentilis by the axe; Servetus,

and a convert to Judaism, by the flames. In America, the

colonists who were driven from their own land by persecu-

tion, not only proscribed the Catholics, but also persecuted

the Quakers--the most inoffensive of all sects--with

atrocious seventy.' If Holland was somewhat more toler-

; and for a summaryof the laws against Nonconformistsm
leal's ITtstoryof the l_aritans, voLII.pp. 695, 696.

Buckle,H'_t., voLii. p. 231 ; McKenzie,Lawmof Kx_at*d_
McCrie,Life of Knoz (ed. 1840), p. 246.

* Muchevidenceof this is collectedin Buckle,voLL pp. 509--_2,1k
' Macaulay,Fa_taye,voLII. p. 140; L_!ng__u,edot.

flee the history,in BancroP.
80
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ant, it was early remarked, that while the liberty allowed

there was unusually great, the power accorded to the clergy

was unusually small.' As late as 1690 a synod was held at

Amsterdam, consisting partly of Dutch and partly of French

and English ministers who were driven to Holland by pel s_

eution, and in that synod the doctrine that the magistrate

has no right to crush heresy and idolatry by the civil power,

was unanimously pronoune, ed to be 'false, scandalous, and

pernicious.' ' When Descartes went to Holland, the reformed

clergy directed against him all tile force of their animosity,

and the accusation by which they endeavoured to stir up the

civil power against the author of the most sublime of all

modern proofs of the existence of the Deity, was atheism.'

The right of the civil magistrate to punish heresy was main-

tained by the IIelvetic, Scottish, Belgie, and Saxon Confes-

sions.' Luther, in reply to Philip of Itesse, distinctly assert-

ed it;* Calvin, Beza, and Jurieu, all wrote books on the

awfulness of persecution. Knox, appealing to the Old Tes

:ament, declared that those who were guilty of idolary might

justly be put to death. 6 Cranmer and Ridlcy, as well as four

i Temple, On the United Provinces.
• Bayle, art. Aug_tlne, note m See, too, on the general intolerance of the

Dutch clergy, Hallarn, tt_st, of Is2., vol iii. p. 289.
i Biog U,_v., art. Descartes. Voltaire, Zettre$ Philosophiqu_, xiv.

Considering the writing of D_cartos, this is perhaps the most prepostero_
accusation ever brought against a philosopher, ff we except one of which Lia.

amos was the victim. Some good people in Sweden deszred, it is said, to have

his system of botany suppressed, because it was based upon the discovery of
the aexe_ of the plants, and was therefore calculated to infl_ne the mind_ of

youth. (Gioja, Filo_ofla della Slat/st/ca, tom ii. p. 389.)
* Palmer, On the Church, vol. i. p. 380.

* And also in reply to the Wittenberg theologians. At an earlier period,
when his translation of the New Testament was proscribed, he had advocated
_'eration. For a full view of his sentiments, see Henry's Life of Cal_i_ vo[
[i. pp. 232-242.

• Mc_,e's L_f_ oflgr, a_ p. '246. It is in hl_ Ap_ that this gre_
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other bishops, formed the commission in the reign of Edward

VI. for trying Anabaptists ; and, if we may believe Fox, it

was only by the long and earnest solicitation of Cranmer that

Edward ccnsented to sign the warrant that consigned Joan

Bocher to the flames.' The only two exceptions to this

Bplrit among the leaders of the Refolznation, seem to have

been Zulnglius and Socinus. The first was always averse to

persecution.' The second was so distinctively the apostle ot

toleration, that this was long regarded as one of the peculiar

doctrines of his sect.' With these exceptions, all the leading

apostle of murder most fully expounded his views: 'Noae provoking the

people to idolatrie oght to be exempted from the punishment of death. . .

The whole tribes did in verie dede execute that sharp judgement against the

tmbe of Benjamin for a lesse offense than for idolatrie. And the same oght to

be done wheresoever Christ Jesus and his Evangill is so receaved m any

realme province or cltie that the magistrates and people have solemnly avo_ cd

and promised to defend the same, as under King Edward of late (lays was done

in England. In such places, I say, it is not only lawful to punish to the death
such as labour to subvert the true rehgdon, but the magistrates and people are

bound to do so onless they wil provoke the wrath of God a_am_t thems(,l_es

• . . And therefore, my Lordes, to return to you, semg that God hath

armed your handes with the sworde of justice, semg that ihs law most _trcatly

commandeth idolaters and fals prophetes to be tmni_hed _lth death, aml that

you be placed above your subjects to reissue as i_ather _ over their chihlren, and

further seing that not only I, but with me manie thousand iamou% godlie, and

teamed persons, accuse your Byshoppes and the uhole rabble of the ]'apL_tie_l

elergie of idolatrie, of murther, and of blasphemi,' against God committed it

appertaineth to your Honours to be vi_lant and carefilll in so weightie a mat-

ter. The questaon is not of earthly substance, but of the glorie of God, aJ,i

of the salvation of yourselves.' (Knox's bI_rk,, Laing's edmon, vol. iv. pp.

_00-515 ) In a debate in the House of Lords, July 15, 1864, Lord Ilou._htou

atated, on the authority of Mr. Froude, that that gentk_nan in the course of
researches had discovered addresses from both houses of Convocation to

Queen Elizabeth, requesting her to put Mary Queen of _c,ot.q to death all

quickly as possible, which she might justly do, Mary ' being an idolater.'

i Neal'sH'u_ory of the Pumtar_ (ed. 1754), vol. i. pp. 40, 41.

t This is no_eed by ttallam and other writers.

• Thus, for examlfle, Jurieu, the great antagonist of Bo,muet, the moot
Ed_n_lt French minister in Holland (he was pastor of Rotterdam), and oe_

udnly one of the most dLstmguL_hed Protestant_ of his da_ calla univer_d
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Reformers seem to have advocated persecution, and in nearly

every country where their boasted Reformation triumphed_

the result is to be mainly attributed to coercion." When

Calvin burnt Sera'etus for his opinions on the Trinity, this_

which, in the words of a great modern historian, 'had per

haps as many circumstances of aggravation as any execution

for heresy that ever took place," was almost unanimously ap-

plauded by all sections of Protestants. s Melanchthon, Bul.

linger, and Farel wrote to express their warm approbation
of the crime. Beza defended it in an elaborate treatise.

toleration, _ce dogme Socmien, le plus dangereux de tous ceux de la seeto

Socinienne, puisqu'll va A ruiner le Christianisme et _ 6tabbr Pindiff6rence des

religion_.' (Droit* des deuz Souve_ains en ._latdre de ]_el_tlon, la Censcience

et l'Exp_rience [Rotteldam, 1687], p. 14.) This work is anonymous, but there

is, I believe, no doubt a|)out its authors_fip It was written in reply to the

Conlra$_m-le_ d'eTdrer of Bayle, with the ratimr unnecessary object of showing

that the French Protestants retmdiated the tolerant maxims of that great
writer.

t I commend the fi_llo_ ing passage to the special attention of my readers"

' Peut-on nier que le paganisme est tomb6 dans le monde par l'autorit6 den

empereurs Romains '_ On peut assurer san_ t6m6rlt6 que le pagamsme seroit

coeore debout, ct que les trois quarts de l'Europc seroicnt encore payens sl

Con_tantm et ses succes_curs n'avownt emploi6 leur autorit6 pour l'abohr.

Mais, je vous prie, de quelles voms Dleu s'_t-il servi darts ces derniers sixties

pour r6tablir la vdrltable reli-non daos l'Oeeldent ? Les rois de Subde, ceux de

Danemarck, ceux d'Angleterre_ les magi._trates souvcrains de Suisse, des Pals-

Bas, des villes libres d'Allemagnc, les pnnccs 61ecteurs, et autres princ_

suuvcrains de I'empire, n'ont-il_ pas emploi6 leur autorit6 pour abbatre le

_'apisme _ . . . En v6rit6 il taut _tre bien t*m6raire pour condamner des

voles dont la Providence s'est constammcnt servi pour dtablir la vdritable re.

tic-,ton ; ,xceptt! le premier 6tablissement du Christiauisme, et sa conservation,

:inns laquelle Dieu a voulu qu'il y eCtt un miracle sensible ; c'est pourquoi ,1

n'a pas voulu que rautorlt6 s'en mdD.t; except6, dis-je, cot endroit de l'hi_

toire de l'_glise, on volt cor*stamment partout que Dieu fait entrer l'autorit_

pour 6tablir la vdritable religion et pour ruiner lea fausse_.' (Droit da deua

8outurra/m, pp. 280-282.)

I Hallam, ttl, t. of J_terat,,re, vok i. p. 554.

t See the collection of approbations quoted by Beza, De tteereada; McKe_a

ti_ La]e of Cal_i_ pp. 79-89 ; and the remarks i_ Coleridge, 2fot_ _m

]Nt,/,_, vol. i. p. 49.
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Only one man of eminence ventured openly to oppose it, and

that man, who may be regarded as the first avowed champion

of complete religious liberty, was also one of the most eminent

of the precursors of rationalism. He wrote under the name

of Martin Bellius, but his real name was Ch'htillon, or, as it

was generally latinised, Castellio.'

Caste]lio wa._ a Frenchman, a scholar of remarkable ac-

quirements, and a critic of still more remarkable boldness.

Ile had been at one time a friend of Calvin, and had fillcd a

professorship at Gene_a, but tile dalil,g spirit which he

carried into every sphere soon scandalised the leaders of the

Reformation. Itaving devotcd himself early to Biblic:fl

criticism, he had translated the Bible into Latin, and ill the

course of his labours he came to the conclusion that the Song

of Solomon was simply a Jewish love song, and that the

allegory that was supposed to underlie it was purely imagi-

nary. t A still graver offence in the eyes of the Geneva lhco-

His name was originally Ch_tfllon or Ch_tefllon, which, after the fa_hi(m

of the age, hc latitfised into Castelho ; but at the beginning of hl_ ('ar(,t.r,

some one ha_ung called him by re,stake Ca_taho, he wa_ <o charmed by the

name, which, by reminding him of the Castahan fount, seemed a good augury

for his literary career, that he adopted _t. See, for a full account of tu_ Me,

Bayle, art. Castaho, and Henry, f_fe of Calwn ; and, for a short nolite, llal-

lain, Filet. of L,terature, vol. i. p. 557. Besides the works ] ha_c nou(ed m

the text, Castaho translated the dmlogues of the famous _%cmian Ochmo, and

an anonymous German work of the mystical school of Tauler, c(hted tiu Sibyl*

.ine verses (his preface is given to the recent e(htion by Alexan,t(.r [t'ari_,

la46]), wrote a defence of his translation of the Bible (_hlch trar,Matmn

_ems to have been an indifferent performance), and pubh_hed some miller

e_aVs or dialogues.

* From which he somewhat rashly concluded that it ought not to be ro

lamed in the Bible. ' For my part,' said Niebuh h when a young Get,nan pa_

tor expressed Iris scruples about reading _hat he believed to be simpl_" a JoTe

song ' [ should deem the Bible itself imperfect if It did not in_ lu,le an expres-

sion of the deepest and strongest passion of humamt_.' The histiJr) of the in-

terpretations of the Song of Solomon _ould be long and curao,z,._---from thi

Jewish Cabalists, who, r_arding heaven as the union of man with the Ddty b$
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logians was his emphatic repudiation of the Cah4nistic doe,

trine of predestination. He assailed it not so much by any

train of arguments, or by an appeal to authority, as on the

broad grotmds of its repugnance to our sense of right, and he

developed Its moral atrocity in a manner that elicited from
Beza a torrent of almost frantic invective. Driven from

Geneva, he at last obtained a professorship at Basle, where

he denounced the murder of Servetus, and preached for the

first time in Christendom the duty of absolute toleration,

based upon the rationalistic doctrine of the innocence of error.

The object of doctrines, he said, is to make men better, and

those which do not contribute to this end are absolutely un-

impm_ant. The history of dogmas should be looked upon as

a series of developments, contributing to the moral perfection

of mankind. First of all, polytheism was supreme. Christ

came and effected the ascendency of monotheism, in which

Jews, Turks, and Christians all agree. Christianity again

introduced a specific type of character, of which universal

_harity and beneficence were the leading features. Questions
t. .

z.onceruing the Trinity, or predestination, or the sacraments,

are involved in great and perhaps impenetrable obscurity:

and have no moral influence, and ought in consequence not

to he insisted upon. ' To discuss the difference between the

Law and the Gospel, gratuitous remission of sins or imputed

righteousness, is as if a man were to discuss whether a prince

was to come on horseback, or in a chariot, or dressed m

white or in red.' t To persecute for such questions is absurd,

love, anddeathas the 'kiss of God,'esteemedthe Song of Solomonthehighem
expressionof this transcendentalunion,to the somewhatfantasticcriticismsof
_. Renan.

On which Beza comments: 'Hae impietatequid tandem maos impium
aut diabolieumipsm unquaminferiorumport_ cxhalarunt.' (Z_ Harea/ds a
Oit_liMagiatratulmnio_di*: Zibelln,_adrer_ _ 3Fartinl J_llii farra_nern el
,'Vot,ortwnAeadem_eorurn*eel,am [1554], p. 58 )
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and not only absurdbut atroclous.For ifthe end of Chris-

tianitybe the diffusionof a spiritof beneficence,persecution

must be itsextremeantithesis;and ifpersecutionbe anessen-

ti_lelement of a religion,that religionmust be a curseto

mankind.'

Such new and startlingsentimentsasthese,coming from

a writer of considerable eminence, attracted much attention,

and aroused great indignation. Both Calvin and Beza

replied in a strain of the fiercest invective. Calvin especially,

from the time when Castellio left Geneva, pursued hiul with

untiring hatred, laboured hard to procure his exlmlsion from

Basle, denounced him in the preface to an edition of the .New

Testament' as ' one who had been chosen by Satan to deceive

the thoughtless and indifferent,' and attempted to blast hi_

character by the grossest calumnies. In the friendship of

i _ Quis non purer Christum aliquem ease Molochum ant ejus generis ahquem

Deum si sibi wvos homines immolari, comburique veht _ Qms vclit servire

Christo e_ conditinne, ut si in aliquA re inter tot controversla_ ab fis (hssideat,

qui habent in alios potestatem, virus comburatur ipsius Christi jussu crudelius

quam in tauro Phalaridis, etiamsi in mcdhs flammts Christum magn_ vove

concelebret, et se in eum plcno ore credcre voeifcretur ?' (Preface of Martin

Bellius in Joachim Cluten's JDe ttaweticis persequend_, ed. 1610.) This work

consists of a collection of passages from different authors (two of them by Ca_

telho) in favour of toleratmn.

See Bayle and Henry. Castellio, when pubhshing his edition of the Bible,

made the preface the vehicle of a warm appeal for toleration (which is given ia

Cluten). Calvin, among other things, accused him of steahng _ood for his fire
_an accusation which was solemnly refuted. Bayle ha_ collected much en-

deuce to show that Castellio was a man of spotless character, singularly loved

by those about him, intensely amiable, keenly sensible of the attsek_ of whmb

he was the object. CasteUio has himself made a coUecuon of the epithets

vin in one short work heaped upon him : ' Vocas me bubinde in Galhco libello :

blasphemum, calumnlatorem, malignum, canem latmntem, p]enum ignorautJm
e¢ bestialitat_ sacrarum hterurum impurum corruptorem_ De1 prorSas deriao-

urania rehgmnis eontemptorcm, mapudentem_ impurum canem, impium,

ob_(enum_ tutti perversique ingenii_ vagum, balatronem, _ebulonem v,.ro ap

pellas octies ; et hmc urania lunge copio_ius qualm a mc rccensentur facts in h
hello duorum fohorum et qmdem pcrparvorum '
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Socinus, Castellio found some compensation for the general

hatred of which he was the object, and be appears to have

inclined greatly to the doctrines of his friend. Separated

alike from the Protestants and the Catholics, his prospects in

life were blighted, he sank into a condition of absolute desti-

tution, and is said to have been almost reduced to literal

starvation, when death relieved him of his sufferings. Afew

kindly sentences of Montaigne/who pronounced his closing

scene to have been a disgrace to mankind, have in some

degree rescued this first apostle of toleration from oblivion.

Some years after the murder of Servetus, Beza, in re)ating

its circumstances, declared that Castellio and Socinus were

the only men who had opposed it ; ' and although this state-

ment is not strictly true,' it but very little exaggerates the

i _a_ liv. L c. 34.
* Bez& Vita Calvini.

J It is sufficiently refuted by Beza himself in his answer to Castellio, when
he speaks of those who objected to the burning of Servetus (he calls them
'emissaries of Satan ') as amounting to a sect. He also specifies two or three
writer_ of whom the principal seems to have been Clebergins. I have never

been able to meet with the work of this author, but Beza represents him as
objecting absolutely to all forms of persecution, and basing this objection on
the absolute innocence of honest error; which doctrine again he rested on the
impossibility of ascertaining certainly religious troths, as demonstrated by the
continuance of controversy. The following passages quoted by Beza are ex-

tremely remarkable for the age : _De controversiis nondam certo constat ; si
enim constaret disputari defaisset.' ' Nonne Deus eos amabit qui id quod verum
eese putant defenderint bona fide _ Etiam si forte erraverint, nonne eis veniam
dabit ? ' (Beza, pp. 65, 93.) Hallam has also exhumed three or four books or

pamphlets that were written at the same time in favour of toleration. Acontiu$
{Aeanacio) seems to have been one of the most distinguished of these authors.
Hallam says (Hist. of Z/_rature) his book is, 'perhaps, the first wherein the

limitation of fundamental articles of Christianity to a small number is laid down
at considerable length. He instances among doctrines which he doce not

reckon fundamental, those of the Real Preseuce and of the Trmay.' Acontiua

was born at Trent. He adopted sceptical or indifferent opinions, verging ou
Socinian_rn ; he took refugein England, and received a pension from Elizabeth
Fnere is a full notice of him in an anonymous French history of Sodniani_a
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ananimlty that was displayed. W hen we reecllect the great

notoriety of this execution, and also its aggravated character,

so general an approbation seems to show clearly not only

that the spirit of early Protestantism was as undoubtedly

intolerant as the spirit of Catholicism, which is an unquem

tionable fact, but also that it flinched as little from the

extreme consequences to which intolerance leads. It seems

to show that the comparative mildness of Protestant persecu-
tions results much more from the circumstances under which

they took place, than from any sense of the atrocity of burn-

ing the heretic. And, indeed, while the Romish persecutions

were undoubtedly unrivalled in magnitude, it must be

admitted that there are some aspects under which they con-

trast not unfavourably with the Protestant ones. Catholi-

cism was an ancient Church. She had gained a great pa1_ of

her influence by vast services to mankind. She rested avow-

edly upon the principle of authority. She was defending

herself against aggression and innovation. That a Chm'ch so
circumstanced should endeavour to stifle in blood every

aspiration towards a purer system, was indeed a fearIhl

crime, but it was a crime which was not altogether unnatural.

She might point to the priceless blessings she had bestowed

upon humanity, to the slavery she had destroyed, to the

civilisation she had founded, to the many generations she

had led with honour to the grave. She might show how

completely her doctrines were interwoven with the whole

social system, how fearful would be the convulsion if they

very great research (1723), ascribed to Guichard or to Lamy (pp. 261-264)
]'he hand of Socinus was suspected in some of these works, That of Bclhtm

was by some ascribed to him. So, too, was a work now attributed to an authm

named Minos Celso, concerning whom s(_rcely anything is known, except that,

_ke Socinv_ he was born at SlevLua. (See B/og. _rd_., arts. _rv,t_

O-_.)
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were destroyed, and how absolutely incompatible thc_ wero

with the acknowledgment of private judgment. _rhese con-

siderations would not make her blameless, but they would

at least palliate her guilt. But what shall we say of a

_.arch that was but a thing of yesterday, a Church that had

a_ yet no services to show, no claims upon the gratitude of

mankind, a Church that was by profession the creature of pri-

vate judgment, and was in reality generated by the intrigues

of a corrupt court, which, nevertheless, suppressed by force a

worship that multitudes deemed necessary to their salvation,

and by all her organs, and with all her energies, persecuted

those who clung to the religion of their fathers ? What shall

we say of a religion which comprised at most but a fourth

part of the Christian world, and which the first explosion

of private judgment had shivered into countless sects, which

was, nevertheless, so pervaded by the spirit of dogmatism
that each of these sects asserted its distinctive doctrines with

the same confidence, and persecuted with the same unhes-

itating virulence, as a Church that was venerable with the

homage of more than twelve centuries ? What shall we say

of men who min the name of religious liberty, deluged their

land with blood, trampled on the very first principles of

patriotism, calling in strangers to their assistance, and openly

rejoicing in the disasters of their country, and who mwhen

_bey at last attained their object, immediately established a

religious tyranny as absolute as that which they had sub-
verted ? These were the attitudes which for more than a

century Protestantism uniformly presented ; and so strong

and so general was its intolerance that for some time it may,

I believe s be truly said that there were more instances of

partial toleration being advocated by Roman Catholics than

by orthodox Protestants. Although nothing can be more
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_gregiously absurd than to represent the Inquisition as some_

thing unconnected with the Church, although it _as created

by a pope, and introduced into the chief countries of Europe

by the sovereigns who were most devoted to the Church,

aud composed of ecclesiastics, and directed to tLe punia'_

ment of ecclesiastical offences, and developed in each countr)

according to the intensity of Catholic feeling, and long

regarded as the chief bulwark of Catholicity--although all

the atrocities it perpetrated do undoubtedly fall upon the

blood-stained Church that created it--it is nevertheless true

that one or two popes endeavoured to moderate its severities,

and reproved the excesses of Torquemada in language that is

not without something of evangelical mildness. Erasmus,

too, at all times endeavoured to assuage the persecution, and
Erasmus lived and died in communion with the Church.

Sir Thomas More, though he was himself a persecutor, at

least admitted the abstract excellence of toleration, and

extolled it in his U_opia. HSpital, and Lord Baltimore, the

Catholic founder of Maryland, were the two first legislators

who uniformly upheld religiou_ liberty when in power; and

Maryland continued the s_,lit,_ry r(t'llgt' for the oppressed of

every Christian sect, till ill(, Protestanl party, who were in

the ascendant in its legislature, basely enacted the whole

penal code against the coreligionists of the foun let of the

colony. But among the Protestants it may, 1 believe, be

safely affirmed, that there was no example of the consl._tent

advocacy or practice of toleration in the sixteenth century

that was not virulently and generally denounced by all sections

of the clergy_ _ and scarcely any till the middle of the seven-

a If this language shouldappear startling to any reader, I comm('ndto his
attention the following pa_-age from an historian _ho _as accustomed to
weighwell Ins expresmons: ' At the end of the sixteenthcentur) the simple
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teenth century. Indeed, even at the close of the seventeenth

century, Bossuet was able to maintain that the right of the

_;ivilmaglstrate to punish religiouserror was one of the

po_nts on which both churches agreed ; and he added that he

only knew two bodies of Christians who denied it. They

ere the Socinians and the Anabaptists.'

It is often said that Protestantism in its earlierdays

persecuted, because ithad inherited something of the princi-

ples of Rome ; but that persecution was entirelyuncongenial

with itscharacter,and was thereforein course of time aban-

doned. In a certain sense,thisisundoubtedly true. Prot-

proposition,thatmen forholdingordeclaringheterodoxopinionsin religion

shouldnotbe burnedaliveorotherwiseputtodeath,was itselflittleelsethan
asortofheterodoxy; and thoughmany privatelymusthave beenpersuaded

ofitstruth,theProtestantchurcheswereasfarfrom acknowledgingitasthat

of Roma No one hadyet pretendedto assertthe_euerulrightofreligious
worship,which,in fact,was rarelyor neverconcededto the Romanistsin a
Protestantcountry,thoughtheHuguenotsshedoceansof bloodtosecurethe

same privilege for themselve,q.' (Hal]am, tt'_t, of Iliterature, vol. i. p. 559.)
The same judicious historian elsewhere says : ' Persecution is the deadly orig-
inal sin of the Reformed churches, that which cools every honest man's zeal

for their cause in proportion as his reading becomes more extensive.' (Const.
t/ist, vol. i. ch. 2.)

' La discipline de nos R(_,formds permet aussi le recours au bras sdeulier
eu ccrtaius cas, et on trouve parmi les articles de la discipline de l']_glise de
Oenbve que les ministres doivent ddfdrer au magistrat les incorri_blcs qui

m6priseut les peines spirituelles, et en partieulier ecux qm euseignent de nou-
veaux dogmes sans distraction. Et encore aujourd'hui celui de tous los auteurs
Calvinlstes qui reproche le plus aigrement b. l']_glise Romaine la cruaut6 de sa

doctrine, en demeure d'aeeord dans le fond, puisqu'il permet l'exereice de la

puissance du glaive dans les mafibres de la reli_on et de la conscience (Jurieu_

JSyat.ii. ch. 22, 23, &c.) ; chose aussi qui ne peut 6tre r6voqu6e en doute sam
Snerver et comme estropier la puissance publique ; de sorte qu'il n'y a point

d'YJusion plus dangereuse que de donner la souffrance pour un caract6re do la

vraie ]_glise, et je ne connols parmi les Chr6tiens que les Sociniens et les Aria
bapfistes qui s'opposent b. ectte doctrine' ( Variati_ _Protestardes, liv. x. e.
560 The Anabaptists, however, were not always so tolerant, and oue of the

earhestrzllyingcriesofthe insurgentsof Mtinsterwas: +Que tOllS non re
_tptlses fdssent mis h mort comme payeus et meschansJ (Sleidan, liv. x:)
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esl,ntism received the doctrine of persecution from Rome_

just as it received the Athanasian Creed or any other por-

tion of its dogmatic teaching. The d()ctrine of private judg-

ment is inconsistent with persecution, just as it is inconsisttnt

w_h the doctrine of exclusive salvation, and with the univer

_1 practice of all sections of early Protestants in their deal

ings with error. If man is bound to form his opinions hy hi_

pl_vate judgment, if the exercise of private judgment is both

a duty and a right, it is absurd to prescribe beforehand the

conclusion to which he must arrive, to brand honest error as

criminal, and to denounce the spirit of impartiality and of

scepticism as offensive to the Deity. This is what almost all
the Protestant leaders did in the sixleenth and seventeenth

centuries, and what a very large proportion of them slill do,

and it was out of this conception of the guilt of error that

persecution arose. Nothing can be more erroneous than to

represent it as merely a weapon which was employed in a

moment of conflict, or as the outburst of a natural indigna

tion, or as the unreasoning observance of an old tradition.

Persecution among the early Protestants was a distinct and

definite doctrine, digested into elaborate treatises, indissolu-

bly connected with a large portion of the received theology,

developed by the most enlightened and far-seeing theologians,

and enforced against the most inoffensive as against the most

formidable sects. It was the doctrine of the palmiest days

of Protestantism. It was taught by those who are justly

esteemed the greatest of its leaders. It was manifested most

clearly in those classes which were most deeply imbued with

its dogmatic teaching. The Episcopalians generally justified

,t by appealing to St. Augustine, and Calvin and the Scotch

Puritans by appealing to the Old Testament; but in both

eases the dominating and controllin_ cause was the belief in
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exclusive salvation and in the guilt of error ; and in all coun-

tries the first dawning of tolerance represents the Hse of that

rationalistic spirit which rega-ds doctrines simply as the

vehicles of moral sentiments, and which, while it greatly

diminishes their value, simplifies their character and lessens
their number.

The evidence I have accumu]ated will be sufficient to show

how little religious liberty is due to Protestantism considered

as a dogmatic system. It might appear also to show that

the influence of the Reformation upon its development was

but small. Such a conclusion would, however, be altogether

erroneous; for although that influence was entirely indirect,

it was not the less powerfnl. To the Reformation is chiefly

due the appearance of that rationalistic spirit which at last

destroyed persecution. By the events that followed the Ref-

ormation, the adherents of different re|igious creeds became

_o mingled, that it was the interest of" a large proportion of

the members of every Church to advocate toleration. At the

Reformation, too, the doctrine of the celibacy of the clergy

was assailed, and the ministers of the new churches, being

drawn into more intimate communion with society, were

placed in circumstances far more fitted to develop the kind-

ly affections than the circumstances of the Catholic priests ;

while in England, at least, the accomplishments of a scholar

and the refinement of a gentleman, blending with the pule

_nd noble qualities of a religious teacher, have produced a

class type which is scarcely sullied by fanaticism, and is prob-

ably, on the whole, the highest as it is the most winning

that has ever been attained. Besides this, the Reformation

produced a number of churches, which possessed such an

amount of flexibility that they have been able to adapt them-

melves to the requirements of the age, while Catholicism con
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tinues to the present day the bitter enemy of toleration. The

influence of the first three facts is_ I think, sufficiently obvious.

A short sketch of the history of toleration in France and

England will clearly establish the fourth.

In order to understand the history of religious liberty,
there are two distinct series of facts to be considered. There

is a succession of intellectual changes which destroyed the

conceptions on which persecution rests, and a succession of

political events which are in part the consequence of those

changes_ but which also react powerfully upon their cause.
The intellectual basis of French toleration is to be found in

that great sceptical movement which originated towards the

close of the sixteenth century, and which at last triumphed

in the Revolution. In no other country had that movement

been so powerful, not only on account of the great ability

with which it was conducted, but also from the curious fact

that its first three leaders represented three entirely different

casts of mind, and acted in consequence upon three different

sections of society. The scepticism of Montaigne was th'_t of

a man of the world; the scepticism of Descartes was that of

a philosopher ; the scepticism of Bayle was that of a scholar.

Montaigne, looking with an impartial eye on the immense

variety of opinions that were maintained with equal confidence

by men of equal ability, and judging all subjects by a keen,

worldly, and somewhat superficial common sense, arrived at

the conclusion that it was hopeless seeking to ascertain what

is true; that such a task transcended the limits of human

powers ; and that it was the part of a wise man to remain

poised with an indifferent mind between opposing seet_ As

a consequence of this, he taught for the first time, or almost

for the first time, in France, the innocence of error and the

evil of persecution. Descartes had a far greater confidence i_
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human faculties, but he had also a far greater distrust of the

ordinary judgments of experience. He taught men that the

beginning of all wisdom is absolute, universal scepticism;

that all the impressions of childhood, all the conclusions of

the senses, all of what are deemed the axioms of life, must be

discaIded, and from the simple fact of consciousness the en-

tire scheme of knowledge must be evolved. Like many of

the greatest philosophers, Descartes did not pause to apply

his principles to practical life, but their influence was not the

less great. The scepticism which he made the beginning of

wisdom, and the purely rational process by which that seep.

ticism was at last dispelled, were alike inconsistent with a

system which esteemed doubt a sin, and which enforced con-

viction by the brand.

The intellect of Bayle was very different from those of his

predecessors, and was indeed in some respects almost unique.

There have been many greater men, but there never perhaps

was one who was so admirably fitted by his acquirements

and his abilities, and even by the very defects of his charac-

ter, to be a perfect critic. With the most profound and varied

knowledge he combined to an almost unrivalled extent that

rare faculty of assuming the standing-point of the system he

was discussing, and of developing its arguments as they

would have been developed by its most skifful advocate

But while he possessed to the highest degree that knowledge

and that philosophical perception which lay bare the hidden

springs of past beliefs, he appeared to be almost absolutely

destitute of the creative power, and almost absolute: y indif-

ferent to the results of controversy. He denied nothing. He

inculcated nothing. He scarcely exhibited any serious pref-

erence. It was his delight to bring together the arguments

of many discordant teachers, to dissect and analyse them with
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the most exquisite skill, and then to develop them till they

mutually destroyed one another. His genius was never so

conspicuous as when lighting up the wrecks of opposing sys-

tems, exhuming the shattered monuments of human genius

to reveal their nothingness and their _anity. In that vast re-

pertory of obscure learning from which Voltaire and every

succeeding scholar have drawn their choicest weapons, tho

most important and the most insignificant facts, the most

sublime speculations to which man can soar, and the most

trivial anecdotes of literary biography, lie massed togettier in

all the irony of juxtaposition, developed with the same cold but

curious interest, and discussed with the same withering sardonic

smile. Never perhaps was there a book that evinced more

clearly the vanity of human systems, or the disintegrating

power of an exhaustive enquiry. To such a writer nothing

could be more revolting than an exclusive worship of one

class of opinions, or a forcible suppression of any of the ele-

ments of knowledge. Intellectual liberty was the single sub-

ject which kindled his cold nature into something resembling
enthusiasrm In all he wrote he was its earnest and unwaver-

ing advocate, and he diffused his own passion among the

scholars and antiquarians of whom he was the chief. He had

also the merit of doing more than any previous writer to

break the spell which St. Augustine had so long cast over

theology. The bitter article on the life of that saint was well

adapted as a prelude to an attack upon his opinions.

But while the immense learning and the extraordinary

ability of the ,D_ctionary of Bayle render it one of the most

important pioneers of religious liberty, there was another

work in which the same author applied himself more direct-

ly to the advocacy of toleration. I mean that treatise on the

text _Compel them to enter in,' in which, abandoning tbr
31
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once the negative and destructive criticism in which he d_

lighted, he undertook to elucidate the bases of a rational b_

lie£ This book may, I believe, without exaggeration, be

regarded as one of the most valuable contributions to theol-

ogy during the seventeenth century, and as forming more than

an) other work the foundation of modern rationalism. While

the famous argument of T_llotson against transubstantiation

is stated as forcibly as by Tillotson, and the famous argument

of Chillingworth on the necessity of private judgment as the

basis even of an infallible Church as forcibly as by Chilling-

worth, the main principles of Kant's great work on the rela-

tions of the Bible to the moral faculty are fully anticipated,

and are developed in a style that is as remarkable for its

clearness, as that of the German philosopher is for its ob-

scurity. At the beginning of this work Bayle disclaims any

intention of entering into a critical examination of the pas-

sage that he had taken as his motto. His refutation of the

persecutor's interpretation rests not on any detailed criticism,

but on a broad and general principle. There are certain in.

teIlectual and moral truths which are universal among man-

kind, and which, being our earliest and most vivid intuitions,

cannot be questioned without universal scepticism.' Thus,

for example, the axiom that the whole is greater than a part,

represents the highest kind of certainty to which we can pos

sibly attain, and no message purporting to be a revelation

can be received in contradiction to it. For the reality of

._uch a revelatieu, and the justice of such an interpretation
must necessarrty be established by a process of reasoning, and

I • ayle, who _ as a great coward about his books, publishedthis under the
title ' Contrairu_lezo_enlrer,tradui_ d¢ rAngloi¢ du _ieur Jean Foz de
par ]JLJ. F. : _,Cantorberry,chez ThomasIAtwel.'

J See_for a full developmentof tl-_ via.i.
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no process of reasoning can be so evident as the axiom. In

the same way, the fundamental differences between right

and wrong are so stamped upon the mind, that they may be

taken as the ultimate tests of all ethical teaching. No posi-

tive enactments can supersede them. No interpretation of a

Divine revelation that violates them can be acknowledged as

_orrect/ The intuition by which we know what is right and
what is wrong, is clearer than any chain of historic reason-

ing; and, admitting the reality of a revelation, if the action

of the moral f_culty were suspended, we should have no means

of deciding from what source that revelation had emanated.

In judging therefore a moral precept, we should dissociate

it as far as possible from all special circumstances that are

connected with our passions and our prejudices, and, having

reduced it to its simplest and most abstract form, should re-

ject it without hesitation if repugnant to our moral faculty.
We should do this even if we can discover no second mean-

ing. But, if tested by this rule, it will appear grossly im-

moral to compel men to profess a religion they do not be-

lieve, and therefore such a course cannot be enjoined by the

Deity. Nor is it less irrational than immoral For one of

the first and most obvious consequences of persecution, is to

prevent that comparison of the opinions of many classes

which is absolutely essential for the discovery of truth. We

believe perhaps that our neighbours are immersed in damn_

ble error, but they believe the same thing of us. We may

be firmly persuaded of the truth of the opinions we have been

i 'Sans exceptionil faut soumettreroutes les lois moralesb cette id_
taturelled'6quit_qui, aussibienque la luml_rem_taphysique_illuminetout
hommevenantanmonde.' Andth(.rcforehe concludes' que toutdogmepar-
tieulier,soitqu'on l'avanceeommecontenudunsI'Ecritore,soitqu'onle pro-
poseautrement,est fauxloraqu'dest refut6par lesnotionsclaireset distinctel
:iela lumi6renaturelle,principalement_ l'_garddela morale.' (ch.L)
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taught, but we know that each new research encroaches upon

the domain of prejudice, and that the more the horizon of our

min6s extends, the more necessary we find it to revise both

our principles and our arguments. And indeed, when we

consider the feebleness of our faculties, the extent to which

olr conceptions are coloured by the atmosphere in which we

llve, and abo_ e all, the infinite nature of the Being to whom

we aspire, it is impossible to avoid suspecting that all our

conceptions on this subject must be partial and distorted ; that

our attempts to classify religious opinions into absolute truth

and falsehood are almost necessarily futile ; that different men

according to the measure of their t_culties obtain some fhint

glimpses of different aspects of the Divine nature; and that

no one has a right to arrogate to himself the possession of

such an amount of perfect truth as to render it unnecessary

for him to correct and enlarge his views by comparing them

with those even of the most ignorant of mankind.'

It is not necessary for my purpose to pursue in detail the

arguments by which Bayle developed these principles, or to

notice the many important consequences he deduced from

them. What I have written will be sufficient to show the

general character of his defence of toleration. It will show

' 'Touthomme aiantdprouv6qu'il est sujet _ l'erreur,et qu'il volt ou croit
voir en vieillissant la fausset_de plusieursehoses qu'il avoit cruv6ritables_
dolt 6tre toujours dispns6 h _eouter eeu.xqui lui offrentdes instructionse_
mafi_re mbmede religion. Je u'en excepte pus les Chr_tiens; et _;esuis pe_
iuad6 que s'il nous venoit une flotte de la terre Australe o5 il y eut des ger_
qui fissent counoitre qu'ils souhaitoieutde conf_rer avcc nous sur la nature de
Dieuet sur le culte que l'homme lui dolt, aiant appris que nons avons sur cela
des erreurs damuables,nons ne ferlonspus real de les _tcouter,non senlement
parceque ce seroit le moien de les ddsabuser des erreurs oh nous croirions
qu'ils _roient, mais aussi paroeque nous pourrions profiter de leurs lumi_res,
et que nous devons nous faire de Dieu une idle si vaste et si infinieque noum
oouvonssoupqonnerqu'il augmentera nos cnnnomsaucesb l'inflni_et p_" dem
degrdset des maui_rosdont la vari6t6 sere inqrle' (Part k e. 5.)
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_hat Bayle, like Montaigne and Descartes, was tolerant be-

cause he was rationalistic, and was rationalistic because he

was sceptical. Keenly sensible of the weakness of our i_ac-

ultles, and of the imperfection of all dogmatic systems, he

Tesolved to subordinate those systems to the teachings ot

aatura', religion, and he therefore protested against a practice

,_hieh presupposes a degree of certainty that does not exist,

and which is repugnant to the dictates of conscience.
The intellectual movement of which these three writers

were the representatives, and in a great degree the cause,

was clearly reflected in the policy of the two wisest, if not

greatest rulers France has ever possessed. By the Edict of

Nantes, Henry IV., whose theological zeal was notol]ously

languid, solemnly established the principle of toleration. By

entering into a war in which his allies were chiefly Protes-

tants, and his enemies Catholics, Richelieu gave a new direc-

tion to the sympathies of tile people, instituted lines of de-

marcation which were incompatible with the old spirit of

sect, and prepared the way for the general secularisation of

politics. The reaction which took place under Louis XIV.,

although it caused intolerable suffering, and, indeed, partly

in consequence of that suffering, had eventually the effect ot

accelerating the movement. The dragonnades, and the re

¢ocation of the Edict of Nantes, formed the must conspicuous

events of a period which was prehminently disastrous to

France, and the effects of those measures upon French pros-

perity were so rapid and so fatal that popular indignation

was roused to the highest point. The ruin of the French

army, the taxation that ground the people to the dust, tho

paralysis of industry, the intellectual tyranny, and the almost

monastic austerity of the court, had all combined to increase

the discontent, and, as is often the case, the whole weight of
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this unpopularity was directed against each separate element

of tyranny. The recoil was manifested in the wild excesses

of the Regency, a period which presents, in many respects, a

very striking resemblance to the reign of Charles II. in Eng-

land. In both cases the reaction against an enforced austeri.

y produced the most unbridled immorality; in both eases

this was increased by the decay of those theological notions

on which morality was at that time universally based; in

both cases the court led the movement ; and in both cases

that movement eventuated in a revolution which in the order

of religion produced toleration, and in the order of politics

produced an organic change. That vice has often proved an

emancipator of the mind, is one of the most humiliating, but,

•it the same time, one of the most unquestionable facts in his-

tory. It is the special evil of intolerance that it entwines

itself around the holiest parts of our nature, and becomes at

last so blended with the sense of duty that, as has been finely

said, ' Conscience, which restrains every other vice, becomes

the prompter here.'1 Two or three times in the history of

mankind, its destruction has involved a complete dissolution

of the moral principles by which society coheres, and the cra-

dle of religious liberty has been rocked by the worst passions

of humanity.

When the moral chaos that followed the death of Louis

XIV. was almost universal, when all past beliefs were cor-

roded and _itiated, and had degenerated into empty names or

idle superstitions, a great intellectual movement arose, under

the guidance of Voltaire and Rousseau, which was designed

to reconstruct the edifice of morality, and which, after a

brief but fierce struggle with the civil power, obtained a com-

plete ascendency on the Continent. The objectof _

Grattan.
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writers was not to erect a new system of positive religion,

but rather to remove those systems which then existed, and

to prove the adequacy of natural religion to the mora]
wants of mankind. The first of these tasks was undertaken

especially by Voltaire. The second was more congenial Io

the mind of Rousseau. Both writers exercised a great influ-

ence upon the history of toleration ; but that influence, if not

directly opposed, was at least very different. Voltaire was

at all times the unflinching opponent of persecution. No

matter how powerful was the persecutor, no matter how in-

significant was the victim, the same scathing eloquence was

launched against the crime, and the indignation of EurolJe

was soon concentrated upon the oppressor. The fearful

storm of sarcasm and invective that avenged the murder of

Calas, the magnificent dream in the l_hilosol)hical .Dictio_ary

reviewing the history of persecution from the slaughtered

Canaanites to the latest victims who had perished at the

stake, the indelible stigma branded upon the persecutors of

every age and of every creed, all attested the intense and

passionate earnestness with which Voltaire addressed himself

to his task. On other subjects a jest or a caprice could often

turn him aside. When attacking intolerance, he employed,

indeed, every weapon, but he employed them all with the

concentrated energy of a profound conviction. IIis success

was equal to his zeal The spirit of intolerance sank blasted

beneath his genius. Wherever his influence passed, the arm

of the Inquisitor was palsied, the chain of the captive riven,

the prison door flung open. Beneath his withering irony

persecution appeared not only criminal but loathsome, and
linee his time it has ever shrnnl_ from observation, and masked

its features under other names. He died, leaving a repntatio,,

that is indeed far from spotless, but having done more to de
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stroy the greatest of human curses than any other of the sona
of men.

Rousseau had probably quite as strong a sense of the evil

of religious persecution as Voltaire, but by a remarkable pro-

cess of reasoning he justified its worst excesses. He saw

_ery plainly that the intolerance of the past was not due to

any accidental circumstances or to any interested motives,

but was the normal product of the doctrine of exclusive sal-

vation. He maintained that reciprocity was the condition of

toleration ; that is to say, that a dominant party is only justi-

fied in according toleration where there is some reasonable

probability that it will continue when the relative position of

the parties is changed. From these two principles he in-

ferred the necessity of the widest intolerance. He told the
believers in the doctrine of exclusive salvation that it was

their manifest duty to persecute all who differed from them.

He told the philosophers that it was necessary to banish all

who held the doctrine of exclusive salvation, because that

principle was incompatible with the tranquillity of socmty.'

This opinion was very natural at a time when the experiment

of absolute toleration had scarcely ever been tried, and in

the writings of one who was essentially a theorist. We now

know that religious liberty has an admirable influence in

reducing opinions to their proper level; that it invariably acts

upon and modifies doctrines which seem subversive to society;

, , Ce'_xqui distinguent l'intol_rance civileet l'intol4rance th4ologique,se
trompentAmon avis. Cesdeux intol_irancessoat ins6parables. I1 est impos-
_ble de vivre enpaix avec des gens qu'on cvoitdamn6s; les aimer seroit hair
Dieuqui les punk: il faut absolument qu'on les ram_ne ou qu'on ]es tour°
mente_ . . . On doll toI_!rertousles religions qui tol_rent les autres,
autantque lear dogmes n'ont lien de contraire aux devoirsdu citoyen;mais
quiconqueose dire hors de l'Egfisepoint de smut, doit _tre chass6 de l'6tat, A
moinsque l'_ttatne soit l'Egllse, et que le princene soit le pontifa' (Ca_lr_

liv. iv. e. 8.)
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and tkat while it leaves the professions of men unchanged, it

profoundly alters their realisations. This Rousseau did not

perceive, and his blindness was shared by many of his con-

temporaries. In the French Revolution especially we find

,'.he two t endencies--an intense love of religious liberty and

I strong bias towards intolerance--continually manifested

In that noble enactme_t which removed at a single stroke all

civil disabilities from Protestants and Jews, we have a

splendid instance of the first. In the exile, the spoliation,

and, too often, the murder, of Catholic priests, we have a

melancholy example of the second. Still it must be admitted

in palliation of these excesses that they took place in a

paroxysm of the wildest popular excitement, when the minds

of men were exasperated to the highest degree by an

atrocious and long-continued tyranny, when the very exist-

ence of the State was menaced by foreign invaders, and when

the bulk of the priesthood were openly conspiring against

the liberties of their country. It should also be remembered

that the priests had to the very last declared themselves the

implacable enemies of religious liberty. At all events, the

spirit of tolerance soon regained the ascendency, and when
the elements of revolution had been at last consolidated into

a regular government, France found herself possessed of a

degree of religious liberty which had never been paralleled

in any other Roman Catholic country, and which has been

barely equalled in the most advanced Protestant ones. As

this liberty grew out of the social and intellectual conditiov

wtfieh was attained at the Revolution, it was not dependent

upon any political combination, and the long series of politi.

eal changes which have taken place during the last half-cen

tury have o'dy fortified and developed it.

"l_e inference to be drawn from this sketch is, that the
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growth of religious liberty in France was at all times directly

opposed to the Church, and that its triumph was a measure

of her depression. Once, however, in the present century, an

attempt was made, under the leadership of Lamennais, to

tssociate Catholicity with the movement of modern civilisa-

tion, and it was supported by all the advantages of great

genius and great piety, combined with circumstances that

were in some respects singularly propitious. The issue of

that attempt is profoundly instructive. It is shown in the

abandonment of Catholicity by the greatest of its modern

champions. It is shown still more strikingly in the solemn

and authoritative condemnation of religious liberty by a

pope, who justly attributed it to the increasing spirit of

rationalism. 'We arrive now,' wrote Gregory XVI., 'at

_nother most fruitful cause of evils, with which we lament

Lhat the Church is at present afflicted ; namely, indifferentism,

or that perlJicious opinion which is disseminated everywhere

by the artifice of wicked men, according to which eternal sa]-

vation may bc obtained by the profession of any faith, if only

practice be directed by the rule of right and uprightness.
From this noxious fountain of indifferentism flows

that absurd and erroneous opinion, or rather that form of

madness, which declares that liberty of conscience should be

asserted and maintained for every one. For which most

pestilential error, that full and immoderate liberty of opin

ions paves the way which, to the injury of sacred and civil

govel nment, is now spread far and wide, and which some

with the utmost impudence have extolled as beneficial to re*

[igion. But "what," said Augustine, "is more deadly to

the soul than the liberty of error ?" From this

cause, too, arises that never sufficiently to be execrated and

to be detested liberty of publication of all books which the
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populace relish, which some are most ardently extending and

promoting. And yet, alas ! there are those who are

so carried away by impudence that they audaciously assert

that the deluge of errors flowing i_om this source is amply

counterbalanced by an occasional book which, amid the

transport of iniquity, defends religion and truth .... What

sane man would permit poison to be publicly scattered about,

sold, and even drunk, because there is a remedy by which its

effects may possibly be counteracted ? ' 1

If we compare the history of English toleration with the

history I have just sketched, we shall find some striking

points of resemblance; but also some differences which illus-

trate very happily the nature of the superiority of Protestant-

ism over Catholicism. Among Protestant, s, as among Catho-

lics, the advance of the spirit of rationalism was, as I have

said, the necessary antecedent of the victory of toleration.

As long as men believed that those who rejected certain

opinions were excluded from salvation, they continued to per-
secute. When the number of what were deemed fundamcntal

doctrines was very great, the persecution was very severe.

When the progress of latitudinarianism diminished the num-

ber, the circle of toleration was proportionately enlarged;

when the government fen into the hands of classes who did
not believe or did not realise the doctrine of exclusive salva-

tion, the persecution entirely ceased. Other influences, such

as the conflict of interests, the progress of political liberty,

the softening of manners, orthe benevolent feelings ofindi_'id-

ual di_ines, did no doubt affect the movement; but their

agency was so subsidiary that, speaking generally, it may be

safely asserted, that as the doctrine of exclusL e salvation was

Bull delivered at St. Maria Maggiore on the Feast of the Assumption.
I_L Thewholebull is givenby Lamennais,Affairez de Rome, pp. 818-35'/,
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the source of that i_arful mass of suffering which we have

reviewed, so the spirit of rationalism which destroyed that

doctutle was the mea_arc of religious liberty. It is also true

that in Protestant countries as well as in Catholic ones the

great majority of the clergy were the bitter enemies of the

movement, that they defended entrenchment after entrench.

ment with a desperate tenacity, and that some of the noblest

triumphs of" toleration are the memorials of their depression.

But at this point the history of the religions divides, and two

very important distinctions attest the superiority of Protes-

tantism. Its flexibility is so great, that it has been able cot

dially to coalesce with a tendency which it long resisted,

whereas the Chm'ch of Rome is even now exhausting its

strength by vain efforts to arrest a spirit with which it is un-

able to assimilate. Besides this, as I have already noticed,

toleration, however incompatible with some of the tenets

which Protestants have a_serted, is essentially a normal result

of Protestantism, ibr it is the direct, logical, and inevitable

consequence of the due exercise of private judgment. When

men have appreciated the countless differences which the ex-

ercise of that judgment must necessarily produce, when they

have estimated the intrinsic fallibility of their reason, and the

degree in which it is distorted by the will, when, above all

they have acquired that love of truth which a constant up-

peal to private judgment at last produces, they will nevel

eheam that guilt can be associated with an honest conclusion,

or that one class of arguments should be stifled by authority

IL the seventeenth century, when the controversies with

Catholicism had brought the central principle of ProtestanV

ism into clear rellet_ and when the highest genius of Europe

still flowed in the channels of divinity, this love of truth wa_

manifested in the greatest works ce English theology to a de.
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gree which no other department of literature has ever equal

led. Hooker, unfolding with his majestic eloquence the ira-

mutable principles of eternal law; Berkeley, the greatest

modern master of the Socratic dialogue, asserting the claims

of free thought against those who vahlly boasted that they

monopolised it, and pursuing with the same keen and pierc.

ing logic the sophisms that :urked in the commonplaces of

fashion and in the obscurest recesses of metaphysics; Chil

lingworth, drawing with a bold and unfaltering hand the line

between certainties and probabilities, eliminating from theol-

ogy the old conception of faith considered as an unreasoning

acquiescence, and teaching that belief should always be strict-

ly ' proportionable to the credibility of its motives ; '--these

and such as these, even when they were themselves opposed

to religious liberty, were its real founders. Their noble con-

fidence in the power of truth, their ceaseless struggle

against the empire of prejudice, their comprehensive views of

the laws and limits of the reason, their fervent passionate

love of knowledge, and the majesty and dignity of their

sentiments, all produced in England a tone of thought that

was essentially opposed to persecution, and made their writ-

ings the perennial source by which even now the most heroic

natures are invigorated. A nation was not far from a just

estimate of rehgious controversies when it had learnt to hold

with Milton that 'opinion in good men is but knowledge in

the making ; ' and that ' if a man believes things only because

his pastor says so, or the assembly so determines, without

knowing other reason, though his belief be true, yet the very

_ruth he holds becomes his heresy." It was not I_r from re_

ligious liberty when it could receive the noble language of

Chilliugworth : ' If men do their best endeavour_ to free them

' Ar*opagm_.
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selves from all errors, and yet fail of it through hma_n frailty,

so well I am persuaded of the goodness of God, that if in me
alone should meet a confluence of all such errors of all the

Protestants in the world that were thus qualified, I should

not be so much aft'aid of them all, as I should be to ask lmPJ_
don for them.'

There does not appear to have been any general mote-

meut in England in favour of religious liberty till the time of

the Great Rebellion. The tyranny 9f Laud had then disgust-

ed most men with the system he pursued; the rapid vicissi-

tudes of politics had made all parties endure the bitterness of

persecution, and the destruction of the old government had

raised some of the ablest Englishmen to power. It would

have been strange, indeed, if this great question had been un-

touched at a period when Cromwell was guiding the admln.

istration, and Milton the intellect, of England, and when the

enthusiasm of liberty had thrilled through every quarter of

the land. The Catholics, indeed, were ruthlessly proscribed,

and Drogheda and Wexford tell but too plainly the light in

which they were regarded. The Church of England, or, as

it was then termed, 'prelacy,' was also legally suppressed,

though Cromwell very frequently connived at its worship;

but with these exceptions the toleration was very large.

There was a division on the subject between the Independents

and the Presbyterians. The former, with Cromwell himself,

desired the widest liberty of conscience to be extended to all

Christians, short of the toleration of 'Popery and Prela y ;'

and in 1653 they succeeded in inducing the Parliament to pa_

a bill to that effect. Supported by the Independents, Crom.

well went still further_ and gave the Jews once more a legal

fo_tlng in England, permitted them to celebrate their wo_

i Reliqio++of Pr_:_st,_,t+,p. 44 ted+1_¢_.
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ship, and protected their persons from injury. The l'resby.

terians, on the other hand, constantly laboured to thwart the

measures of the Protector. They desired that those only

should be tolerated who accepted the 'fundamentals' of

Christianity, and they drew up a list of these ' fundamentals,'

which formed as elaborate and exclusive a test as the articles

of the Church they had defeated.' Baxter, however, although

he pronounced universal toleration to be 'soul-murder," and

struggled vigorously against the policy of the Independents,

was, on the whole, somewhat more liberal than his coreligion-

ists ; and it should be recorded to his special honour that he

applauded the relief that was granted to the Jews, when

most of the Presbyterians, under the leadership of Prynne,

were denouncing it.

The three principal writers who at this time represented

A full description of them is given in Neal's History 02"the I_uritaas.

In 1648 the Presbyterians tried to induce the Parliament to pass a law by

which any one who persistently taught anything contrary to the mare proposi-
tions comprised in the doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation should be

punished with death, and all who taught Popish, Arminian, Antiuomian,
Baptist, or Quaker doctrines, should be imprisoned for life, unless they could
find sureties that they would teach them no more. (Neal, vol. ii. pp 338-

340.) The Scotch were unwearied in their efforts to suppress liberty of con-
science, and in 1645 their Parliament addressed the English Parliament: ' The
Parliament of this kingdom is persuaded that the piety and wisdom of the
honourable houses will never admit toleration of any sects or schisms contrary.
to our solemn league and covenant ; " and at the same time published a solcmr

' declaration against toleration of sectaries and liberty of conscience ' ([bid

pp. 211-222 ) Among the notions started by the Anabaptists was that of •
sleel_of the soul between death and judgment, against which Calvin wrote a
book with the barbarous title of PsychopannycMa. This very harmless notio_

one of those which, when obstinately persisted in, the Presbyterians of

1848 wished to punish with an indefinite period of imprisonment (Neal, voL
p. an0 )
• ' Popery., Mahometanlsm, infidelity, and heathenism are the way to dan_

nation; but liberty to preach up and to practise them is the means to make

men Papists, Mahometans, Infidels, and Heathens; therefore this liberty is tim
way to men's damnation.' (ttoty Commonwealth, 2d Preface.)
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the movement of toleration, were tIarrington, ]_Iilton, and

Taylor--the first of whom dealt mainly with its political, and

the other two with its theological aspect. Of the three, it

must be acknowledged that the politician took by far the most

comprehensive view. He perceived very clearly that political

liberty cannot subsist where there is not absolute religious

liberty, and that religious liberty does not consist simply of

toleration, but implies a total abolition of religious disqualifi.

cations. In these respects he alone among his contempo-

raries anticipated the doctrines of the nineteenth century.

'Where civil liberty is entire,' he wrote, 'it includes liberty

of conscience. Where liberty of conscience is entire, it in-

cludes civil liberty.' _ ' Liberty of conscience entire, or in the

whole, is where a man, according to the dictates of his own

conscience, may have the free exercise of his religion, without

impediment to his preferment or employment in the State.' '

But if Harrington took the widest view of the rights of

conscience, _ilton was certainly the advocate who was most

likely to have advanced the cause, both on account of his high

position in the Commonwealth, and because his opinions on

the subject were, for the most part, embodied in a tract,

which probably represents the very highest point that English

eloquence has attained. The -Paradise Lost is, indeed, scarce-

ly a more glorious monument of the genius of Milton than the

Areopagitica. If, even at the present day, when the cause

Politi2"alAphoris_, 23, 24.
" A System of Politics, eh. vl. Passagesvery similaroccur in the O_

Jnd, indeed, all through the writin_ of IIarrington. The followingis, I hink,
a very remarkable instance of political prescience: ' If it be said mat in
France there is liberty of conscience in part, it is also plain that while the
hierarchy is standing this liberty is falling, and that ff ever it comes to pull
down the hierarchy, it pulls down that monarchy also. Wherefore the morn
arehy andhierarchy will be beforehand with it, ff they see their true interest.
(sy,_ of Poaa_, _ vi.)
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for which it was written has long since triumphed, it is im-

possible to read it without emotion, we can hardly doubt that

_-hen it first appeared it exercised a mighty influence over

the awakening movement of liberty. Milton advocated toler-

ance on several distinct grounds. In defence of truth he

deemed persecution wholly unnecessary, ' For truth is strong

next to the Almighty. She needs no policies or stratagems or

|icensings to make her victorious. These are the shifts and

the defences that error uses against her power.' 1 But if per-

secution is unnecessary in the defence of truth, it has a fearful

efficacy in preventing men from discovering it ; and when it

is so employed, as infallibility does not exist among mankind,

no man can assuredly decide. For truth is scattered far and

wide in small portions among mankind, mingled in every sys-

tem with the dross of error, grasped perfectly by no one, and

only in some degree discovered by the car&u] comparison

and collation of opposing systems.' To crush some of these

systems, to stifle the voice of argument, to ban and pr_

scribe the press, or to compel it only to utter the sentiments

of a single sect, is to destroy the only means we possess of

arriving at truth ; and as the difficulty of avoiding error is
under the most favourable circumstances very great, it may

be presumed that the doctrines which it is necessary to hold

] Areopag_aca.
' ' Truth, indeed, came once into the world with her Divine Master, and

wasa perfect shapemo_t glorious to look on ; but when He ascended,and his
Apostles after Him were laid asleep, then straight arose a wickedrace of do-
eelvers,who, as the story goes of the Egyptian T_phon with his conspirators,
howthey dealt with the good Osyris, took the virginTruth, hewed her lovely
forminto a thousand pieces, and scattered them to the four winds. From that
timeever since the sad friends of Truth, such as durst appear, imitating the
careful search that Isis made for the mangled body of Os)ris, went up and
downgathering up limb and limb, still as they could find them. We havenot
7orfound them _ Lords and Commor_ nor ever shall do till her Master's
tmeondoomlng,' (Are_fi2ica_)

89.
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are but few_ and where the error is not fundamental it should

not be suppressed by law. All the differences that divide

Protestants are upon matters not bearing on saivation, and

therefore all classes--Socinians, Arians, and Anabaptists, as

well as others--should be tolerated.' The Catholics, however

Milton rigidly excludes from the smallest measure of tclel

ance, and the reason he gives is very remarkable. The in

triguing policy of its priesthood might at that time, at least,

thrnish a plausible ground, but Milton, though evidently be

lieving it to be so, expressly refuses to base his decision upon

it. His exclusion of Catholics rests upon a distinct religious

principle. The worship of the Catholics is idolatrous, and

the Old Testament forbids the toleration of idolatry.'

The last name I have mentioned is Taylor, whose Liberty

of Prophesying is, if we except The -Religion of Protestants,

unquestionably the most important contribution of the Angli-

can Church towards toleration.' It is scarcely possible to

read it without arriving at an invincible conviction that it

J See his tract, Of tmte Religion, Heresy, Schism, Toleration, published in
1678. He does not, however, seem to have understood the Socinian heresy

exactly as it is now understood.

• ' As for tolerating the exercise of their (the Catholics') reli_on, supposing
their State activities not to be dangerous, I answer that toleeation is either
public or private, and the exercise of their reli_on as far as it is idolatrous can

be tolerated neither way: not publicly, without grievous and unsufferable

scandal _ven to all conscientious behohlers; not privately, without grea¢
offence to God, declared against all kind of idolatry though secret. Ezech.

7, 8, and verse 12, &c. ; and it appears by the whole chapter, that God
was no less offended with those secret idolatries than with those in public, and

ao less provoked than to bring on and hasten his judgments on the whole
land for them also.' (lbld.) It is of course open to supposition, and not very

maprobable_ that this passage, being written after the Restoration_ when Cathol-
lciem had become a serious menace to the liberty of England, emanated rather
from the politician than from the theologiam

* Chillingworth published The z_el_9_'onof Pr_estants in 1637, one year
before he took ord_which last step he had many scruple_ shoat.
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expressedthe genuine sentimentsof itsauthor. Its argu-

ment is based upon latitudinarianprinciples,which appear

more orlessinallhiswritings,and itssingularlyindulgent

tone towards the Catholics,itsearnestadvocacy of their

claimstotoleration,Iwhich would hardlyhave been expected

from so uncompromising a Protestantasthe authorof T/_

D_suasive from .Popery, was certainly not intended to pro-

pitiate the Puritans. Besides this, the whole book is ani-

mated with a warmth and tenderness of charity, a catholicity

of temper biassing the judgment in favour of mercy, which

could scarcely have been counterfeited. This was indeed at

all times the most amiable characteristic of Taylor. His very

style---like the murmur of a deep sea, bathed in the sun--so

richly coloured by an imagination that was never disunited

from the affections, and at the same time so sweetly cadenced,

so full of gentle and varied melodies, reflects his character ;
and not the less so because of a certain want of" ne_wousness

and consistency, a certain vagueness and almost feeblenes_

which it occasionally displays. The arguments on which he

based his cause are very simple. He believed that the great

majority of theological propositions cannot be clearly deduced

from Scripture, and that it is therefore not necessary to hold

them. The Apostles' Creed he regarded as containing the

_toctrines which can certainly be established, and, therefore,

as comprising all that are fundamental. All errors on ques-

tions beyond these do not affect salvation, and ought, in conse-

quence, to be tolerated. As far, therefore, as he was a scep-

tie, Taylor was a rationalist, and as far as he was a rational-
i_$ he was an advocate of toleration. Unfortunately for his

See.. 22. He desireS that they should be absolutely tolerated, unlesa_

:ndeed_ they openly preach such doctrines a.q the non-observance of faith with

here_ics_ or that a pope can absolve subjects from the oath of allegitmc_ at

that an heretical prince may be slain by his peopl_
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reputation, he wrote The Liberty of .Prophesying in exile,

and_ to a certain extent, abandoned its principles when his

Church regained her ascendency. 1

All through the period of the Restoration the movemeEt

of toleration continued. The vast amouut of scepticism ex-

isting in the country caused the governing class to look with

comparative indifference upon doctrinal differences; and the

general adoption of the principles of Bacon and of Descartes,

by the ablest writers, accelerated the movement, which began

to appear in the most unexpected quarters.' The expression

of that movement in the Anglican Church is to be found in

the latitudinarian school, which followed closely in the steps

of Chillingworth. Like the Independents and Presbyterians

of the Commonwealth, like the greater number of the oppo-

nents of the execution of Servetus, the members of this school

usually based their advocacy of tolerance on the ground of

the distinction 1)etween fundamentals mid non-fundamentals,

and the degree in which they restricted or expanded the first

depended mainly on their scepticism. Glanvil, who was,

perhaps, the most uncompromising of these writers, having

in his treatise On the Vanity of .Dogmatising preached al-

AOn which Coleridge remarks, I think, a little t_)o severely: ' If Jeremy
Taylor had not in effectretracted after the Restoration, if he had not, as soon
as the Church had gained power, most basely disclaimed and disavowedthe
principle of toleration, and apologised for the publication by declaringit to
hare been a _e deguerre, curryingpardon for his past liberalismby cba_-g-
i_g, and most probably slandering, himself with the guilt of falsehood,trea¢_
ery, and hypocrisy, his character as a man wouldhave been almost stainless'
(_Voteson F_glish Divines, vol. i. p. 209.)

E. g. in Quakerism_that strange form of distorted rationalism,which,
while proclaiming doctrines absolutely subversive of natm_al mdependeuee_
and indulging in extravagances almost worthy of Bedlam, maintained in the
most uneqmvocal language the absolute inefficiencyof mere reli_ous eero
monies, the possibility of salvation in any Church,and the injusticeef everl
formof persecution.
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mo_t universal scepticism, proceeded in consequence to ad-

vocate almost universal toleration. He drew up a catalogue
of necessary articles of belief, which was of such a nature

that scarcely any one was excluded, and he contended that

no one should be punished for errors that are not fundamen.

ta]. The effects of the tendency were soon manifested in the

laws, and in 1677 the power of putting heretics to death was

withdrawn from the bishops.

It appears, then, that the first stage of toleration in Eng.

land was due to the spirit of scepticism encroaching upon

the doctrine of exclusive salvation. But what is especially

worthy of remark is, that the most illustrious of the adv(_

cates of toleration were men who were earnestly attached to

positive religion, and that the writings in which they cm

bodied their arguments are even now among the classics of

the Church. The .Religion of _Protestants and The Liberty

of .Prol)hesying are justly regarded as among the greatest

glories of Anglicanism, and Glanvil, Owen, and lIales are

still honoured names in theology. This is well worthy of

notice when we consider the unmixed scepticism of tho,_e

who occupied a corresponding position in France ; but there

is another circumstance which greatly heightens the contrast.

At the very period when the principle of toleration was first

established in England by the union of the spirit of scepti-

cism with the spirit of Christianity, the greatest living anti

christian writer was Hobbes, who was perhaps the most un-

flinching of all the supporters of persecution. It was his

tending doctrine that the civil power, and the civil power

alone_ has an absolute right to determine the religion of the

nation, and that, therefore, any refusal to acquiesce in that

religion is essentially an act of rebellion.

But while the rationalistic spirit had thus found a firm
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footing within the Church, it was strongly opposed and

generally overborne by the dogmatic spirit which was rel_

resented by the great majority of the clergy, and which

radiated with especial energy from Oxford. Taylor, as we

have seen, recoiled before the prevailing intolerance. Glan.

vii sank into considerable discredit, from which, however, he

in some degree emerged by his defence of witchcraft. Here-

tics were no longer liable to be burnt, but all through the

reign of Charles II. and during the greater part of the reign

of James, the Dissenters endured every minor form of per-

secution. At last, James, irritated by the penal laws that

oppressed his co-religionlsts, determined to proclaim tolera-

tion with a high hand. That he did this solely with a view

to the welfare of his own Church, and not at all from any

love of toleration, may be inferred with considerable cer-

tainty from the fact that he had himself been one of the most

relentless of persecutors; but it is not impossible, and_ I

think, not altogether improbable, that he would have ac-

cepted a measure of toleration which relieved the Roman

Catholics, without embarking in the very hazardous enter-

prise of establishing Catholic ascendency. The sequel is too

well known to require repetition. Every educated English-

man knows how the great majority of the clergy, in spite of

the doctrine of passive obedience they had taught, and of

the well-kno wn decision of Taylor that even an illegal ordi-

nance should be accepted, refused to read the declaration ;

how their attitude endeared them to the people, and aceel_

crated the triumph of the Revolution; how they soon im-

i-rudently withdrew from and opposed the movement they

aad produced ; how upon the achievement of the Revolu-

tion they sank into a condition of almost unequalled political

depression; and how the consequence of that depressiou
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,ras the Toleration Act, which, though very imperfect no-

cording to our present notions, is justly regarded as the

Magna Charta of religious liberty. Those who defended it

were of the same class as the previous advocates of tolera-

tion. Somers and the other leading Whigs were members

of the Anglican Church. Locke was in religion the avowed

disciple of Chi!lingworth, and in politics the highest repre-

sentative of the principles of Harrington ; and it was on the

double ground of the sanctity of an honest conviction, and

of the danger of enlarging the province of the civil magis-

trate, that he defended toleration against the theologians of
Oxford.' While the Toleration Act and the establishment

of the Scotch Kirk gave virtual freedom of worship to all

Protestants, the abrogation of the censorship established
freedom of discussion. The battle was thus won. Intoler-

ance became an exception and an anomaly, and it was simply

a question of time how soon it should be expelled from its
last entrenchments.

We have seen that the spirit of intolerance was at first

equally strong in the Church of Rome and in the reformed

churches, and that its extinction both in Catholic and Prot-

estant countries was due to the spirit of rationalism. _Ve

have seen that in both cases the clergy were the untiring

enemies of this the noblest of all the conquests of civilisa-

tion, and that it was only by a long series of anti-ecclesiasti-

cal revolutions that the sword was at last wrung from their

grasp. We have seen, too, that while the Church of Rome

was so constituted, that an anti-ecclesiastical movement

where she ruled invariably became antichristian, the flexi-

bihty of Protestantism was so great, that rationalism found

• His opponentwas ArchdeaconProast, whoBepamphletswere printedm
the University.
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tree scope for action within its pale. Discarding more and

more their dogmatic character, and transforming themselves

according to the exigencies of the age, the churches of the

Reformation have in many cases allied themselves with the

most daring speculations, and have in most cases cordially

coalesced with the spirit of toleration. When a country

which is nominally Roman Catholic is very tolerant, it may

be inferred with almost absolute certainty that the social and

intellectual influence of the Church is comparatively small ;

but England and America conclusively prove that a nation

may be very tolerant_ and at the same time profoundly Pros.

estant. When in a Roman Catholic country the human in-

tellect on the highest of subjects pursues its course with

unshackled energy, the freethinker is immediately severed

from the traditions, the worship, the moralising influences of

his Church ; but Germany has already shown, and England

is beginning to show, that the boldest speculations may be

wedded to a Protestant worship, and may find elements of
assimilation in a Protestant creed. It is this fact which is

the most propitious omen of the future of Protestantism.

For there is no such thing as a theological antiseptic. Every

profound intellectual change the human race has yet under-

gone, has produced at least some modification of all depart-

ments of speculative belief. _Iuch that is adapted to one

phase of civilisation becomes useless or pernicious in another.

The moral element of a religion appeals to forms of emotion

which are substantially unchanged by time, but the intel-

lectual conceptions that are associated with it assume their

tone and colour from the intellectual atmosphere of the age_

Protestantism as a dogmatic system makes no eonverts_ but

tt has shown itself capable of blending with add consecrab.

hag the prevailing rationalism. Compare the series of doe,
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trines I have reviewed in the present chapter with the habit,

oal teaching of modern divines, and the change is sufficiently

apparent. All those notions concerning the damnation of

unbaptised infants, or of the heathen, or of the heretic,

whi,_h once acted so great a part in the history of Christen

clom, are becoming rapidly unrealised and inoperative, where

they are not already openly denied. Nor has it been other-

wise with persecution. For centuries the Protestant clergy

preached it as a duty ; when driven from this position, they

ahnost invariably defended its less atrocious ibrms, disguis-

ing it under other names. At last this passed away. Only

a few years ago, six ladies were exiled from Sweden because

they had embraced the Roman Catholic faith ; ' but a strik-

ing example soon proved how uncongenial were such meas-

ures with the Protestantism of the nineteenth century. An

address drawn up by some of the most eminent English op-

ponents of Catholicism, and signed by the Archbishop of

Canterbury, protested against the act as an outrage to the

first principles of Protestantism.

The history which I have traced in the present chapter

naturally leads to some reflections on the ultimate con-

sequences of the rationalistic method of investigation as

distinguibhed from the system of coercion. The question,

What is truth ? has certainly no prospect of obtaining a

speedy answer ; but the question, What is the spirit of truth ?

may be discussed with much greater prospect of agreement.

By the spirit of truth, I mean that fi'ame of mind in which

Annuazre des Deux Mondes, 1858, p. 463. In the previous year an
tttempt had been made by the Governmentto moderate the fierceintolerance
of the Swedishlaw ; but the bill, though adopted by the Homes of the Middle
Class and of the Peasants, was rejected by those of the Nobles and of the
Clergy. A slight---unfortunatelyvery slight---modifieationwas etfectedin
1860.
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men who acknowledge their own fallibility, and who desire

above all things to discover what is true, should adjudicate

between conflicting arguments. As soon as they have dis-

tinctly perceived that reason, and reason alone, should deter-

mine their opinions, that they never can be legitimately

_ertain of the truth of what they have been taught till they
have both examined its evidence and heard what can be said

against it, and that any influence that introduces a bias

of the will is necessarily an impediment to enquiry, the

whole theory of persecution falls at once to the ground.

For the object of the persecutor is to suppress one portion of

the elements of discussion ; it is to determine the judgment

by an influence other than reason ; it is to prevent that free-

dom of enquiry which is the sole method we possess of

arriving at truth. The persecutor never can be certain that

hc is not persecuting truth rather than error, but he may be

quite cel_tain that he is suppressing the spirit of truth. And

indeed it is no exaggeration to say that the doctrines I have

reviewed represent the most skilful, and at the same time

most successful, conspiracy against that spirit that has ever

e_sted among mankind. Until the seventeenth century,

every mental disposition which philosophy pronounces to be

essential to a legitimate research was almost uniformly

branded as a sin, and a large proportion of the most deadly

intellectual vices were deliberately inculcated as virtues. It

wa_ a sin to doubt the opinions that had been instilled in

_hildhood before they had been examined; it was a virtue

to hold them with unwavering, unreasoning credulity. It

was a sin to notice and develop to its full consequences

every objection to those opinions ; it was a virtue to stifle

every objection as a suggestion of the devil It was sinful

to study with equa| _ttention and with an indifferent mind
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the writings on both sides, sinful to resolve to follow the

light of evidence wherever it might lead, sinful to remain

poised in doubt between conflicting opinions, sinful to give

only a qualified assent to indecisive arguments, sinful even to

recognise the moral or intellectual excellence of opponenta

In a word, there is scarcely a disposition that marks the love

of abstract truth, and scarcely a rule which reason teaches

as essential for its attainment, that theologians did not for

centuries stigmatise as offensive to the Almighty. By de-

stroying every book that could generate discussion, by dif-

fusing through every field of knowledge a spirit of bound-

less credulity, and, above all, by persecuting with atrocious

cruelty those who differed from their opinions, they suc-

ceeded for a long period in almost arresting the action of the

European mind, and in persuading men that a critical,

impartial, and enquiring spirit was the worst form of vice.

From this frightful condition Europe was at last rescued by

the intellectual influences that produced the Reformation, by

the teaching of those great philosophers who clearly laid

down the conditions of enquiry, and by those bold innovators

who, with the stake of Bruno and Vanini before their eyes,

dared to challenge directly the doctrines of the past. By

these means the spirit of philosophy or of truth became

prominent, and the spirit of dogmatism, with all its cons_

quences, was proportionately weakened. As long as the

latter spirit possessed an indisputable ascendency, persecu-

*5on was ruthless, universal, and unquestioned. When the

former spirit became more powerful, the language of anath-

ema grew less peremptory. Exceptions and qualifications

were introduced ; the full meaning of the words was no

longer realised; persecution became languid; it changed its

vharaeter ; it exhibited itself rather in a general tendency
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than in overt acts; it grew apologetical, timid, and evasiv¢

In one age the persecutor burnt the heretic ; in another, he

crushed him with penal laws; in a third, he withheld from

him places of emolument and &gnity; in a fourth, he sub-

jected him to the excommunication of society. Each stage.

of advancing toleration marks a stage of the decline of th¢

spirit of dogmatism and of the increase of the spirit of trtlth-

Now, if I have at all succeeded in carrying the reader

with me in the foregoing arguments, it will appear plain that

the doctrine of exclusive salvation represents a point fi'om

which two entirely different systems diverge. In other

words, those who reject the doctrine cannot pause there.

They will inevitably be carried on to a sel_es of doctrines, to

a general conception of religion, that is radically and funda-

mentally different from the conception of the adherent of the

doctrine. I speak of course of those who hold one or other

opinion with realising earnestness. Of these it may, I

believe, be truly said, that according to their relation to this

doctrine they will be divided into different classes, with dif-

ferent types of character, different standards of excellence,

different conceptions of the whole spirit of theology. The

man who with realising earnestness believes the doctrine of

exclusive salvation, will habitually place the dogmatic above

the moral element of religion; he will justify, or at least

very slightly condemn, pious frauds or other immoral acts

that support his doctrines ; he will judge men mainly accord-

ing to their opinions, and not according to their acts ; he wil t

lay greater stress on those duties that grow out of an ecole.

siastical system, than on those which grow out of the moral

nature of mankind ; he will obtaiD, the certainty that is neee_

sary to his peace by excluding every argument that is

adverse to his belief; and he will above all manifest a con-
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stant tendency to persecution. On the other I and, men who

have been deeply imbued with the spirit of earnest and

impartial enquiry, will invariably come to value such a dis-

position more than any particular doctrines to which it may

lead them ; they will deny the necessity of correct opinions ;

they will place the moral far above the dogmatic side of their

f.zith; they will give free scope to every criticism that

reCtricts their belief; and they will value men according to

their acts, and not at all according to their opinions. The

first of these tendencies is essentially Roman Catholic. The

second is essentially ratior_alistic.

It is impossible I think to doubt that, since Descartes, the

higher thought of Europe has been tending steadily in this

second direction, and that sooner or later the spirit of t_ uth

will be regarded in Christendom, as it was regarded by the

philosophers of ancient Greece, as the loftiest form of virtue.

_Ve are indeed still far from that point. A love of truth

that seriously resolves to spare no I)rejudice and accord no

favour, that prides itself on basing every cot_clusion on rea-

son or conscience, and on rejecting every illegitimate influ-

ence, is not common in one sex, is almost unknown in the

other, and is very far indeed from being the actuating spirit

of all who boast most loudly of their freedom from prejudice.

Still it is to this that we are steadily approximating; and

there probably never before was a period since the triumph

of Christianity, when men were judged so little according to

their belief, and when history, and even ecclesiastical history,

was written with such earnest, such scrupulous impartiality.

In the political sphere the victory has almost been achieved.

In the social sphere, although the amalgamation of different

religious c)mmunities is still very imperfect, and although a

change of req_on by one member of a family not tin frequently
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produces a rupture and causes a vast amount of the more

petty forms of persecution, the improvement has been rapid

and profound. The fierce invectives which Protestant and

Catholic once interchanged, are now for the most part con-

fined to a small and select circle of the more ardent diseiplep

of either creed; and it is commonly admitted among edu-

cated men, that those who under the sense of duty, and at

the cost of great mental suffering, have changed their re-

ligion, ought not to be pronounced the most culpable of man-

kind, even though they have rejected the opinions of their

censor. This is at least a vast improvement since the time

when the ' miscreant ' was deemed a synonyme for the misbe-

liever, and when apostasy was universally regarded as the

worst of crimes. Already, under the same influences, edu-

cation at the Universities has in a great measure lost its old

exclusive character; and members of different creeds having

been admitted within their pale, men are brought in contact

with representatives of more than one class of opinions at a

*dine when they are finally deciding what class of opinions

they will embrace. There cannot, I think, be much doubt

that the same movement must eventually modify profoundly

the earlier stages of education. If our private judgment is

the sole rule by which we should form our opinions, it is ob-

viously the duty of the educator to render that judgment as

powerful, and at the same time to preserve it as unbiassed,

as possible. To impose an elaborate system of prejudices on

the yet undeveloped mind, and to entwine those prejudices

with all the most hallowed associations of childhood, is most

oertainly contrary to the spirit of the doctrine of private

judgment. A prejudice may be true or false; but if private

judgment ]s to decide between opinions, it is, as far as that

judgment is concerned, necesarily an evil, and especially
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when it appeals strongly to the affections. The sole object

of man is not to search for truth; and it may he, and un-

doubtedly often is, necessary for other purposes to instil into

the mind of the child certain opinions, which he will have
hereafter to reconsider. Yet still it is manifest that those

who appreciate this doctrine of private judgment as I have

described it, will desire that those opinions should be few,

that they should rest as lightly as possible upon the mind,

and should be separated as far as possible from the eternal

principles of morality.

Such seem the general outlines of the movement around

us. Unhappily it is impossible to contemplate it without

feeling that the Protestantism of Chillingworth is much less

a reality to be grasped than an ideal to which, at least in oaf

age, we can most imperfectly approximate. The overwhelm-

ing majority of the human race necessarily accept their

opinions from authority. Whether they do so avowedly,

like the Catholics, or unconsciously, like most Protestants, is

immaterial They have neither time nor opportunity to ex-

amine for themselves. They are taught certain docrines on

disputed questions as if they were unquestionable truths,

when they are incapable of judging, and every influence is

employed to deepen the impression. This is the true origin

of their belief. Not until long years of mental conflict have

passed can they obtain the inestimable boon of an assured
and untrammelled mind. The iable of the ancient _ is still

true. The woman even now sits at the portal of life, pre_

aenting a cup to all who enter in which diffuses througl.

every vein a poison that will cling to them for ever. Tim

judgment may pierce the clouds of prejudice; in the mo-

ments of her strength she may even rejoice and triumph in

'Cebea.
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her liberty ; yet the conceptions of childhood will long remain

latent in the mind, to reappear in every hour of weakness,

when the tension of the reason is relaxed, and when the

power of old associations is supreme.' It is not surprising

• _ This very painful recurrence, which occupies such an important pla¢_ in
_k(rehgious biographies, seems to be attached to an extremely remarkable and

vbecure department of mental phenomena, which has only been investigated

with earnestness wittnn the last few years, and which is termed by psycholo.
gists 'latent consciousness,' and by physiolo_sts 'unconscious ce_ebration' or
the ' reflex actmn of the brain.' That certain facts remain so hidden in the

mind, that it is only by a strong act of volition they can be recalled to recollec-

tion, is a fact of daily experience ; but it is now fully e_tabllshed that a multi-

tude of events whmh are so competely forgotten that no eflbrt of will can re-
vive them, and that their statement calls up no reminiscence, may ncvertbeless

be, so to speak, imbedded in the memory., and may be reproduced with intense
vividness under certain physical couditmns. This is especially the result el"
some diseascs Thus, e. g., there is a case on record of an ignorant woman
repeating, in a delirium, certain words which were recog_aised as Hebrew and

Chaldaie. When she returned to consciousness she knew nothing of' these

words_ she h,ul no notion of their meaning ; and being told that th(_y were
llebrew and Chaldaic, she couht recollect no t)ossiblc way in which she could
have al_luired them. A searching investigation into her antecedents was in-

stituted ; and it was found that when a girl she had been servant to a clergy-
man who was accustomed to walk up and down his passage reading those

languages. The words were hidden in the mind, were reproduced by disease,
and were forgotten when the disease had passed. (Carpenter, ttumale -Phys.
wlogy, p 808.) It is said that a momentary review of numbers of long.for.
gotten incidents of life is the last phenomenon of consciousness before the

insensibility that precedes drowning. But not only are facts retained in the

memory of which we are unconscious, the mind itself is also perpetually
ing--lmrsuing train_ of thought automatically, of which we have no conscious-

hess. Thus it has been often observed, that a subject which at night appear_

tangled and confused, aequlres a perfect clearness and a_Tangemeut during
sleep. Thus the schoolboy knows that verses learnt by heart just before sleep

are retained with much greater facility than those which are learnt at any other
time. Thus, in th,, course of recollection, two facts will often rise in succeesioa

which appear to have no connection whatever ; but a careful investigation will
prove that there is some forgotten link of association which the mind had pUr-
sued, but of which we were entirely unconscious. It is in connection with

these facts that we should wew that reappearance of opinions, modes of

thought, and emotions belonging to a former stage of our intellectual history,
_lmt is often the result of tbe automatical action of the mind when volition is
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Lhat very few should possess the oourage and the perseverance

to encounter the mental struggle. The immense majority

either never examine the opinions they have inherited, or ex

amino' them so completely under the dominating influeno_

9f the prejudice of education, that whatever may have been

Lhe doctrines they have been taught, they conclude that they

are so unciuestionably true that nothing but a judicial blind-

ness can cause their rejection. Of the few who have obtained

a glimpse of higher things, a large proportion cannot ondure

a conflict to which old association% and, above all, the old

doctrine of the guilt of error, lend such a peculiar bitterness ;

they stifle the voice of reason, they turn away from the path

altogether suspended. It is especially common (or, at least, especially mani.

feat) in languor, in disease, and, above all, in sleep. _[. Maury_ who has in-

vestigated the subject with his usual great abihty, has shown th,_t m s!e,,p
hypermsthesm of the memory is very common ; that not only facts, but pro-
cesses of thought that belong altogether to the past, are reproduced ; aml that

a frequent dreamer will often be brought under the influence of vices in which
he had once indulged, but by which in his waking hours he is rarely or never

overcome. There can be little doubt that when we are actively reasoning this
automatic action of the mind still continues, but the ideas and trains of

thought that are thus produced are so combined and transformed by the rea-
son, that we are unconscious of their existence. They exist nevertheless, and

form (or greatly contribute to) our mental bias. It is impossible to review this
most suggestive subject without suspecting that the saying, _habit is a second

nature,' represents more than a metaphor ; that the reason is much more closely
connected with the will than is generally imagined; and that the origin of
m¢_ Qf _,hose opinions we attribute to pure reasoning, Is more composite than

we suppo_a This important subject was first incidentally pointed out by
Leibnitz. After his time it seems, except in as far as it was connected with

the animism of Stahl, to have been almost unnoticed till very recently. Si_

W. Hamilton (in his E_sass ) has treated it from a psycholo-ncal, and Drs. Lay-

cock (The Brain and the ._l_nd) and Carpenter (Human Physiolosy _ pp. 799-

819) from a medical, point of view. Mr. Morell, following in the steps of
Stahl, has availed himself of it (Mental Phdosophy) to explain the laws of

generation, ascribing the formation of the foetus to the unconscious action of
the sou] ; and M.Maury (/_ _bm,w/l et /as/_ve_) has shown its connection
with the phenomena of sleep. See_ too, Tissot, 2Yur la V_e" and S_Ssset,
L'Ame et la Vie.
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of knowledge_they purchasepeace at the expenseof truth.

This is,indeed,inour day,the most fatalofallthe obstacles

toenquiry. Itwas nottilltheoldworld had been reducedto

chaosthatthe divinevoicesaid,_Let therebe light;'and in

the orderofknowledge,as inthe orderofnature,dissoluticn

must commonly precedeformation. There isa periodinthe

historyofthe enquirerwhen oldopinionshave been shaken

ordestroyed,and new opinionshave not yet been formed; a

periodofdoubt,ofterror,and ofdarkness,when the voiceof

the dogmatisthas not lostitspower,and the phantoms of

thepast stillhover over the mind; aperiodwhen everyland-

mark islostto sight,and every starisveiled,and the soul

seems drifting helpless and rudderless before the destroying

blast. It is in this season of transition that the temptations

to stifle reason possess a fearful power. It is when contrast-

ing the tranquillity of past assurance with the feverish par-

oxysms that accompany enquiry, that the mind is most likely

to abandon the path of truth. It is so much easier to assume

than to prove; it is so much less painful to believe than to

doubt ; there is such a charm in the repose of prejudice, when

no discordant voice jars upon the harmony of belief; there is

such a thrilling pang when cherished dreams are scattered,

and old creeds abandoned, that it is not surprising that men

should close their eyes to the unwelcome fight. Hence the

tenacity exhibited by systems that have long since been dis-

proved. Hence the oscillation and timidity that charac-

terise the research of most, and the indifference to truth and

the worship of expediency that cloud the fair promise of not
a |ew.

In our age these struggles are diffused over a very wide

3ircle, and are felt by men of many grades of intellect. This

fact_ however_ while it accounts for the perturbation and
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instability that characterise a large portion of contemporary

literature, should materially lighten the burden of each

individual enquirer. The great majority of the ablest intel-

lects of the century have preceded him, and their genius

irradiates the patb. The hands of many sympathisers are

extended to assist him. The disintegration around him will

facilitate his course. He who, believing that the search for

truth can never be offensive to the God of truth, pursues his

way with an unswerving energy, may not unreasonably hope

that he may assist others in their struggle towards the light,

and may in some small degree contribute to that consumma-

tion when the professed belief shall have been adjusted to the

requirements of the age, when the old tyranny shall have

been broken, and the anarchy of transition shaU have passed

away.



CHAPTER V.

THE SEGU-LARISATION OF POLITICS.

THE evidence I have collected in the preceding chapters
will be sufficient to exhibit the nature of the rationalis'ic

movement, and also the process by which it has been dev,,1-

oped. To establish the first, I have reviewed a long series

of theological conceptions which the movement has weakene,t

or transformed. To establish the second, I have shown th'_t

the most important changes were much less the results of

direct controversy than of the attraction of the prevailing

modes of thought, which themselves represented the conver-

gence of a great variety of theological influences. In the

remainder of this work, I propose to trace more fully than I

have yet had occasion to do, the relations of the rationalistic

movement to the political and economical history of Europe;

or, in other words, to show on the one hand how the theo-

logical development has modified political and economical

theories; and, on the other hand, how the tendencies pro-

duced by these have reacted upon theology.

But, before entering upon this field, it will perhaps not be

altogether unnecessary to remind the reader once more of the

main principle upon which the relevance of this species of

narrative depends. It is that the speculative opinions which

are embraced by any large body of men are accepted not ou
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account of the arguments upon which they rest_ but on

account of a predisposition to receive them. This predispo-

sition depends with many persons entirely upon the circum-

stances of l heir position, that is to say, upon the associations

of childhood, friendship, or interest, and is of such a nature

as altogether to dispense with argmnents. With others, it

depends chiefly upon the character of their minds_ which

induces them to embrace one class of arguments rathe_ than
(r 1another. This intellectual character, a_ain, resu ts partly from

natural and innate peculiarities, and partly from the totality ot

influences that act upon the mind. For the mind of man is no

inert receptacle of knowledge, but absorbs and incorporates

into its own constitution the ideas which it receives. In a

healthy condition, increased knowledge implies an increased

mental capacity, and each peculiar department of study not

merely comprises a peculiar kind of intbrmation, but also

produces a peculiar ply and tendency of judgment. All

minds are more or less governed by what chemists term the

laws of elective affinity. Like naturally tends to like. The

predominating passion of every man colours the whole train

of his reasoning, and in every subject he examines, he

instinctively turns to that aspect which is most congruous to

his favourite pursuit.

If this be so, we should naturally expect that politics,

which occupy so large a place in the minds of men, should at
all times have exercised a considerable influence on the tone

of thought from which theological opinions arise, and that a

general tendency to restrict the province of theology should

have resulted in a secularisation of politics. In the present

chapter, I shall examine the stages of that secularisation and

the minor changes that are connected with it. The subject

naturally divide itself into two parts. We shall first see
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how theological interests gradually ceased to be a mai_

object of political combinations; and afterwards, how, by

the repudiation of the divine right of kings and the asserti,r

of the social contract, the basis of authority was seculari_ed,

If we take a broad view of the course of history, and cx

amine the relations of great bodies of men, we find that r

ligion and patriotism are the chief moral influences to whir h

they haee been subject, and that the separate modifications

and mutual interaction of these two agents may almost be

said to constitute the moral history of man_nd. For some

centuries before the introduction of Christianity, patriotisal

was in most countries the presiding moral principle, and re.

ligion occupied an entirely subordinate position. Almost all

those examples of heroic self-sacrifice, of passionate devotion

to an unselfish aim, which antiquity affords, were produced

by the spirit of patriotism. Decius and Regulus, Leonidas

and ttarmodius, are the pagan parallels to Christian martyrs.'

:Nor was it only in the great crises of national history that

this spirit was evoked. The pride of patriotism, the sense of

dignity which it inspires, the close bond of sympathy pro-

duced by a common aim, the energy and elasticity of charac-

ter which are the parents of great enterprises, were manifest-

ed habitually in the leading nations of antiquity. The spirit

of patriotism pervaded all classes. It formed a distinct type

of character, and was the origin both of many virtues and of

many vices.

If we attempt to estimate the moral condition of such a

phase of society, we must in some respects place it extremely

It is worthy of notice, that the first development of sculpture, which i_
almostall othernations was religmus,m Romeappears to have been patriotic--
the objects of repre_2atationbeJ.g not the gods, but the true national ideals,
the heroesof Rom_ (See O. Muller,Manual d'ArcAb_te, vol. i p_. 251.
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high. Patrintism has always proved the best cordial of Lu-

manity, and all the sterner and more robust virtues were de-

veloped to the highest degree by its power. No other influ-

ence diffuses abroad so much of that steady fortitude which

is equally removed from languor and timidity on the one

hand, and from feverish and morbid excitement upon the

other. In nations that have been long pervaded by a strong

and continuous political life, the pulse beats high and steadi-

ly; habits of self-reliance are formed which enable men to

confront danger with a calm intrepidity, and to retain a cer-

tain sobriety of temperament amidst the most trying vicissi-

tudes. A capacity for united action, for self-sacrifice, for

long and persevering exertion, becomes general. A high,

though sometimes rather capricious, standard of honour is

formed, and a stern simplicity of habits encouraged. It is

probable that in the best days of the old classic repubhes the

passions of men were as habitually under control, national

tastes as simple and chastened, and acts of heroism as fre-

quent and as grand, as in the noblest periods of subsequent

history. Never did men pass through life with a more ma-

jestic dignity, or meet death with a more un$altering calm.

The full sublimity of the old classic type has never been re-

produced in its perfection, but the spirit that formed it has

often breathed over the feverish struggles of modern life, and

has infused into society a heroism and a fortitude that have

proved the invariable precursors of regeneration.

All this was produced among nations that were notorious-

ly deficient in religious feeling, and had, indeed, degraded

their religion into a mere function of the State. The disin-

terested enthusiam of patriotism had pervaded and animated

them, and had called into habitual action many of the noblest

moral capacities of mankind.
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To this picture there is, however, a melancholy reverse

If the ancient civilisations exhibited to a very high degree

the sterner virtues, they were preeminently deficient in the

gentler ones. The pathos of life was habitually repressed

Suffering and weakness met with no sympathy and no assist

anee. The slave, the captive, the sick, the helpless, were trea_.

el with cold indifference, or with merciless ferocity. The

hospital and the refuge for the afflicted were unknown. The

spectacle of suffering and of death was the luxury of all
classes. An almost absolute destruction of the finer sensi-

bilities was the consequence of the universal worship of force.

The sentiment of reverence was almost extinguished. The

existence of the gods was, indeed, recognised, but the ideals

_)fexcellence were not sought on the heights of Olympus, bul

in the annals of Roman prowess. There was no sense of the

superhuman, no conception of sin, no desire to rise above the

things of earth ; pride was deemed the greatest of virtues,

and humility the most contemptible of weaknesses. The

welfare of the State being the highest object of unselfish de-

votion, virtue and vice were often measured by that standard,

and the individual was habitually sacrificed to the community.

But perhaps the greatest vice of the old form of patriot_

ism was the narrowness of sympathy which it produced.

Outside the circle of their own nation all men were regarded

with contempt and indifference, if not with absolute hostility.

Oonquest was the one recognised form of national progress,

and the interests of nations were, therefbre, regarded as di-

rectly opposed. The intensity with which a man loved him

oountry was a measure of the hatred which he bore to those

who were without it. The enthusiasm which produced the

noblest virtue in a narrow circle was the direct and powerful

cause of the strongest international antipathiea
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In Judea the religious system occupied a more prominent

position than among the Greeks or Romans, but it had been

indissolubly connected with national interests_ and the at-

tachment to it was in reality only a form and aspect o!

patriotism. Whatever opinion may be held as to whether a

futme life was intended to be among the elements of the Le-

vitical revelation, there can be no question that the primary

incentives which that revelation offered were of a patriotic

order. The devotion of the people to their religious system

was to be the measure of their national prosperity. When

their faith burnt with a strong and unsullied flame, every

enemy succumbed beneath their arms; but whenever idol-

atry had corrupted their devotions, a hostile army encircled

)Iount Moriah. All the traditions of their religion were

identified with splendid national triumphs. The rescue tiom

Egypt, the conquest of Canaan and the massacre of its in-

habitants, the long series of inspired warriors who had

broken the chains of a foreign master, the dcstruction of the

hosts of the Assyrian, the numerous vicissitudes of national

fortun% had all contributed to interweave in the Jewish

mind the association of the Church and of the State. The

spirit of sect, or an attachment not to abstract principles but

to a definite and organised ecclesiastical institution, is a spirit

essentially similar to patriotism, but is directed to a different

object, and is therefore in most cases hostile to it. In

Judma the spirit of patriotism and the spirit of sect were

united; each intensified the other, and the exclusive intol-
erance which is the result of each existed with double vir-

ulence.

Such was the condition of the Pagan and Jewish world

when the sublime doctrine of universal brotherhood w::

preached to mankind. After eighteen hundred years men
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are only beginning to realise it, and at the time when it waa

first proclaimed it was diametrically opposed to the mo_

cherished prejudices of the age.

In Judma the spirit of an exclusive patriotism not only

pervaded the national mind, but was also at this period a_

intensely active moral principle. In the Roman Empire

patriotism was little more than an intellectual conception;

soviety was in a condition of moral dissolution, and a disin
terested enthusiasm was unknown. The fol_unes of the fil-

fiant Church were, probably, in no slight measure determined

by these circumstances. In Judaea it was rejected with in-

dignant scorn. In the Roman Empire it obtained a marvel-

lous triumph, but it triumphed only by transforming itself

under the influence of the spirit of sect. The passion for the

visible and material which in that age it was impossible to es-

cape---which incrusted the teachings of the Church with an

elaborated and superstitious ritualism, designed to appeal to

and enthral the senses, and converted its simple moral prin-

ciples into a complicated creed--acted with equal force upon

its government, and transformed it into a highly centralised

monarchy, pervaded by a spirit of exclusiveness very similar

to that which had animated the old Roman republic. The

spirit of sect was, indeed, far stronger and more virulent

than the most envenomed spirit of nationality. The ancient

patriot regarded nations that were beyond his border with

indifference, or with a spirit of rivalry; but the priest de-

clared every one who rejected his opinions to be a criminal.

From this period for many centuries Catholicism, consid-

ered as an ecclesiastical organisation, was the undisputed

mistress of Europe; ._._tional feelings scarcely ever came into
collision with its interests, and the whole current of affairs

was directed by theology. When, however, the ill,st breath.
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ings of the spirit of Rationalism were felt in Europe, when,

under the influence of that spirit, dogmatic interests began to

wane, and their paramount importance to be questioned, a

new tendency was manifested. The interests of the Church

were subordinated to those of the State. Theology was ban-

ished from department after department of politics, until th_

whole system of government was secularised.

The period in which political affairs were most completely

governed by theological considerations was unquestionably

the age of the Crusades. It was no political anxiety about

the balance of power, but an intense religious enthusiasm,

that impelled the inhabitants of Christendom towards the

city which was at once the cradle and the symbol of their

faith. All interests were then absorbed, all cla_ses were

governed, all passions subdued or coloured by rehgious

fervour. National animosities that had raged ibr centuric,_

were pacified by its power. The intrigues of statesmen and

the jealousies of kings disappeared beneath its influence.

Nearly two millions of lives are said to have been sacrificed

in the cause. Neglected governments, exhausted finances,

depopulated countries, were cheerfully accepted as the price
of success. :No wars the world had ever before seen were so

popular as these, which were at the same time the most dis-
astrous and the most unselfish.

Long before the Reformation such wars as the Crusades

had become impossible, and the relative prominence of secu-

lar policy had materially increased. This was in part the

.-_ult of the better organisation of the civil government,

which rendered unnecessary some of the services the Church

had previously rendered to the community. Thus, when the

general tolerance of private wars had produced a condition

of anarchy that rendered all the relations of life insecure, the
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Church interposed and proclaimed in the eleventh century

the 'Truce of God,' which was the first effective barrier to

the lawlessness of the barons. Her bishops became the arbi,

trators of every quarrel, and succeeded in a great measure in

calming the ferocity of the age. But when this object wa,

in part attained, and when the regal power was consolidated_

the Truce of God, in spite of many attempts to revive it,' fell

rapidly into desuetude, and the preservation of tranquillity

passed from the ecclesiastical to the civil government. This

is but a single example of a process that was continually

going on during the latter half of the middle ages. The

Church had formerly exercised nearly every function of the

civil government, on account of the inefficiency of the lay

governors; and every development of secular administration,

while it relieved the ecclesiastics of a duty, deprived them

of a source of power.

But, besides the diminution of influence that resulted from

this cause, the Church for many centuries found a strenuous

antagonist in the regal power. The famous history of the

investitures, and the equally remarkable, though less famous,

ordinance by which in 1319 all bishops were expelled from

the ]_arliament of Paris, are striking examples of the energy

with which the conflict was sustained. Its issue depended

mainly on the superstition of the people. In a profoundly

superstitious age neither skill nor resolution could resist the

effects of an excommunication or an interdict, and the most

illustrious monarchs of the middle ages succumbed beneath

their power. But some time before the Reformation their

terror was in a great measure destroyed. The rapid growth

It was confirmedas part of the general law of the Churchby Alexander
I_ in 1179. See Ducelliex,Hist. des ClasseaZab_ en 2q'ranve,pp. 87-
S9, 19-7,128,
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af the industrial classes, which were at all times separated

from theological tendencies, the revival of a spirit of bold

and unshackled enquiry, and the discredit that had fallen

upon the Church on account of the rival popes,' and of the

corruption of the monasteries, were the chief causes of the

emancipation. The Reformation was only possible when the

old superstitions had been enfeebled by the spirit of doubts

and diluted by the admixture of secular interests. Kings

then availed themselves gladly of the opportunity of throw-

ing offthe restraints of the Papacy. Patriots rebelled against

the supremacy of a foreign power. The lay classes wel-

comed a change by which the pressure of the clergy was

lightened.

A comparison of the religious wars produced by the Re-

formation with the Crusades shows clearly the great change

that had passed over the spirit of Europe. The Crusades

had been purely religious. They represented solely the en-

thusiasm of the people for dogmatic interests, and they were

maintained for more than two centuries by an effort of unex-

ampled self-sacrifice. In the religious wars, on the other

hand, the secular and the ecclesiastical elements were very

evenly balanced. The object sought was political power,

but difference of religious belief formed the lines of demarca-

tion separating the hostile coalitions, and created the entlmsl

asm by which the struggle was maintained. The spirit of

the theologian was sufficiently powerful to inundate Europe

with blood, but only when united with the ambition of the

politician. Yet dogmatic agreement still formed the prin-

ciple of alliances and all eoSperation with heretics was deemed
a sin.

This phase of opinions continued for more than a centur_

i Mably Ob_.r_atlor.s _ur PtF_toire _ France, liv. iv. c. v.
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aider the Reformation. It passed away under the pressure

of advancing civilisation, but not before the ministry of Riche-

lieu ; for although Francis I. had made an alliance with the

Turks, and a few other sovereigns had exhibited a similar

indifference to the prevailing distinctions, their policy was

rarely successful. Even at the last, the change was only

effected with considerable difficulty, and Italy, Spain, Ger-

many, and the Netherlands swarmed with writings denounc-

ing the alliance of the French with the Swedes as little short

of' an apostasy from Christianity. A book entitled __/_[ars

Gallicus; and published in 1635, under the pseudonyme of

Alexander Patricius Armacanus, was especially singled out
as the most conclusive demonstration of the sinfulness of al-

liances with heretics, and it marks the first dawn of the repu-

tation of one who was destined to exercise a deep and lasting

influence over the fortunes of the Church. It was written by

Jansenius, who owed to it his promotion to the bishopric of

Ypres.' But the genius of Richelieu, seconded by the intellec-

tual influences of the age, prevailed over every difficulty ; and

the Peace of Westphalia is justly regarded as closing the era

of religious wars. The in_ asion of Holland by Louis XIV.

was near becoming one, and religious fanaticism has more than

once lent its aid to other modern struggles ; ' but wars like

those which once distracted Europe have become almost im-

possible. Among all the elements of affinity and repulsion

that regulate the combinations of nations, dogmatic interests,

which were once supreme, can scarcely be said to exist.

Among all the possible dangers that cloud the horizon, none

Avis auz P+efujicz,p. 56 (ed. 1692).
* E.g. the recentinvasionof Moroccoby the Spaniarda Onthe rellgioui

IharacterLouis XIV. tried to give the invasion of Holland, see MicheJetl
b_uis XIV.
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al,pears more improbable than a coalition formed upon _:

principle of a common belief, and designed to extend tl_e

sphere of its influence. Such coalitions were once the most

serious occupations of statesmen. They now exist only in

the speculations of the expounders of prophecy.

It was in this way that, in the course of a few centuries,

the foreign policy of all civilised nations was completely and

finally secularised. Wars that were once regarded as simple

duties became absolutely impossible. Alliances that were

once deemed atrocious sins became habitual and unchallenged.

That which had long been the centre around which all other

interests revolved, receded and disappeared, and a profound

change in the actions of mankind indicated a proibund change
in their belief.

I have already noticed the decline of that religious pers(.-

cution which was long the chief sign and measure of e(.(.le_i-

astical influence over the internal policy of nations. The,'('

is, however_ one aspect of the Inquisition which I have not

referred to t forit belongs to the subject of the present chapter

--I mean its frequent hostility to the civil power.

Before the thirteenth century, the cognisance of heresy

was divided between the bishop and the civil magistrate.

The Church proclaimed that it was a crime more deadly than

any civil offence, and that it should be punished according

to its enormity; the bishop accused the heretic, and the

magistrate tried and condemned him. During the earliel

part of the middle ages, this arrangement, which had been

that of the Theodosian Code, was accepted without difficulty.

The civil government was then very submissive, and heretics

almost unknown, the few cases that appeared being usually

resolved into magic. When, however, at the close of the

twelfth century, a spirit of rebellion against the Church had
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been widely diffused, the Popes perceived that some more

energetic system was required, and among the measures that

were devised the principal was the Inquisition, which was in-

tended not merely to suppress heresy, but also to enlarge the

circle of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

This new tribuual ' was placed in the hands of the two

religious orders of St. Dominick and St. Francis, and its first

object was to monopolise the trials of cases of heresy. The

bishop of the diocese had a certain position in the local tribu-

nal, but it was generally little more than honorary, and was

entirely subordinate to that of the chief Inquisitor. The civil

government was only represented by an 'Assessor,' and by

some minor officers appointed by the Inquisitor himself, and

its function was merely to execute those whom the ecclesias-

tics had condemned. A third of the confiscated goods was

bestowed upon the district where the trial took place, which

in its turn was to bear the expenses of the confinement of the

prisoners. To crown all, the society was centralised by tim

appointment of an Inquisitor-General at Rome, with whom
all the branches of the tribunal were to be in constant com-

munication.

It is obvious that this organization, in addition to its re-

ligious importance, had a very great political importance. It

transferred to ecclesiastics a branch &jurisdiction which had

_lways been regarded as belonging to the civil power, and it

introduced into every country where it was acknowledged, a

corporation of extraordinary powers entirely dependent on

tbreign potentate. The Inquisitors early found a powerfnl,

though somewhat encroaching, friend in the Emperor Fred-

The relationsof the Inquisition and the civilpower have been admirably
nketched by Sarpi in a short work called D_eorso del!" Ori_dnedelP ITffui6
dell"Inguirizione, whichI havecloselyfollo_,.,ut.
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crick IL, who in 1224 issued four edicts at Padua, in which

he declared himself their protector, commanded that all ob-

stinate heretics should be burnt, and all penitent heretics im-

prisoned for life, and delegated the investigation of the crime

to the ecclesiastics, though the power of pronouncing the

condemnation was reserved to the secular judge. In the first

half of the thirteenth century, the new tribunal was intro-

duced into Lombardy, the Marches, Romagna, Tuscany, the

Balearic Isles, Aragon, and some of the cities of France and

Germany. In Naples, however, the hostility of the king to

the Pope, and the spirit of the people, resisted it. In Venice,

too, the magistrates long refused to admit it, and lmretics

were burnt on the designation of the bishop, and by sentence

of the Doge and of the majority of the Supreme Council,

until 1289, when the government yielded, and the Inquisi-

tion was introduced, though with some slight restrictions

_avourable to the civil power.' In Spain, owing to the com-

bination of a very strong Catholic and a very strong national

feeling, it assumed a somewhat peculiar form. There, as

elsewhere, it was an essentially ecclesiastical institution,

created, extended, and modified under the express sanction of

the Pope ; but the Inquisitor-General and the Chief Council

were appointed by the sovereign, subject to the papal con-

firmation; and the famous prosecution of Antonio Perez,

which resulted in the destruction of the liberties of Aragon,

furnishes an example, though perhaps a solitary one, of it8

employment merely as a political tool • At first its jurisdic,

' Sarpi_ pp. 48-57 (ed. 1639_

• This curious episode has been lately investigated by M. Mignet in an

interesting work called A_ton/o Pere_. One of the aecusatien_ brought against

Perez was, that he had in a moment of passion exclaimed, that 'ff God the

Father had ventured to say to him what the King had said, he would have cut

his nose off,' which the Inquisitors said ' partook of the heresy of the Anthr¢,
34
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Lion was confined to the land, and many sailors of different

religions had enrolled themselves in the Spanish navy; but

in 1571 Sixtus V., at the request of Philip IL, appointed a

special Inquisitor '_o preside over the navy,' who speedily

restored its orthodoxy. By Spanish influence the tribunal

was extended to the Netherlands, to the New World, to

Sicily, Sardinia, and Malta.

It is said in the legend of St. Dominick that his mother,

when in the season of childbirth, dreamed that a dog was

about to issue from her womb, bearing a lighted torch that

would kindle the whole world; and certainly the success of

the Inquisition well-nigh fulfilled the portent.' For two or

three centuries its extension was the main object of the papal

policy ; it was what the struggle of the investitures had been

in the preceding age, the chief form which the spirit of eccle-

sastical encroachment assumed ; and during this long period

there was probably not a single pope who did not expressly

eulogise it. But although there can be no doubt that a pow-

erful blow was thus given to heresy, it may well be questioned

whether the papal policy was not, on the whole, shortsighed,

¢or the Inquisition probably contributed largely to the ulti-

mate secularisation of polities. Before its institution no one

doubted that the investigation and punishment of heresy

formed one of the first duties of the civil government, but by

the Inquisition the two things were slightly separated. The

cognisance of heresy was in a measure withdrawn from the

pomorphitesand of the Vaudois,who maintain that the Father has bodily
parts)

'Paramo, .De O_giT_ Inqui._ition_s,pp. 224-226. This was perhaps one
taupe of the declineof the Spanish navy.

' The Inquisitionwas not_it is true, organisedtill after his deatl_ but St,
Dominick was the chief reviver of persecution. _ Order represented the
principle,and the Inquisition was, almos as a matter of course, placed mainll

im hands.
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lay rulers, and by a curious inversion that very doctrine of

the religious incapacity of the latter_ which was afterwards

urged in favour of tolerance, was at this time urged in favour

of the Inquisition? Nor was the new tribunal merely dis-

tinct from the civil government. It was also frequently ot_

posed to it. Its very institution was an encroachment on the

jurisdiction of the magistrate, and there were constant differ-

ences as to the exact limits of its authority. Wherever it was

acknowledged it was the undisputed judge of heresy and of a

large section of ecclesiastical offences ; and one of these latter

--the employment by priests of the confessional for the pur-

pose of seducing the penitents--occupied a very prominent

placeinthe writings it produced." Witchcraft, too, was usually,

though by no means always, regarded as within its province,

but the magistrates sometimes refused to execute its sentences.

Usury was said by the ecclesiastics to be an ecclesiastical of-

fence, but the legislators refused to allow the Inquisition to

try it. Perjury, bigamy, and several other crimes gave rise
to similar conflicts.

While the province of persecution was thus in some de-

gree separated from the civil government, the extreme vio-

lence of the tribunal to which it had fallen aroused a very

general popular indignation. Spain, it is true, was in this

i The followingpassage from Sarpi is very instructive :--_Altre volte li
lant] Vescovi niuna cosa pill predicavano e raccommandavano_ prencipiche
[a _ della rellgione. Di niuna cosa pi5 li ammonivano e modestameate
reprendevanoche del trascurarla: ed adesso niuna cosa pi5 se prediea e per*
r_ade al prencipe,se non ch' a lui non s' aspetta la eura delle cose divine,cea
tutta che del contrariola scrittura sacra sia piena di luoghi dovela rehgione
raccommandataaliaprotezione del prencipe dellaMaest_Dlvina.' (Pp. 89, 90.)

• See,for example,the full discussionof the matter in Carena,De Offido
8. lr_ (Lugduni_1649), pp. 185-161. Three popes--Paul IV., Piu_
IV., and GregoryXV._found it necessary to issuebulls on the subject,a fitct
whichwill surpriseno onewho has glanced overthe pages of Sanchezor Dens.
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respect an exception. In that country the Inquisition wa0

always cherished as the special expression of the national re-

|igion, and the burning of Jews and heretics was soon rc_

garded in a double light, as a religious ceremony and also

as a pageant or public amusement that was eminently con.

genial to the national taste? In other countries, however_

but especially in Italy, it excited intense hostility. When

the Spaniards tried to force it upon the Neapolitans, so gen-

eral an insurrection ensued that even Spanish zeal recoiled

from the undertaking. The north and centre of Italy writhed

fiercely under the yoke. Terrific riots arising from this cause

almost threatened the destruction of Milan in 1242, and of

Parma in 1279, and minor disturbances took place in many

This appears sufficiently from the seasons in which executions took place,
and from all the descriptions of them. I may notice, however, that there is in

existence one very remarkable contemporary painting of the scene. It repre-
sents the execution, or rather the procession to the stake, of a number of Jews
and Jewesses who were burnt in 1680 at Madrid, during the f_tes that followed

the marriage of Charles H., and before the king, his bride, the court, and

clergy of Madrid. The great square was arranged hke a theatre, and thronged

with ladies in court dress ; the king sat on an elevated platform surrounded by
the chief members of the aristocracy, and Bishop Valdares, the Inquisitor-

General, presided over the scene. The painter of this very remarkable picture
(which is in the gallery of Madmd) was Francesco Plzzi, who died in 1685.

He has directed the sympathies of the spectator against the Jews by the u_ual

plan of exaggerating the Jewish nose--a device which is common to all early
painters except Juanes, who, in h_s pictures of New Testament scenes, hon-

estly gives this peculiarity of feature to the good as well as the bad characters_

and who, as an impartial distributor of noses, is deserving of the very highest
respect. Llorente has notaced this auto daft, but not the picture. (zr/_ a_
l'Ineluisitwn , tom. ill pp. 8, 4.)

Among the vietams m 1680 was a Jewish gM, not 17, whose wondro_

beauty struck all who saw her with admiration. As she passed to the stake_

Bhe cried to the queen, ' Great queen, is not your presence able to bring me
aome comfort under my misery _ Consider my youth, and that I am co_

demned for a reli_on which I have sucked in with my mother's milk.' ThJ

queen turned away her eyes. (Limborch, H_t. Inq_. cap. xl.)

¢
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other towns2 Although the Popes had done every thing in

their power to invest the office with a religious attraction--

although they had granted the same indulgences to its off].

cers as had formerly been granted to the Crusaders_ and an

indulgence of three years to all who, not being Inquisitors_

assisted in bringing a heretic to condemnation--although_

too_ the sentence of excommunication was launched against

all who impeded the Inquisitors in the discharge of their

office*--the opposition of the Italians was for centuries unex-

tinguished. Thus we find in ]5]8 the district of Brescia in
so wild a ferment of excitement on account of the condemna-

tion of numerous persons on the charge of incantation_ that

the government could with difficulty pacify it by annulling

the sentences. A similar outburst took place in Mantua in

1568_ and even in Rome at the death of Paul IV. the prisons

of the Inquisition were burst open_ and their records burnt

by an infuriated crowd.'

All these things have their place in the history of the

secularisation of politics, for they all contributed to weaken

the spirit of persecution, and to separate it from the civil

government. As long_ however_ as dogmatic interests were

Sarpi_ p, 60. Gregory IX. made the admission of the :Inquisitionan
indispensable condition of his alliances with the free towns. A monk called
FmarJohn, of Vmcuza_seems to have beenthe most successfulin promoting
the in_imtion in Italy. I_Iepronounced himself the apostle not of persecu.
tion_ but of peace, reconciled many enemies,and burnt sixty Cathari on a
singleoeeaslon m the great square of Verona. (Sismondi, tt_st de la I, ibert_
tom. L pp. 108, 109.)

Sarpi_p. 80. Llorente,H'_t. de la Inqu_ztion, tom li. p. 272. Thts
le_d_neyof the Italian mind accountsfor the small amount of blood shed at
Romeby the Inquisiuon. I cannot,indeed, remembermere than four instances
of men having been burnt alive there--the pantheistic philosopherBruno: a
brotherof Du Ghesne,the historian of the persecutionsin the Netherlands; a
hereticwho is spoken of by Scaliger; and the famous Arnold of Bre_ia_w]w
vanburnton the pretextof 'political heresies'
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supreme, persecution in some form or other must have con.

tinued. How that supremacy was weakened, and how, in con-

sequence of the decline, men ceased to burn or imprison those

who differed from their opinions, the last chapter will have

shown.

But, important as was this stage of the secularisation of

politics, a literary censorship was still directed against heret.

ical writings, and the system of religious disqualifications

still continued. The first of these had been a very ancient

practice in religious controversy. Among the pagans we

find Diocletian making it one of his special objects to burn

the Christian writings, and Julian, without taking precisely

the same step, endeavouring to attain the same end by with-

holding from the Christians the means of instruction that

could enable them to propagate their opinions.' In the same

way the early councils continually condemned heretical

books, and the civil power, acting upon their sentence, de

stroyed them. Thus Constantine ordered the destruction of

the writings of the Arians when the Council of Nice had con-

demned them. Arcadius, following the decision of the

Council of Constantinople, suppressed those of Eunomius.

Theodosius, after the Council of Ephesus, prohibited the

works of Nestorius, and after the Council of Chaleedon those

of Eutyches2 At first, though the condemnation belonged

to the Church, the execution of the sentence was regarded

the prerogative of the civil ruler ; but as early as 443 we fi'_d

Pope St. Leo burning books of the Manich_eans on his own

' daUandid not, as is sometimessaid, forbid the Christians studying the
classicwritings, but he prohibitedthem from teachingthem on the groundtha_
it was absurd for those who despised and repudiatedthe ancientgods to ex.
poundthe records of their acts. See his _is_ to Jamblichus.

" Sarpi,pp. 192, 193. Milton gives a slight sketchof the history of ce_
iorshlpsin his Areol_2ica.
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authority.' All through the middle ages, the practice was

of course continued, and the Inquisition succeeded in destroy-
Lug almost the entire heretical literature before the Reforma.

tion ; but at the time of the revival of learning, these meas-

ures excited some opposition. Thus, when in 1510 the theo-

logians of Cologne, represented especially by an Inquisitor

named Hoestrat, and supported by the mendicant order_

and after some hesitation by the University of Paris, desired

to destroy the whole literature of the Jews with the exception

of the Old Testament, Reuchlin, who was one of the chief

Hebrew scholars of his ag% protested against the measure ;

and having been on this account denounced in violent

language by a converted Jew named Phefercorne, who had

originally counselled the destruction, he rejoined in a work

strongly asserting the philosophical and historical value of

the Jewish literature, and urging the importance of its pres.

ervation. Nearly all the ablest pens of Germany were soon

engaged on the same side; and the civil authority as well as

many distinguished ecclesiastics having taken part in the

controversy, it became for a time the most prominent in

Europe, and resulted in the suspension of the intended

measure. _ The rise of the Reformation served, however, to

increase the severity of the censorship. The system of

licenses followed almost immediately upon the invention of

printing, and in 1559 Paul IV. originated the Index Expur-

gatorius. In England, Convocation was accustomed to cen-

sure, and the Star Chamber to suppress, heretical works. In

Holland a love of free discussion was early generated by the

fact that, during the antagonism between France and Spain,

it suited the interests of the latter country to make the

Netherlands the asylum of the French refugees, who were

a Giannone, Ist. d_ Napoh. _ Sleidan, liv. il-
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accustomed to publish there innumerable seditious writing_

which were directed against the French Government, but

which had a very strong and favourable influence upon the

country in which they appeared. When the Spanish yoke

I as broken, Holland became equally famous for the freedom

ol its religious press. With the exception of this country and

oi some of the cities of Italy, there were scarcely any in-

stances of perfect liberty of religious publications, till the

Revolutions, first of all, of England, and afterwards of France_

established that great principle which is rapidly becoming

universal, that the judgment of theological works is alto-

gether external to the province of legislators.

Among the earliest advocates of toleration most accepted

as a truism the doctrine, that it is the duty of every nation

in its national capacity to adopt some one form of religious

belief, and to act upon its precepts with the consistency that

is expected from an individual. This Church and State

theory, which forms the last vestige of the old theocratic

spirit that marks the earlier stages of civilisation, is still

supreme in many countries; but in our own day it has been

assailed or destroyed in all those nations that have yielded to

the political tendencies of the age. Stating the theory in its

most definite form, the upholders of this system of policy de-

manded that every nation should support and endow one

tbrm of religion and only one, that every other should be ie-

garded as altogether outside the cognisance of the State, and

that the rulers and representatives should belong exclusive]y

to the established faith. This theory has sometimes been
curtailed and modified in modern times after successive d_

feats, but any one who will trace it back to the days when it

_as triumphant, and follow the train of argument that haw
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been pursued by the Tory party for more than a century, can

satisfy himself that I have not exaggerat(d its purport.

The two European nations which represent most fully in

their policy the intellectual tendencies of the age are unque_

_ionably France and England, and it is precisely in these

Qations that tile theory has been successfully assailed. Afte]

several slight oscillations, the French people in 1830 finally

proclaimed, as a basis of their constitution, the principle, that

no state religion is recognised by France; and as a comment

upon this decision, we have seen a Protestant holding the

reins of power under Louis Philippe, and a Jew sitting in the

Provisional Government of 1848. A more complete abnega-

tion of t__e old doctrine it would be impossible to conceive,

and it places France, in at least this respect, at the head of
modern hberalism.'

The progress of the movement in England has been much

more gradual, and it represents the steady growth of ration-

alistic principles among statesmen. The first great step was

taken during the depression of the clergy that followed the

Revolution. The establishment of the Scotch Kirk, whether

we consider the principle it involved or tile vast amount of

persecution it terminated, was undoubtedly one of the most

signal defeats the English Church has ever undergone. For

a considerable time, however, the clergy succeeded in arrest;

ing the movement, which at last received a fresh propulsion

by the Irish Parliament, and attained its full triumph under

Ihe exigencies of Irish policy.

Whatever may be thought of the purity of the Irish Par.

iiament during the brief period in which it exercised an inde-

Fora clearview of the successivestages of the sccularisingmovementin
_-ance, see the memorial on the subject drawn up by the Abb6 Lacordmve_
and reproducedby Lamennais. (Affaire8 de t_om_,pp. 37-89.)
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pendent authority, there are certainly few things more absurd

than the charges of bigotry that are frequently directed

against it. If we measure it by the standard of the present

day, it will of course appear very defective ; but if we com.

pare it with contemporary legislatures, and above all if we

estimate the peculiar temptations to which it was exposed,

oar verdict would be very different. It would be scarcely

possible to conceive a legislature with greater inducement to

adopt a sectarian policy. Before 1793 it was elected exclu-

sively by Protestants. The government had created, and

most sedulously maintained, that close-borough system which

has always a tendency to make private interest the guiding

motive of policy; and the extraordinary monopoly the Prot-

estants possessed of almost all positions of wealth and dignity,

rendered the strictest toryism their obvious interest. There

was scarcely any public opinion existing in Ireland, and the

Catholics were so torpid through continued oppression, that

they could exercise scarcely any influence upon legislation.

Under these circumstances, the Irish Parliament, having ad-

mitted them to the magistracy, to the jury box, and to sev-

eral minor privileges, at last accorded them the elective

franchise, which, in a country where they formed an immense

majority of the nation, and where every reform of Parliament

and every extension of education must have strengthened

their interest, necessarily implied a complete emancipation

It is worthy, too, of notice that the liberalism of the Irish

Parliament was always in direct proportion to its political in.

dependence. It was when the events of the American war

had infused into it that strong national feeling which p:o-

duced the declaration of independence in 1782, that the ten-

dency towards tolera;ion became manifest. Almost all those

great orators who cast a halo of such immorta/ eloquen¢o
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around its closing period, were the advocates of emancipation.

Almost all who were the enemies of its legislative indepen-

dence, were the enemies of toleration.

The Irish Parliament was, in truth, a body governed very

constantly by corrupt motives, though probably not more so

than the English Parliament in the time of Walpole. It was

Also distinguished by a recklessness of tone and policy that

was all the more remarkable on account of the unusually large

measure of genius it produced; but it was during the period

of its independence probably more free from religious bigotry

than any other representative body that had ever sat in tho

United Kingdom. That it would have completed the meas-

ure of 1793 by the admission of Catholics to Parliament, if

the Government had supported or had even refrained from

opposing that measure, is almost absolutely cel%ain. The

opposition of the ministers threw out the bill, and the recall

of Lord Fitzwilliam damped the hopes of the Catholics, and

was one of the chief proximate causes of the Rebellion of

1798. But although emancipation was not then conceded,

the Irish Parliament directed a deadly blow against the Tory

theory, by endowing the College of Maynooth, a distinctive-

ly Catholic institution designed for the education of the

Catholic priesthood2

I may here notice that an Irishman and an ecclesiastic---BishopBerk¢ey
--was, as far as I know, the first Protestant who suggested the admissionof
Catholics into a Protestant university. He proposed that they should be ad-
mitted into that of Dublinwithout being compelled to attend chapel or any
divinitylectures ; and he observed that the Jesuits, in their colleges in Pads,
ha I acted in this manner towardsProtestants. (Quer_t, No. 291, published

1735.) As earlyas 1725a considerableamount of controversytook place
on the subject of tolerationin Ireland,occasionedby a sermonpreachedbefore
the Irish Parliamentby a clergymannamedSynge,in whichhe advocated as a
..-_hristlanduty_he most complete tolerationof the Catholics,and enunciated
the principlesof reli_ons iiberty with the strongestemphasis. The Parli_
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The Union was, on the wLole, very unfavourable to the

movement. To exclude the Catholics from the Parliament

of an empire m whioh they were a small minority, did not

appear such a glaring anomaly as to exclude them from the

Parliament of a nation of which they formed the great ma,

jority. The national feeling that made the Irish Protestants

wish to emancipate their fellow-countrymen could not act

with the same force on an English Parliament ; and the evan-

gelical movement which had originated with Wesley, and

which was in general strongly adverse to the Catholic claims,

had in a great measure pervaded English society, when it

had scarcely penetrated to Ireland. Besides this, a profound

change had passed over public opinion in Ireland. Tile

purely national and secular spirit the Irish Parliament had

fostered perished with its organ. Patriotism was replaced

by sectarianism, and the evil continued till it made Ireland

one of the most priest-ridden nations in Europe. These

causes account sufficiently for the delay of more than a quar-

ter of a century in according the boon which in 1796 appear

ed almost attained.' On the other hand, the Whig party,
which had constituted itself the representative of the secular

movement, and which contained an unusually large propor-

tion of religious latitudinarians,* steadily advanced, and its

ment ordered the sermon to be published. It was answered by a writer named
Radcliffe,and defended by a writer named Weaver. Synge himself rejoined.
This whole contreversy, which is utterly forgotten--buried in the great chaoJ
of Irish pamphlets, and perhaps read of late years by no human being except
_e present writer---is well worthy of the attention of those who study the
cma'seof public opinion in Ireland. Perhaps the most eloquent defence of
tolerationwritten in English during the last century, was the answe_of the
Irish priest O'Leary to Wesley's Defenceof the Penal Laws ; but then O'Leary
was defendinghis own cause.

I have examined all this more fully in The Z_u_rs of.Publlc O_,_a i_,
Irda_d.

• See,on this subject,a stril_,g letterby Southey, in Blanco Whites Lff_
voLi. p. 810.
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Drgan, the Edinburgh _Review, was for some years one of the

most powerful intellectual influences in England. At the

same time the agitation of O'Connell gave a new and impera-

tive tone to the demands of the Catholics, and O'Connell

very judiciously maintained the claim_ of the dissenters as

strongly as those of his coreligionists. At last the victory

was achieved. The dissenters were admitted to Parliament,

and the theological unity that had so long been maintained

was broken. Still stage after stage of the emancipation was

fiercely contested. The Catholics were avowedly admitted

through fear of a revolution, and the act was performed in

such a grudging and ungracious manner as to destroy all the

gratitude, and many of the benefits, it would otherwise have

conferred. Even then many years elapsed before the Jews

were emancipated. The invasion and partial destruction of

the sectarian character of the universities represents the last

stage of the movement which the earliest advocates of toler-

ation had begun.

A necessary consequence of this movement was that the

clergy were, as a body, identified either with retrogression

or with immobility in politics. During the middle ages they

had been the initiators of almost every progressive move-

ment; but in modern times, the current being directly op-

posed to their interests, they have naturally become the

champions of the past. At the same time, and as a result cf

the same causes, their political influence has been steadily do

clining. In England the first great blow to their power war
the destruction of the monasteries. Fuller has reckoned at

twenty-seven, Lord Herbert at twenty-eight, and Sir Edward

Coke at twenty-nine, the number of mitred abbots and prion_

who by this measure lost their seats in the House of Lords.'

Joyce_//'*st.of Fmgli6h Con_oeatiom,lx 449.
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In the reign of Henry IIL, the spiritual peers had formed

one-half of the upper house ; in the beginning of the eigh.

teenth century they formed only one-eighth, and in the mid-

dle of the nineteenth century only one-fourteenth2 Since

the beginning of the eighteenth century no clergyman has

occupied any important office in the State,' and the same

_'hange has passed over almost every other nation in Europe.

To those who have appreciated the great truth that a

radical political change necessarily implies a corresponding

change in the mental habits ,f society, the process which I

have traced will furnish a decisive evidence of the declining

influence of dogmatic theology. That vast department of

thought and action which is comprised under the name of

polities was once altogether guided by its power. It is now

passing from its influence rapidly, universally, and complete-

ly. The classes that are most penetrated with the spirit of

special dogmas were once the chief directors of the policy of

Europe. They now form a baffled and desponding minority,

whose most cherished political principles have been almost

universally abandoned, who are struggling faintly and inef-

fectually against the ever-increasing spirit of the age, and

whose ideal is not in the future but in the past. It is evident

that a government never can be really like a railway com-

pany, or a literary society, which only exercises an influence

over secular affairs. As long as it determines the system of

education that exists among its subjects, as long as it can

encourage or repress the teaching of particular doctrines, as

long as its foreign policy brings it into collision with govern.

ments which still make the maintenance of certain religioua

systems a main object of their policy, it will necessarily ex-

ercise a gigantic influen('e upon belie£ It cannot possibly

I Buelde,/r_ of C"_., voi k pp. 880, 381. ' IbicL
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be uninfluential, and it is difficult to assign limits to the in-

fluence that it may exercise. If the men who compose it (or

the public opinion that governs them) be pervaded by an in.

tensely-realised conviction that the promulgation of a certain

system of doctrine is incomparably the highest of human

interests, that to assist that promulgation is the main ob

ject for which they were placed in the world, and should be

the dominant motive of their lives, it will be quite impos-

sible for these men, as politicians, to avoid interfering with

theology. Men who are inspired by an absorbing passion

will inevitably gratify it if they have the power. Men who

sincerely desire the happiness of mankind will certainly use

to the uttermost the means they possess of promoting what

they feel to be beyond all comparison the greatest of human

interests. If by giving a certain direction to education they

could avert fearful and general physical suffering, there can

be no doubt that they would avail themselves of their power.

If they were quite certain that the greatest possible suffer-

ing was the consequence of deviating from a particular class

of opinions, they could not possibly neglect that considera-
tion in their laws. This is the conclusion we should natural-

ly draw from the nature of the human mind, and it is most

abundantly corroborated by experience. _ In order to ascer-

tain the tendencies of certain opinions, we should not confine

ourselves to those exceptional intellects who, having per-

ceived the character of their age_ have spent their lives !_

This has been very clearly noticed in one of the ablest modem books in
:lefence of the Tory theory. ' At the point where Protestantism becomes
vicious, where it receivesthe first tinge of latitudinarianism,and begins to join
/landswith infidelityby supersedingthe belief of an objective truth in religion,
necessaryfor salvation; at that very spot it likewise assumes an aspect of
hostilityto the unionof Church and State.' (Gladstone, on Ch_rechand
p. 1883
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endeavouring painfully and laboriously to wrest their opin-

ions in confbrmlty with them. We should rather observe

the position which large bodies of men, governed by the

same principles, but living under various circumstances and

in different ages, naturally and almost unconsciously occupy.

We have ample means of judging in the present case. W_

see the general tone which is adopted on political subjects by

the clergy of the most various creeds, by the religious news-

papers, and by the politicians who represent that section of

the community which is most occupied with dogmatic theol-

ogy. We see that it is a tendency distinct from and op-

posed to the tendencies of the age. History tells us that it

was once dominant in politics, that it has been continuously

and rapidly declining, and that it has declined most rapidly

and most steadily in those countries in which the develop-

ment of intellect has been most active. All over Europe the

priesthood are now associated with a policy of toryism, of

reaction, or of obstruction. All over Europe the organs that

represent dogmatic interests are in permanent opposition to

the progressive tendencies around them, and are rapidly

sinking into contempt. In every country in which a strong

political life is manifested, the secularisation of politics is the

consequence. Each stage of that movement has been ini-

tiated and effected by those who are most indifferent to dog-

matic theology, and each has been opposed by those who are

most occupied with theology. _

*The evidence of the secularisationof politics furnishedbythe positio_ o|
what is called 'the religiouspress,' is not confined to England and Franea
The followingvery remarkablepassage waswritten bya most competent ob-
serverin 1858, whenAustria seemed the centre of religiousdespotism: 'Tous
les int_rbtsles plus ch6tifsont desnombreuxorganesdans la pressep6riodique
et font tous debonnesaffaires. La religion,le premieret le plus grandde toul
les int6r6ts, n'en a qu'unhombre presqueimperceptibleet qui a bien de la
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And as I write these words_ it is impossible to forget that

one of the great problems on which the thoughts of politi-

cians are even now concentrated is the hopeless decadence of

tile one theocracy of modern Europe, of the great type and

representative of the alliance of politics and theology. That

_hr _ne on which it seemed as though the changeless Church

had stamped the impress of her own perpetuity--that throne

which for so many centuries of anarchy and confusion hac]

been the Sinai of a protecting and an avenging law--that

throne which was once the centre and the archetype of tho

political system of Europe, the successor of Imperial Rome,

the inheritor of a double portion of her spirit, the one power

which seemed removed above all the vicissitudes of politics,

_he iris above the cataract, unshaken amid so much turmoil

and so much change---that throne has in our day sunk into a

condition of hopeless decrepitude, and has only prolonged its

existence by the confession of its impotence. Supported by

the bayonets of a foreign power, and avowedly incapable of

self-existence, it is no longer a living organism, its signifi-

cance is but the significance of death. There was a time

when the voice that issued from the Vatican shook Europe

to its foundations, and sent forth the proudest armies to the

deserts of Syria. There was a time when all the valour and

all the chivalry of Christendom would have followed the

banner of the Church in any field and against any foe. Now

a few hundred French, and Belgians, and Irish are all who

would respond to its appeal. Its august antiquity, the rev-

erence that centres around its chief_ the memory of the un-

peine _ vivre. Dans la CatholiqueAutriche sur 135 journaux il n'y a qu'un
meulconeacr_aux int_r_ts du Christianisme,et il ]aisse beaucoup_d_sirer soul
[e rapport de l'orthodoxie.... La v_rit_ est que d6cidgment l'oplnioa
publique ainsi que Pint_r_t publique ont cess_ d'etre Chr_tiens en Europe.'
tVeatura_/A Pauvoir Chrkt_a Politi_ p. 139.)

35
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rivalled influence it has exercised, the genius that has con_

crated its past, the undoubted virtues that have been display.

ed by its rulers, were all unable to save the papal govern-
ment from a decadence the most irretrievable and the most

hopeless. Reforms were boldly initiated, but they only

_e_ved to accelerate its ruin. i repressive policy was at-

tempted, but it could not arrest the progress of its decay.

For nearly a century, under every ruler and under every

system of policy, it has been hopelessly, steadily, and rapidly

declining. At last the influences that had so long been eor

roding it attained their triumph. It fell before the Revolu

tion, and has since been unable to exist, except by the sup-

port of a foreign army. The principle of its vitality has

departed.

No human pen can write its epitaph, for no imagination

can adequately realise its glories. In the eyes of those who

estimate the greatness of a sovereignty, not by the extent of

its territory, or by the valour of its soldiers, but by the in-

fluence which it has exercised over mankind, the papal gov-
ernment has had no rival, and can have no successor. But

though we may not fully estimate the majesty of its past, we
can at least trace the causes of its decline. It fell because it

neglected the great truth that a government to be success-

ful must adapt itself to the ever-changing mental condition

of society ; that a policy which in one century produces the

_itmost prosperity, in another leads only to ruin and to disas-

Ler. It fell because it represented the union of politics and

theology, and because the intellect of Europe has rendered

It an anachronism by pronouncing their divorce. It fell be-

cause its constitution was essentially and radically opposed

to the spirit of an age in which the secularisation ofpolitic_

the measure and the (.ondition of all political prosperity
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The secularisation of politics is, as we have seen, the

direct consequence of the declining influence of dogmatic

_heology. I have said that it also reacts upon and influences its

oause. The creation of a strong and purely secular political

feeling diffilsed through all classes of society, and producir, g

an ardent patriotism, and a passionate and indomitable love

of liberty, is sufficient in many respects to modify all the

great departments of thought, and to contribute largely to

the formation of a distinct type of intellectual character.

It is obvious, in the first place, that one important effect

of a purely secular political feeling will be to weaken the in-

tensity of sectarianism. Before its existence sectarianism

was the measure by which all things and persons were con-

templated. It exercised an undivided control over the minds

and passions of men, absorbed all their interests, and presid-

ed over all their combinations. But when a purely political

spirit is engendered, a new enthusiasm is introduced into the

mind, which first divides the affections and at last replaces

the passion that had formerly been supreme. Two different

enthusiasms, each of which makes men regard events in a

special pohit of view, cannot at the same time be absolute.

The habits of thought that are formed by the one, will ncces-

sarfly weaken or efface the habits of thought that are formed

by the other. Men learn to classify their fellows by a new

principle. They become in one capacity the cordial asso.

eiates of those whom in another capacity they had long re-

garded with unmingled dislike. They learn to repress and

oppose in one capacity those whom in another capacity they

regard wlth unbounded reverence. Conflicting feelings are

thus produced which neutralise each other; and if one of

the two increases, the other is proportionately diminishe&

Every war that unites for secular object_ nations of different
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creeds, every measure that extends political interests ta

classes that had formerly been excluded from their range,

has therefore a tendency to assuage the virulence of sects.

Another consequence of the intellectual influence of

political life is a tendency to sacrifice general principles ta

practical results. It has often been remarked that the

English constitution, which is commonly regarded as the

most perfect realisation of political freedom, is beyond all

others the most illogical, and that a very large proportion of

those measures which have proved most beneficial, have in-

volved the grossest logical inconsistencies, the most partial

and unequal apphcations of some general principle. The

object of the politician is expediency, and Ms duty is to

adapt his measures to the often crude, undeveloped, and

vacillating conceptions of the nation. The object, on the

other hand, of the philosopher is truth, and his duty is to

push every principle which he believes to be true to its legit-

imate consequences, regardless of the results which may

follow. Nothing can be more fatal in politics than a pre-

ponderance of the philosophical, or in philosophy than a

preponderance of the political spirit. In the first case, the

ruler will find himself totally incapable of adapting his

measures to the exigencms of exceptional circumstances; he

will become involved in inextricable difficulties by the com-

plexity of the phenomena he endeavours to reduce to order ;

and he will be in perpetual collision with pubhc opinion. In

the second case, the thinker wilt be continually harassed by

3onsiderations ot expediency which introduce tire bias of the

will into what should be a purely intellectual process, and

mpart a timi_lity and a disingenuousness to the whole tone

)f his thoughts. There can, I tllink, be little doubt that this

atter influence is at present acting most unfavourably utm_
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_peculative opinions in countries where political life is very

powerful. A disinterested love of truth can hardly coexist

with a strong political spirit. In all countries where the

habits of thought have been mainly formed by political life,

we may discover a disposition to make expediency the test

of truth, to close the eyes and turn away the mind from any

arguments that tend towards a radical change, and above all

to make utilitarianism a kind of mental perspective accord-

ing to which the different parts of belief are magnified or

diminished. All that has a direct influence upon the well-

being of society is brought into clear relief; all that has

only an intellectual importance becomes unrealised and ii_-

operative. It is probable that the capacity for pursuing ab-

stract truth for its own sake, which has given German think-

ers so great an ascendency in Europe, is in no slight degree

to be attributed to the political languor of their nation.

This predisposition acts in different ways upon the pro-

gress of Rationalism. It is hostile to it on account of the

intense conservatism it produces, and also on account of its

opposition to that purely philosophical spirit to which Ra-

tionalism seeks to subordinate all departments of speculative

belief. It is favourable to it, inasmuch as it withdraws the

minds of men from the doctrinal aspect of their faith to con-

centrate them upon the moral aspect, which in the eyes of

the politician as of the rationalist is infinitely the most ha

portant.

But probably the most important, and certainly the most

beneficial, effect of political life is to habituate men to a true

method of enquiry. Government in a constitutional country

is carried on by debate, all the arguments on both sides are

brought forward with unrestricted freedom, and every new_

paper reports in full what has been said against the princi
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ples it advocates by the ablest men in the country. Men

may study the debates of Parliament under the influence of

a strong party bias, they may even pay more attention to

the statements of one party than to those of the other, but

they never imagine that they can form an opinion by an ex-

clusive study of what has been written on one side. The

two views of every question are placed in juxtaposition, and

every one-_ho is interested in the subject examines both.

When a charge is brought against any politician, men natu-

rally turn to his reply before forming an opinion, and they

feel that any other course would be not only extremely fool-

ish, but also extremely dishonest. This is the spirit of truth

as opposed to the spirit of falsehood and imposture, which in

all ages and in all departments of thought has discouraged

men from studying opposing systems, lamented the circula-

tion of adverse arguments, and denounced as criminal those

who listen to them. Among the higher order of intellects,

the first spirit is chiefly cultivated by those philosophical

studies which discipline and strengthen the mind for re-

search. But what philosophy does for a very few, political

life does, less perfectly, indeed, but still in a great degree, for

the many. It diffuses abroad not only habits of acute reason

ing, but also, what is far more important, habits of impartial-

ity and intellectual fairness, which will at last be carried

into all tbrms of discussion, and will destroy every system

that refilses to accept them. Year after year, as political

life extends, we find each new attempt to stifle the expression

of opinion received with an increased indignation, the sym-

pathies of the people immediately enlisted on behalf of the

oppressed teacher, and the work which is the object of con-

demnation elevated in public esteem often to a degree that

is far greater than it deserves. Year after year the oonvic
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_ion becomes more general, that a provisional abnegation of

the opinions of the past and a resolute and unflinching ira.

partiality are among the highest duties of the enquirer, and
that he who shrinks from such a research is at least me1,

ally hound to abstain from condemning the opinions of his

neighbour.

If we may generalise the experience of modern constitu-

tional governments, it would appear that this process must

pass through three phases. When political life is introduced

into a nation that is strongly imbued with sectarianism, this

latter spirit will at first dominate over political interests, and

the whole scope and tendency of government will be direct-

ed by theology. After a time the movement I have traced

in the present chapter will appear. The secular element

will emerge into light. It will at length obtain an absolute

ascendency, and, expelling theology successL ely from all its

political strongholds, will thus weaken its influence over the

human mind. Yet in one remarkable way the spirit of sec-

tarianism will still survive : it will change its name and object

transmigrate into political discussion, and assume the ibrm

of an intense pal%y-spirit. The increasing tcndency_ how-

ever, of political life seems to be to weaken or efface thii

soirit, and in the more advanced stages of free governmenl

it almost disappears. A judiciM spirit is fostered which lea&

men both in politics and theology to eclecticism_ to judg_

aU questions exclusively on the ground of their intrinsic

merits, and not at all according to their position in theologi-

cal or political systems. To increase the range and intensity

of political interests is to strengthen this tendency; and

every extension of the suffrage thus diffuses over a wider

circle a habit of thought that must eventually modify the¢_

logical belief. If the suffrage should ever be granted to
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women, it would probably, after two or three generation_

effect a complete revolution in their habits of thought, which

by acting upon the first period of education would influence

the whole course of opinion.

Such then have been some of the leading tendencies pro

duced by that purely secular political spirit which is itself a

result of the declining influence of theology. It now rema]bs

for us to examine the second branch of our subject--the see_

alarisation of the basis or principle of authority upon which

all political structures rest.

In the course of the last few years a great many insurrec-

tions of nations against their sovereigns have taken place,

which have been regarded with warm approval by the pub-

lic opinion of the most advanced nations in Europe. Some

countries have cast off their rulers in order by coalescing to

!brm one powerihl State, others because those rulers were

tyrannical or incapable, others because the system of their

government had grown antiquated, and others in order to

realise some historical nationality. In many cases the de-

posed rulers had been bound to their people by no distinct

stipulations, had violated no law, and had been guilty of no

extraordinary harshness. The simple ground upon which

these changes were justified was tha_ the great majority of

the nation desired them, and that ground has generally been

acquiesced in as sufficient. To exhibit in the plainest form

the change that has come over public opinion, it may be suf-

ficient to say that for many centuries all such insurrections

would have been regarded by theologians as mortal sins, and

all who participated in them as in danger of perdition.

The teaching of the early Fathers on the subject is pe_

fectly unanin'ous and unequivocal. Without a single e_cel_

Lion_ all who _ouched upon the subject pronounced active r_
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Jistance to the established authorities to be under all circum-

stances sinful. If the law enjoined what was wrong, it

6hould be disobeyed, but no vice and no tyranny could justi-

fy revolt. _ This doctrine was taught in the most emphatic

terms, not as a counsel of expediency applicable to speciM

circumstances, but as a moral principle universally binding

upon the conscience. It was taught in the midst of the most

horrible persecutions. It was taught when the Christians

were already extremely numerous, and their forbearance,

notwithstanding their numbers, was constantly claimed as a

merit, s So harmonious and so emphatic are the Patristic

testimonies upon the subject, that the later theologians who

adopted other views have been utterly unable to adduce any

passages in their support, and have been reduced to the mel-

ancholy expedient of virtually accusing the early Christians

of hypocrisy, by maintaining that, notwithstanding the high

moral tone they assumed on the subject, the real cause ot

their submission was their impotence, s or to the ludicrous

expedient of basing a system of liberal politics on the in-

vectives of Cyril and Gregory Nazianzen against the memory
of Julian.'

3 See Grotius,De Jure Belll et Pads, lib. i. cap. 4 ; Taylor, Ductor .Du/a
tantium, lib. iii. cap. 3, and also the list of authorities cited by GregoryXVL
in his bull to the Bishops of Poland, ' concerning the maxims of the Catholi(
Church on submissionto the civil power ' ; Lamennals, Affaircs de Rome, pp
8a8--317. But perhaps the fulles_ exposition of the Patristic sentJmentsor,
_he subject is in a very able book called _acro-Sancta l_egum_lajeaas, pal>
fi_hedat Oxfordat the b%_mir_ of the Great Rebellion.

i Striking instances of this are given by Grotius, 1)eJure, lib. i. c. iv. § 7.
This has been maintained among others by Milton and Gronovmsamong

the Protestants, and by Bellarmine and (m more modern times) by Bianchi
among the Catholics. See Bronchi, Tra_t_ de la Pu_ssa_weEcvl_siaaique
(trad. Peltier, Paris, 1857), tom. i. pp. 689-642.

• This appears to have been a favourite argument of the French Pro,
estants : .Avis auz _fugiez sur 'ear procham P_ztouren _France,p. 43. To
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It is manifest that such a doctrine is absolately incompat

ible with political liberty. 'A limited monarch,' as even

the Tory Hume admitted, ' who is not to be resisted 'when he

exceeds his limitations, is a contradiction in terms.' Besides_

in almost every case, the transition from an absolute to a

limited monarchy has been the result of the resistance of the

people; and the whole course of history abundantly proves

that power, when once enjoyed, is scarcely ever voluntarily

relinquished. From these considerations Grotius and many

other writers have concluded that a Christian people, when

oppressed by tyrants, is bound to sacrifice its hopes of liber-

ty to its faith, while Shaftesbury and his followers have de-

nounced Christianity as incompatible with freedom. But to

those who regard the history of the Church not as one homo-

geneous whole, but as a series of distinct phases, the attitude

of its early leaders will appear very different. For the first

condition of liberty is the establishment of some higher

principle of action than fear. A government that rests on

material force alone must always be a tyranny, whatever

may be the form it assumes ; and at the time Christianity be-

came supreme the Roman Empire was rapidly degenerating

into that frightful condition. Increasing corruption had de-

stroyed both the tie of religion and the tie of patriotism, and

the army was the sole arbiter of the destinies of the State.

After a time the invasion of the barbarians still further ag-

these the Gallican Catholics replied that Julian was dead when the invectives
were delivered. Hilary, however, inveighed vehemently against the Arian
Emperor Constantius,in the lifetime of the latter; and BiancM,in a very in-
seu(c¢:_fashion,argues from this that Constantiusmust have been virtually
deposedon account of his heresy, for respect to lawful sovereigns is among the
plainest duties; and as St. Hllary called Constantius 'a precursor of Anti.
christ,' ' a rascal,' and _an object of malediction,'&c.,&a, it may be inferred
that he did not ,egardhim ashis lawful sovereign. (.PuissanceI_e¢l.,tom,i
_p. 651,652.)
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gravated the situation. Hordes of savages, fresh from a life

of unbounded freedom, half-frenzied by the sudden acquisi.

ti_n of immense wealth, and belonging to many different

tribes, were struggling fiercely for the mastery. Society

was almost resolved into its primitive elements; force had

become the one measure of dignity. Alone amid these dis-

cordant interests the Christians taught by their precepts and

their example the obligation of a moral law, and habituated

men to that respect for authority and that exercise of self-

restraint which form the basis of every lasting political struc-

ture. Had they followed the example of others, they might

probably have more than once saved themselves from fl'ight-

ful persecutions, and would have certainly become a formi-

dable power in the State long before the accession of Constan-

tine. But, guided by a far nobler instinct, they chose in-

stead to constitute themselves the champions of legality,

they irradiated submission with a purer heroism than has

ever glowed around the conqueror's path, and they kept
alive the sacred flame at a time when it had almost vanished

fi'om the earth. We may say that they exaggerated their

principle, but such exaggeration was absolutely essential to

its efficacy. The temptations to anarchy and insubordina-

tion were so great, that had the doctrine of submission been

Btated with any qualifications, had it been stated in any but

the most emphatic language, it would have proved inopera-

tive. Indeed, what cause for resistance could possibly have

been more just than the persecutions of a Nero or a Diocle-

tian ? Yet it was in the reign of Nero that St. Paul incul-

cated in unequivocal language the doctrine of passive obe

dience ; and it was the boast of Tertullian and other of the

Fathers, that at a time when Rome was swarming with

Christians, the most horrible persecutions were endured
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without a murmur or a struggle. Such conduct, if adopte_

as a binding precedent, would arrest the whole development

of society; but, considered in its own place in history, it is

impossible to overvalhc it.

Besides this, it should be remembered that the early

Church had adopted a system of government that was based

uFon the most democratic principles. It can be no exa_ger.

ation to say, that if the practice of electing bishops by uni-

versal suffrage had continued, the habits of freedom woulJ

have been so diffused among the people, that the changes

our own age has witnessed might have been anticipated by

many centuries, and might have been effected under the

direct patronage of Catholicism. This, however, was not to

be. The system of episcopal election was far in advance of

the age, and the disorders it produced were so great that it

was soon found necessary to abolish it. At the same time

many circumstances pointed out the Roman See as the natu-

ral centre of a new form of organisation. The position Rome

oecupled in the world, the increasing authority of the bishop

resulting from the transfer of the civil ruler to Constantino-

ple, the admirable administrative and organising genius the

Roman ecclesiastics had inherited from the Empire, their

sustained ambition, the splendour cast upon the see by the

genius and virtues of St. Gregory and St. Leo, the conversion

of the barbarians, the destruction of the rival sees of Jerusa-

lem_ Antioch, and Alexandria, and the Greek schism--all

tended to revive in another form the empire Rome had so

long exercised over the destinies of mankind.

When the Papal power was fully organised, and daring

the whole of the period that elapsed between that time and

the Reformation, the rights of nations against their sever.

_igns may be said to have been almost unnoticed. Ths
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great question concerning the principle of authority lay in

the conflicting claims of temporal sovereigns and of popes.

Although the power the latter claimed and often exercised

over the former has produced some of the most fearful calam.

itics, although we owe to it in a great degree the Crusades

aud religious persecution, and many of the worst features of

the semi-religious struggles that convulsed Italy during the

middle ages, there can be no question that it was on the

whole favourable to liberty. The simple fact that nations

acknowledged two different masters was itself a barrier to

despotism, and the Church had always to appeal to the sul>

jects of a sovereign to enforce its decisions against him.

There was therefore a certain bias among ecclesiastics in

favour of the people, and it must be added that the medimval

popes almost always belonged to a far higher grade of civil-

isation than their opponents. Whatever may have been

their faults, they represented the cause of moral restraint, of

intelligence, and of humanity, in an age of physical three,

ignorance, and barbarity.

It is not necessary to follow in detail the history of the

encroachments of the spiritual upon the civil power, or to

enter into the interminable controversies about the power of

deposition. Such topics are only connected indirectly with

the subject of the present chapter, and they have been treaCed

with great ability by several well-known writers2 There

i A clear secularview of the subject is given by Mr [tallam, in the chapter
on tile t Increase of EcclesiasticalAuthority,' in his IFsst.of the M_ddleAges.
It has also been examined veryfully by Bossuet, from a Gallicanpoint of view,
in his Defenceof the Articles of the Gallican Church, and from an Ultramon-
tane point of view by Bianchi, On EcclessasticalPower. This last book,
which is a work of exceedingly extensive learning,but of undisguised and
_deed dishonest partiahty, was published originally in Italian in 1745, and
directedespeciallyagainst the opinionsof Giannone. The French translation

made in 18_17,and consists of two (in everysense of the word) mo_t
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are, however, two points connected with them to which fi

may be advisable to refer. In the first place, in judging the

question as to the right of the Pope to depose sovereigns, it

is evident that the advantage must have always remained

with the former, in an age in which he was himself regarde_l0
as the final arbiter of moral questions. Every conclusion

_ras then arrived at not by way of reasoning but by way of

authority, and, with the very doubtfill exception of general

councils, there was no higher authority than the Pope.

General councils too were rare occurrences ; they could only

be convened by the Pope, and in the majority of cases they
were the creatures of his will. When a bull of excommuni

cation had been launched, the sovereign against whom it was

directed might indeed assemble a council of the bishops of

his own people, and they might condemn the excommunica-

tion; but, however strong might be their arguments, their

authority was necessarily inferior to that which was opposed

to them. They might appeal to the declarations of the

Fathers, but the right of interpreting those declarations rest-

ed with the Church, of which the Pope was, in fact, the au-

thoritative representative. Nor had he any difficulty in this

respect. If it was said that the early bishops enjoined absc_

lute submission to the pagan persecutors, it was answered

that this was an irrelevant argument, for the Church only

claimed the power of deposing those who by baptism were

placed under her dominion. If it was rejoined that the same
submission was shown under Constantius or Valens or

Julian, the reply was that the weakness of the Christians

was the cause of their resignation, and that the fact of the

Church possessing the power of excommunication did not

ponderousvolmnea It is nowthe great standardwork of the Ultramontane
party.
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at all imply that she was bound on every legitimate oecasio_J

_0 exercise it. If, in fine, the passages in which the Father_

dilated upon the sinfulness of all rebellion against the sover-

eign were adduced, it was answered that the Pope exhorted

no one to such rebellion, for by the sentence of deposition

the sovereign had been deprived of his sovereignty2 In this

way the Patristic utterances were easily evaded, and the ec-

clesiastical authority of the Pope made it almost a heresy to

question his claims.

In the next place, it should be observed that this doctrine

of deposition was not so much an isolated assumption on the

part of the Popes as a logical and necessary inference from

other parts of the teaching of the Church. The point on

which the controversies between Catholics on this subject

have chiefly turned is the right of the Popes to condemn any

notorious criminal to public penance, a sentence which in-

volved the deprivation of all civil functions, and therefore in

the case of a sovereign amounted to deposition.' But whe-

ther or not this right was always acknowledged in the

Church, there can be little doubt that the power which was

generally conceded to the ecclesiastical authorities of relax-

ing or annulling the obligation of an oath necessarily led to

their political ascendency, for it is not easy to see how those

who acknowledged the existence of this power could make

an exception in favour of the oath of allegiance.

When the rise of the scholastic philosophy had intro-

fluted into Christendom a general passion for minute defini.

i As one of the leading supporters of the Papal party put it with amusing
eeoiness: ' Certelicet Paulus dixerit "omnis animapotestatibus sublimioribu_
mlbdita sit" nunquam addidit, etiam potestatibus excommunicatisvel depri-
vatis a papa.' (Suarez, DeTide, lib. vi. cap. 4.)

• Bianchi, Puissa_vzeEcel_dastique,tom. i. pp. 550-571. Louisle D_boo
attireseems to have been deoosedin th_sway.
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tions, and for the organisation and elaboration of all depart,

ments of theology, the attitude of hostility the Church had

for some time exhibited towards the civil power was more or

less reflected in the writings that were produced. St. Thomas

Aquinas, indeed, the ablest of all these theologians, distinctly

asserts the right of subjects to withhold their obedience from

rulers who were usurpers or unjust ;' but this opinion, which

was probably in advance of the age, does not appear to have

been generally adopted, or at least generally promulgated.

The right of popes to depose princes who had fallen into

heresy was, however, at this time constantly asserted.' To

the schoolmen too we chiefly owe the definition of the doc-

t fine of the mediate character of the Divine Right of Kings,

which is very remarkable in the history of opinions as the

embryo of the principles of Locke and Rousseau. It was

universally admitted that both popes and kings derived their

authority from the Deity, and from this fact the royal advo-

cates inferred that a pope had no more power to depose a

king than a king to depose a pope. But, according to some

of the schoolmen, there was this distinction between the

cases: a pope was directly and immediately the representa-

tive of the Almighty, but a king derived his power directly

from the people. Authority, considered in the abstract, is

'Priuciplbuss_ecularibusin tantum homo obediretenetur in quantum ordu
ittstitimreq_irlk Et ideo si non habeant justum principatum sed usurpatum
vel si injusta prmcipiant,non tenentur e_ssubditi obedire, nisiforte per accidena
propter vltaadum scandalum vel periculum.' (Summa, Pars IL Quest. civ.
art. 6.)

2 Bossuet simply remarks that for some centuries after St. Thomas the
schoolmenseem to have been nearly unanimous on this point, but that it ia
manifestthat they were mistaken! (See Bianchi_tom. i. pp. 135, 136.) The
writer amongthe schoolmenwho was most favourable to liberty was the Eng.
Iishman William of Ockham. (Yilman_tt_st, of Latin Chri_tianityyvo[ vi.
pp. 470-474.)
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of Divine origin; and when the people had raised a particu.

lar family to the throne, the sanction of the Deity rested

upon _ts members, but still the direct and immediate source

of regal power was the nation.' Although this doctrine was

not asserted in the popular but in the Papal interest, and al-

thou _h it was generally held that the people, having tran_

ferrcd their original authority to the sovereign, were incapa-

ble of recalling it, except perhaps in such extreme cases as

when a sovereign had sought to betray to a foreign power

she country he ruled, it is not the less certain that we have

here the first link of a chain of principles that terminated in

t_ e French Revolution.

After all, however, it is rather a matter of curiosity than

o¢ importance to trace among the vast mass of speculations

bequeathed to us by the schoolmen the faint outlines of a

growing liberalism. Whatever may have been the opinions

of a few monkish speculators, however splendid may have

been the achievements of a few industrial halgsceptical re-

publics, 2 it was not till the Reformation that the rights of na-

Suarez, De .F,de, lib. iii. cap. 2 ; Bianehi, ch. i. These theologians of
course endeavour to trace back their distinction to the origin of Christianity,
but its formal definition and systematic enforcement are due mainly to the
_ehoolmen-

The political inltuence of the Italian republics upon English publicopin-
onwas verypowerful in the seventeenth century, when the habit of travelling
betame general among the upper class of Englishmen,and when a large pr(_
l_rtaon of the highest intellects acquired in Italy a knowledgeof the Italian
writers on government_and an admiration for the Italian constitutions,and
especiallyfor that of Venice. The highest representative of this action ot the
Italianupon the English intellect was Harring_mn. ttis Oeeana,though pub.
tiabed under the Commonwealth and dediCated to Cromwell,was altogether
uninfluencedby the inspiration of Puritanism; and it was onlyby the inter-
oe_ion of Cromwell'stavourite daughter, Lady Claypole,that its pubhcatioo
was permitted. (Toland,.Life o/Harrlr_2_on.) It is remarkable that while
[tatrington's writings were avowedly based in a verygreat degree upon those
of Ital_n% they also represent more faithfully than any others of the _even

36
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tionalities became a great question in Europe. The spirit of

insubordination created by the struggle, and the numerom

impol%ant questions which Protestantism submitted to the

adjudication of the multitude, predisposed the people to en.

large the limits of their power; while the countless sectm

Shat _ere appealing to popular favour, and the frequent op-

lJosltion of belief between the governors and the governed,

ensured a full discussion of the subject. The result of this

was the creation of a great variety of opinions, the views

of each sect being determined mainly by its circumstances,

or, in other words, by the predisposition resulting from its
interests.

If we begin our review with the Ultramontane party in

the Church of Rome, which especially represented the

opinions of the Popes, we find that it was confronted with

two great facts. In the first place, a multitude of sovereigns

had embraced Protestantism simply to emancipate them-

" selves from Papal control; and in the next place, the Cath-

olic population in several countries was sufficiently numerous

to resist with some chance of success their Protestant rulers.

The points, therefore, which were most accentuated in the

teaching of the writers of this school_ were the powel of th_

_enth century what are regarded as the distinctive merits of English lll:ev_y.
That a good government is an organism,not a mechanism--in other words,that
it must grow naturally out of the conditionof society, and cannot be imposed
by theorists--that representative assemblies withfull powers are the sole eftl.
dent g_ardlans of liberty--that liberty of consciencemust be allied with po]ib.
lea] llberty--that a certain balance should be preserved between the differ(_t
powersof the State, and that property produces empire,are among the main
_ropositionson which ttarrin_on insists; and most of them are even now the
main points of difference between English liberty and that which emanateR
trom a French source. Harrington was also a warm advocate of the ballot.
He was answered by Ferne, Bishop of Chester,in a book called Pian.Piano;
by Matthew Wren, son of the Bishop of Ely ; and in the Hedy Gomrnommux//2
at Baxter.
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Pope to depose sovereigns, especially for heresy, and the

right of the people to resist an heretical ruler. The _igour

with which these propositions were maintained is sufficiently

illustrated by the dealings of the Popes with the English

Government ; and the arguments in their support were emo

_:died by Cardinal Bellarmine in his treatise ' On the Su.

premacy of the Sovereign Pontiff over Temporal Affairs,' and

by the famous Jesuit Suarez in his 'Defence of the Faith.'
The Parliament of Paris ordered the first of these works to

be burnt in 1610, and the second in 1614.

The most ardent and by far the most able champions of

Ultramontanism were the Jesuits, who, however, went so far

beyond the other theologians in their principles that they may

be justly regarded as a separate class. The marvellous flex-

ibility of intellect and the profound knowledge of the world

that then at least characterised their order, soon convinced

them that the exigencies of the conflict were not to be met

by following the old precedents of the Fathers, and that it

was necessary to restrict in every way the overgrown power

of the sovereigns. They saw, what no others in the Catholic

Church seem to have perceived, that a great future was in

store for the people, and they laboured with a zeal that will

secure them everlasting honour to hasten and direct the

emancipation. By a system of the boldest casuistry, by a

fearless use of their private judgment in all matters which

the Church had not strictly defined, and above all by a skil-

fal employment and expansion of some of the maxims ot the

_hoolmen, they succeeded in disentangling themselves from

the traditions of the past, and in giving an impulse to liber-
alism wherever their influence extended. Suarez, in the book

to which I have just referred, devoted himself especially to

the question of the mediate or immediate nature of the DivinQ
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Right of Kings. 1 It was a question, he acknowledged, tha.

could not be decided either by Scripture or the Fathers ; bul
the schoolmen were on the whole favourable to the lattel

view, and the Popes had often asserted their own authority

over sovereigns, which, according to Ultramontane princi

ples; was almost decisive of the question. He elaborated

the doctrine of the _ social contract' with such skill and em-

phasis as to place the sovereign altogether upon a lower level

than the nation, while the Pope towered over all. Accord-

ing to these principles, the interests of the sovereign should

be subordinated to those of the people. The king derived

all his power immediately from the State ; and in a case of

extreme misgovernment, when the preservation of the State

required it, the nation might depose its sovereign, 2 and might,

if necessary, depute any person to kill him.' The case of an

heretical prince was still plainer; for heresy being a revolt

against that Divine authority to which the sovereign ulti-

mately owed his power, it in a certain sense annulled his title

to the throne. Still, as the Pope was the arbiter of these

i Suarez,.De .Fide, lib. lii. cap. 2. This book of Suarez was written in
reply to one by James I. of England.

He says that 'Potestatem hanc deponendi regem esse posse vel in ipsa
republica vel in Summo Pontifice, diverso tamen modo. lgam in republica
solum per modum defensionis necessarim ad conservationem suam,
turn ex vl juris naturalis quo |icet vim vi repeliere, tom quia semper hic easuH
ad propriam reipublic_e conservationem necessarius, intelligitur exceptus ha
primo iUofoederequo respublica potestatem suam in regem transtulit.
A1 vero in Summo Pontifice est h_ecpotestas tanquam in superiori habenta
jurisdietionem ad corripiendum reges' (De F_de,lib. vi. cap. iv.)

* 'Ergo quando respublica juste potest regem deponere,recte faciunt minis.
tri ejus regem cogendovel interficiendosi hit necesse.' (Ibid.) Sumez adds,
however, that before pronouncing a sentence of deposition against the sov-
ereign, it is at least advisable and becoming(though not absolutely necessary)
for the nation to apply to the Pope for his sanction. This notion has bee_
developedat length by De Maistre, Ze PaTe.
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_uestions, a sentence of deposition should precede rebellion'

The Pope had the power of issuing this sentence on two

grounds--because he was the superior of the temporal ruler,
_nd also because heresy was a crime which fell under hia

?ognisance, and which was worthy of temporal penalties. To

_cny that the Pope could inflict such penalties on heretics, no

matter what may be their rank, is to fall under the suspicion

of heresy; • to deny that death is a natural punishment for

heresy was to assail the whole system of persecution which

the Church had organised. In defending this doctrine

against the charges brought against it on the ground of its

dangerous consequences, Suarez maintained that the deposed

king could only be killed by those whom the Pope had ex.

pressly authorised; _ but there can be little doubt that the

Jesuits looked with a very indulgent eye on all attempts at

assassination that were directed against a deposed sovereign

who was in opposition to the Church.

It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that the Je-

suits advocated liberal principles only with a view to theo-

logical advantages, or in Protestant countries, or under the

shelter of ecclesiastical authorities. More than once they
maintained even their most extreme forms in the midst of

Catholic nations, and, strange as the assertion may appear, it
is in this order that we find some of the most rationalistic in-

tellects of the age. Two of the leading characteristics of a

' Statim per hmresimrex ipso facto privatur aliquomodo domimoet pro.
prietate sui regni_quia vel coniiscatum manet vel ad legitimmn successorem
Llatholieumipso jure transit, et nihilominus non potest staum ream privari,

jlrste illud possidet et administrat donec per sentenUamsaltem deelara
tatiam crimin_ coudenmetur.' (Lib. vi. cap iv.)

• Bianehi has collected a striking chain of passages in defenceof this pro
_msition(tom. i. pp. 145-147).

• ' Si Papa regemdeponat,,b illis tantum poterit expellivel interficiquliml
_e id commiserit.' (.DeF/d_ lib. vi. c. iv.)
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rationalistic mind, as we have already seen, are a love of ap

pealing to the general principles of natural religion rathe_

than to dogmatic tenets, and a disposition to wrest the latter

into conformity with the former; and of these two tendencies

we find among the Jesuits some striking examples. The f_

mous work of Mariana ' Concerning the King and the Regal

Institution ' will furnish us with an illustration of these truths.

This extremely remarkable book was published at Toledo

in 1599, and it bears at its commencement the approbation

of the leaders of the Jesuits.' It was dedicated to Philip III.,

for whose benefit it was written; and it must be acknowl-

edged that, among the countless works that have been dedi.

cated to sovereigns, it would be impossible to find one more

free from the taint of adulation. Its ostensible object was

to collect a series of moral precepts for the benefit of sover-

eigns, but the really important part, and that with which we

are alone concerned, is the examination of the rights of na-

tions against their sovereigns. The cardinal point upon
which this examination turns is a distinction which some of

the schoolmen had derived from Aristotle, and which became

very prominent in the beginning of the seventeenth century,

between a king and a tyrant, as two things almost generi-

cally different. A ruler who belonged to the latter class had

no right to the name of king, nor could he claim the privi-

leges or the reverence attached to it ; and to be a tyrant, as

Mariana explained, it was not necessary to be a usurper. 1

Every ruler, however legitimate, belongs to this category if

the main principle of his government is selfishness, and ff he

habitually sacrifices the interests of his people to his lusts ol

It is signed by StephanusHojeda,Visitor of the Jesuits in the provin_
of Toledo.

' .DeRaye a _ I_t_u_me, pp. 55-65. (1sted.)
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m his pride. Such rulers are the worst of evils, the enemiem

of the human race. They had been figured by the ancicnts

in the fables of Antmus, the Hydra, and the Chimera, and tho

greatest achievements of the heroes of antiquity had been
their destruction."

This being the case, the important question arose, whetLer

a is now lawful to kill a tyrant ?' That there should be no

equivocation as to the nature of the inquiry, Mariana takes

for his text the recent assassination of Henry III. of France

by C16ment. tie relates, in a tone of evident admiration,

how this young Dominican, impelled by a religious enthu.

siasm, and having fortified his courage by the services of the

Church, had contrived to obtain an interview with the king, had

stabbed him to death with a poisoned knife, and had himself

fallen beneath the swords of the attendants. ' Thus,' he says,

'did C16ment perish as many deem the eternal honour of

France--a youth but four-and-twenty years of age, simple in

mind and weak in body; but a higher might confirmed both

his courage and his strength.' '

In examining the moral character of this act, there was a

great division of opinion. Very many extolled it as worthy

of immortality ; others, however, whose learning and sagacity

were not to be despised, severely condemned it. They said

that it was not lawful for a single unauthorised individual to

condemn and slaughter the consecrated ruler of a nation;

that David did not dare to slay his bitterest enemy because

that enemy was the Lord's Anointed ; that amid all the per-

I_utions the early Church underwent, no ChristiaI hand

I .De.Re#eet Reg/_ Institutione, p. 62.
t /b/d. lib. i. ch. vi. ' Antyrannumopprimerefas sit? '
t p. 69. Mr. Ha_am observes that the words '_eternum Gallim de_ua'

were omitted m the later editions)which, however, in other respects _arce]_

differedfrom the first. (tttst. oflAt.)
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was ever raised against the monsters who filled the throne i

Lhat political assassinations have, in the great majority of

cases, injured the cause they were meant to serve, and that

if their legitimacy were admitted, all respect for sovereigna

would vanish and universal anarchy would ensue. _Such,'

ad led Mariana, _ are the arguments of those who espouse the

cause of the tyrant, but the champions of the people can

urge others that are not less numerous or less powerful '_

He then proceeds, in a strain that leaves no doubt as to his

own opinion, to enumerate the arguments for tyrannicide.

The people had conceded a certain measure of their power to

their sovereign, but not in such a manner that they did not

themselves retain a greater authority, and might not at any

time recall what they had given if it was misused.' The

common voice of mankind had enrolled the great tyranni-

cides of the past among the noblest of their race. Who ever
censured the acts or failed to admire the heroism of tiarmo-

dius or Aristogeiton or Brutus, or of those who freed their

land from the tyranny of a Domitian_ a Caracalla, or a He-

liogabalus ? And what was this common sentiment but the

voice of nature that is within us, teaching us to distinguish

what is right from what is wrong ? s If some ferocious beast

had been let loose upon the land, and was devastating all

around him, who would hesitate to applaud the man who_ at

J 1,.99..
m'Certe a republicaundo ortum habet regia potesta_ rebus exigentibtm

Regem in jus vocariposse et si sanitatelnrespuatprincipatuspoliarL Neque
tta in principemjurapotestatis transtulitut non sibimajoremreservaritpotes-
tatem. . . . Populis volentibus tributanova imperantur,loges constitu.
autur; et quodest ampliuspopulisacramentojura imperandiquamvishteredi-
tarla suceessoriconfirmantur'(pp. 72, 73). Very remarkablewords to have
been writtenby a Spaniardand a priestnearlya centurybeforeLocke.

m_Et est enmmunissensus quasi quzedmnnaturmvox mentibus nost_
Itdlta, auribus insonanslex_qua a turpi honestumsecernimus.' {Ix 74L)
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the risk of his life, had ventured to slay it ? Or what words

would be deemed too strong to brand the coward who re-

mained a passive spectator while his mother or the wife of his

soul was torn and crushed? Yet the most savage animal is

but an inadequate image of a tyrant, and neither wife nor

mother has so high a claim upon our affections as our

country. 1

These were the chief arguments on either side_ and it

remained to draw the conclusion. The task, Mariana assures

us, is not difficult, but it is necessary to distinguish between

different cases. In the first place, the tyrant nmy be a con-

queror who by force of arms, and without any appeal to the

people, had obtained possession of the sovereign power. In

this case there was no obscurity : the example of Ehud was

a guide, and the tyrant might be justly slain by any of the

people. _ The next case was that of a sovereign elected by the

nation, or who had obtained his throne by hereditary right,

but who sacrificed his people to his lusts, ini_inged the laws,

despised true religion, and preyed upon the fortunes of his

subjects. If there existed in the nation any authoritative

assembly of the people, or if such an assembly could be con-

voked, it should warn the sovereign of the consequences of

his acts, declare war against him if he continued obdurate,

and, if no other resource remained, pronounce him to be a

public enemy and authorise any individual to slay him.' If

Pp. 72--74.
s _In eo consentire turn philosophos turn theologosvideo eum principem

quivi et armis rempublicamoecupavitnullo prmtereajure, hullopublicocivinm
_nsu, perimi a quocumque,vita et principatu spoliari posse.' (pp. 74, 75.)
A few lines lower comes the eulogy of Ehud. The 'consenting theologians'
are not cited--and, indeed, Mariana scarcely ever quotes an ecclesiastical
•-uthority--but the reader may find a great many given in Suarez (De .Prule,
lib. vL cap. iv.). St. Thomas justified Ehud on this general ground, and in
this point seems to have differedlittle or not at all from Mariana.

s ,_ medioiuamrespuat princeps, neque spes ul]a sanitatis reUnquatur,
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inthe lastplacethe king who had degeneratedintoa tylant

had supressed the right of assembly, no steps should be taken

unless the tyranny was flagrant, unquestionable, and intoler_

able ; but if this were so, the individual who, interpreting the

wishes of the people, slew the sovereign should be applauded.

Nor was thi_ doctrine likely to lead to as many tragedies am

was supposed. ' Happy indeed would it be for mankind were

there many of such unflinching resolution as to sacrifice life

and happiness for the liberty of their country; but the

desire of safety withholds most men from great deeds, aud

this is why of the great multitude of tyrants so few have

perished by the sword,' ' It is, however, a salutary thought

for pl_nces to dwell upon, that if they oppress their people

and make themselves intolerable by their vices, to slay them

is not only without guilt, but is an act of the highest merit. '•

There was, however, one aspect of the question of tyran-

nicide which presented to the mind of our author consider-

able difficulty, and to which he devoted a separate chapter.

That to slay a tyrant with a dagger was a meritorious act he

was perfectly convinced, but to mingle poison with his food

was a somewhat different matter. This distinction, Mariana

tells us incidentally, was first suggested to him, many years

before the publication of the book, by one of his scholars,

when, as a public instructor, he was impressing his doctrines

mmteutlapronuuciata licebit reipubHc2eejus imperiumdetrectare primum_et
quoniambellumnecessariocoucitabiturejus defendendicons'iliaexplicam . . .
Et sires feret nequealiterse respublicatueripossit,eodem defensionisjure ac
vero pot]ore auctoritateet propria,principem publicumhostem declaratum
ferroperimere. Eademquefacultas est_ cuicumqueprivato,quispe impunita,
tisabjecta,neglecta salute, in conatumjuvandi "rempublicamingredivoluerit.'
(p._e.)

'_Qui votis publicis ravens eum perlmere tentarit, h_udquaquaminiqu4
_amfecisseeJdstimabo.' (p. 77.)

• Pp. 77, 78.
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npon the youth of Sicily2 The way in which he resolves k

ts very remarkable, as exhibiting the modes of thought or

reasoning from which these speculations sprang. He in the

first place shows very clearly that nearly every argument

that justifies the one mode of slaughfer may be also urged in

favour of the other; but notwithstanding this he concludes

that poison should be prohibited, because he says it is pro-

hib_ted by that common sentiment of mankind which is the

voice of nature and the test of right. I

The doctrine of tyrannicide, of which Mariana may be

regarded as the chief apostle, is one that is eminently fitted

to fascinate men who are just emerging out of a protracted

servitude, and who have not yet learned to calculate the

ulterior consequences of political acts. To slay a royal crim-

inal, who, for the gratification of his own insatiable vanity,

is causing the deaths of thousands of the innocent, and blast

ing the prosperity of his nation, is an act that seems at first

sight both laudable and useful, especially if that sovereign

had violated the obligations by which he had bound himself.

A man who has committed an act of treason, which the law

would punish by death, has incurred a penalty and retained

i P. 83.
s ,Nos tamennon quid facturi sint hominessed quidper naturmleges con-

cessum sit despiehnus.... Et est naturmvox communis hominum sen-
sus vituperantiumsl quls in aiios quantumvishostes veneno grassetur.' (pp
83-85.) It is saidthat Mariana_in his History,has treatedkingswith consid-
erable deference;but his anti-monarchicalopinionsappearverystronglyin a
Bhortwork called'Discourseon the Defectsof the Governmentof the Jesuits,'
whichcontains--whatis extremelyrare m the writingsof the membersof the
order-.-abitterattack on the genera_and a fiercedenunciationof the despotic
principleson which the society is constituted, The following(whichI quote
froma Frenchtranslationof 1625) is verycharacteristic:--' Selonmoo opinion
la monarchienons met par term, non pour estre monarchieains pourffestre
t_ieatemp_r_e. C'estun furleuxsanglierqui ravagetout paroh il passe,et s_
mane l'arrestetout court,nons ne devons esp_rerde repoa' (ch-L)
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a privilege. The penalty is that he should be pat to death ;

the privilege is that he should only be put to death by the

constituted authorities and in the legal way. But if in addi-

tion to his original crime he has paralysed the law that

should avenge it, it may plausibly be argued that he has

forfeited his privilege : he has placed himself above the law,

and has therefore placed himself out of the law and become

an outlaw. Besides this, the exceedingly prominent place

tyrannicide occupies in the history both of the Greeks, the

Romans, and the Jews, tells powerfully upon the imagination,

and it is quite certain that none of these nations looked upon

the act with the feelings of modern Englishmen.

But to those who take a wider view of the field of politics,

the immense danger of encouraging individuals to make them-

selves the arbiters of the destinies of a nation will be far more

than sufficient to counterbalance these arguments. The de-

gree of favour that public opinion shows to political assassi-

nations, though by no means the sole, is perhaps the princi-

pal regulator of their number ; for although the conspirator

may be prepared to encounter universal obloquy, the direc-

tion his enthusiasm has taken is, in the first instance, deter-

mined by the mental atmosphere he breathes. And if it be

true, as Mariana asserts, that the number of those who

possess sufficient resolution to engage in such enterprises is

under all cases small, it is also true that those few would

usually be men preeminently unfit to adjudicate upon the

policy of nations. For the amount of heroism it evokes im

ao test or measure of the excellence of a cause. Indee_

nothing can be more certain than that the highest displays

of courage, self-sacrifice, and enthusiasm are usually elicited

not by those motives of general philanthropy which all men

must applaud, but by attachment to some particular class of
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ilisputed questions or to the interests of some particula,

party. The excitement of controversy, the very fact that

the opinions in question have but few adherents, the impossi.

bility of triumphing by normal means, and the concentration

of every thought upon a single aspect of a single subject, all

stimlllate fanaticism. The great majority of men will do far

more for a cause they have espoused in spite of the opposi-

tion of those around them, than for one that is unquesLion

ably good. We accordingly find that among the many at-

tempts that were made upon the lives of rulers in the six-

teenth century, nearly all were produced by attachment to

e,ertain religious opinions which the conspirator desired to

see predominate, and from which an immense propoTtion of

the people dissented. Never was there a spirit of more

complete and courageous self-sacrlfice than instigated Ravail-

lae to slay perhaps the very best sovereign in modern

Europe. And have we not, in our own day, seen the repre-

sentatives of a sect of revolutionists whose principles are re-

jected by the great majority of educated men attempting,

again and again, to further their views by the assassination

of a monarch of a different nation from their own, whose

throne is based upon universal suffrage, and who, in the

judgment of at least a very large proportion of his contem-

poraries, has proved himself the chief pillar of order in

Europe ?

These considerations, which the old Jesuit writers com-

pletely omitted, serve to show that even in the best case---

even in those instances in which the conspirator is seeking

only what he firmly believes to be good--the practice of

tyrannicide is almost always an evil. But we have to add

to this the assassinations from corrupt motives that in soeio

ties favourable to tyrannicide have always been frequent; we
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have to add also the danger to the State resulting from that

large class of men so prominent in all criminal records who

verge upon the border of insanity, who, partly from an ex-

cess of vanity and partly from natural weakness of volition,

and partly under the influence of a kind of monomania, are

"lrawn by an irresistible fascination to the perpetration oi

any crime surrounded with circumstances of notoriety; and

when we still further consider the perpetual insecurity and

the distrust between sovereign and people that must neces-

sarily exist when these conspiracies are frequent, we shall

have little hesitation in pronouncing upon the question. Po-

litical assassination is denounced, in general terms, as an

atrocious crime, simply because in the great majority of in-

stances it is so ; and even in the extremely few cases that are

generally recognised as exceptions, we have to deduct from
the immediate advantages that were obtained the evil of an

example that has been misused.

It is arguments of this kind, drawn from expediency, that

are now regarded as most decisive on this as on many other

questions of political ethics; but they could have little

weight in the early stages of political life, when the minds
of men were still moulded by theological discussions, and

were consequently predisposed to deduce all conclusions with

an inflexible logic from general principles. Tyrannicide a_

eordingly occupied an extremely prominent place in the

revival of liberalism in Europe. The first instance in which

it was formally supported by a theologian appears to have

|.een in 1408, shortly after the Duke of Orleans bad been

murdore] at the instigation of the Duke of Burgundy, when

• priest, and, as is generally said, a Franciscan, _ named John

2 He is called so in, I think, every history of the occurrence I have met
with ; but a writer in the Journal des _a_ _ns of 1748 maintains (pp. 994-
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Pelit, who was then professor of theology in the University

of Paris, justified the act, and delivered a public oration in

defence of the thesis, ' That it is ]awful, according to natural

and divine law, for every subject to slay or cause to be slain

a traitor and disloyal tyrant.' This doctrine was ai_erwards

energetically denounced by Gerson and condemned by the

Council of Constance. 1 After the Reformation, however, it

was very widely diffused. Gr_vin, one of the immediate suc-

cessors of Jodelle, and therefore one of the founders of the

French Drama, brought it upon the stage in a play upon

'The Death of C_esar,' which was first acted in 1560, and

was reprinted with an anti-monarchical preface at the time

of Ravaillac? A few years before the publication of the

work of Mariana, no less than three Jesuits--Franciseus To-

letus, Emmanuel Sa, and the famous Molina--had defended

it.' The first, who was made a cardinal in 1583, justified it

chiefly in the case of tyrants who had usurped dominion ; '

996) that there is some doubt upon the point. It is worthy of remark that
the duke who instigated the murder, and probably inspired the apology, died

himself by the hand of an assassin. (Van Bruyssel, IE_st.du Commerce Belge,
tom. ii. pp. 48, 49.)

i Mariana rejects this decree without hesitation, on Ultramontane prin-

ciples, as not having been confirmed by the Pope (De Rege, p. 79). Suarez
seems to think it binding, but argues (De Fide, lib. vi. c. 4) that it applies only

to tyrants in regimin_ because the Council condemns the opinion that' sub-

jects ' may slay a tyrant, and a tyrant _n titulo has, properly speaking, no ' sub-
jects.'

t There is a full notice of this play in Charles, La Com_die en France s_
&,'/zibne _'_/e.

' Sa was a Portugueae--the other two were Spaniards. The prominence
_hi_ doctrine acquired in Spain in the reign of Philip II. is probably in part
lae to the contest of Spain with Elizabeth, who was regarded as a tyrant both

in ._$ulo and in regimin_ and consequently naturally marked out for assassina.
tion. Mariana's book was probably written under Philip II., for the royal

privilege to print it was granted only three months after the death of that kin_
4 _Adverte duplicem esse tyrannum unum potestate et dominio qui non

habet titulum verum, sed tyrannice oeeupat rempublicam : et hune llcet occi
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but intimaied also, that the nation might depose a lawful

sovereign, that it might condemn him to death, and that then

any individual might slay him. Sa _ and Molina ' expressed

the same opinion with still greater emphasis, and Balttmzar

Ayala, the most illustrious Spanish lawyer of the age, in his

celebrated work on the 'Rights of War,' which was pub_

lished in 1582, though utterly repudiating their doctrine con-

cerning tyrants with a lawful title, cordially embraced it in

the case of usurpers.' The French Jesuits, it is true, appalled

by the outcry that was raised against them on account of the

work of Mariana, repudiated its principles; but, in 16ll,

Mariana found a defender in another Jesuit named Kellerus,'

who only made a single reservation--that a formal sentence

was always necessary before tyrannicide was justifiable.

dere, dum aliter non potest libcrari respublica et dum apes eat libertatis prob_

bills; aliter non licet privato euilibet occidere Alterum administrationi qui
habet quidem verum titulum sed tyrannice tractat subditos, et hunc non licet
absque pubhca auctoritate occider_' (Summa Casuum Conscientire, lib. v. c.

'Tyrannice gubernans juste acquisitum dominium non potest spoliarl sine
publieo judicio ; lata vero sententla potcst quisquefieri executor : potest autem
deponi a populo etiam qui juravit ei obedientiam perpetuam si monitus non

vult corri_. At occupantem tyrannice potestatem qnisque de populo potest
oecidere si aliud non sit remedium est enim publieus hostis.' (Aphorism. Oor_
fe*sariorum, verb. Tyrannus.)

' Tyrannum primo modo nefas eat privatis interficere ; possit tamen res-

publica quoad capita convenire, eique resistere, lataque sentcntia deponere ab
administratione atque lilum depositum punire. Secundo modo tyrannum quivhl

de republica potest licite eum mterfieere.' (Comment. Pars IV. tract, iil
_p. 6.)

• 'Tyrannum qui per vim et ilhgitime princlpatum oeeupavit, si tyranail

alitex tolli non possit, occidere euilibet licitum sit.' (De Jure et Oj_eii8 l_llieu,
lib.L)

' In a book called T_trannieidium, set* _eitum Catholieorum de Tyratmi

I_qerneezoue. This book (which was written in reply to a Calvinistic attack)
contains a great deal of information about the early literature of tyrannicida
It bears the approbation of Busmus, the head of the Jesuits in Northern Ge_
many.
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When Henry IIL was assassinated by ClSment, the Catholics

of the League received the news with a burst of undisguised

exultation, and in many churches the image of the murderer

was placed for reverence upon the altar of God. The Pope

publicly pronounced the act to be worthy of ranking with

that of Judith ; he said that it could only have been accom-

plished by the special assistance of Providence, and he blas-

phemously compared it to the Incarnation and to the Resur-

rection. _ On the other hand, it would be unfair to forget the
murder of the Duke of Guise in France and of Cardinal

Beaton in Scotland, the justification of these instances of

political assassination by the most eminent Protestants, and

the many seditious works at least verging upon an approval

of tyrannicide that issued from the Protestant press.

Still the main champions of tyrannicide were unquestion-

ably the Jesuits, and it is not difficult to discover the reason.

It has been said that the despotic character of their govern.

ment has in these later times proved inimical to the growth

of individuality among them, and that while the institution

considered as a whole has flourished, it has failed remarkably

to produce originality either in intellect or in character.'

But however this may be now, it is certain that it was not

so in the early days of the society_ when a few isolated

Jesuits were scattered through a community of heretics wag-

ing a continued war against overwhelming numbers. All

the resources of their minds were then taxed to the utmost,

and they had every motive to encourage an opinion that en-

abled a single individual, by an act of self-devotion, to sway

the destinies of a nation.

i De Thou, liv. xcvi. The Pope was Six,us V.

* Lamennais, AJTaires de .Pwme. Since the days of Lamennats the namem

_f Ravlgnan and F4lix have done much to rescue the order from the reproach,

37
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It may be said that the work of Mariana is an extreme tn

stance of Jesuitical principles, and in a certain sense this is

undoubtedly true. Mariana stands almost alone among his

brethren in the directness and absence of qualifications that

characterise his teaching, and he is still more remarkably

distinguished for the emphasis with which he dwells upon

purely political rights. In his book the interests of the

Church, though never forgotten, never eclipse or exclude the

interests of the people, and all the barriers that arc raised

against heresy are equally raised against tyranny. But his

doctrine of tyrannicide, extreme, exaggerated, and dangerous

as it is, was but a rash conclusion from certain principles

which were common to almost all the theologians of his order,

and which are of the mos_ vital importance in the history

both of civil libert_ and of Rationalism. In nearly every

writing that issued from this school we find the same desire

to restmct the power of the sovereign and to augment the

power of the people, the same determination to base the po_

litieal system on a doctrine derived from reason rather than

_'rom authority, the same tendency to enunciate principles

the application of which would--whether their authors de-

sired it or not--inevitably extend beyond the domain of the-

ology. All or nearly all these writers urged in the interests
of the Church that doctrine of a ' social contract' which was

destined at a later period to become the cornerstone of the

liberties of Europe. Nearly all drew a broad distinction be-

tween kings and tyrants; nearly all divided the latter into

tho_ who were tyrants, as it was said, in regirnine (that is

to say, legitimate rulers who misgoverned), and tyrants in

¢itulo (that is to say, rulers with no original authority) ; and

nearly all admitted that the Papal deposition, by annulling

the title-_leeds of' regal power, transferred the sovereign fronz
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the former class to the latter. These were the really impor.

tant points of their teaching, for they were those which deep-

ly and permanently influenced the habits of political thought,

and on these points the Jesuits were almost unanimous. In

the application of them they differed. Usually tyrannicide,

at least in the case of a tyrant in regi_nine, was condemned,

though, as we have seen, there were not wanting those who

maintained that the nation as well as the Pope might depose

a sovereign, might condemn him to death and depute any in-

di_ddual to slay him. In the case of a tyrant in titulo the

more violent opinion seems to have predominated. If he

yeas a conqueror or a usurper, St. Thomas Aquinas had dis-

tinctly said that he might be slain.' If he was a monarch

deposed for heresy, it was remembered that heresy itself

might justly be punished with death, and that every act of

the deposed sovereign against Catholicity was a crime of the

deepest die perpetrated by one who had no legitimate au-

thority in the State. The cloud of subtle distinctions that

were sometimes raised around these questions might give

scope for the ingenuity of controversialists, but they could

have but little influence over the passions of fanatics. I

If we now turn from the Jesuits to the Gallican section of

the Catholic Church, the contrast, is very remarkable. We

find ourselves in presence of a new order of interests, and

consequently of new principles. The great power of the

See Suarez,De Fide, lib. vi. cap. iv.
mOn the inevitable tendencyof the doctrine of depositionto tyranmcide

thereare some good remarks in Bossuet, ])efens_, lib. i. e. 3. The doctrine
of tyrannicide among the Jesuits seems to have died away after Suarez: the
politicalcondition of Europe no longer made it of great serviceto the Church,
and the controversms of Janseuism diverted the energy of the Jesuits int_
new channels. Pascal, in h!s Provincial Letters, barely touches this aspect o#
the Jesuit teaching.
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French Church and of the monarchy with which it was con,

nected had early induced its bishops to assume a tone of in.

dependence in their dealings with the Papal See that was

elsewhere unknown, and a close alliance between Church and

State was the manifest interest of both. But in order that

such an alliance should be effectual, it was necessary that the

Pope should be reduced as much as possible to the level of

an ordinary bishop, while the sovereign was exalted as the

immediate representative of the Deity. In this way the

bishops were freed from the pressure of Papal ascendency,

and the sovereign from the worst consequences of exeommu

nication. The advocates of Gallican principles have been

able to prove decisively that in nearly all attempts to pre-

vent the encroachments of the Pope upon secular dominion,

French theologians have been prominent, while their oppo-

nents have rejoined with equal truth that the Gallican author-

ities were by no means unanimous in their sentiments, and

that the negation of the Papal claims was not usually thrown

into a very dogmatic form/ The case of an heretical prince

before the Reformation was hardly discussed, I and in other

cases the rivalry between the two sections of the Church was

rather implied in acts than expressed in formal statements.

On the one side there was a steady tendency to exalt the

spiritual power of the Popes above that of the Councils, and

their temporal power above that of kings ; on the other side

there was a corresponding tendency in the opposite direction.

I See on the one side Bianehi,Puissance_uveraine, andon the other thl
Def_da of Bossuet.

2 &ecording to Bianchi, the first Catholicwho maintained that the Pope
had no power over the temporal possessionsof princes who fell into _-eresy
wasan Englishman of the time of James I.--William Barclay, the fs',her of
Lheauthor of the Arye_d*. W. Barclay wrote against and was answeredb|
Bellarmine. (Bianchi, tom. ii. pp. 768, 7_;q
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As the power of deposition was in the middle ages the centre

of the more liberal system of politics, and as everything that

was taken from the popes was given to the -kings, the Gallican

system was always inimical to freedom. At the same time,

as the interference of an Italian priest with French politic, •

offended the national pride, it was eminently popular; and

tLus, as in many subsequent periods of French history, pa-

triotism proved destructive to liberty.

It appeared for a short time as if the Reformation were

about to give rise to new combinations. The invectives of

the Protestants against the Papal Power produced a mo-

mentary reaction in its favour, which was remarkably shown

in the States General assembled at Paris in 1615. The Third

Estate, either because Protestant principles were diffused

among its members or because it represented especially the

_ecular feelings of the middle classes, then proposed, among

)ther articles, one declaring that the Pope possessed no

power of deposing sovereigns, or under any circumstance_

releasing subjects from the oath of allegiance; but the

nobles and the clergy refused to ratify it, and Cardinal

Perron, probably as the representative of the clergy, asserted

the Ultramontane principles with the strongest emphasis.'

Very soon, however, a complete change passed over the

minds of the French clergy. The Huguenots, in several of

their synods, had dwelt with great emphasis upon their

denial of the existence of a mediate power between the Deity

and a king, and there was some danger that if they possessed

the monopoly of this opinion the civil power might be

attracted to their side. Besides this, the French Protestants

made war against their rulers for the purpose of obtaining

liberty of conscience, and the French Catholics naturally

' Bianchi, tom_ L VV. 90-104.
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pronounced these wars to be sinful. In 1668 the Sorbonne

asserted the absolute independence of the civil power, and

the same thing was again declared in the famous Articles of

1682, which are the recognis_Jd bases of Gallicanism. In his

defence of these articles Bossuet soon at_erwards systematised

the whole theology of the school. The general result, as ikr

as it regards civil liberty, may be briefly told. The king

occupied his throne by the direct and immediate authority of

the Deity, and is consequently, in his temporal capacity, alto-

gether independent both of the Pope and of the wishes of

the people. Every pope who had exercised or claimed a

power of deposition had exceeded his functions and been

guilty of usurpation ; every subject who had raised his hand

against the sovereign or his agents had committed a mortal

sin. The sole duty of the nation is to obey, and from this

obligation no tyranny and no injustice can release it. I_fthe

rulers of the people are as wolves, it is for the Christians to

show themselves as sheep.'

Such was the teaching of the different sections of the

Catholic Church. If we now turn to Protestanism, we find a

diversity at least equally striking and not less manifestly duc

to the diversity of interests. At the same time, although the

opinions advocated by any particular section at a particular

time were mainly the result of the special ciremnstances

under which it was placed, there were some general consid-

erations that complicated the movement. In the first place,

the fact that the Reformation was essentia ly an act of

spiritual rebellion--an appeal from those in authority to the

judgments of the people---gave an impulse to the spirit of

insubordination which was still further strengthened by the

I .Defen.da, lib. i c. 15, 16. Averaasaments sur lea I__ttres de M. durie_
no. 15.
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republican form that many of the new organisations assumed.

In the Early Church the ecclesiastical government had com-

bined in a very remarkable manner the principle of authority

and the principle of liberty, by magnifying to the highest

point the episcopal authority, while the bishops were them.

selves elected by universal suffrage. But a process of gradual

centralisation soon destroyed this balance, and transformed

the ecclesiastical organisation from a republic into a mon-

archy; and although the primitive elements were revived in

Protestantism, they were revived in such a way that their

original character was essentially falsified. For the system

of popular election and the supreme and divine authority of

the episcopacy, which in the Early Church formed the two

compensatory parts of a single scheme, at the Reformation

were violently dissevered and thrown into the strongest

antagonism--the Calvinistic churches constituting themselves

the leading champions of the one_ while Anglicanism was the

representative of the other.

Now it has often been observed, and is in itself sufficient.

ly obvious, that when men have formed an ecclesiastical

organisation which is intensely democratic, they will have a

certain predisposition in favour of a political organisation of

a kindred nature. If in Church government they are accus-

tomed to restrict very jealously the influence of the ruler, to

diffuse as much as possible the supreme power, and to regard

the will of the majority as the basis of authority, they will

acarcely submit without a murmur to a political system in

which all power is centralised in a single man, and from

which all popular influence has been carefully eliminated.
Puritanism has therefore a natural bias towards democracy,

and Episcopalianism, which dwells chiefly on the principle of

authority_ towards despotism. Special circumstances have
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oecasionally modified but seldom or never altogether re_ ersed
these tendencies. Both forms have sometimes coalesced

cordially with constitutional monarchy; but even in these

cases it will usually be found that the Puritans have gravi

rated towards that party which verges most Ul0on repub

iieanism, and the Episcopalians to that which is most akin tc

despotism.

Another general tendency which has been much less fre-

quently noticed than the preceding one results from the pro-

portionate value attached by different Churches to the Old

and New Testaments. To ascertain the true meaning o_

passages of Scripture is the business not of the historian but

of the theologian, but it is at least an historical fact that in

the great majority of instances the early Protestant defenders

of civil liberty derived their political principles chiefly from

the Old Testament, and the defenders of despotism from the

New. The rebellions that were so frequent in Jewish history

formed the favourite topic of the one--the unreserved sub-

mission inculcated by St. Paul, of the other. When, there-

fore, all the principles of right and wrong were derived from

theology, and when by the rejection of tradition and eccle-

siastical authority Scripture became the sole arbiter of the<>

logical difficulties, it was a matter of manifest importance in

ascertaining the political tendencies of any sect to discover

which Testament was most congenial to the tone and com-

plexion of its theology.'
The favourable influence Protestantism was destined to

exercise upon liberty was early shown. Among the accusa-

tions the Catholics brought against Huss and Wycliffe, none

was more common than that they had proclaimed that mortal

lin invalidated the title of the sovereign to his throne; and

H_sm./F_t. of L_
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_he last of these Reformers was also honourably distinguished

for his strong assertion of the unchristian character of slavery.'

At the Reformation the different attitudes assumed by different

sovereigns towards the new faith and the constant vicissitudes

of the religious wars exercised their natural influence upon

the opinions of the leaders; but on the whole, liberal views

_trongly predominated, although they were not often thrown
into formal statements. Luther and Calvin both fluctuated

a good deal upon the subject, and passages have been cited

from each by the adherents of both views. It is probable,

aowever, that Calvin ultimately inclined rather to the repub-

lican, and Luther--who had been greatly agitated by the

war of the peasants--to the despotic theory. Zuinglius,

without reasoning much on the subject," accepted the liberal

principles of his countrymen, and he died bravely upon the

battle-field. Ulrich yon Hutten appears to have adopted the

Reformed tenets mainly as a principle of liberty, emancipat-

ing men both from intellectual and from political tyranny.

'From truth to liberty and from liberty to truth' was the

programme he proclaimed. The country, however, in which

Protestantism assumed the most emphatically liberal charac-

ter was unquestionably Scotland, and the man who most

clearly represented its tendency was Knox.

A great writer, whose untimely death has been one of the

most serious misfortunes that have ever befallen English

literature, and whose splendid genius, matured by the most

varied and extensive scholarship, has cast a flood of light

lpon many of the subjects I am endeavouring to elucidate---

has lately traced with a master-hand the antecedents _f the

BarringtonOn the Statutkz,p 280.
See, however, someratherstrong passagesquotedby Kellerus,_._,tm.

dd/u'm, pp. 73, 74.
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Scotch Reformation.' He has shown that for a long period

before it was accomplished there had been a fierce contest

between the aristocracy on the one hand, and the sovereigns

and Catholic clergy of Scotland upon the other; that this

struggle at last terminated in the triumph of the aristocracy

_nd the subversion of the Cathohc establishment; that the

new clergy, cahed into existence by a movement that was in-

tensely hostile to the sovereign, were from the first the main

promoters of sedition ; and that being hated by the Crown,

and having speedily quarrelled with the nobles, they cast

themselves for support upon the people, and became the most

courageous and energetic of the champions of democracy.

The utter contempt for ecclesiastical traditions that charac-
terised the l_uritanical sects enabled them without much dif-

ficulty to mould their theology into conformity with their

wishes ; for Scripture was the only guide they acknowledged,

and it has been most abundantly proved that from Scripture

honest and able men have derived and do derive arguments

in support of the most opposite opinions. In all the conflicts
with the civil authorities Knox threw himself into the _bre-

ground, and constantly asserted, with the most emphatic

clearness, that it was the right and even the duty of a nation

to resist a persecuting sovereign. Speaking of the persecu-

_lons that Mary had directed against the English Protestants,

he declared that when they began it was the duty of the

English people not merely to have deposed their queen, but

also to have put her to death; and he added, with character-

_tic ferocity, that they should have included in the same

slaughter all her councillors and the whole body of the

Catholic clergy2

' SeeBuckle's/Fzst. of _cot_iMt 6_ivillza_on.
• ' And ther£or I tear not to affirm that it had bene the dutie of the noldl
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The opinions which Knox embodied chiefly in fierce de,

elamations, and which he advocated mainly with a view to

religious interests, were soon after systematised and at the

same time secularised by Buchanan in a short dialogue en-

titled ' De Jure Regni apud Scotos,' which was published in

1579, and which bears in many respects a striking resela

blance to some of the writings that afterwards issued from

the Jesuits. In Buchanan, however, we find none of those

countless subtleties and qualifications to which the Catholic

theologians commonly resorted in order to evade the deci-

sions of the Fathers or the schoolmen, nor do we find any-

thing about the deposing power of the Pope. The principles

that were enunciated were perfectly clear and decisive: they

were derived exclusively from reason, and they were directed

equally against every form of tyranny. The argument is

based upon 'the social contract.' Men were naturally form-

ed for society: in order to arrest the intestine discord that

sprang up among them, they created kings; in order to re-

strain the power of their kings, they enacted laws. The na-

tion being the source of regal power is greater than and may

therefore judge the king ; the laws being intended to restrain

the king in case of collision, it is for the people and not for

the ruler to interpret them. It is the duty of the king to

identify himself with the law/and to govern exclusively ac_

cording to its decisions. A king is one who governs by law,

and according to the interests of the people ; a tyrant is on_

|fi%judges, rulers, and peopleof England, not onlyto have resisted andagain
laan_iedMarie, that Jesabel whome they call their queen,but also to have
punished her to the death, with all the sort of her idolatrousprceste%together
with all such as shouldhave assisted her what tyme that shee and they openly
began to suppresseChristesEvangil, to shed the blood of the saincts of God,
and to erect that most deviUishidolatri%the Papistical abominations.' (Kno%

*AsBuchanantemely puts it, ' Rex_lex loquens; lcx, rex mutua.'
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who governs by his own will, and contrary to the interests

of the people. An opinion had been spread abroad by some

that a king being trammelled by recognised constitutional ties

might be resisted if he violated them, but that a tyrant who

reigns where no constitution exists must be always obeyed;

but this opinion was altogether false. The people may make

war against a tyrant, and may pursue that war until he is

slain. Though Buchanan does not expressly defend the

slaughter of a tyrant by a private individual, he recalls in

language of unqualified praise the memories of the tyranni-

cides of antiquity.

This little tract, being in conformity with the spirit of the

time, and especially with the spirit of the Scotch people, had

a very great influence. Its main principles, as we have seen,

differ but little from those of St. Thomas Aquinas and the

schoolmen; but by disengaging-them from the crowd of

theological considerations that had previously rendered them

almost inoperative except when religious interests were con-

cerned, Buchanan opened a new stage in the history of liber-

ty. The doctrines, however, which he for the first time sys-

tematised had been at a still earlier period diffused among

his fellow-countrymen. When Queen Elizabeth, in 1571, put

some questions to a Scotch deputation concerning the reasons

that had induced the Scots to depose their queen, she was

immediately favoured in reply with a long dissertation on the

manifest superiority of nations to their sovereigns ; which, as

Camden assures us, and as we can readily believe, she re-

eeived with extren_e indignation. _ The same principles were

no less general among the English Dissenters, and were ex-

hibited alike in their writings and in their policy: Milto_

J Camdea, Anna/., parsiL (ad e,nn. 1571).
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only translated into eloquent prose the no less eloquent acts
of Cromwell.

It is difficult indeed to overrate the debt of gratitude that

England owes both to her own Nonepiscopal Churches and

to those of Scotland. In good report and in evil, amid per-

secution and ingratitude and horrible wrongs, in ages when

all virtue seemed corroded and when apostasy had ceased to

be a stain, they clung fearlessly and faithfully to the banner

of h_r freedom. If the Great Rebellion was in England for

the most part secular in its causes, it is no less true that its

success was in a great measure due to the assistance of the

Scotch, who were actuated mainly by religion, to the heroic

courage infused into the troops by the English ministers, and

to the spirit of enthusiasm created by the noble writings that

were inspired by Puritanism. Neither the persecutions of

Charles nor the promised toleration of James ever caused

them to swerve. Without their assistance English liberty

would no doubt have been attained, but no one can say how

long its triumph would have been retarded, or what catas-

trophes would have resulted from the strife. For it is to

Puritanism that we mainly owe the fact that in England re-

ligion and liberty were not dissevLred: amid all the fluctua-

tions of its fortune, 1 it represented the alliance of these two

principles, which the predominating Church invariably pro*

uounced to be incompatible.

The attitude of this latter Church forms indeed a strange

contrast to that of Puritanism. Created in the first instance

by a court intrigue, pervaded in all its parts by a spirit of

the most intense Erastianism, and aspiring at the same time

It is worthy of remark_ as showing their persistence, that probably the

iblest modern advocateof what may be termed the Bibhcal aspectof liberty
wasRobertHall
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to'a spiritual authority scarcely less absolute than that of the

Church which it had superseded, Anglicanism was from the

beginning at once the most servile and the most emcient

agent of tyranny. Endeavouring by the assistance of tem-

poral authority and by the display of worldly pomp to real-

ise in England the same position as Cathoficism had oceu-

Iied in Europe, she naturally flung herself on every occasion

into the arms of the civil power. No other Church so uni-

formly betrayed and trampled on the liberties of her coun-

try.' In all those fiery trials through which English Uberty

has passed since the Reformation, she invariably cast her

influence into the scale of tyranny, supported and eulogised

every attempt to violate the Constitution, and wrote the

fearful sentence of eternal condemnation upon the tombs of

the martyrs of freedom.' That no tyranny however gross,

that no violation of the constitution however flagrant, can

justify resistance; that all those principles concerning the

rights of nations on which constitutional government is

' As Macaulay very truly and very eloquently wrote, _The Church of Eng.
land continued to be for more than 150 years the servile handmaid of mon-

archy, the steady enemy of public liberty. The divine right of kings and the
uuty of passively obeying all their commands were her favourite tenets. She
held those tenets firmly through times of oppression, persecution, and licen-

tiousness, while law was trampled down, while judgment was perverted, while
the people were eaten as though they were bread. Once, and but once--for a

momel _ and but for a moment--when her own dignity and property were
touched, she forgot to practise the submission she had taught? (_ays, vol.

i. p. 60, ed. 1861.) Hallam, however, has disinterred a curious book called

A _ort Treatise of Politiq_ Power, published by Poynet, Protestant Bishop

& Winchester, in 1558, advocating the most seditious doctrines, and among
others tyrannicide. But the explanation is simple: Poynet wrote during tha

persecution of Mary. (Hist. of L_t., voi. ii. pp. 37-40.)
" ' Eternal damnation is prepared for all impenitent rebels in hell with

Satan the first founder of rebellion.' _Heaven is the place of good obedient

Bubjeets, and hell the rrison and dungeon of rebels against God and their
prince.(Homily on W///'u/Rebelhon.)
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_ased are false, and all those efforts of resistance by which

constitutional government is achieved are deadly sins, was

her emphatic and continual teaching. ' A rebel,' she declared,

'is worse than the worst prince, and rebellion worse than

the worst government of the worst prince hath hitkerto

been.' 'God placeth as well evil princes as good,' a_d

therefore ' for subjects to deserve through their sins to have

an evil prince and then to rebel against him were double and

treble evil by provoking God more to plague them.' St.

Paul counselled passive obedience under Caligula, Claudius,

and Nero, ' who were not only no Christians but pagans, and

also either foolish rulers or cruel tyrants ;' nay the Jews owed

it even to Nebuchadnezzar, when 'he had slain their king,

nobles, parents, children, and kinsfolk, burned their country

cities, yea Jerusalem itself, and the holy temple, and had

carried the residue into captivity.' Even the Blessed Vi1_in,

'being of the royal blood of the ancient natural kings of

Jewry, did not disdain to obey the commandment of an hea-

then and foreign prince;' much more therefore should we

' obey princes, though strangers, wicked, and wrongful, when

God for our sins shall place such over us,' unless, indeed, they

enjoin anything contrary to the Divine command ; but even

'in that ease we may not in anywise withstand violently or

rebel against rulers, or make any insurrection, sedition, or

tumults, either by force of arms or otherwise, against the

anointed of the Lord or any of his officers, but we must in

such case patiently suffer all wrongs.' '

'If I should determine no cases,' wrote Jeremy Taylor,

It,rallies or Brdful Rebelli(,aand on Obedience. The same doctnne_
werelaid down in the Canonsof Convocation in 1606, and by the University
of Oxfordin 1622,when censuringa preacher named Kmght_who had said
that subjects oppressed on account of religionmight sometimesresist. (Hal
hun,Co_t. H/st., vol. i. p. 415.)
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when treating the question of resistance in the greatest work

on Moral Philosophy that Anglicanism has produced, 'but

upon such mighty terms as can be afforded in this question,

and are given and yet prevail not, I must never hope to do

any service to any interest of wisdom or peace, of justice ol

religion; and therefore I am clearly of opinion that no man

_rho can think it lawful to fight against the supreme power

of" his nation can be fit to read cases of conscience, for noth-

ing can satisfy him whose conscience is armour of proot

against the plain and easy demonstration of this question.

The matter of Scripture being so plain that it needs

no interpretation, the practice and doctrine of the Church,

which is usually the best commentary, is now but of little

use in a case so plain; yet this also is as plain in itself, and

without any variety, dissent, or interruption universally

agreed upon, universally practised and taught, that, let the

powers set over us be what they will, we must suffer it and

never right ourselves. '1

The teaching of which these extracts are examples was

constantly maintained by the overwhelming majority of the

Anglican clergy for the space of more than 150 years, and

during the most critical periods of the history of the English

Constitution. When Charles I. attempted to convert the

monarchy into a despotism, the English Church gave him its

_onstant and enthusiastic support. When, in the gloomy

period of vice and of reaction that followed the Restoration,

the current of opinion set in against all liberal opinions, and

the maxims of despotism were embodied even in the Oath of

lhtetor 1)ubitantium, llb. ill cap. lii. Ussher, who was perhaps still
morecompetent than Taylor to express the sentiments of the Fathers, was at
least equally emphatic. See Elrin_on's Life of Ussher, vol. i. p. 239. Berke-
ley made an ingenious attempt to show that passive obediencewas ordained bY
the law of nature : see his Discour._eon Pan,sire Obedience.
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Allegiance, _ the Church of England directed the stream,
allied herself in the closest union with a court whose vices

were the scandal of Christendom, and exhausted her anathe-

mas not upon the hideous corruption that surrounded her, but

upon the principles of Hampden and of Milton. All through

the long series of encroachments of the Stuarts she exhibited

the same spirit. The very year when Russell died was

selected by the University of Oxfbrd to condemn the writings

of Buchanan, Baxter, and Milton, and to proclaim the duty

of passive obedience in a decree which the House of Lords
soon afterwards committed to the flames.' It was not till

James had menaced her supremacy that the Church was

_roused to resistance. Then indeed, for a brief but memora-

ble period, she placed herself in opposition to the Crown, and

contributed largely to one of the most glorious events in

English history. But no sooner had William mounted the

throne than her policy was reversed, her whole energies were

directed to the subversion of the constitutional liberty that

was then firmly established, and it is recorded by the great
historian of the Revolution that at least nine-tenths of the

clergy were opposed to the emancipator of England. All

through the reaction under Queen Anne, all through the still

worse reaction under George III., the same spirit was dis-

played. In the first period the clergy_ in their hatred of

liberty, followed cordially the leadership of the infidel Boling-

broke ; in the second they were the most ardent supporters

In the clause that it was not lawful 'on any pretencewhateverto take
u! _rms against the king.' This clause was expunged at the Revolution
[Alle_-'sHist. of Royal Prerogative in F_gland, p. 89). Magna Charts had
declared that kings who violated it might be resisted.

' This decree is given in full in Wodrow's Hi_t. o/Church of ,_cot_mt_
_ol. ill p. 506. See on this whole subiect, Hallam,Co_ Zr_ rot ii. pl_
45v-465 (ed. 1854).

38
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of the wars against Amerlca and against the French Revolu

tion, which have been the most disastrous in which England

has ever engaged. From first to last their conduct was the

same, and every trinr._ph of liberty was their defeat.

There are contrasts that meet us in the history of Ration

alism which it is impossible to realise without positive amazc_

merit. When we remember for how long a period the Church

of England maintained that resistance to the regal power

was in all cases a deadly sin, and that such men as a Wash-

ington or a Garibaldi were doomed 'to burn together in hell

with Satan the first founder of rebellion,' it is hard to say

whether the present condition of English public opinion

shows most clearly the impotence of the theologians who

were unable to prevent so absolute a rejection of their prin-

ciples, or the elasticity of the Church that has survived it.

Although, however, the general current of Anglican

ecclesiastical opinion was on this subject extremely steady,

there was one divine who forms a marked exception, and that

divine was probably the ablest that Protestantism has ever

produced. Hooker--not indeed the greatest but perhaps the

most majestic of English writers--was not more distinguished

for his sph-ndid eloquence than for his tendency to elevate the

principles of natural right, and for his desire to make the

Church independent of the State. In his discussions of the

nature of the civil power both of these characteristics ar_

Btrikingly shown. In examining the true origin and time,

tions of government he scarcely ever appeals to the decisions

of the Fathers, and not often to the teachings of Scriptures

but elaborates his theory fi'om his own reason, aided by the

great philosophers of antiquity. His doctrine in its essential

parts differs little from t. at of Buchanan. Individuals join.

ing together in societies created kings to govern them. The
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regal power was at first absolute, but soon _men saw that to

live by one man's will became the cause of all men's misery,
and this constrained them to come into laws wherein all men

might see their duty.' 1 Although the king received his au-

thority from the people in the first instance, it was not on

that account the less sacred, for 'on whom the same is be*

stowed even at men's discretion they likewise do hold it of

Divine right.' At the same time the king was subject to the

law, and as the power of enacting laws resides with the

whole people, any attempt upon his part to enact laws con-

",rary to the will of the people is a tyranny. Such laws are,

in fact, a nullity. !

From these principles we should naturally have supposed

that Hooker would have drawn the conclusion of Buchanan,

and would have maintained that the will of the people is a

sufficient reason for changing the government. It is, how-

ever, an extremely remarkable fact as showing the spirit of

the class to which he belonged that this great writer, who

had exhibited so clearly the fundamental propositions of mod-

ern liberalism, who had emancipated himself to so great a

degree from the prejudices of his profession, and who wrote

with the strongest and most manifest bias in favour of free-

dora, shrank to the last from this conclusion. He desired to

see the power of the government greatly restricted ; he eulo-

gised constitutional government as immeasurably superior to

• .Eed. Pol., lib. i. see. 10.
i ,The lawfulpower of making laws to command whole political societies

ff men belonging so properly unto the same entire societies, that for any
prince or potentate, of what kind soever, upon earth to exercise the same of
himself and not by express commission immediatelyand personally received
from God,or else from authority derived at the first from their consent upon
whose persons they impose laws, it is no better than mere tyranny. Lawm
they are not therefore which public approbation hath not made so.' (.Eve/
Pot., lib.. sec. 10.)
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despotism; he even thought that the violation of a constitu

tional tie was a just cause for resistance, but when he came

to the last great question he dismissed it with these melan.

choly words :--' May then a body-politlck at all times with-

draw, in whole or in part, that influence of dominion which

passeth from it if inconvenience doth grow thereby? It

must be presumed that supreme governors will not in such

cases oppose themselves and be stiff in detaining that the use

whereof is with public detriment, but surely without their

consent I see not how the body should be able by any fresh

means to help itself, saving when dominion doth escheat.'

It is scarcely necessary, I think, to review in detail the

other works which appeared in England upon this subject.

A large proportion of them at least are well known: their

arguments are little more than a repetition of those which I

have described, and after all they were not the real causes of

the development. A spirit of freedom, fostered in England

by the long enjoyment of political and social institutions far

superior to those of other nations, had produced both a capa-

city and an ambition for freedom which must inevitably have

triumphed, and it is a matter of comparative insignificance

what particular arguments were selected as the pretext. On

the other hand, the genius and the circumstances of the

Anglican Church predisposed its leaders towards despotism,

and they naturally grasped at every argument in its support.

I may observe, however, that there was a slight difference of

opinion among the English supporters of despotic principles.'

The earliest school, which was represented chiefly by Barclay

and Blaekwoo,t, appears to have acknowledged that men

_ 2_ b. viii. ch. ii. At a later period Bmmet threw himself inta
the liberal movement as eordiMlyas Locke, but he was almost isolated in tht
Church.

• This change is _early shownin Sidney.
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were born free, and to have admitted some possible eircum.

stances under which resistance was lawful. The later school,

which was led by Filmer, Heylin, Malnwaring, and Hobbes,

entirely denied this original freedom. The _Patriarcha' of

Filmer, which was the prlneipal exposition of the doctrines

of the last class, rested, like some of the writiI_gs of the GM-

llean school, upon the supposition that the political govern-

ment is derived from and is of the same nature as paternal

government, _ and it concluded that resistance was in all cases

sinful. This book was in the first instance answered by

Sidney, who opposed to it 'the social compact,' but rested

a considera'ole portion of his argument on the Old Testament.

At the Revolution, however, the clergy having revived the

principles of Filmer,' Locke thought it necessary to publish

another answer, and accordingly wrote his famous treatise of

'Government,' which differs from that of Sidney in being

Bossuet maintained this, remarking that 'Abimelech,' which was a

name originally common to all the kings of Palestine, signifies, ' My father

king.' (JDefensw, lib. i. o. 3.) In England the patriarchal theory of govern-
ment seems to have become especially popular under James I (see Hallam's
tt_st of Eat, vol. iii. p. 439, ed. 1854), but there are many traces of it at
an earlier period. Thus in the Instituhon of a Christian _fan (1537), and m

_Xe 2Vecessary.Doctrine a_id Erudition for any Chris_an Man (1548), passive
obedience is unequivocally enforced as a deduction from the Fiith Command-

merit. 'I die,' said Lord Capel on the scaffold, in 1649, 'for keeping the
Fifth Commandment, given by God himself, and written with His own finger.

It commands obedience to parents; and all diwnes, differ as they will on
other points, agree in this, and acknowledge that it includes the magistrate '

(Marsden, ttistory of the JLater t_urita_s, from 1642 to 1662, p. 320). Milton,
_ the other hand, said : ' Pater et rex diversissima sunt. Pater nos genuit;
at non rex nos sed nos regem creavimus. Pattern natura dedit populo, regem

ipse popuins dedit sibi ; non ergo propter regem populus, sed propter popu-
lttm rex est.' (Defensio .Pop..Anff., cap. 1.)

• As Locke says,' I should not speak so plainly of a gentleman long
fince past answering (Sir IL Filmer), had not the pulpit of late years pub.
iiely owned his doctrine, and made it the current divinity of the time& _

O?refaoe gO Treal_* on Government.)
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almost entirdy based upon secular considerations, although

a considerable space is devoted to the refutation of the theo-

logical arguments of his opponent. Locke adopts almost en.

tirely the principles of Hooker, for whom he entertained feel

ings of deep and well-merited admiration, but he altogether

discards the qualifications by which Hooker had sometimes

neutralised his teaching. All governmcnt, he maintains, is

the gift of the people for the people's advantage, and there.

fore no legislation is legitimate which is contrary to the peo-

ple's interests, and no change of government wrong which is

in accordance with them. _ Prerogative is that measure of

power which the nation concedes to its ruler_ and the nation

may either extend or restrict it.' To impose taxes on a peo-

ple without their consent is simply robbery.' Those who are

appointed by the people to legislate have no power to trans-

fer their authority to others,' nor may they govern except by

established laws. _ And as the sovereignty in the first instance

emanates from the people, so the people may reclaim it at

will. The ability with which these views were urged, and

the favourable circumstances under which they appeared,

gave them an easy triumph, and the Revolution made them
the bases of the Constitution.

' The end of government being the good of the community, whatever
alterationsare madein it tending to that end cannot be an encroachment
upon anybody,since nobodyin government can have any right tending to
any otherend.' (On Government,c. xiv.)

J Ibid., e. xviii.
s , If any one shaR claim a power to lay or levy taxes on the people with.

out their consent, he thereby invades the fundamental law of property, and
Eubverts the end of government.' (Ib/d., oh. xi.)

• ' The legislature cannot transfer the power of making laws, for, it being
but a delegatedpower from the people, they who have it cannot pass it over
to others.' (.Ibid.) This doctrine was very justly regarded by Grattan and
Plunket as decisive against the constitutional characterof the Act of Unio_
_etweenEngland and Ireland. •
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It is well worthy of remark that the triumph of toleration

_nd the triumph of civil liberty should both have been defin-

itively effected in England at the same time, and should both

hate found their chief champion in the same man. Both

were achieved by laymen in direct opposition to the Church

and in the moment of her extreme depression. Bolh too

1epresented a movement of secularisation: for by the first

theological questions were withdrawn from the sphere of

politics, and by the second the principle of authority was re-

moved from a theological to a secular basis. But _hat espe-

cially characterises the development of English liberty is

that, although it was effected contrary to the Church and

contrary to the clergy, it was not effected contrary to

religion. This--which, when we consider the mournful

history of Continental liberty, may perhaps be regarded as

the happiest fact in English history--was no doubt due in a

great measure to the success with which the Dissenters had

associated religion and liberty; to the essential imperfection

of the Anglican theory, which left undefined the question

when allegiance may be transferred to a triumphant rebel,'

i The passages from Scripture which the Anglican divines cited as their
political rules would seem to imply that allegiance should always be rendered
to the sovereign de .facto. This doctrine, however, was at the Revolution
generally and indignantly repudiated by the clergy, who maintained that
while King James held his court at St. Germains he alone was entitled ta
their allegiance. However, after the Revolution, Sancroft pubhshed a work

ealled B_shop OveraU's Convocation Book, which had been approved by both

Houses of Convocation at the beginning of the reign of James I. This work

[which l_ad not before been published)asserted in the strongest terms the
doctrine of passive obedience, based it on the patriarchal theory of g_vern-

merit, and declared that in case of a change of governmcnt being effected by

unrighteous means, allegiance should be transferred to the new power when
it was ' thoroughly settled.' Thereupon Sherlock declared that he considered

himself bound by the voice of the Church to take the oaths of allegiance to
the government of William (which, to the world at large, seemed very far
_adeed from ' thoroughly settled '), and he accordingly accepted the deauery
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and also to the admirable moderation of Somers and Locke.

but it was still more due to the genius of the Reformation

Never did Protestantism exhibit more clearly its admirabh

flexibility of doctrine, its capacity for modifying and recast

ing its principles to meet the wants of succeeding ages, thaa

when, without any serious religious convulsion, the political

system of England was based upon the direct negation of the

unanimous teaching of the Early Church and of the almost

unanimous teaching of the National one. And the contrast

the history of English liberty bears to that of Continental liber-

ty becomes still more remarkable when we remember the atti-

tude exhibited by the avowed opponents of Christianity. In

England, with the exception of Shaftesbury, the most emi-

nent of these were either indifferent or opposed to the move_

ment. Under the government of the Stuarts, Hobbes not

only maintained the most extreme views of Taylor and Us-

sh_r, but carried them to a point from which even those

divines would have recoiled : for the result of his philosophy

was nothing less than to make the civil ruler the supreme

arbiter of the moral law. During the reaction under Queen

Anne the clerical party owed its chief strength to the genius

of Bolingbroke, who consolidated its broken forces, and

elaborated with an almost dazzling eloquence his ideal of ' A

Patriot King' to counterbalance the ideal of liberty. And

at a stil_ later period, while Bishop Horsley was proclaiming

that 'subjects had nothing to say to the laws except to obey

them,' Hume was employing all his skill in investing with

of st. Paul's. The explosion that followed is admirably described by
Macaulay(ch. xvik). It is evident that the doubt hanging over this part of
the theory of the Anglican divines, was favourable to libertywin the first
l_lacoby weakening the logical force of that theory, and in the second place
by giving those who shrunk from absolutely rejecting it a pretext for joinin_
the new _vernment.
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the most seductive colours the policy c f the Stuarts, in ren-

dering the great supporters of liberty in the seventeenth

century either odious or ridiculous, and in throwing into the

most plausible aspects the maxims of their opponents. 1

It is remarkable that while England and France have

been the two nations which have undoubtedly done most for

tlle political emancipation of mankind, they have also been

those in which the National Churches were most bitterly

opposed to freedom. We have seen the manner in which

the double movement of secularisation and of liberty was

effected in the Protestant country; it remains to trace the

corresponding development in the Catholic one.

It was upon the French Protestants that the office which

m England was filled by the Puritans naturally devolved.

The fact that they were a minority, and often a persecuted

minority, gave them a bias in favour of liberty, while at the

same time their numbers were sufficiently great to communi-

cate a considerable impulse to public opinion. Unfortunate-

ly, however, the extreme arrogance and the persecuting spirit

they manifested whenever they rose to power rendered them

peculiarly unfit to be the champions of liberty ; while at the

same time their position as a minority of the nation, govern-

Among the less eminent freethinkers there were, indeed, some excep-
tions to this tendency. Thus Tindal wrote a tract against Passive Obedience
in 1694, a defence of Toleration in 1697, and a defence of a Free Press in
16_8. Toland too wrote, in 1702, a somewhat remarkable book called
.dnglica IAbera, in which he advocated very eloquently the political prin-
eJples of Locke, denounced strongly the doctrine of Hobbes that a sovereign
has a right to dictate the religion of his subjects, and maintained that ' the
success of the Protestant religion, politically speaking, depends on the lib-
erty of the several States of Europe' (p. 185). Toland also edited the
Oceans, and wrote the Lives of Harrington and Milton. But the most
eminent avowed English freethinkers of the seventeenth andeighteenth een-
turies are those m(;ntioned in the text, with the exception of Gibbon,whe
lint_u]F_r_am_ntas a Tory.
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ed mainly by religious principles in an era of religious wars,

rendered their prevailing spirit profoundly anti-national.

Wherever sectarian feeling is keenly felt_ it proves strongel

than patriotism. The repulsion separating men as members

of different religions becomes more powerful than the attra_

lion uniting them as children of the same soil, and the maxim

that a man's true country is not that in which he was born

but that of his co-religlonists being professed, or at least act-

ed on, treason is easily justified. In the present day, when

the fever of theology has happily subsided, Ireland forms an

almost solitary example of a nation in which national inter-

ests and even national pride are habitually sacrificed to sec-

tarianism ; but in the sixteenth century such a sacrifice was

general, and although in France at least it was made quite as

much by the majority as by the minority, it naturally at_

peared in the latter case more conspicuous and repulsive.

The atrocious persecutions the majority directed against the

minority rendered the alienation of the latter from the na-

tional sympathies both natural and excusable, but it did not

appear so to the persecutors. The majority have therefore

usually been able to enlist the patriotic feelings of the multi-

tude against the minority, and this has weakened the political
influence of the latter.

In the political teaching of the French Protestants it is

easy to detect two distinct currents. Whenever the Pope or

the Ultramontane theologians put forward a claim to the

power of deposition, the Protestants constituted themselves

the champions of loyalty, and endeavoured in this manner to

win the favour of the rulers. Thus we find their synods

condemning with great solemnity the treatise of Suarez, pro-

testing in the most emphatic language against the disloyalty

of the Cathollcs_ and assuring the sovereign in their petltion_
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that they at least recognised no mediate power between the

king and the Almighty? If we were to judge their opinions

by the language of some of their petitions, we might imagine

that they were no less favourable to despotism than the An.

glicans. But such a judgment would do them great injustica

No body of men ever exhibited a greater alacrity in resisting

persecution by force, and, with a few exceptions, the general

tone of their theology as of their policy was eminently favour-

able to liberty. Opinions on these subjects have so com-

pletely changed since the seventeenth century, that the

defence of the French Protestants is chiefly to be found in

the writings of their adversaries; and, according to modern

notions, it would be difficult to find a nobler eulogy than is

implied in the accusation of one of the ablest of these, who

declared that the general tendency of the Protestant writings

was always to the effect that _kings and subjects were recip-

rocaUy bound by contract to the performance of certain

things_ in such a manner that if the sovereign failed to per-

form his promise the subjects were freed from their oath of

allegiance_ and might engage themselves to new masters.' _

The opinions of the French Protestants on these points

may be more easily ascertained from their actions than from

their writings; and the right of resisting religious persecu-

tion was naturally more considered than the right of resisting

Many instances of this are collected by Bianchi (tom. i. pp. 46-84_
but the fullest account I have met with is in a very clever anonymous book
(wrlttex:from a strong Catholic point of view, and ascribed by some to au
author named Pellison_and by others to Bayle), called Avis auz tle_uglez _r
leurlaroc_hainr_our ¢nFrance, par M. C. L. A. A. P. D.P. The condemna-
tion of the book of Suarezwas by a Synod of Tonneins, in 1614. On the
other hand, on the extremely liberal views of Jurieu, who preceded both
Sidney and Locke7 see Miehelet,Zr/_t.de Louis XIV., pp. 431-436. The
book in whic]GJurieu especially expressed them .s his Soupirs de la l_'ra_

' A_ aux .F_f_ pp. 64_fi5 (eel, 1692)
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political tyranny. Jurieu strenuously asserted the first right

and although Saurin is said to have taken the opposite view,'
the numerous rebellions of the Protestants leave no doubt as

to their general sentiments. The two most remarkable works

bearing upon the secula_ aspect of the question that issued

from this quarter were the 'Franco-Gallia' of Yiotman, and

the 'Vindicim contra Tyrannos' of Junius Brutus.

The first of these was published in 1573. Its author (wha

had escaped from France to Geneva at the time of the ma_

sucre of St. Bartholomew) was one of the most learned law-

yers of the day, and the chief advocate of the Protestant

view of some of the legal questions that arose about the suc-
cession of the crown2 The 'Franco-Gallia' is an elaborate

attempt to prove that the Crown of France is, by right, not

hereditary but elective. The arguments are drawn in part

from general considerations about the origin of government,

which Hotman attributed to the will of the people,' but

chiefly from facts in French history. The writer also at-

tempts to show, in an argument that was evidently directed

against Catharine de' Medici, that the exclusion of women

from the French throne implied, or at least strongly recom-

mended, their exclusion from the regency, and that on every

occasion in which they had exercised the supreme power

disastrous consequences had ensued. _

' Nichelet, Hist. de Louis XIV. (1860), p. 432.
i The works of tIotman were collected in three large volumes, in 1600.

After the .Franco-Galha the best known are the .Brutum _7ulrnen,which wa
written on the occasion of the excommunication of the King of Navarre
and the Antitribonius, which was written in opposition to the revival of Ro
ma_legislation. Joseph ScaUgersaid he helped in the composition of the
Franco-Gallia (Scaligerana, art. Ifot_mann_).

F,aneo-Gallia, lib. i. e. 9.
4 Lib. i. c. 24. So Knox: 'To promote a woman to heave rule is repug-

aunt to nature,contumelie to God, a thing most contrarioua to his reveled
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A much more remarkable book was the ' Vlndicim contra

_Tyrannos,' which was published about the same time as the

Franco-Gallia,' and translated into French in 1581, and

which, being written with much ability, exercised a ver'j

considerable influence. Some have ascribed it, but appal,

ently without reason, to Hotman-.others to Linguet :r to

Parquet. The author, whoever he may be, holds, like

Hooker, that the regal authority is, in the first instance,

derived from the people, but that notwithstanding this it is

held by Divine right. From this consideration he argues

that a king is bound by two pacts, on the observance of

wLich his legitimacy depends--a pact to God that he will

govern according to the Divine law, and a pact to the people

that he will govern according to their interests.' A nation

may resist by arms a sovereign who has violated the Divine

law, because the first of these pacts is then broken, and also

because it is part of ttle Providential system that subjects

should be punished for the crimes of their ruler, which im-

plies that they are bound to prevent them. 9 This last propo-

sition the author maintains at length from the Old Testament.

Whenever the king violated the Divine oommand, some fear-

ful chastisement was inflicted upon the nation, and the chief

office of the prophets was to signahse these violations, and to

urge the people to resistance. Every page of Jewish history

bears witness to this, and at the present day the Jews ara

dispersed because their ancestors did not snatch Christ frcm

the hands of Pilate. But it is impossible to go so far with.

out advancing a step further; for if the Jewish precedent h

and approved ordinance ; and finaUieit is the subversion of go(d ord_
af all equitie and justice.' (Monstrous ]_n_*n;t _f Wom_.)

' Quit. il.
' Vmdi¢_ ¢oatra Tyvanno_,p. 45 (ed. 1610).
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be applied,itis manifestthe Divine law isviolatedno|

merely by the persecution of truth, but also by the toleration

of error. No crime was more constantly denounced or more

fiercely punished under the old Dispensation than religious

tolerance. No fact is more legibly stamped upon the Jewish

writings than that, in the opinion of their authors, a Jewish

aovereign who permitted his people to practise unmolested

the rites :f an idolatry which they preferred was committing

a sin. Nor does the author of the hook we are considering

shrink from the consequence. He quotes, as an applicable

precedent, the conduct of the people who at the instigation

of Elijah massacred the whole priesthood of Baal, and he

maintains that the toleration of an _impious sacred rite' is a

justifiable cause of rebellion. 1

The question then arose in what manner this resistance

was to be organised. And here the writer separates himself

clearly from the school of Mariana, for he strongly denies the

right of an individual to take the life of a persecutor by way

of assassination, however favourable the people might be to

the act. Resistance can only be authorised by a council rep-

resenting the people. In all well-regulated countries a par-

liament or assembly of some kind exists which may be re-

garded as representative; and although each individual

member is less than the king, the council, as a whole, is his

superior, and the vote of the majority may depose him2

When such a council does not exist it may be extemporised,

but the elements should, if possible, be drawn from the aris

tocraey and the magistrates. /qor is it simply a nation that

may thus withdraw its allegiance. The author, evidently

with a view to the position of the French Protestants, adds

that particular districts or cities, ff the inhabitants desire i_

Vindlo/_, pp. $8-39, 60. ' P. 45.
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and if their magistrates consent, may likewise withdl_w

themselves from their allegiance, and may insist upon the

maintenance among them of the worship they believe to be

right, and the suppression of that which they believe to be

wrong.' The principles which were thus urged in favour of

rebellion on religious grounds apply, with very little change

to rebellions that are purely political. A king who ruled in

opposition to the will of his people had broken the pact that

bound him, and had consequently become a tyrant. In the

case of a tyrant who had occupied the throne by force against

the manifest will of the people, but in this case alone, tyran-

nicide is lawful, and the examples of ttarmodins and Aristo-

geiton, of Brutus and Cassius, are to be commended. In

other cases, however, resistance must first be authorised by a

council representing the nation, and consisting of its leading

men. Like Hotman, the author contends that all monarchy

was originally elective, and he adds that it still so retains its

character, that the people may at any time reject the family

they have raised to the throne, and that the heir apparent is
no more than a candidate for office2

There is one other question treated in this remarkable

book to which I may advert for a moment, because, although

not connected with the right of resistance, it throws some

light upon the condition of feeling sectarian animosities had

produced. This question is whether, when the majority of a

nation is persecuting the minority, a foreign potentate may

Interpose by arms to succour his co-religionists. The reply

is tlmt it is his imperative duty to do so. If he does not, he

ia guilty of the blood of the martyrs : he is even worse than

the persecutors; for they at least imagine that they are slay.

+ Viad/,e_, p. 60. ' P. _/9.
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hag the wicked, while he permits the slaughter of those

whom he knows to be the just.

It is not probable that many of the French Protestants

would have sanctioned all the propositions of this book, but

the principles of which it may be regarded as the concentra,

tion were very widely diffused among the members of both

creeds, and had no inconsiderable influence in preparing tha

way for the Revolution. The chief political importance,

however, of the religious wars was not so much in the doc-

trines they produced as in the circumstances under which

those doctrines were advocated. Few things contributed

more powerfully to the secularisation of politics than the

anarchy of opinions, the manifest subordination of principles

to interests, that was exhibited on all sides among theolo.

gians. A single battle, a new alliance, a change in the policy

of the rulers, a prospect of some future triumph, was suffi-

cient to alter the whole tone and complexion of the teachings

of a Church. Doctrines concerning the sinfulness of rebel-

lion, which were urged with the most dogmatic certainty

and supported by the most terrific threats, swayed to and

fro with each vicissitude of fortune, were adopted or aban-

doned with the same celerity, curtailed or modified or ex-

panded to meet the passing interests of the hour. They be-

came, as Bayle said, like birds of passage, migrating with

every change of climate. In no country and in no Church

do we find anything resembling the conduct of those an-

cient Christians who never advocated passive obedience

more strongly than when all their interests were against it.

The apostasies were so flagrant, the fluctuations were so

rapid, that it was impossible to overlook them, and they

continued till the ascendency of theology over politics was

destroye_ The keen eye of the great sceptic of the _ge
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,con marked the change, and foresaw the issue to which it

was leading2

]t will probably have struck the reader in perusing Che

foregoing pages, and it will certainly have struck those _ ho
have examined the books that have been referred to, that, m

addition to theological interests and tradition_ there wa_ a

purely secular influence derived from the writings of pagan-

ism acting strongly in the direction of liberty. The nam. s

that recur most frequently in these writings are those of the

great heroes of antiquity; and whether we examine the

works of Mariana or Hooker, or of the author of the ' Vindi-

cite,' we are transported into discussions concerning the

origin of power that are drawn mainly from the pagan phi-

losophers.'

This influence was, I think, of two kinds--the first being

chiefly logical, and the second chiefly moral. At the close

of the twelfth or the beginning of the thirteenth century,

two professors of the University of Bologna, named Irnerius

and Accursius, devoted themselves to exploring manuscripts
of some of the Laws of Justinian, which had for centuries

' Voyez l'horrible impudence de quoi nous pelotons les raisons divines,
et combien irreligieusement nous les avons rejett6es et reprises selon que la
fortune nous a changez de place en ces orages pubhcs. Cette proposition si

solennelle, s'il est permis au sujet de se rebeller et armer contre son prince
pour la d6fense de la religion, souvienne-vous en quelles bouches cette ann6e
_ass6e Paffirmative dhcelle 6toit rarcboutant d_un parti, la n6gat_ve de quel
autre parti c'_toit l'arcboutant, et oyez _ pr6sent de quelle quartler vient la
voix et instruction de l'une et de Pautre si les armes bruyent morns pour cetm

_.use que pour celle-l_.'--Montaigne, .F_.ssa_s,liv. ii. c. 12.
I This tendency of the classical writings elicited a burst of extreme

badlgnation from Hobbes : _Inter rebeUionis causas maxlmas numeran potest
librorum politicorum et historicorum quos scripserunt veteres Grmci et Ro-
maul lectio. . Mihi ergo monarchiis nihil videtur esse damnosius
posse, quam permittere ut hujusmodi libri publice doceantur, nisi simul a

magistris sapientibus quibus venenum corrigi possit remedia applicentur.
Morbum hunc comparari libet cure hydrophobia,' &c. (I_v/athan, cap. r._ix.)

39
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been buried in the grea_ library of Ravenna ; and they not

only revived the knowledge of a legislation that was sup-

posed to have perished, but also formed a school of commen-

tators who did good service in elucidating its character. For

a very long period the labours that were thus instituted had

bat little influence outside the domain of jurisprudence; but

aL last, in the sixteenth century, a succession of great lawyers

arose--of whom Bodin, Cujas, and Alciat were the most

remarkable--who applied to the Roman law intellects of a

far higher order, and, among other points, paid great atten-

tion to its historic development. The balance between the

popular and the aristocratic rights and tho gradual encroach-

ment of the imperial power upon the liberties of Rome

became for about a century favourite subjects of discussion,

and naturally produced similar enquiries concerning moaern

States. From a philosophical investigation of these ques-

tions the lawyers passed by an inevitable transition to an

examination of the origin of government, a subject which

they pursued, from their own point of view, as energetically

as the theologians. Bodin, who was probably the ablest of

those who devoted themselves to these studies, cannot indeed

be regarded as a representative of the democratic tendency;

for he strenuously repudiated the notion of a social contract,

maintaining the origin of monarchy to be usurpation; he

denied that the ruler should be regarded simply as a chief

magistrate, and he combated with great force the distinction
which Aristotle and the schoolmen had drawn between a

king and a tyrant.' ttotman, however, in France, and,

Lbout a century later, Gronovius and Noodt, who were two

I He tried_ however, to establish a distinction of his own--that a king
wM one who governed according to the lawof nature, and a tyrant onewho
lutraged it.
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of the most eminent Dutch advocates of liberty, based their

_eaching almost entirely upon these legal researches2

But the principal influence which the pagan wl_tings

exercised upon liberty is to be found in the direction they

gave to the enthusiasm of Europe. It has no doubt fallen to

the lot of many who have come in contact with the great

masterpieces of the Greek chisel to experience the sensation

of a new perception of beauty which it is the prerogative of

the highest works of genius to evoke. A statue we may

have often seen with disappointment or indifference, or with

a languid and critical admiration, assumes one day a new

aspect in our eyes. It is not that we have discovered in it

some features that had before escaped our notice ; it is not

that we have associated with it any definite ideas that can

be expressed by words or defended by argument : it is rather

a silent revelation of a beauty that had been hidden, the

dawn of a new conception of grandeur, almost the creation

of another sense. The judgment is raised to the level of the

object it contemplates ; it is moulded into its image ; it is

thrilled and penetrated by its power.

Something of this kind took place in Europe as a conse-

quence of the revival of learning. In the middle ages the

ascendency of the Church had been so absolute that the

whole measure of moral grandeur had been derived from the

ecclesiastical annals. The heroism, the self-sacrifice, the

z See Noodt On the Power of Sovereigns,and Gronovius On the Rtfl_
Law, both of which were translated into French by Barbeyrac---the first in
1707,and the second m 1714. They were both in the form of lectures
delivered near the end of the seventeenth century before the University of
Leyden, and are both, I think, rather dismal performances. Noodt was a
strenuous advocate of hberty of conscience, and also one of the principal
assailants of the theological superstitions about usury. Gronovius is best
remembered for his Annotations of Grotius, in which he strongly repudiated
me servile political maxims of that writer
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humUity, the labours of the saints formed the ideal of perfec

tion, and a greatness of a different order could scarcely be

imagined. The names of the heroes of antiquity were indeed

famihar, _heir principal achievements were related_ and the

original writings in which they were recorded were some.

times read, but they fell coldly and lifelessly upon the mind.

The chasm that divided the two periods arose not so much

from the fact that the heroes of antiquity were pagans, and

therefore_ according to the orthodox doctrine, doomed to

eternal reprobation, or even from the different direction their

heroism had taken, as from the type of character they dis-

played. The sense of human dignity and the sense of sin_ as

we have already noticed, are the two opposing sentiments

one or other of which may be traced in almost every

great moral movement mankind has undergone, and each_

when very powerful, produces a moral type altogether dif-

ferent from that which is produced by the other. The

first is a proud aspiring tendency, intolerant of every

chain, eager in asserting its rights, resenting promptly the

slightest wrong, self-confident, disdainful_ and ambitious.

The second produces a submissive and somewhat cowering

tone; it looks habitually downwards, grasps fondly and

eagerly at any support which is offered by authority, and in

its deep self-distrust seeks, with a passionate earnestness, for

some dogmatic system under which it may shelter its naked-
hess. The first is the almost invariable antecedent and one

of the chief efficient causes of political liberty, and the second

of theological change. It is true that as theological or politi-

cal movements advance they often lose their first character,

coalesce with other movements, and become the represent_

tires of other tendencies; but in the first instance one or

Dther of these two sentiments may ahnost always be detected.
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It was the sense of sin that taught the old Catholic saints to

sound the lowest depths of mortification, of self-sacrifice, and

of humiliation; that convulsed the mind of Luther in the

monastery of Wittenberg, and persuaded him that neither

his own good works nor the indulgences of the Pope could

avert the _nger of the Almighty ; that impelled Wesley and

Whitfield .o revolt against the frigid moral teaching of their

time, and raise once more the banner of Justification by

Faith ; that urged the first leaders of Tractarianism towards

a Church which by authoritative teaching and multiplied

absolutions could allay the paroxysms of a troubled con-

science.' On the other hand, almost every great political

revolution that has been successfully achieved has been

preceded by a tone of marked self-confidence and pride,

manifested alike in philosophy, in general literature, al_d in

religion. When a theological movement has coalesced with

a struggle for liberty, it has usually been impregnated with

the same spirit. The sense of privilege was much more

prominent in the Puritanism of the seventeenth century than

the sense of sin, and a fierce rebellion against superstition

than humility.'

Now the sense of human dignity was the chief moral

agent of antiquity, and the sense of sin of medimvalism ; and

1 See some striking remarks on this in Froude's Aremes/_of .Fairly,pp.
160, 161.

• What, for example, could be more opposed to the spirit of the moderm
Evangelicalparty, which is supposed by some to represent the Puritanism of
the l ?th century, than those noble lines of the great poet of the latter ?--

' Mortals ! who would follow met
Love virtue, she alone is free :
She can teach ye how to climb
Higher than the sphery chune I
Or, if virtue feeble were,
Heaven itself would stoop to her.'--ffomw.
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_Ithough it is probable that the most splendid actions have

been performed by men who were exclusively under the in.

fluence of one or other of these sentiments, the concurrence

of both is obviously essential to the well-being of society, for

the first is the especial source of the heroic, and the second of

the religious, virtues. The first produces the qualities of a

patriot, and the second the qualities of a saint. In the mid-

dle ages, the saintly type being the standard of perfection,

the heroic type was almost entirely unappreciated. The

nearest approach to it was exhibited by the Crusader, whose

valour was nevertheless all subordinated to superstition, and

whose whole career was of the nature of a penance. The

want of sympathy between the two periods was so great

that for the space of many centuries, during which Latin was

the habitual language of literature, the great classical works

scarcely exercised any appreciable influence. Sometimes men

attempted to mould them into the image of the medi_eva]

conceptions, and by the wildest and most fantastic allegories

to impart to them an interest they did not otherwise possess.

Thus Troy, according to one monkish commentator, signified

Hell, Helen the human soul, Paris the Devil, Ulysses Christ,

and Achilles the Holy Ghost. Actaeon torn by his own

dogs was an emblem of the sufferings of Christ; the Rubi-

con was an image of]3aptism. _ It was not till the revival

of learning had been considerably advanced that a percep-

lion of the nobility of the heroic character dawned upon

men's minds. Then for the first time the ecclesiastical type

_as obscured, a new standard and aspiration was manifested ;

a Cibrario, Eeonomm t'olitiea del Medio £vo, vol. ii. p. 247 (2d ed._

tendency was turned to ridicule by Ulrich yon Hutten in a very witt 3

but very profane adaptation of the Fables of Ovid to the Christian histerj

{Elglstolt_ Obse_zrorum Virorum [London, 1689], pp. 103-107), and also by
Rabelaia.
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and popular enthusiasm, taking a new direction, achieved

that political liberty which once created intensified the ten-

dency that produced it.

We cannot have a better example of this passionate aspi-

r_ti_,n tawards political liberty than is furnished by the trea,

rise ' On Voluntary Servitude,' or, as it was afterwards

called, the 'Contre-un,' ' of La BoOtie. This writer, who

was one of the most industrious labourers in the classical

field, never pauses to examine the origin of government, or to

adjudicate between conflicting theologians; but he assumes

at onc% as a fact that is patent to the conscience, that the

subordination of the interests of a nation to the caprices of

a man is an abuse, and that the great heroes of antiquity are

deserving of imitation. The _Contre-un _ is throughout one

fiery appeal--so fiery indeed that Montaigne, who published

all the other works of La BoOtie, refused to publish this--to

the people to cast off their oppressors. It reads like thc de-

clamations of the revolutionists of the eighteenth century.

Wretched and insensate people,' writes the author, _enam-

oured of your misery and blind to your interests, you suffer

your property to be pillaged, your fields devastated, your

houses stripped of their goods, and all this by one whom you

have yourselves raised to power, and whose dignity you

maintain with your lives I He who crushes you has but two

eyes, but two hands, but one body. All that he has more

than you comes from you. Yours are the many eyes that

mpy your acts, the many hands that strike you, the many feet

thal trample you in the dust : all the power with which he

i The name was given during the life of Montaigne,who praised it,
t_a_, liv. i. c. 27.) La BoStie_unfortunately, died when only in his thirty
Becond year, and nearly all his works appear to have been posthumou_
_hey have all been republished at Paris, by L_on Foug_re_in 1846.
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injures you is your own. From indignities that the bcastm

themselves would not endure you can free yourselves by sim-

ply willing it. Resolve to serve no more, and you are free.

Withdraw your support from the Colossus that crushes you,

and it will crumble in the dust ..... Think of the bat-

tles of Miltiades, of Leonidas, and of Themistocles, which,

after two thousand years, are as fresh in the minds of men as

though they were of yesterday; for they were the triumphs

not so much of Greece as of liberty ..... All other

goods men will labour to obtain, but to liberty alone they

are indifferent, though where it is not every evil follows, and

every blessing loses its charm ..... Yet we were all

moulded in the same die, all born in freedom as brothers,

born too with a love of liberty which nothing but our vices
has effaced.'

During the last century language of this kind has by con

stant repetition lost so much of its force that we can scarcely

realise the emotions it kindled when it possessed the fresh-

ness of novelty, and in a nation convulsed by the paroxysms

of civil war. The French Protestants in 1578 adopted the

' Contre-un ' as one of the most effectual means of arousing

the people to resistance, 1 and as late as 1836 Lamennais made

its republication the first measure of his democratic crusade.

In the history of literature it will always occupy a prominent

place on account of the singular beauty of its language, while

in the history of Rationalism it is remarkable as one of the

clearest illustrations of the tendency of the classical writ.

hlgs to foster and at the same time secularise the spirit of

liberty.

*It appeared for the first time, together with the Franeo.Galll¢_in •
seditious book called Mfimoires de Pe_tat de lYcfancesqus C]tarle_IX.

It_toriettes de _hllemant ate,_aux {ed. 1884), tom- I. p. 395.
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Owing to the influences I have endeavoured tu trace, the

ascendency theology had so long exercised over politics was

during the religious wars materially weakened, while at the

same time the aspiration towards liberty was greatly

_trengthened. During the comparative torpor that ibllowed

the Peace of Westphalia, and still more alter the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes, the struggle was for a time sus-

pended ; and it was not till near the close of the eighteenth

century that the question of the rights of nations reappeared

prominently in France--this time, however, not under the

auspices of the theologians, but of the freethinkers. But, be-

fore reviewing the principles that were then urged, it is

necessary to notice for a moment the chief causes that were

preparing the people for liberty, and without which no argu-

ments and no heroism could have triumphed.

The first of these was the increase of wealth. Whatever

may be the case with small communities and under special

circumstances, it is certain that, as a general rule, large

masses of people can only enjoy political liberty when the

riches of the country have considerably increased. In the

early periods of civilisation, when capital is very scanty, and

when, owing to the absence of machines and of commerce,

the results of labour are extremely small, slavery in one form

or anothei is the inevitable condition of the masses. ThL_

abject poverty in which they live casts them helplessly upon

the few who are wealthy ; wages sink to a point that is

barely sufficient for the sustenance of life, and social progress

becomes impossible. ' If the hammer and the shuttle eoald

move themselves,' said Aristotle, 'slavery would be unneces-

Bary ; ' and machinery having virtually fulfilled the condition,

the predicted result has followed. _ The worst and most c"_-

See some very good remarks on this in Chevalier,/._tre_ sy/r/_Orga_

ration de Travail (1848), V. 17.
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grading forms of labour being performed by machinery, pro

duction, and consequently capital, have been immensely in.

creased, and, progress becoming possible, a middle class has

been formed. Commerce not only gives an additional devel-

opment to this class, but also forms a bond of union con-

necting the different parts of _he country. The roads that
are formed for the circulation of wealth become the channels

of the circulation of ideas, and render possible that simul.

taneous action upon which all liberty depends.

The next great cause of liberty was the increase of knowl-

edge. And here again we may discern the evidence of that

inexorable fatality which for so many centuries doomed man-

kind alike to superstition and to slavery, until the great in-
ventions of the human intellect broke the chain. When we

hear men dilating upon the degrading superstitions of Ca-

tholicism, marvelling how a creed that is so full of gross and

material conceptions could win belief, and denouncing it as

an apostasy and an error, it is sufficient to say that for 1,500

years after the establishment of the Christian religion it was

intellectually and morally impossible that any religion that

was not material and superstitious could have reigned over

Europe. Protestantism could not possibly have existed

without a general diffusion of the Bible, and that diffusion

was impossible until after the two inventions of paper and

of printing. As long as the material of books was so expen-

sive that it was deemed necessary to sacrifice thousands of

the ancient manuscripts in order to cover the parchment with

new writing, as long as the only way of covering those

parchments was by the slow and laborious process of tran-

scription, books, and therefore the knowledge of reading,
were necessarily confined to an infinitesimal fraction of the

community. Pictures and other material images, which s
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Council of Arras well called the _Book of the Ignorant,'

were then the chief means of religious instruction, not siml_ly
because oral instruction without the assistance of bc oks was

manifestly insufficient_ but also because, in a period when the

intellectual discipline of reading is unknown, the mind is in-

capable of grasping conceptions that are not clothed in a

p_.etorial form. To those who will observe, on the one hand,

h_w invariably the mediaeval intellect materialised every d_

partment of knowledge it touched, and on the other hand

how manifestly the peculiar tenets of Catholicism are formed

either by the process of materialising the intellectual and

moral conceptions of Christianity or else by legitimate de-
ductions from those tenets when materialised--to those who

still further observe how every great theological movement,

either of progress or of retrogression, has been preceded by a

corresponding change in the intellectual condition of society,

it will appear evident that nothing short of a continued mir-

acle could have produced a lasting triumph of Christian ideaf_

except under some such form as Cathohcism presents. It

was no doubt possible that small communities like the Wal-

denses, shut out from the general movement of the age, in

spired by very strong enthusiasm, and under the constant

supervision of zealous pastors, might in some small degree

rise above the prevailing materialism; but when we remem-

ber how readily nations, considered as wholes, always yield

to the spirit of the time_ and how extremely little the gen-

erality of men strive against the natural bias of their minds_

it will easily be conceived that the great mass of men must

have inevitably gravitated to materialism. When undel

such circumstances a spiritual faith exists, it exists only as

,he appanage of the few, and can exercise no influence o2

control over the people.



But whiJe superstition is thus the inevitable, and ther_

fore the legitimate condition of an early civilisation, the

same causes that make it necessary render impossible the

growth of polit:cal liberty. Neither the love of freedom nor

the capacity of self-government can exist in a great nation

that is plunged in ignorance. Political liberty was in an-

cient times almost restricted to cities like Athens and Rome,

where public life, and art, and all the intellectual influences

that were concentrated in a great metropolis, could raise the

people to an exceptional elevation. In the middle ages,

servitude was mitigated by numerous admirable institutions,

most of which emanated from the Church; but the elementq

of self-government could only subsist in countries that were

so small that the proceedings of the central government came

under the immediate cognisance of the whole people. Else-

where the chief idea that was attached to liberty was free-

dom from a foreign yoke. It was only by the slow and diffi-

cult penetration of knowledge to the masses that a movement

like that of the eighteenth century became possible; and we

may distinctly trace the steps of its evolution through a long
series of preceding centuries. The almost simultaneous in.

troduction into Europe from the East of cotton-paper by the

Greeks and by the hIoors, the invention of rag-paper at the

end of the tenth century, the extension of the area of instruc-

tion by the substitution of universities for monasteries as the

centres of education, the gradual formation of modern lan-

guages, the invention of printing in the middle of the fif-

teenth century, the stimulus given to education by the

numerous controversies the Reformation forced upon the at-
tention of all classes, the additional inducement to learn to

read arising among Protestants from the position assigned to

the Bible, and in a less degree among Catholics from the
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extraordinary popularity of the "Imitation" of Thomas

Kempis, the steady reduction in the price of books as the

new art was perfected, the abandonment of a dead language

as the vehicle of instruction, the simplification of style and

arguments which brought knowledge down to the masses,

the sceptical movement which diverted that knowledge from

theological to political channels, were all among the antee_

dents of the Revolution. When knowledge becomes so gen-

eral that a large proportion of the people take a lively and

constant interest in the management of the State, the time

is at hand when the bounds of the Constitution will be

enlarged.

A third great revolution favourable to liberty is to be

found in the history of the art of war. In the early stages

of civilisation military achievements are, next to religion, the

chief source of dignity, and the class which is most distin-

guished in battle is almost necessarily the object of the most

protbund respect. Before the invention of gunpowder, a

horseman in armour being beyond all comparison superior

to a toot-soldier, the whole stress of battle fell upon the cav-

alry, who belonged exclusively to the upper classes--in the

first instance because the great expense of the equipment

could only be met by the rich, and in the next place because

express laws excluded plebeians from its ranks. It is, how-

ever, well worthy of notice that in this respect the position

of the English was exceptional. Although St. George, who

was the object of extreme reverence throughout the middle

ages as the patron saint of cavalry, was also the patron saint

of England, the skill of the English archers was so great that

they rapidly rose to European fame, and obtained a position

which in other countries belonged exclusively to the horse.

men. In all the old battles tae chivalry of France and the
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yeomen of England were the most prominent figures; and

this distinction, trivial as it may now appear, had probably a

considerable influence over the history of opinions.

With this exception, the ascendency of the car _lry in the

middle ages was unquestionable, but it was not altogether

nridisputed; and it is curious to trace from a very distant

period the slow rise of the infantry accompanying the pro-

gress of democracy. The Flemish burghers brought this

force to considerable perfection, and in the battle of Courtray

their infantry defeated the cavalry opposed to them. A

similar achievement was performed by the Swiss infantry in

the battle of l_Iorgarten. The French had always treated

their own foot-soldiers with extreme contempt; but Crecy

and Poitiers having been mainly won by the English archers,

slight revulsion of feeling took place, and great though not

very successful efforts were made to raise a rival corps. For

some time after the battle of Poitiers all games except arch-

ery were prohibited in France. More than once, too, in

their combats with the English, the French cavalry were

compelled to dismount and endure what they conceived the

tegradation of fighting on foot, and the same practice was

frequent among the free-lances of Italy under the leadership

of Sir John Hawkweed and of Carmagnola.

The invention of gunpowder, as soon as firearms had ac-

quired some degree of excellence, seriously shook the ascen-

dency of the cavalry. The mounted soldier was no longer

almost invulnerable by the foot-soldier, or his prowess deci-

sive in battle. Yet, notwithstanding this change, the socla!

distinction between the two branches of the army which

chivalry' had instituted continued; the cavalry still repre-

sented the upper and the infantry the lower classes, and i,

'Ch,++nlrv{ehev_J).
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Frauce the nobles alone had a right to enter the former.

The comparative depression of the military importance of the

cavalry had therefore the effect of transferring in a measure

the military prestige from the nobles to the people. For

some time the balance trembled very evenly between the

two forces, until the invention of the bayonet by Vauban

gave the infantry a decided superiority, revolutionised the art

of war: and thereby influenced the direction of enthusiasm. _

The last general tendency I shall mention was produced

by the discoveries of political economy. Liberty cannot be

attained without a jealous restriction of the province of gov-

ernment, and indeed may be said in a great measure to con-

sist of such a restriction. The process since the Reformation

has passed through two distinct stages. The first, which

was effected mainly by the diffusion of Rationalism, was the

triumph of tolerance, by which the vast field of speculative

opinions was withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the civil

power. The second, which was effected by political econ-

omy, was free4rade, by which the evil of the interference of

government with commercial transactions was proved. This

last proposition, which was one of the most important, was

also one of the earliest of the achievements of political econ-

i On the earlier part of the history of the comparative importance of
cavalry and infantry, see the very clear account in a work of the present
French Emperor, Du Pass_ et de PAvenir de l_Artillerle ; and on the later
part, and especially on the influence of Vauban, the brilliant sketch of the
re_olutions in the art of war in the last volume of Thiers' tlist, dr l'Empire
}1.Thiers has made some striking remarks on the effectsof the scept_ca
amvem_nt of the eighteenth century upon war--disturbing the old traditions
of the art, and culminating in the innovations of Napoleon. The democratic
importance of the ascendency of infantry has been noticed by Condorcet,
Tableaude l'_prlt humain, p. 144. Condorcet,however, has ascribed that
aScendencyexclusively to gunp)wder. See, too, Cibrario,Econom/a tb_blic4
del Medw Evo, tom. i. pp. 334, 33_
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omists, for it was ardently professed by the French school

nearly twenty years before the publication of the 'Wealth

of Nations;' and as the catastrophe of Law and the minis.

terial position of Turgot directed public opinion in France

very earnestly towards economical questions, it exercised an

extensive influence. 1Hany who were comparatively imper*

vious to the more generous enthusiasm of liberty became by

these enquiries keenly sensible of the evil of an all-directing

government, and anxious to abridge its power.'

There were of course innumerable special circumstances,

growing out of the policy of the French rulers, which accel-
erated or retarded the advance or influenced the character of

the Revolution. The foregoing pages have no pretension to

be a complete summary of its antecedents, but they may

serve to show that a revolutionary movement of some kind

was the normal result of the tendencies of the age, that its

chief causes are to be sought entirely outside the discussions

of political philosophers, and that the rise of great republican

writers, the principles they enunciated, and the triumph of

their arguments were all much more the consequences than

the causes of the democratic spirit. In other words, these

men were rather representative than creative. But for the

preceding movement they would never have appeared, or, at

least, would never have triumphed, although when they ap,

peared they undoubtedly modified and in a measure directed

the movement that produced them. The change must neces-

sarily have taken place, but it was a question of great impor*

tance into whose hands its guidance was to fiall.

If we take a broad view of the history of liberty since the

establishment of Christianity, we find that the ground of

This has been noticed by many political economists, but by no on,

mare ably than by Mr. Buckle.
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_nflict was at first personal and at a later period political

liberty, and that in the earlier stage the Catholic Church was

the special representative of progress. In the transition from

slavery to serfdom, and in the transition from serfdom to lib-

erty, she was the most zealous, the most unweaMed, and the

most efficient agent. The same thing may be said of the

earliest period of the political evolution. As long as the

condition of society was such that an enlarged political lib-

erty was impossible, as long as the object was not so much

to produce freedom as to mitigate servitude, the Church was

still the champion of the people. The balance of power pro-

duced by the numerous corporations she created or sanc-

tioned, the reverence for tradition resulting from her teach-

ing, which perpetuated a network of unwritten customs with

the force of public law, the d_pendence of the civil upon the

ecclesiastical power, and the rights of excommunication and

deposition, had all contributed to lighten the pressure of

despotism. After a time, however, the intellectual progress

of society destroyed the means which the Church possessed

for mitigating servitude, and at the same time raised the

popular demand for liberty to a point that was perfectly in-

compatible with her original teaching. The power of the

Papal censure was so weakened that it could scarcely be

reckoned upon as a political influence, and all the compli-

cated checks and counter-checks of medimval society were

swept away. On the other hand, the struggle for political

liberty in its widest sense--the desire to make the will of the

people the basis of the govelmment--t_e conviction that a

nation has a right to alter a government that opposes its

sentiments--has become the great characteristic of modern

politics. Experience has shown that wherever intellectual

llfe is active and unimpeded a political t_rmentation will ca.
40
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sue, and will issue in a movement having for its object the

repudiation of the Divine right of kings, and the recognition

of the will of the people as the basis of the government.

The current has been flowing in this direction since the Re-

formation, but has advanced with peculiar eelerily sinee the

Peace of Westphalia, for since that event the desire of seclm

mga political ascendency for any religious sect has never

been a preponderating motive with politicians. With this

new spirit the Catholic Church cannot possibly harmonise.

It is contrary to her genius, to her traditions, and to her

teaching. Resting upon the principle of authority, she in-

stinctively assimilates with those forms of government that

most foster the habits of mind she inculcates. Intensely

dogmatic in her teaching, she naturally endeavours to arrest

by the hand of power the circulation of what she believes to

be error, and she therefore allies herself with the political

system under which alone such suppression is possible.

Asserting as the very basis of her teaching the binding

authority of the past, she cannot assent to political doctrines

which are, in fact, a direct negation of the uniform teaching

of the ancient Church.' In the midst of the fierce struggle

of the sixteenth century isolated theologians might be per-

mitted without censure to propound doctrines of a seditious

nature, but it was impossible ultimately to overlook the fact

that the modern secularisation of the basis of authority and

the modern latitude given to a discontented people are di-

rectly contrary to the teaching of the Fathers, and extend

As a distinguishedAnglican divine of our own day has put it, ' It is idle,
and worse than idle, to a*,temptto restrict and explain away this positive
command(" Resist not evil "), and the ChristianChurch has always upheldit
m its full extent lV'tthone unifiJrm unhesitating voice it has1aroclaimet thd
duty of ]_udve _edience.' (Sewell, Christzan Politics, ch. x.)
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far beyond the teaching of the medimval theologians. _ The

fact that modern opinions have been in a measure evolved

from the speculations of the schoolmen, or that the school-

men were the liberals of their time, though important in tho

judgment of the rationalist, is of no weight in the eyes of

those who assert the finality of the te'_ching of the past.

The natural incapacity of Catholicism to guide the demo-

cratic movement had in the eighteenth century been aggra-

vated by the extremely low ebb to which it had fallen, both

intellectually and morally. Nearly all the greatest French

intellects of the seventeenth century were warmly attached

to Catholicism ; all those of the eighteenth century were op-

posed to it. The Church, therefore, like every retrogressive

institution in a progressive age, cast herself with more than

common zeal into the arms of power, and on every occasion

_howed herself the implacable enemy of toleration. In 1780,

but a few years before the explosion that shattered the eccle-

siastical system of France, the assembly of the French clergy

thought it necessary solemnly to deplore and condemn the

partial tolerance that had been accorded to the French Prot-

estants, and to petition the king that no further privileges

might be granted them. Such a Church was manifestly

I have already referred to the bull of GregoryXVI. attesting this con-
tradiction. I may add the following admission of a writer who may be re.
garded as one of the principal representatives of the Ultramontane party,
which has always been the most liberal in pobtics :--' Quoiquenous tombion8
d'accord que la source ou l'origine de la puissance publique rdside darts la
multitude, nous nions cependant que la puissance pubhque dtant une foim
k_nsfdrde au prince, le peuple conserve toujours sur lui un droit de sou-
verainet6. Nous disons, au contraire, qu'il ne lui reste plus dbs lors que le
devoir d'obdir, et qu'il n'existe qu'un cas oh i] puisse se soustraJre h eette
ah4issance,comme en conviennent les plus ardents ddfen_eursde la puissance
royale, savoir, celui oh le prince deviendrait rennemi pubhc et ddclar_ de
tout _on peuple, et oh il ehercherait h d$truire la SOCl_t6civile.' (Bianch_
_m. i. p. 84.)
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Identifiedwith despotism,and having repeatedlyassertedthe

evil of toleration she had no right to complain when the

Revolutionists treated her according to her principles?

Catholicism having thus become the representative of

despotism, and French Protestantism having sunk into inuig.

nificance, the guidance of the democratic movement nece_

sarily passed into the hands of the freethinkers. In t_e

earlier stages of the movement, when liberty was evolved

from the religious wars, they had usually stood aloo£ Thus

Faustus Socinus had predicted that the seditious doctrines

by which the Protestants supported their cause would lead

to the dissolution of society, and in denouncing them he es-

pecially singled out for condemnation the noble struggle of

the Dutch against Spain. l Montaigne, though Buchanan had

been his tutor and La BoOtie one of his most intimate friends,

always leaned strongly towards political conservatism. His

disciple Charron went still further, and distinctly asserted

the doctrine of passive obedience.' Bayle, too, exerted all

his influence in discouraging the revolutionary tenets of

Jurieu.' Nor was there anything extraordinary in this, for

' See, for some striking evidence of these sentiments, the ,Discours par
uu .Ministre Patrwt sur le irro3et d'accorder lYtat cwil aux .Protestants,by
the Abb6 de L'Enfert (Paris, 1787).

Bayle, .Diet., art..Fav.stus Socinus, Remarque e.
'La Sagesse,p. iiL
' Many have ascribed the Avis auz I2efugisz to Bayle. The charge, how-

ever, seems (as far as I know) destitute of external evidence, and, consider-
Lugthe great zeal with which Bayle threw himself into the defence of the
(_alvinists when they were attacked by Maimbourg, is rather improbabl_
Arguments of style are very untrustworthy, because a great writer always
produce8 many imitators, and Bayle's style was by no means difficult to
imitat_ However, Bayle's aversion to democratic theories pervades all his
works, and Hallam says the presumption is strongly in favour of his having
written the Avis, while Gibbon and Mackintosh speak of it ae certainly his.
Voltaire, as is well known, has a far deeper stain upon his memory--a dark
damningstain which all his splendid services cannever efface: he applauded
the partition of Poland. ,
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the aspect Europe presented in their time might well have

appalled any spectator who was exempt from the prevailing

fanaticism. All the bonds of cohesion upon which the p_

li_ieal organisation depended were weakened or destroyed.

The spirit of private judgment had descended to those who

by ignorance or long servitude were totally incapable of

_lf-government, and it had lashed their passions to the wild-

est fury. Patriotism seemed to have almost vanished fi'om

Christendom. Neither Catholics nor Protestants deemed it

the least disgraceful to call down a tbreign invasion upon

their land, to trample its interests in the dust, and to avow

the warmest sympathy for its enemies. Religion, which had

so long formed the basis of order, inspired the combatants

with the fiercest hatred, and transformed every vice into a

virtue. While a pope was causing medals to be struck in

honour of the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and enjoining

Vasari to paint the scene upon the walls of the Vatican;

while the murderer of Henry III. was extolled as a martyr,

and writings defending his act were scattered broadcast

among the people; while the conflagration spreading from

land to land absorbed or eclipsed all other causes of dissen-

sion, blasted the material prosperity of Europe, and threat-

ened a complete dissolution of almost all political structures,

it was not surprising that the freethinkers, who stood apart

from the conflict, should have sought at any risk to consoli

date the few remaining elements of order. But in tho

eighteenth century their position and the circumstances that

*un'ounded them were both changed; and the writings of

Rousseau and of his disciples proved the trumpet-blast ot

that great revolution which shattered the political system

of France, and the influence of which is even now vibratinl]

to the furthest limits of civilisation.
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It has been said _ that while the Revolution of England

)ore in its womb the liberty of England, the Revolution of

France bore that of the world ; and those who have traced

the long series of political changes already effected will

scarcely deem the boast an hyperbole. All around us the

_pirit of that Revolution is permeating the masses of the

people with its regenerating power. Many ancient despotisms

have already crumbled beneath its touch; others are even

now convulsed by the agonies of transtbrmation, or by the

last paroxysms of a despairing resistance. Every form of

government in which the nation does not actively participate

is recognised as transitory, and every sagacious despot keeps

the prospect of future liberty continually before his people.

The resurrection of nations is the miracle of our age. All

the power of standing armies and of protecting laws, all the

treaties of diplomatists and the untiring vigilance of strong-

willed despots, have been unable to arrest it. The treaties

have been torn, the armies have been scattered, the spirit of

liberty has survived. The doctrine of nationalities, by the

confession of its keenest adversaries, has now'almost ac-

luired the force of public law;" it has annulled the most

solemn international obligations, and there is every reason

_o believe that before the century has closed it will be the

recognised basis of politics.

Assuredly no part of this great change is due to any

original discoveries of Rousseau, though his personal influence

as very great, and his genius peculiarly fitted for the posi-

tion he occupied. He was one of those writers who are

9minently destitute of the judgment that enables men with-

Thiers.
' This was, if I rememDerright, the expresmonof Card--a] hrtonelli lm

one of his despatches.
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out exaggeration to discriminate between tl_ath and false,

hood, and yet eminently endowed with that logit'al faculty

which enables them to defend the opinions they have em-

braced. No one plunged more recklessly into paradox, or

supported those paradoxes with more consummate skill. At

the same time the firmness with which he grasped and

developed general principles, and that wonderful fusion of

passion and argument which constitutes the preeminent

beauty of his style, gave his eloquence a transcendent power

in a revolutionary age. Nothing is more curious than to

observe how the revolt against the empire of conventionali-

ties of which he was the apostle penetrated into all parts of

French society, revolutionising e_'en those which seemed

most remote from his influence. It was shown in fashionable

assemblies in a disregard for social distinctions, for decora-

tions, and for attire, that had for centuries been unknown in

France. It was shown in the theatre, where Talma, at the

instigation of the great revolutionary painter David, banished

flora the French stage the custom of representing the heroes

of Greece and Rome with powdered wigs and in the garb of

the courtiers of Versailles, and founded a school of acting
which made an accurate imitation of nature the first condi-

tion of excellence. _ It was shown even in the country houses,

where the mathematical figures, the long formal alleys

arranged with architectural symmetry, and the trees dwal_ed

and trimmed into fantastic shapes, which Le NStre had

i The first step, according to Madame Fusil (_ouvenir_d'une Actri_, pp.
27-54), in this direction was taken by an actress named Madame Saint.
Huber%who discarded powder and took the ancientsculptures as her model_
but it was the genius of Talma, warmly seconded by the annouarians, b_
the revolutionists, and especiallyby the Girondins,that finallyvanquishedthe
prevailingprejudice. The incongruityof the old costume has, I think, beef
exaggerated: it was well suited to the Greeks---ofRacin_
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made the essential elements of a French garden, were sud

denly discarded and replaced by the wild and irregular

beauties that Kent had made popular in England. 1 But

though the character and the original genius of Rousseau

were stamped upon every feature of his time, the doctrines
¢f the ' Social Contract ' are in all essentials borrowed from

Locke and from Sidney, and where they diverge from their

models they fall speedily into absurdity.' The true causes

of their mighty influence are to be found in the condition of

society. Formerly they had been advocated with a view to

special political exigencies, or to a single country, or to a sin-

gle section of society. For the first time, in the eighteenth

century, they penetrated to the masses of the people, stirred

them to their lowest depths, and produced an upheaving that

was scarcely less general than that of the Reformation. The

history of the movement was like that of the enchanted well

in the Irish legend, which lay for centuries shrouded in dark-

ness in the midst of a gorgeous city, till some careless hand

left open the door that had enclosed it, and the morning sun-

light flashed upon its waters. Immediately it arose respon-

sive to the beam; it burst the barriers that had confined it;

it submerged the city that had surrounded it ; and its resist-

less waves, chanting wild music to heaven, rolled over the

temples and over the palaces of the past.
There is no fact more remarkable in this movement than

the manner in which it has in many countries risen to the

position of a religion--that is to say, of an unselfish entht_

See a singularly curious essay on the history of Gardens in Vitet,
sur PHistoire de l'.drt. Le N6tre lald out the gardens of Versailles

for Louis XIV.

s As, for example, when it is contended that a people with represent_
t_vegovernment are slaves, except during the period of the elections, (C'_m
_rat 8oda/, llv. iii. ch. xv.)
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siasm um_ing vast bodies of men in aspiration towards an

ideal, and proving the source of heroic virtues. It is alway,

extremely important to trace the direction in which the spiri_

of self-sacrifice is moving, for upon the intensity of that spirit

depends the moral elevation of an age, and upon its course

the religious future of the world. It once impelled tile war

14ors of Europe to carry ruin and desolation to the wails of

Jerusalem, to inundate the plains of Palestine with the blood

of slaughtered thousands, and to purchase by unparalleled

calamities some relics for the devotion of the pilgrim. It

once convulsed Europe with religious wars, suspended all

pacific operations, and paralysed all secular interests in order

to secure the ascendency of a church or of a creed. It once

drove tens of thousands into the retirement of the monas-

teries ; induced them to macerate their bodies, and to mortify

their affections; to live in sackcloth and ashes, in cold and

per crty and privations, that by such means they might attain

their reward. These things have now passed away. The

crusader's sword has long been shattered, and his achieve-

ments have been idealised by the poet and the novelist. The

last wave of the religious wars that swept over so many

lands has subsided into a calm that is broken only by the

noisy recriminations of a few angry polemics. The monastic

system and the conceptions from which it grew are fading

rapidly before the increasing day. Celibacy, voluntary

poverty, and voluntary subjection, were the three subjects

wtuch Giotto painted over the high altar of Assist as the
rlistinctive characteristics of the saint--the efforts of self-

sacrifice that lead to the beatitude of heaven. All of them

have now lost their power. Even that type of heroic grail-

_leur which the ancient missionary exhibited, though eulc_

gised and revered, is scarcely reproduced. The spirit of self.
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sacrifice still exists, but it is to be sought in other fields--i_

a boundless philanthropy growing out of affections that are

e_mmon to all religions, and above all in the sphere of

, politics. Lfberty and not theology is the enthusiasm of the

'_ineteenth century. The very men who would once have

been conspicuous saints are now conspicuous revolutionists_
for while their heroism and their disinterestedness are their

own, the direction these qualities take is determined by the

pressure of their age.

If we analyse the democratic idea] which is exercising so

wide an influence, we find that it consists of two parts--a re-

arrangement of the map of Europe on the principle of the

rights of nationalitics_ and a strong infusion of the democratic

e|ement into the government of each State. The recogni-

tion of some universal principle of political right powerthl

enough to form a bond of lasting concord has always been a

favourite dream with statesmen and philosophers. Hilde-

brand sought it in the supremacy of the spiritual power_ and

in the consequent ascendency of the moral law; Dante in the

fusion of all European States into one great empire, presided

over in temporal matters by the Cmsars and in spiritual by

the Popes ; Grotius and Henry IV. of France, in a tribunal

like the Amphictyonie assembly of ancient Greece, deciding

_rit_ ,apreme authority international differences; diplomacy

m artificial combinations, and especially in the system of the

balance _f power. The modern doctrine of the rights of na-

tionalitles could not possibly have attained any great impor-

tance till the present century--in the first place because it is

only aider the wide diffusion of education that the national

sentiment acquires the necessary strength, concentration, and

intelligence, and in the next place because the influence of

the selfish side of human nature was hostile to it. The con
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ceptions that the interests of adjoining nations are diametri-

cally opposed, that wealth can only be gamed by displace-

ment, and that conquest is therefore the chief path to pro-

gress, were long universal ; but during the last century po-

litical economy has been steadily subverting them, and has

already effected so much that it scarcely seems unreasonable

to conclude that the time will come when a policy of terri-

torial aggrandisement will be impossible. At the same time

the extension of free-trade has undoubtedly a tendency tcJ

effect the disintegration of great heterogeneous empires by

destroying the peculiar advantages of colonies and of con.

quered territory; while railways and increasing knowledge

weaken national antipathies and facilitate the political agglo-

meration of communities with a common race, language, and

geographical position. The result of all this is that motives

of self-interest do not oppose themselves as powerfully as of

old to the recognition of territorial limits defined by the

wishes of the people. And this is peculiarly important, be-

cause not only does interest, as distinguished fi'om passion,

gain a greater empire with advancing civilisation, but pas-

sion itself is mainly guided by its power. If, indeed, we ex-

amine only the proximate causes of European wars, they

present the aspect of a perfect chaos, and the immense major-

ity might be ascribed to isolated causes or to passing ebulli.

tions of national jealousy. But if we examine more closely,

we find that a deepseated aversion produced by general

causes had long preceded and prepared the explosion. The

great majority of wars during the last 1,000 years may be

classified under three heads--wars produced by opposition

of religious belief, wars resulting from erroneous economical

notions either concerning the balance of trade or the material

advantages of conquest, and wars resulting from the collision
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of the two hostile doctrines of the Divine right of kings and

the rights of nations. In the first instance knowledge has

gained a decisive, and in the second almost a decisive, vic-

tory. Whether it will ever render equally impossible politi-

cal combinations that outrage national sentiment is one of

the great problems of the future. This much at least is cer-

tain, that the progress of the movement has profoundly and

irrevocably impaired the force of treaties and of diplcmatic

arrangements as the regulating principles of Europe.

But whatever may be thought on these subjects, it is at
least certain that the movement we have traced has become

a great moral influence in Europe, and, like many others, ex-

hibits a striking synthesis of the distinctive elements of two

different civilisations. The spirit of patriotism has under its

influence assumed a position scarcely less prominent than iv

antiquity, while at the same time, by a transformation tc

which almost all the influences of modern society have con-

curred, it has lost its old exclusiveness without altogether

losing its identity, and has assimilated with a sentiment of

universal fraternity. The sympathy between great bodies

of men was never so strong, the stream of enthusiasm never

flowed in so broad a current as at present; and in the demo-

cratic union of nations we find the last and highest expres-
sion of the Christian ideal of the brotherhood of mankind.

Nor is it simply in the international aspect of democracy

that we trace this influence; it is found no less clearly in the

changes that have been introduced into internal legislation

Ind social life. The political merits of democracy I do not

now discuss, but no one at least can question the extent to

which legislation has of late years been modified in favour

of the lower classes, the sympathy and even deference that

has been shown to their wants, the rapid obliteration of the
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lines of class divisions, and the ever increasing tendency to

amalgamation based upon political equality and upon en

larged sympathy.
It is thus that amid the transformation or dissolution oi

intellectual dogmas the great moral principles of Christianity

continually reappear, acquiring new power in the lapse of

Jges, and influencing the type of each saceeeding civilisation,



CHAPTER VI.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF RATIONAIJSM.

THE history of labour is only second in importance to tl

l_story of knowledge. The estimate in which industry is

held, the principles by which it is regulated, and the channels

in which it is directed, not merely determine the material

prosperity of nations, but also invariably contribute to the

formation of a type of character, and in consequence to a

modification of opinions. In the course of the present work
I have more than once had occasion to refer to the influence

ot the industrial spirit upon Rationalism, but I have thought

it advisable to reserve its full discussion for a separate chap-

ter, in which the relation between the two evolutions will be

clearly manifested, and the importance of commerce both as

a disintegrating and constructive agent will be established.

If we examine from an industrial point of view the old

civilisation, which was sinking rapidly into dissolution whfn

Christianity arose, we shall at once perceive that slavery

was the central fact upon which it rested. Whenever, in a

highly-organised society, this institution is prominent, it will

impart a special cast to the national character, and will in

Borne respects invert the normal conditions of development.

For labour, being identified with ignominy, will become di_

tasteful to all classes, and wealth will be speedily accum_
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[areal in the hands of a few. Where slavery exists there is

no middle class, little or no manufacturing or commelcial

enterprise. The slaveowner possesses the means of rapidly

amassing wealth, while the freeman who is not a slaveowner,

being shut out from nearly every path of industry, and being

convinced that labour is a degradation, will be both demoral.

ised and impoverished. At the same time a strong military

_plrit will usually be encouraged, both because the energies

of men find no other sphere of action, and because in such a

condition of society conquest is the chief path to wealth. In

some respects the consequences of all this will appear very

fascinating. A high military enthusiasm being engendered,

the nation which cherishes slavery will usually prove vic-
torious in its conflicts with the commercial communities

around it. It will produce many great warriors, many splen-

did examples of military devotion. A combination of the

high mettle of the soldier and of a chivalrous contempt for

trade and the trading spirit will impart an aristocratic and

refined tone to the national manners, while the national in-

tellect will be diverted from utilitarian inventions and pur-

suits, and will be concentrated on sublime speculations and

works of beauty. But as soon as the first energy of the con-

quering spirit has passed away, the hollowness of such a civ-

ilisation becomes apparent. The increase of wealth, which

in a free nation strengthens the middle classes and gives a

new impulse to commercial enterprise, in a slave nation pro-

hines only luxury and vice; and the habit of regarding mul-

titudes as totally destitute of rights, combined with the

military spirit that is general, gives that vice a character of

the most odious ferocity.'

The effects of slavery upon character have lately been treated with
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It is of course ooss;ble that the intervention of other in

fluences may modify this type of character, and may retard

and in some degree prevent the downfall it produces ; but in

as far as slavery is predominant, in so far will these tenden.

cies be displayed. In the ancient civilisation they were de-

veloped to the full extent. From a very ear]y period the

existence of slavery had produced, both in Greece and Rome,

a strong contempt for commerce and for manual labour,

which was openly professed by the ablest men, and which
harmonised well with their disdain for the more utilitarian

aspects of science. Among the Bceotians those who had de-

filed themselves with commerce were excluded for ten years

fi'om all offices in the State. Plato pronounced the trade of

a shopkeeper to be a degradation to a freeman, and he wished

it to be punished as a crime. Aristotle, who asserted so

strongly the political claims of the middle classes, declared,

nevertheless, that in a perfect State no citizen should exer-

cise any mechanical art. Xenophon and Cicero were beth

of the same opinion. Augustus condemned a senator to

death because he had debased his rank by taking part in a

manui_tcture. The single tbrm of labour that was held in

honour was agriculture; and in the earlier and simpler p_

riods oi the national history, while s]aves were still few and

luxury was unknown, this pursuit proved a sufficient vent

for the pacific energies of the people. But when the number

and wealth of the population had been multiplied, when a long

series of victories had greatly increased the multitude of

slaves, and when the political privileges of a Roman citizen

had been widely extended, all classes flocked within the walls

the surrounding country fell entirely into the hands of the

very remarkable ability in Cairnes' Slave Power. See also Storch, F.¢o_

Po/'_, tom. v., and Ch. Comte, Trait_ de I.Jglslatian , fib. v.
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_ristocracy, and either remained uncultivated or was culti-

vated only by slaves,' and the task of supplying the over-

grown city with corn devolved chiefly upon the colonies.

Within the city a vast half-military population, sufficiently

powerful to control the government, and intent only upo_

enjoyment, paralysed the energies of the empire, and do

_tloyed every trace of its ancient purity. ' Bread and the

games of the circus ' was the constant demand ; every other

consideration was sacrificed to grant it ; and industry, in all

its departments, was relinquished to the slaves.

If we compare the condition of the ancient with that of

the modern slaves, we shall find that they were in some re-

spects profoundly different. The modern slave-trade was an

atrocity unknown to the ancients, nor was there then the

difference of race and colour that now prevents a fusion of

the free and the enslaved classes. Aristotle, the greatest of

all the advocates of slavery, recommended masters to hold

out the prospect of future emancipation to their slaves ; and

we know that in the latter days of the Roman Empire the

manumission of old slaves was very general, and of those

who were not old, by no means rare. Besides this, the great

development of commerce enabling the modern slaveowners

to command every description of luxury in exchange for the

produce of unskilled slave-labour, they have usually, in order

to guard against rebellion, adopted the policy of brutalising

their slaves by enforced ignorance--to such an extent that it

is actually penal, in the majority of the Slave States of

America, to teach a slave to read. In the ancient eivilisa-

See on this subject Plutarch, Lives of the Gracchi; Dionysius,Tfallcar-
_.*w, llb. ii cap. 28 ; Columella, .De Re R_tiM. This whole subject has
beenvery ably treated by M. Comte, Traitk de £kgislation. See also Blanqui,
lI'u_olre anEvonomie Politique ; Dureau de la Malle, jF_onomiezUollaquede$
Romaln_

41
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tions, on the other hand, the slave produced all the articlem

of refinement and luxury, conducted the most difficult forms

of labour, and often exercised the most important professions.

His mind was therefore very frequently cultivated to the

highest point, and his value was proportioned to his inteUi.

gence. Terence, Epictetus, Publius Syrus, and many other

writers were slaves, as were also some of the leading physi-

cians, and many of the most distinguished sculptors. It

should be remembered, too, that while modern slavery was

from the beginning an evil, slavery among the ancients was

at first an unmingled blessing--an important conquest of the

spirit of humanity. When men were altogether barbarous

they killed their prisoners; when they became more merci

ful they preserved them as slaves.'

Still, in the latter days of the repubhc, and during the

empire, the sufferings of the slaves were such that it is im-

possible to read them withuvt a shudder. The full ferocity

of the national character was directed against them. They

were exposed to wild beasts, or compelled to fight as gladia-

tors ; they were often mutilated with atrocious cruelty ; they

were tortured on the slightest suspicion, they were crucified
for the most trivial offences. If a master was murdered all

his slaves were tortured ; if the perpetrator remained undis-

covered all were put to death, and Tacitus relates a case in

which no less thaP 400 suffered for a single undiscovered
criminal. We read of one slave who was crucified for hav-

ing stolen a quail, and of another who was condemned to be

thrown to the fish for having broken a crystal vase. Juvenal

describes a lady of fashion gratifying a momentary caprice

by ordering a slave to be crucified. 2

The distinctlons have been fully developed by Cairnes and De Tocque
_ille.

[_,eemuch horrible evidence of the atrocities practised on Roman slave,
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It was in this manner that the old eiviUsation_ which

rested on conquest and on slavery, had passed into complete

dissolution, the free classes being altogether demoralised, and

*.heslave classes exposed to the most horrible cruelties. At

last the spirit of Christianity moved over this chaotic so-

:iety, and not merely alleviated the evils that convulsed it,

but also reorganised it on a new basis. It did this in three

ways; it abolished slavery, it created charity, it inculcated
self-sacrifice.

In the first of these tasks Christianity was powerfully as-

sisted by two other agents. It is never possible ibr the

moral sense to be entirely extinguished ; and, by a law which

is constantly manifested in history, we find that those who

have emancipated themselves from the tendencies of an evil

age often attain a degree of moral excellence that had not

been attained in ages that were comparatively pure. The

latter days of pagan Rome exhibit a constant decay of relig-

ious reverence and of common morality ; but they also ex-

hibit a feverish aspiration towards a new religion, and a finer

sense of the requirements of a high morality than had been

displayed in the best days of the republic. We have a strik-

ing instance of the first of these tendencies in that sudden

diffusion of the worship of )Iithra, which was one of the

most remarkable cf the antecedents of Christianity. About

seventy years before the Christian era this worship was in-

troduced into Italy, as Plutarch tells us, by some Cilician

pirates; and at a time when universal scepticism seemed the

d_minant characteristic of the Roman intellect, it took such

Loiseleur, _ude sur lea Crimes et hs Peln_ dans l'Ant_it_ et la_Temp_
Modernes(Paris, 1863), pp. 83-98 ; and in Comte, Trait_ de L$gldation, liv.
v. There is an extremely good essay on the condition of the ancient slavel
--Oneof the best ever written on the subject--in Bodin's Republ/c,lib i. c. II.
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firmrootthatfor200 yearsitcontinuedto flourish,to excite

the warmest enthusiasm,and to produce a religiousrevival

in the centre of a population that appeared entirelyde-

praved. In the same way, about the time when Nero a_

cended thethrone and when the humanity of the masses had

sunk tothe lowestebb,there appeared in the centreof p_

ganism a powerful reactloninfavourofthe sufferingclasse_,

of which Seneca was the principalexponent,but which was

more or lessreflectedin the whole of the literatureof the

time. Seneca recurred to the subject again and again, and

for the first time in Rome he very clearly and emphatically

enforced the duties of masters to their slaves, and the exist-

ence of a bond of fraternity that no accidental difference of

position could cancel. Nor was the movement confined to

the writings of moralists. A long series of enactments by

Nero, Claudius, Antonine, and Adrian gave the servile class

a legal position, took the power of life and death out of the

hands of the masters, prevented the exposure of slaves when

old and infirm on an island of the Tiber (where they had

often been left to die), forbade their mutilation or their employ-

ment as gladiators, and appointed special magistrates to ro

ceive their complaints. What was done was, no doubt, very

imperfect and inadequate, but it represented a tendency of

which Christianity was the continuation.'

A second influence favourable to the slaves came into

action at a later period: I mean the invasion of the barb_

rians, who have been justly described as the representatives

of the principle of personal liberty in Europe2 Slavery was

not, indeed, absolutely unknown among them, but it was alto-

gether exceptional and entirely uncongenial with their habits

This movement has been well noticed by Grotius, ])e Jure, lib. iii. c. 14
• Gtuzot.
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['lfisoners of war, criminals, or men who had gambled away

their liberty, were the only slaves, and there is no reason to

believe that servitude was hereditary. Whenever, therefore,

these tribes obtained an ascendency, they contributed to the

dzstraction of slavery.

But when the fullest allowance has been made for these

influences, it will remain an undoubted fact that the recon-

struction of society was mainly the work of Christianity.

Other influences could produce the manumission of many

slaves, but Christianity alone could effect the profound

change of character that rendered possible the abolition of

slavery. There are few subjects more striking, and at the

same time more instructive, than the history of that great

transition. The Christians did not preach a revolutionary

doctrine. They did not proclaim slavery altogether unlaw-

ful, or, at least, not until the bull of Alexander III. in the

twelfth century; but they steadily sapped it at its basis, by

opposing to it the doctrine of universal blotherhood, and by

infusing a spirit of humanity into all the relations of society.

Under Constantine, the old laws for the protection of slaves

were reenacted with additional provisions, and the separa-

tion of the tkmily of the slave was forbidden. At the sam_

time the servile punishment of crucifixion was abolished ; but

not so much from motives of humanity as on account of the

sacred character it had acquired. Very soon a disposition

was manifested on all sides to emancipate slaves, and that

_mancipation was il}variably associated with religion. Sun-

day was especially recommended as the most appropriate

day for the emancipation, and the ceremony almost invaria-

bly took place in the church. Gregory the Great set the ex.

ample of freeing a number of his slaves as an act of devo-

tion ; and it soon became customary for sovereigns to do th¢
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_ame thingatseasonsof greatpublicrejoicing.Under Ju_

tinianthe restrictionsthat had been placed uptn emancipa.

tionby testamentwere removed. For a shorttime themere

resolutionto entera monastery gave libertyto the slave;

and the monks, being for the most part recruitedfrom t]_

Jervile caste, were always ready to facilitate the deliveram.e

of their brethren. Even in religious persecutions this objc(t

was remembered. The Jews were early noted as slave-deal.

ers, and among the first and most frequent measures directed

against them was the manumission of their Christian slaves

In all the rites of religion the difference between bond and

free was studiously ignored, and the clergy invariably pr_
claimed the act of enfi'anchisement to be meritorious2

By these means an impulse favourable to liberty was im

parted to all who were within the influence of the Church.

Slavery began rapidly to disappear, or to fade into serfdom.

At the same time the Church exerted her powers, with no

less effect, to alleviate the sufferings of those who still contin-

ued in bondage. In England, especially, all the civil law_

i Cod. Theod. lib. ii. tit. 8, lex 1, and iv. 7, 1. For the history of the
action of Christianity upon slavery, see A. Comte,Philosophie Positive, tom
vi. pp. 43-47 ; Storch, Economie Politi_ue, tom. v. pp. 806-310 ; Troplong_
Influence du C]_r_stianismesur le Droff Civil. The measures against Jew
slave-owners have been noticed by B_darride, Du Lac, and many other writ-
els. It must be acknowledged, however, that the Christian Emperor Gratian
made one law which may rank with the most atrocious of Paganism. It pro-
vides that if a slave accused his master of any crime except high treason,
the justice of the charge was not to be examined, but the slave was to be
committed to the flames: ' Cure accusatores servi dominis mtonent, nemc
judiciorum expectet eventum, nihil qumri,nihil discuti placet, sed cmn ipsis
dclationum libellis, cum omni scripturarum et meditati criminis apparatu,
nefandarum accusationum cremcntur auctores: exeepto tamen adpetit_
majestatis crimine, in quo etiam servis honesta pro_litio est. Namet hoc
racinus tendit in dominos.'--Cod. Theod. ix. 6, 2. Honoriu_ accorded slaves
the liberty of accusing their masters m cases of heresy, and Theodosius i_
oases of paganism.
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for the protection of the theows, or Saxon slaves, appear to

have been preceded by, and based upon, the canon law.

When_ as far as can be ascertained, the power of the master

was by law unlimited, we find the Church assuming a juris-

diction on the subject, and directing special penances 'against

masters who took from their theows the money they had law-

fully earned; against those who slew their theows without

judgment or good cause; against mistresses who beat their

female theows so that they die within three days; and

against freemen who, by order of the lord, kill a theow.'

Above all, the whole machinery of ecclesiastical discipline

was put in motion to shelter the otherwise unprotected chas-

tity of the female slave? That Church which often seemed

so haughty and so overbearing in its dealings with kings and

nobles, never failed to listen to the poor and to the oppressed,

and for many centuries their protection was the ibremost of

all the objects of its policy.

Yet as long as the old antipathy to labour continued,

nothing of any lasting value had been effected. But here,

again, the influence of the Church was exerted with unwa-

vering beneficence and success. The Fathers employed all

their eloquence in favour of labour;' but it is to the monks,

and especially to the Benedictine monks, that the change is

preeminently due. At a time when religious enthusiasm
was all directed towards the monastic life as towards the

ideal of perfection, they made labour an essential part of

theiz" discipline. Wherever they went, they revived the tra-

ditions of old Roman agriculture, and large tracts of France

and Belgium were drained and planted by their hands. And

I Wright, Letter on the Political Conditionof the English Peasanl_j du_
mg the Middle Ages. London, 1848.

t Champagny,La Charith Chrhtienne_pp. 275-289.
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though agriculture and gardening were the forms of labour

in which they especially excelled, they indirectly became the

authors of every other. For when a monastery was planted,
it soon became the nucleus around which the inhabitants of

the neighbourhood c_ustered. A town was thus gradual]_

formed, civilised by Christian teaching, stimulated to indus

try by the example of the monks, and protected by the rev-
erence that attached to them. At the same time the orna-

mentation of the church gave the first impulse to art. The

monks of the order of St. Basil devoted themselves especial-

ly to painting, and all the medimval architects whose names

have come down to us are said to have been ecclesiastics, till

the rise of those great lay companies who designed or built

the cathedrals of the twelfth century. A great number of

the towns of Belgium trace their origin in this manner tc

the monks2 For a long time the most eminent prelates did

not disdain manual labour; and it is related of no less a per-

sonage than Becket that he was in the habit of labouring

during harvest time in the fields with the monks at the mon-
asteries which he visited?

By these means the contempt for labour which had been

produced by slavery was corrected, and the path was opened
for the rise of the industrial classes which followed the Cru-

sades. The ferocity of character that had preceded Chris.

tianity was combated with equal zeal, though not quite

equal success, by the organisation of Christian charity.

There is certainly no other feature of the old civilisation so

repulsive as the indifference to suffering that it displayed.

It is indeed true that in this respect there was a considerable

4See on tins subject P6rin,2"_Richesse dartsles Soci_t_s_hr_tiennes, tom
i_pp. 845-361 ; Van Bruyssel, Hist. du CommerceJBelge,tom. i. pp. 58_59.

* Eden,Hi*tory of _heLabouring Cla*sesin JF_gland_voLi. p. 50.
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difference between the Greeks and the Romans. In their

_rmaments, in their wars, above all, in the extreme solicitude

to guard the interests of orphans and minors that character-

ised their legislation, ' the former displayed a spirit of hu-

manity for which we look in vain among the latter. Besides

this, the political systems of Greece and, in its latter days,

of Rome, ,_ ere so framed that the state in a great measur_

supplied the material wants of the people, and a poor law of

the heaviest kind was, to a certain extent, a substitute fbr

private beneficence. Still there, as elsewhere, purely chari-

table institutions were absolutely unknown. Except as far as

the law interposed, there was no public refuge for the sick or

for the destitute. The infant was entirely unprotected; and

infanticide having been--at least in the case of dcformed

children--expressly authorised by both Pl,_to and Aristotle,

was seldom regarded as a erlme2 The practice of bring-

ing up orphans avowedly for prostitution was equally com-

mou. The constant association of human suffering with

popular entertainments rendered the popular mind continu-

ally more callous.

Very different was the aspect presented by the early

Church. Long before the era of persecution had closed, the

hospital and the Xenodochion, or refuge for strangers, was

known among the Christians. The epitaphs in the catacombs

_bandantly prove the multitude of foundlings that were

_ustained by their charity ; and when Christianity became the

I Grote, Hist. of Greece,vol. ii. p. 123.
Hume has very ingeniously suggested, and Malthus has adopted the

suggestion, that the ancient permission of infanticide had on the whole a
tendency to multiply rather than to diminish population ; for, by removing
the f_ar of a numerous family, it induced the poor to marry recklessly;
while, once the children were born, natural affection would struggle to t_
last to sustain them.
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clominant religion, the protection of infants was one of the first

changes that was manifested in the laws2 The frequent faro.

ines and the frightful distress caused by the invasion of the

barbarians, and by the transition fi'om slavery to freedom,

were met by the most boundless, the most lavish benevolene_

The Fathers were ceaselessly exhorting to charity, and in lan

_uage so emphatic that it seemed sometimes almost to iguor_

tbe rights of property, and to verge upon absolute commun-

ism. _ The gladiatorial games were ceaselessly denounced;

but the affection with which they were regarded by the people

long resisted the efforts of philanthropists, till, in the midst

of the spectacle, the monk Telemachus rushed between the

combatants, and his blood was the last that stained the arena.

It is worthy of notice that deserted children in the early Church ap-
pear to have been supported mainly by private charity, and those foundling
hospitals, to which political economists so strongly object, were unknown.

In the time of Justinian, however, we find notices of Brephotrophla, or

asylums for children; and foundations, intended especially for foundlings,

are said to have existed in the seventh and eighth centuries (Labourt, Recher-

ches _r les _E_ants trouv_s, Paris, 1848, pp. 82, 33). A foundling hospital
was established by Innocent III. at Rome. The objections to these institu-

tions, on account of their encouragement of vice, as well as the frightful
mortality prevailing among them, are well known. M'Culloch states tha_

between 1792 and 1797 the adnnssions into foundling hospitals in Dublin
were 12,786, and the deaths 12,561 (_Pol.Econ. part i. ch. wfi.). Magdalen

asylums, which M. Ch. Comte and other economists have vehemently de-

noanced_ were also unknown in the early Church. The first erected in
France was early in the thirteenth century ; the famous institutmn of the Ben
Pasteur was founded by a Dutch lady converted to Catholicism in 1698. A

fr.ll _istory of these institutions is given in Parent-Duchatelet's singularly

iatcresting work on Prostitution in the City of 1Jams. The admirable soci¢*

t_e_ for the succour of indigent mothers, which complete the measures for
the protection of infancy, were chiefly the work of the French freethinkers

of the last centurv. Beaumarchais dedicated part of the profits of the

Mariage de __aro _o that of Lyons (Ducellier, H/zt. de_ C/aasa_Zabor/eu_
m Fran_, p. 296).

s See some very striking instances of this in Champagny's Charitt
Chr_tim_
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But perhaps the noblest testimony to the extent and the

catholicity of Christian charity was furnished by an adver-

sary. Julian exerted all his energies to produce a charitable

movement among the Pagans ; cfor it is a scandal,' he said_

that the Galileans should support the destitute, not only cf

their religion, but of ours.'

In reading the history of that noble efflorescence of charity

which marked the first ages of Christianity, it is impossible

to avoid reflecting upon the strange destiny that has con-

signed almost all its authors to obscurity, while the names of

those who took any conspicuous part in sectarian history

have become household words among mankind. We hear

much of martyrs, who sealed their testimony with blood ; of

courageous missionaries, who planted the standard of the

Cross among savage nations and in pestilential climes; but

we hear little of that heroism of charity, which, with no pre-

cedent to guide it, and with every early habit to oppose it,

confronted the most loathsome fi_rms of suffering, and, for the

first time in the history of humanity, made pain and hideous

disease the objects of a reverential affection. In the intel-

lectual condition of bygone centuries, it was impossible that

these things should be appreciated as they deserved. Charity

was practised, indeed, nobly and constantly, but it did not

strike the imagination, it did not elicit the homage of man-

kind. It was regarded by the masses as an entirely subordi-

nate department of virtue; and the noblest efforts of philan-

thropy excited far less admiration than the macerations of an

anchorite or the proselytising zeal of a sectarian. Fabiola_

that Roman lady who seems to have done more than any

other single individual in the erection of the first hospitals ;

St. Landry, the great apostle of charity in France; even

Telemachus himself, are all obscure names in history. The
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men v,hv organised that vast network of hospitals that o_er.

spread Europe after the Crusades have passed altogether from

recollection. It was not till the seventeenth century, when

modern habits of thought were widely diffused, that St.

Vincent de Paul arose and furnished an example of a saint

who is profoundly and universally revered, and who owes

that reverence to the splendour of his charity. But although

it is true that during many centuries the philanthropist was

placed upon a far lower level than at present, it is not the

less true that charity was one of the earliest, as it was one of

the noblest, creations of Christianity ; and that, independent,

ly of the incalculable mass of suffering it has assuaged, the

influence it has exercised in softening and purifying the char-

acter, in restraining the passions, and enlarging the sympa-

thies of mankind, has made it one of the most important

elements of our civilisation. The precepts and examples of

the Gospel struck a chord of pathos which the noblest phi-

losophies of antiquity had never reached. For the first time

the aureole of sanctity encircled the brow of sorrow and

invested it with a mysterious charm. It is related of an old

Catholic saint that, at the evening of a laborious and well-

spent life, Christ appeared to him as a man of solTows, and,

commending his past exertions, asked him what reward he

would desire. Fame, and wealth, and earthly pleasures ha]

no attraction to one who had long been weaned from the

things of sense ; yet the prospect of other and spiritual bless-

ings for a moment thrilled the saint with joy; but when he

looked upon that sacred brow, still shadowed as with the

anguish of Gethsemane, every selfish wish was forgotten, and,

with a voice of ineffable love, he answered, 'Gold, that ]

might suffer most I' '

I This is, I beliew_relatedof St. John of the Cress. Thereia a somo
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The third principle that Christianity employed to correct

'.he evils of a decayed society was the principle of self-sacri-

rice. We have already seen some of the evils that resulted

from the monastic system; but, considered in its proper

place, it is not difficult to perceive its use. For the manner

in which society attains that moderate and tempered excel.

fence which is most congenial to its welfare is by imperfectly

aspiring towards an heroic ideal. In an age, therefore, when

the govermnent of force had produced universal anarchy,

theologians taught the doctrine of passive obedience. In an

age when unbridled luxury had produccd an unbridled cor-

ruption, they elevated voluntary poverty as a virtue. In an

age when the facility of divorce had almost legalised polyg-

amy, they proclaimed, with St. Jerome, that ' marriage peo-

ples earth, but virginity heaven.'

The earlier portion of the middle ages presents the almost

unique spectacle of a society that was in all its parts moulded

and coloured by theological ideas, and it was natural that

when the progress of knowledge destroyed the ascendency
of those ideas a universal modification should ensue. But

besides this, it is not, I think, difficult to perceive that the

industrial condition of Europe at this time contained ele-

ments of dissolution. The true incitements to industry must

ever be found in its own rewards. The desire of wealth, the

multiplied wants and aims of an elaborated civilisation, the

r_valry and the ambition of commerce, are the chief causes

of its progress. Labour performed as a duty, associated with

the worship of voluntary poverty, and with the condemna-

tion of luxury, was altogether abnormal. It was only by

what similar legend of a Spanish saint of the thirteenth century named

Ramon Monat. The Virgin appeared to him and offered him a crown of

roses, which he refused, and Christ then gave him [Iis own crown of thorns.
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the emanclpatlon and development of some of the towns of

Italy and Belgium that the industrial spirit became entirely

secular, and, assuming a new prominence and energy, intr(_

duced an order of tendencies into Europe which gradually

encroached upon the domain of theology, and contributed

largely towards the Reformation, and towards the rationalism

that followed it. But before examining the nature of those

tendencies it may be necessary to say a few words concern.

ing the circumstances that gave them birth.

Although the old Roman slavery received its death-blow

under the influences I have noticed, some lingering remains

of it continued till the twelfth or thirteenth century; _ and

the serfdom that followed not only continued much later, but

even for a long time absorbed great numbers of the free

peasants. The rapacity of the nobles, and the famines that

were so frequent during the middle ages, induced the poor to

exchange their liberty for protection and for bread; and the

custom of punishing all crimes by fines, with the alternative

of servitude in case of non-payment, still further increased

the evil. At the same time the mildness of the ecclesiastical

rule, and also the desire to obtain the advantage of the

prayers of the monks, induced many to attach themselves as

In 1102 a Council of Westminster found it necessaryto prohibit the
®_,eof slaves in England (Eden, Hist. of Labouring Classes,vol. L p. 10);
and still later the English were accustomed to sell slaves to the Irish, and
Giraldus Cambrensis tells us that the emancipation of their slaves as an act

of devotion was enjoined by the Irish bishops on the occasion of Strong*
bow's invasion. Bodin has noticed some passages from the bulls of the
Popes relative to slaves in Italy as late as the thirteenth century (R$publique,
p. 43). Religion, which so powerfully contributed to the emancipation, in
some cases had an opposite influence,for Christians enslaved without scruple
Jews and Mohammedans, who naturally retaliated. The number of Christian
flares bought up by the Jews had been one of the complaints of Agobard

the ninth e "ntury.
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serfs to the monasteries. I Although it would be unfair to

accuse the Church of abandoning the cause of emancipation,

it is probable that this last fact in some degree lessened her

zeal.' The bulk of the population of Europe was emanci-

pated between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries; but the

remains of serfdom have even now scarcely disappeared.

In the towns, however, personal and political liberty was at-

tained much earlier. Something of the old Roman munici-

pal government had lingered faintly in the south of France

during the whole of the middle ages; but the complete

emancipation was chiefly due to the necessities of sovereigns,

who, in their conflicts with the nobles or with other nations,

gladly purchased by privileges the assistance of the towns.

It is probable that the fact of many of the English kings be-

ing usurpers contributed in this way to the emancipation of

the English citizens;' and the struggle between the king

t See on all these causes Hallam's Middle Ag_% vol. i. pp. 217, 218.

' The clergy, and especially several Popes, enforced manumission as a

duty upon laymen, and inveighed against the scandal of keeping Christians
in bondage ; but they were not, it is said, as ready in performing their own

parts. The villeins upon the Church lands were among the last who were

emancipated.'--Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. i. p. 221.
s The decline of serfdom has been treated by Hallam, Hist. of Mzddle

Ages, vol. i. pp. 222, 223. As late as 1775, colliers in Scotland were bound
to perpetual service in the works to which they belonged. Upon the sale ol

those works the purchasers had a right to their services, nor could they be

elsewhere received into service except by permission of the owner of the col.

lieries. See a note by M'Culloch, in his edition of the Wealth of .lVatw_s_
vol. ii. p. 186.

' It wants not probability, though it manifestly appears not, that Wil-

liam Rufus, Henry I., and King Stephen, being all usurpers, granted large

h.munitms to burghs to secure them to their party, and by the time thnt

Glanvil _rote, which was in the reign of Henry. IL, burghs had so great
prlrileges as that, if a bondsman or servant remained in a burgh as a burgess
or member of it a year and a day, he was by that very residence made free ;
and so it was in Scotland : he was always free, and enjoyed the liberty of

the burgh if he were able to buy a burgage, and his lord clalmed him nol
within a year and a day.'_Brady, tI._lorwal Treatise on G/ties (1690), p. 18.
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and noblesinFrance,and betweenthePopes and theera.

perorsinItaly,had a similareffect.Whenever a town was

emancipatedan impulsewas givento industry.The Cru.

sades at last gave the municipal and industrial element an

extraordinary prominence. The great sums for which kings

and nobles became indebted to the middle classes, the rapid

development of navigation, the inventions that were import-

ed into Europe from the East, and, above all, the happy for.
tune that made the Italian towns the centre of the stream of

wealth, had all, in different ways, increased the influence of

the towns. In the course of the twelfth century, nearly all

which carried on commercial intercourse with Italy had ob-

tained municipal government, and some of those of Belgium,

and along the shores of the Baltic, almost equalled the Italian

ones in commercial activity. 1 At the same time the creation

of guilds and corporations of different trades consolidated the

advantages that had been gained. For although it is um

doubtedly true that in a normal condition of society the sys-

tem of protection and monopoly, of which the corporations

were the very ideal_ is extremely unfavourable to production,

in the anarchy of the middle ages it was of great use in giv-

ing the trading classes a union which protected them from

plunder, and enabled them to incline legislation in their favour.

Commerce, under their influence, became a great power. A

new and secular civilisation was called into being, which grad-

_mlly encroached upon the ascendency of theological ideas,

and introduced a new phase in the development of Europe.

It may be observed, however_ that the opposition that at

last arose between the theological and the commercial spirits

Thierry, /F_t. d_ T/era Etat, pp. 24, 25. It is scarcely necessary to
refer to the admirable sketch of the history of towns in the Wealth o/
N_a_r,a.
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not exactly what we might at first sight have expected,;

for in the earlier stages of society they have striking points

of affinity. Missionary enterprises and commercial enter,

prises are the two main agents for the diffusion of civilisa-

tion; they commonly advance together, and each has very

frequently proved the pioneer of the other. Besides this, the

Crusades, which were the chief expression of the religious

sentiments of the middle ages, owed their partial success in

a great measure to the commercial communities. It was the

merchants of Amalfi who, by their traffic, first opened the

path for Christians to Jerusalem, and, in conjunction with

the other Italian republics, supplied the chief wants of the

Crusaders. The spirit that made the Venetian merchants of

the thirteenth century stamp the image of Christ upon their

coins, and the merchants of Florence impose a tax upon their

rich woollen manufactures, in order, with the produce, to

erect that noble cathedral which is even now among the

wonders of the world, seemed to augur well for their alliance

with the Church. Yet the event shows that these expecta-

tions were unfounded, and that wherever the type of civilisa-

tion was formed mainly by commercial enterprise, there arose

a conflict with the theologians.

The first point in which the commercial civilisation came

into collision with the Church was the lawfulness of lending

money at interest, or, as it was then called, of practising

usury.

In the present day, when political economy has been

raised to a science, nothing can appear more simple than th_

position that interest occupies in pecuniary arrangements.

We know that, in a society in which great works of indus-

.ry or public utility are carried on, immense sums will neces-

sarily be borrowed at interest, and that such transactions arc
42
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usually advantageous both to the lender and the borrower

The first ]ends his money for the purpose of increasing hi_

wealth by the interest he receives; the second obtains the

advantage of disposing of a sum which is sufficient to set in

motion a lucrative business, and this advantage morc than

compensates him for the interest he pays. We know, too,

that this interest is not capricious in its amount, but is gov.

erned by fixed laws. It usually consists of two distinct ele-

ments-the interest which is the price of money, and what

has been termed 1 the 'interest of assurance.' The price of

money, like the price of most other commodities, is deter-

mined by the law of supply and demand, t It depends upon

the proportion between the amount of money that is to be

lent and the demands of the borrowers, which proportion is

itself influenced by many considerations, but is chiefly regu-

lated in a normal state of society by the amount of wealth

and the amount of enterprise. The second kind of interest

arises in those cases in which there is some danger that the

creditor may lose what be has lent, or in which some penalty,

By J. B. Say, in his Trait$ d'Econom_ePolitlque, where the subject of
usury is admirably discussed. The term, 'interest of assurance,' however,
is defective, because it does not comprise the opprobrium cast upon the
lender, which is one great cause of the extraordinary rise of interest.

As this is not a treatise of Political Economy, the reader will, I trust,
parson my adopting this old and simple formulary, without entering at length
into the controversy created by the new formulary of Ricardo--that price is
regulated by the cost of production. In the vast majority of cases these
two formularies lead to exactly the same result, and the principal advantage
of that of Rieardo seems to be, first, that in some cases it gives greater rro-
clsion than the other, and secondly, that it supplements the other, meeting a
few cases to which the old formulary win not apply. In determining the
value of the precious metals as measures by other things---that is to say, al
reflected in prices--the rule of Ricardo seems most satisfactory: in deter.
mining the normal rate of interest, the old rule is, I think, perfectly ade*
quat_ There are some good remarks on this in Chevallier,_'co_ ]'olit. se_
It.e, 1.
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inflicted by law or by public opinion, attaches to the loan.

For it is manifest that men will not divert their capital from

secure to insecure enterprises unless there is a possibility

that they may obtain a larger gain in the latter than in th_

former, and it is equally manifest that no one will voluntarily

take a course that exposes him to legal penalties or to public

reproach unless he has some pressing motive for doing so.

If_ then, when the law of supply and demand has regu-

lated the rate of interest, the government of the country in-

terposes, and either prohibits all interest or endeavours to

fix it at a lower rate; if public opinion stigmatises the lender

• t interest as infamous, and if religion brands his act as a

crime, it is easy from the foregoing principles to perceive

what must be the consequence. As long as there are persons

who urgently desire to borrow, and persons who possess cap-

ital, it is quite certain that the relation of debtor and creditor

will continue ; but the former will find that the terms have

greatly altered to his disadvantage. For the capitalist will

certainly not lend without exacting interest, and such inter-

est as is at least equivalent to the profits he would derive if

he employed his money in other ways. If the law forbids

this_ he must either not lend, or lend in a manner that ex-

poses him to legal penalties. A great number, overcome by

their scruples or their fears, will adopt the former course, and

consequently the amount of money in the community which

is to be lent, and which is one of the great regulators of th_

price of money, will be diminished; while those who venture

to incur the risk of infringing human, and, as they believe, Di

vine laws_ and of incurring the infamy attached by public

opinion to the act, must be bribed by additional interest. At

the same time the furtive character given to the transaction

is eminently favourable to imposition. The more therefore
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law, public opinion, and religion endeavour to lower the ctm

rent rate of interest, the more that rate will be raised.

But these principles, simple as they may now appear

were entirely unknown to the ancients, and from an extreme-

ly early period the exaction of interest was looked upon with

disfavour. The origin of this prejudice is probably to be

found in the utter ignorance of all uncivilised men about the

laws that regulate the increase of wealth, and also in that

early and universal sentiment which exalts prodigality above

parsimony. _At all times and in all nations this preference

has been shown, and there is no literatm'e in which it has

not been reflected. From the time of Thespis downwards, as

Bentham reminds us, there is scarcely an instance in which a

lender and a borrower have appeared upon the stage without

the sympathies of the audience being claimed for the latter.

The more ignorant the people, the more strong will be this

prejudice ; and it is therefore not surprising that those who

were the preeminent representatives of parsimony, who were

constantly increasing their wealth in a way that was so dif-

ferent from the ordinary forms of industry, and who often

appeared in the odious light of oppressors of the poor, should

have been from the earliest times regarded with dislike.

Aristotle and many other of the Greek philosophers cordially

adopted the popular view; but at the same time money-

lending among the Greeks was a common though a despised

profession, and was little or not at all molested by authority.

Among the Gauls it was placed under the special patronage

of Mercury. In Rome also it was authorised by law, though

the legislators constantly sought to regulate its terms, and

though both the philosophers and the people at large branded

the money-lenders as the main cause of the decline of th_

empire. The immense advantages that capital possesses in a
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_lave-country_ and the craving for luxury that was univer-

sal, combined with the insecurity produced by general mal.

administration and corruption, and by frequent tumults

created with the express object of freeing the plebeians from

their debts, had raised the ordinary rate of interest to an

enormous extent; and this, which was in truth a symptom

of the diseased condition of society, was usually regarded as

the cause. At the same time the extreme severity with

which Roman legislation treated insolvent debtors exasper-

ated the people to the highest point against the exacting

creditor, while, for the reasons I have already stated, the

popular hatred of the usurers and the interference of legisla_

tors with their trade still further aggravated the evil. Be-

sides this, it should be observed that when public opinion

stigmatises money-lending as criminal, great industrial enter-

prises that rest upon it will be unknown. Those who borrow

will therefore for the most part borrow on account of some

urgent necessity, and the fact that interest is wealth made

from the poverty of others will increase the prejudice

against it.

When the subject came under the notice of the Fathers

and of the mediaeval writers, it was treated with unhesitating

emphasis. All the pagan notions of the iniquity of money-

lending were unanimously adopted, strengthened by the

hostility to wealth which early Christianity constantly incul

eated, and enforced with such a degree of authority and of

persistence that they soon passed into nearly every legisla-

tive code. Turgot and some other writers of the eighteenth

century have endeavoured to establish a distinction between

more or less rigorous theologians on this subject. In fact,

however, as any on_ who glances over the authorities that

have been collected by the old controversialists on the sul>
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jeet may convince himself, there was a perfect unanimity o,

the general principles connected with usury till the casuists

of the seventeenth century, although there were many con-

troversies about their special applications. 1 A radical mis-

conception of the nature of interest ran through all the

writings of the Fathers, of the mediaeval theologians, and of

the theologians of the time of the Reformation, and produced

a code of commercial morality that appears with equal clear-

ness in the Patristic invectives, in the decrees of the Councils,

and in nearly every book that has ever been written on the

Canon Law. The difference between theologians was not

in what they taught, but in the degree of emphasis with

which they taught it. There were no doubt times in which

the doctrine of the Church fell into comparative desuetude:

there were times when usury was very generally practised,

and not very generally condemned. There are even a few

examples of Councils which, without in ally degree justifying

usury, contented themselves with expressly censuring priests

who had practised it.' But at the same time there is a long

All the old Catholicworks on the Canon Law and on Moral Philosophy
show this, but I may especially indicate Concina, Adversus rfsuram (Rotate,
1746); Concina, _rsura Contract,s trlni (Rom_e, 1748); Leotardas, De
Lrsums (Lugduni, 1649) ; Lamet et :Fromageau,D_ctionnairedes Cas de Con-
science (a collection of the decisions of the doctors of the Sorbonne), arC.
Lrsure(1)aris, 1783); and Gonf_renc:s £cc[_siastiqu_sde Paris _Lr l'Uaure
(Parls_ 1748). This last work was published under the direction or_at all
events, patronage of Cardinal de Noailles, and contains a very large amount
of information on the subject. It went through several editions: the first
was published in 1697. See too Li6geois,£ssai sur gIt"_stoireel la _gi_a.
tkm de l' brsure.

I This appears to have been the case in England, where the laxity on the
_ab.lectwas considerable, "nthe twelfth and thirteenth centuries (see Ander.
son, Hist. of Commerce,vol. i. pp. 79-113). Onlya month before the Court=
ell of Nice, Constantine had confirmed the old Roman law which legalised an
interest of 12 per cent. ; and it was probably the desire to avoid collision

ruth the civil power that dictated the Is_u_ua_eof _ ¢_1_4_ deerea of tht
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unbroken chain of unequivocal condemnations, extending

from the period of the Fathers to the period of the Reforma_

tion

The doctrine of the Church has been involved in some

little obscurity on account of the total change that has

taken place during the last three centuries in the meaning

_f the word usury, and also on account of the many subtle-

ties with which the casuists surrounded it; but if the reader

will pardon a somewhat pedantic array of definitions, it will

be easy in a few words to disentangle it from all ambiguity.

Usury, then, according to the unanimous teaching of the

old theologians, consisted of any interest that was exacted

by the lender from the borrower solely as the price of the

loan2 Its nature was, therefore, entirely independent of the

amount that was asked, and of the civil laws upon the sub-

Council, in which usury is condemned only when practised by clergymen, but

at tim same time is condemned on grounds that are equally apphcable to lay-
men : _Quoniam multi sub regula constituti avaritiam et turpia lucra sectan-

tur, oblitique divin_e Scripturm dicentis, "Qui pecuniam suam non dedit ad

usuram_" mutuum dantes centesimas exigunt ; jnste eensuit sancta et magna

synodus ut si quis inventus fuerit post hanc definitionem usuras accipmns
dejiciatur a clero et alienns existat a regula.' (See Troplong,

M$rnoire sur le Pr$t _ PInt_r_t, read before the Institute in 1844.) But the
Council of Eliberis, in the beginning of the fourth century, and the Third

and Fourth Councils of Carthag% expressly condemned usury in laymen-

' The following were the principal definitions of usury employed by :he
writers on Canon Law :--1. Usura est pretium usus peeunl_e mutuat_e. 2.
I,ucrum immediate ex mutuo proveniens. _. Usura est cum quis plus exigat
in peelmi_ aut in aliqu_ re quam dederit. 4. Ultra sortem luerum aliquod

ipsius ratione mutui exactum.--This last is the definition of Benedict XIV.

Melanchthon defined usury nearly in the same way : _Usura est lucrum eupm

lortem exaetum tantum propter officium mutuationis? To this I may add
_,e description given by St. Augustine of the sin : ' Si fceneraveris homini, id
eat mutuam pecuniam dederis, a quo aliquid plus quam dedistl expectas

accipere, non pecuniam solam sed aliquid plus quam dedisti, sire illud triti

cure sit, sire vinum, sire oleum, sire quodlibet allud, si plus quam dedist/

expectas aceipere fcenerator es et in hoe improbandus non laudandus ' (Set

moll iii. on Psalm xxxvi.).---See Concina, Adversus Usuram, pp. _2, _3.
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ject. Those who lent money at three per cent. were corn-

mitring usury quite as really as those who lent it at forty

per cent.,' and those who lent money at interest in a country

where there was no law upon the subject as those who lent

it in defiance of the most stringent prohibitions.' It is not,

however, to be inferred from this that everything of th8

nature of interest was forbidden. In the first place, there

was the case of permanent alienation of capital. A man

might deprive himself for ever of a certain sum, and receive

instead an annual revenue; for in this case he was not re-

ceiving the price of a loan, as a loan implies the ultimate

restitution of that which had been lent. There is some

reason to believe that this modification was introduced at a

late period, when the rise of industrial enterprises had begun

to show the ruinous character of the doctrine of usury; but

at all events the distinction was generally adopted, and be-

came the cornerstone of a large amount of legislation.' In

• In 1677, when much casuistry had been already applied to the subject,
Borne one submitted this point to the doctors of the Sorbonne. Their decision
was : ' Que Titius ne seroit pas exempt d'usure en ne prenant quc trois pour
cent d'int_rbt, pareeque tout profit et tout gain tir6 du prbt, si petit qu'il
puisse _tre, fait l'usure. L']_z_chiel au ch. xviii, ne fait point de distinction

du plus ou du moins.'--Lamet et Fromageau, Jgict. des Cas de Conscience

(Art. _ure).
2 Thus Innocent XI. condemned the proposition, 'Usura non est dum

ultra sortem aliquid exigitur tanquam ex benevolentia et gratitudine debitum,
sed solum si exlgatur tanquam ex justifia debitum.'---_ Oonf_rence* sur
I'Usu_, tom. i. p. 100.

" _Tazdls que le eri des peuples contre le pr6t _ intdr6t le faisait pros.
erIre, l'impossibilit_ de l'abolir entibrement fit imaginer la subtilit6 de l'ali@
nation du capital ; et c'est ce systbme qui 6taut devenu prcsque g6n6ral parmi
les th6ologiens a _t6 adopt6 aussi par les jurisconsultes, _ raison de l'influ.

enee beaucoup trop grande qu'ont cue sur notre jurisprudence et notre 16gi_
_atlon les principes du droit canon.' (Turgot, M/_n. _ur /es _Prdts d'Ar#ent_

29.) Some seem to have tried to justify usury on the condition ot the

lender obliging himself not to demand his money till a certain period, for we
find APexander VII. condemning the proposition, ' Qnod sit licitum mutuanti
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the next place, there were certain cases in which a lendei

might claim interest from his debtor--not as the price of

the loan, not as a rent exacted for the use of money--but on

other grounds which were defined by theologians, and which

were, or were at least believed to be, entirely distinct.'

Such were the cases known among the schoolmen under the

eitles of 'darnnum emergens' and 'lucrum cessans.' If a

man was so situated that, by withdrawing a portion of his

capital from the business in which he was engaged, he would

suffer a palpable and unquestionable loss, and if for the pur-

pose of assisting his neighbour he consented to withdraw a

certain sum, he might stipulate a compensation for the loss

he thus incurred. He was not lending money for the pur-

pose of gaining money by the transaction, and the interest

he exacted was solely a compensation for a loss he had

actually sustained. In the same way, if a man was able to

apply money to a purpose that would bring a certain gain,
and if he consented to divert a certain sum from this channel

in order to lend it to a friend, it was generally (but by no

means always _) believed that he might receive an exact

equivalent for the sacrifice he had unquestionably made.

The question, too, of insurances was early raised, and created

a cloud of the most subtle distinctions: so, too, did those

great lending societies, which were founded in Italy by Ber-

hardin de Feltre, under the title of ' Monti di Piet'5,' for the

purpose of counteracting the usury of the Jews. Their oh-

Iliquld ultra sortem exigere, modo se obliget ad non repetendum sortem
_q'ae ad certum tempus.' (Conferencessur _Usure, tom. i. p. 100.)

These cases, of which I have only noticed the principal, and which were
many of them very complicated, were discussed with much detail by the do(>
tors of the Sorbonne. See Lamet ct Fromageau ; see also the M$J,mire of
Yroplong.

• St _'homa_ AClldnaswas believed to be hostile to this indulgence.
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ject was to lend money to the poor without interest, but

very soon a small sum was exacted in return, in addition to

what had been lent. This was very naturally stigmatised as

usury, because, as we have seen, usury was entirely irre-

siJective of the amount that was asked; but some theolo-

gians maintained, and ]Leo X. at last decided by a bull, that

_h]s exaction was not usurious, because it was simply a fee

for the payment of the officials connected with the establish-

ments, and not the price of the loan. 1

These examples will serve to show the general character

that controversies on usury assumed. Above all the compli-

cations and subtleties with which the subject was surround-

ed, one plain intelligible principle remained--the loan of

money was an illicit way of acquiring wealth. In othei

words, any one who engaged in any speculation in which the

increase of his capital by interest was the object had com-

mitted usury, and was therefore condemned by the Church.

It is said that after the twelfth century the lawfulness of

usury was a popular tenet among the Greeks ;' but before

this time the teaching of theologians on the subject seems to

have been perfectly unanimous, and with this exception it

continued to be so till the Reformation. Usury was not only

regarded as an ecclesiastical crime, but was also, as far as the

Church could influence the legislators, a civil one, and it was

especially singled out as one that should be investigated
with torture.'

Besides Lamer and Fromageau, there is a discussion as to _Monti _lt

Pier& ' in Eseobar's Moral Philosophy.

i Conferences sur I' Uaure, tom. i. p. 26. Salelles, De Materiis Tribuna.
liura Inquisitlonis (Romm, 1651), tom. ii. p. 156. According to Oibrario
(£coTwmia lPoFttiea del Medic £vo, voh i p. 52), a heretic named Beeh, who
was burnt in Piedmont in I388, was accused among other things of havir_¢
maintained that ' incest and usury are not sins.'

* Chartario, larazls Interrogandaruxa -Pwruzn (Romm, 1618), p. 201
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Such then was the doctrine of theologians. It remains

to examine for a moment the arguments on which it was

based_ The first of these in the present day appears very

startling. It was said that usury, however moderate, is

one of those crimes, like murder or robbery, that are pal-

pably contrary to the law of nature. This was shown by the

general consent of all nations against it, and also by a con-

sideration of the nature of money ; for _all money is sterile

by nature,' _and therefore to expect profit from it is absurd.

The essence of every equitable loan is, that precisely that

which was lent should be returned; and therefore, as Lac-

tantius maintained, and as the reed;royal moralists unani-

mously repeated, to exact interest is a species of robbery. It

is true that it might naturally occur to the minds even of

reed;reval theologians that houses or horses were sometimes

lent at a fixed rent, which was paid notwithstanding their

restitution. But this difficulty was answered by a very

subtle distinction, which if it was not originated was at least

This is an absurdity of Aristotle, and the number of centuries during
which it was incessantly asserted without being (as far as we know)once
questioned is a curious illustration of the longevity of a sophism when ex-
pressed in a terse form and sheltered by a great name. It is enough to make
one ashamed of one's species to think that Bentham was the first to bring
into notice the simple consideration that if the borrower employs the bor-
rowed money in buying bulls and cows, and if these produce calves to ten
times the value of the interest, the money _orrowed can scarcely be said to
be sterile or the borrower a loser. The Greek word for interest (r6_oc, from
rgrre, I beget)was probably connected with this delusion. Besides a host
of theologians, the notion that usury was contrary to the law of nature was
maintained by Domat, one of the greatest names in French jurisprudence.
Leo X. condemned usury on the following grounds : ' Dominus noster, Luc_
tttestante, aperte nos prmcepto adstrinxit ne ex dato mutuo quidquam ultla
uortem speraremus; est enim propria usurarum interpretatio quando vide.
liter ex usur/t re; queenon germ;nat de nuilo labore, hullo sumptu, nuUoper;
eulo, lucrum fcenusque conquiri studetur? (Gonf_rencessur l'Usure, tom.
p. loo.)
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chiefly developed by St. Thomas Aquinas. The use of a

horse may be distinguished, at least by the intellect, from

the horse itself. _Ien borrow a horse and afterwards restore

it, but the usage of the horse has been a distinct advantage,

fol which they may lawfully pay; but in the case of money,

which is consumed in the usage, the thing itself has no value

distinct flora its usage. When theretbre a man restores the

exact sum he has borrowed, he has done all that can be reo

Cluircd of him, because to make him pay fbr the usage of this

money is to make him pay for a thing that does not exist, or,

perhaps more correctly, to make him pay twice for the same

thing, and is therefore, said St. Thomas, dishonest?

This was one branch of the argument; the other was de

rived from authority. The political economy of the Fathers

was received with implicit faith, and a long series of passages

of Scripture were cited which were universally regarded as

condemnatory of usury? As it is quite certain that commer-

cial and industrial enterprise cannot be carried on on a large

scale without borrowing, and as it is equally certain that

these loans can only be effeeted by paying for them in the

I The views of St. Thomas (who was one of the chief authorities on the
subject) are in the Summa, Pars ii. Qumst.78. At the end of the eighteenth
century they were drawn up with great elaboration by a writer named
Pothier, and torn to pieces by Turgot (M_m.sur les -Pr_tsd'.drgent, § 26, 27).
The argument as I have stated it is, I know, very obscure, but I venture to
tTink that is chiefly the fault of St. Thomas.

The chief passages cited were--Zev, xxv. 86, JDeut xxlii. 19, .Ps. xv. 5,
_zek. xviii., and (from the New Testament) luke vi. 85. As Turgot notices,
the popular interpretation of this last passage was peculiarly inexcusable in
Catholics, who always interpret the injunctions that surround it as ' counsels
of perfection,' nat obligatory on every man. Yet Bossuet was able to say,
' La tradition constante des conciles, h commencer par les plus ancieus, celle
desPapcs_des p_res, des interpr_tes et de l'Eglise Romaine, est d'interpr6tet
re verset, "Mutuum date nlhil inde sperantes," comme prohibitif du profit
qu'on tire du pr_t; "inde" c'est _,dire de l'usure.' (2ridePaSta/e, _trs
_aVersion de __i_ard Eimom)
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shape of interest, it is no exaggeration to say that the Church

had cursed the material development of civilisation. As long

as her doctrine of usury was believed and acted on, the arm

of industry was paralysed, the expansion of commerce was

arrested, and all the coun'_less blessings that have flowed

from them were withheld2 As, however, it is impossible for

a society that is even moderately civilised to continue with-

out usury, we find, from a very early period, a certain antag-

onism existing on this subject between the civil law and

the Church. The denunciations of the Fathers were soon

succeeded by a long series of Councils which unanimously

condemned usurers, and the canonical law is crowded with

enactments against them; but at the same time kings found

it constantly necessary to borrow for the equipment of their

armies_ and they very naturally shrank from suppressing a

class to which they had recourse. Edward the Confessor in

deed in England, St. Lewis in France, I and a few other soy.

Montesquieu, speaking of the scholastic writings on usury, says, with
a little exaggeration, ' Ainsi nous devons aux sp6culatmus des Scholastiques
touts les malheurs qdi out accompagn6 la destruction du commerce' (F_prit

d_ Lo_, lib. xxJ. c. 20); and Turgot, 'L'observation rigoureuse de ces lois
strait destructive de tout commerce ; aussi ne sont-elles pas observ6es rigouo
reusement. EUcs interdlscnt route stipulation d'int6r_t sans ali6nation du
capital. . . Et c'est une chose notoire qu'il n'y apas sur la terre une

place de commerce 05 la plus grande partie du commerce ne roule sur l'argent
emprunt6 sans ali6nation du capital' ( _m. sur les 1)r_ts d_Argent, _ xiv.).
M. Sismondi has justly observed (iVouveauz: Principe_ d'Economie Polit:que)

that the prohibition of usury in Catholic countries has also done very much

to promote a passion for luxury, and to discourage economy--the rich who

were not engaged in business finding no easy way of employing their savings

ploductlvely.
I Confirming in this respect a French law of the eighth and ninth century

which provided that _Usuram non soinm clerici, sed nec laici Christiani, ex.

lgere debent.' Some think Justinian prohibited usury, but there is a good

deal of dispute about this. Richard I. of England ' Christianum fcenera-
torero fieri prohibult aut quacunque conventionis occasione allquid recipcre

•ltra id etuod mutuo con eessit' (Brom_on Chro'_i_a). Some gov srnors made
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erelgns of remarkable piety, took this extreme step; but gen-

erally usury, though not altogether recognised, was in some

degree connived at. Besides, to lend was esteemed much

more sinful than to borrow,' and in the earlier part of the

middle ages the usurers were almost exclusively Jews, who

had no scruples on the subject, and who had adopted this

profession partly because of the great profits they could de_

rive From it, and partly because it was almost the only one

open to them. It was not till the close of the eleventh eem

tury that Christian money-lenders became numerous, and the

rise of this class was the immediate consequence of the com-

mercial development of the Italian republics. The Lore-

bards soon became the rivals of the Jews ; _ the merchants of

Florence carried on usury to a still greater extent/and for

_he first time this was done openly, with the full sanction

both of law and public opinion. From Italy usury passed to

France and England ; _and the Third Council of the Lateran,'

which was convened by Alexander IIL, in 1179, complained

that it had so increased that it was almost everywhere prac-

tised. The same Council endeavoured to arrest it by decree-

ing that no notorious and impenitent usurer should be admit-

ted to the altar should be absolved at the hour of death, or

it a ]aw that the property of those who had been usurers might be confis-

cated by the crown after their death (Cibrario, Economia _Politica del Media

Evo, col. iiL p. 319). This arrangement had a double advantage : the gov-
ernment might borrow money from the usurer while he was living, and rob
hls _hildren when he was dead.

According to the doctors of the Sorbonne, xt was sinful to borrow at

_sury except under extreme necessity, but the whole stress of the dennn_.-

lions was directed against the lenders.
' B_darride,/Tzst. d_ Juifs, pp. 186-189.

s Murator[, Ant_. Ita/_z, disserk xvL--a good history of the rise of
Christian usurers.

' Ibid.

' [bid_ This Council is reckoned a general one by the Catholic_
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should receive Christian burial.' All this, however, was in

vain: the expansion of commercial enterprise became ever)

year more marked, and the increase of usury was its ne=e_

sary consequence.
In this manner the rise of an industrial civilisation pre,

dueed a distinct opposition between the practice of Christen

dom and the teaching of the Church. On the one hand, tc

lend money at interest became a constant and recognised

transaction, and the more the laws of wealth were under.

stood, the more evident it became that it was both necessary

and innocent. On the other hand, there was no subject in

the whole compass of Catholic theology on which the teach

ing of the Church was more unequivocal.' Usury had always

been defined as any sum that was exacted as the price of a

loan, and it had been condemned with unqualified severity

by the Fathers, by a long series of Popes and Councils, by

the most eminent of the mediaeval theologians, and by the
unanimous voice of the Church. The result of this conflict

evidently depended on the comparative prevalence of dog-

matic and rationalistic modes of thought. As long as men

derived their notions of duty from authority and tradition,

they would adopt one conclusion ; when they began to inter-

rogate their own sense of right, they would soon arrive at
another.

The sequel of the history of usury is soon told. The Ref-

Ibid. The Council of Vienue, presided over by Clement V., pro-

ag_need it to be heretical to justify usury : ' Sane si quis in istum errorem

bciJerit, ut pertinaciter affirmare prmsumat exercere usuras non esse peeca-
tam, decernimus eum velut hmreticum puniendum.' (Conferences sur l' Us_,

tom. i. p. 93.)

According to Conclna, usury has been condemned by twenty-eight Com_

ells (six of them regarded by the Church of Rome as general), and by seven

teen popes (Adversus U_uram, pp. 112, 113).
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ormatlon, which was in a great measure effected by the trading

:lasses, speedily dispelled the illusions on the subject, although

the opinions of the Reformers were at first somewhat divided.

Melanchthon, Brentius, and (perhaps) Bucer adopted the old

Catholic view; 1 but Calvin maintained that usury was only

wrong when it was exacted in an oppressive manner flora

the poor, s and, with admirable good sense, he refused tq

listen to those who exhorted him to check it by law. In

England money-lending was first formally permitted under

Henry VIII.' Somewhat later Grotius discussed it in a lib-

eral though rather hesitating tone, maintaining strongly that

it was at least not contrary to the law of nature.' Two or

three other Protestant writers_ who are now almost forgot

ten, appear to have gone still further; but the author to

whom the first unequivocal assertion of the modern doctrine

of interest is due seems to be Saumaise,' who, between 1638

and 1640, published three books in its defence. His view

was speedily but almost silently adopted by most Protest-

ants, and the change produced no difficulty or hostility to

Christianity.

Among the Catholics, on the other hand, the difficulty of

discarding the past was very considerable. At the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century the modern distinction between

See the passages in Coneina, Usura trini Contract_, pp. 250, 251.
Concina, Adversus grsurarn, p. 2. This view was also adopte_l by

Molinmus: _Carolus Molinmus contendit a_errime usuram, nisi fraus adsit
_ut debitor nimium opprimatur, lieitam esse. Doetores omnes a sexcenti_
annis contrarium docuerunt ' (Leotardus, De Usuris, p. 15). Calvinwas one
of the very first who exposed the folly of the old notion about the _terfility
of money : see a remarkable passage in oneof his letters quoted by M%'ul.
loch, 2_ol..Econ.,pt. ill. ch. viii.

s Anderson, ttist, of Commerce,vol. i. p. 304.
4 De Jure JBdll et .Pac/s,lib. ii. cap. 12.
J Better known as Salmasius,the author of the Dc.fcnala_/_ to whi,,h

Miltonreplied.
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asuryand interest had been introduced among la_men, to
the great indignation of theologians/in order to evade the

censure of the canonical law. The casuistry of the Jesuits
was soon applied to the subject, and two or three circuitous

ways of obtaining interest became popular, which gave rise

to long and virulent controversies/ Early in the eighteentl,

_entury three professors of the University of Ingolstadt,

named Pichler, Tanner, and Hannold, took a further step,

and contended that some forms of undoubted usury might be

safely practised ii"the civil law permitted them ; ' and in 1743
a writer named Broedersen wrote a book which seems to

have embodied and combined nea_qy all the leading senti-

ments of the different schools oflaxer theologians. The sub-

ject had by this time excited so much agitation that Bene-

Le Fevre, who was tutor to Louis XIII., mentions that in his time the

term interest had been substituted for usury, and he added : ' C'est l_ pro-

prement ce qu'on peut appeler l'art de chicaner avec Dieu.' Marot also, who

wrote in the first half of the sixteenth century, made this change the ot)ject
of a sarcasm :--

' On ne prate plus _ l'usure,
Mais tant qu'on veut _ l'int6r_t.'

(See Conferences sur l' U'sure, tom. i. p. 25.)

According to Concina, the first, or nearly the first (fete prirnus), Catholic

theologian who cavilled at the old dcfinitioias of usury was Le Coreur, who

_rote a treatise in 1682, in which he maintail ed that moderate interest might .

be exacted on commercial loans, but not on those which had their origin in

the necessities of poverty (Adver_us Usuram, p. 3). The Catholic writers at
this permd nearly always spoke of the too.tern doctrine as a Protestant

heresy--the heresy of Calvin, Mollnseus, and f'almasius.

One of these was elaborately discussed by Concma in a treatise called

De U'sura trin_ Contracths (Romm, 1_48). Ot_ers, which arose especially in

the commercial communities of Belgium, are aoticed in Lamer and Froma-
geau, and also by Troplong.

* Pichler was a Jesuit, and his views on _ mry---a perfect cloud of sub-

tleties'---are contained in his Jus Canonieam _Venetiis, 1780), lib. iii. tit. 19.
]_anner was also a Jesuit. Of Hannold I k .ow nothing except from the

brief notice of his opinions in Concina, De Usura tr*ni G'ontract_, pp
152-155.

43
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diet XIV. deemed it necessary to interpose. He accordingly

as the head of the Catholic Church, issued an encyclical letter

in which he acknowledged that there were occasions when a

lender, on special grounds, might claim a sum additional to

what he had lent, but refused to pronounce in detail on the

refits of the controversies that had been raised concerning

particular kinds of loans, and contented himself with laying

down authoritatively the doctrine of the Church. That

doctrine was that usury is always a sin; that it consists of

any sum that is exacted beyond wh_t had been lent, solely

on account of the loan; ' and that the fact of this interest

being moderate, or being exacted only from a rich man, or in

order to further a commercial undertaking, in no degree

alters its character.' This appears to have been the last

official utterance of the Church upon the subject, and al-

though isolated theologians for some time attempted to stem

the tide, their voices soon died away befbre the advancing

spirit of Rationalism. Year by year what the old theolo-

gians had termed usury became more general. The creation

of national debts made it the very pillar of the political

system. Every great enterprise that was undertaken re-

ceived its impulse from it, and the immense majority of the

° wealthy were concerned in it. Yet though it had long been

2 'Peeeati genus illud quod usura vocatur, quodque in eontractu mutuJ

ptopriam suam sedem et locum habet, in eo est repositum quod quis ex ipso_

met mutuo, quod suapte natura tantundem dantaxat reddi postulat quantum

receptum est, plus sibi reddi velit quam est receptum.'--E2/sto/a Bened_
,KILT., in Concina, Advers_ Usurarn, p. 14.

'Neque veto ad istam labem purgandam ullum arcessiri subsidium

poterit, vel ex eo quod id lucrum non excedens et nimium sed moderatum,

non magnum sed exiguum sit ; vel ex eo quod is a quo id lucrum solius caus_

mutui deposeitur non pauper sed dives existat ; nec datam sibi mutuo sum

mare relicturus ot|osam, sed ad fortunas suns amplificandas vel novis coemen

dis prmdiis vel 9 uestuosis agitandi._ negotiis -ttilissime sit impensurus.'-
Ibid.
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branded as a mortal sin, and though mortal sin implied

eternal separation from the Deity and the endurance of eter-

nal and excruciating sufferings, the voice of the Church was
silent. The decrees of the Councils remained indeed un-

changed ; the passages from Scripture and from the FatLeis

that had so long been triumphantly adduced continued

precisely the same; but the old superstition faded steadily

and almost silently away, till every vestige of it had dis-

appeared. Laws_ indeed, against usury still continued upon

the statute book, but they were intended not to prohibit

interest, but only to regulate its rate ; and as the principles

of political economy were elucidated, this too began to pass

away. At the close of the seventeenth century, Locke pro-

tested strongly against the attempt to reduce interest by

law ;' but the full investigation of the subject was reserved

for the following century. It was remarked that Catharine

of Russia having endeavoured to lower the general rate of

interest from six to five per cent., her enactment had the

effect of raising it to seven; and that Louis XV, in the same

manner, raised it from five to six when intending to reduce

it to four." In England both Adam Smith and Hume threw

a i]ood of light upon the subject_ though neither of them

fully perceived the evil of the laws, which the first, indeed,

I See his Considerations on the Lowering oflnteres!, published in 1691--

• tract which is, unfortunately, deeply tinged with the errors of the mercan

tile theory, but is full of shrewd guesses on the laws of money. Locke per*
¢eived that interest depended upon supply and demand, and that all attempts
to reduce it below the natural level were pernicious or abortive. He thought,

laowever, that the maximum should be fixed by law to prevent imposition,
but that that maximum should be fixed above the natural rate. At a still

earlier period Harrington saw the necessity of usury, but involved himself in
great obscurity, and almost absurdity, when discussing it : see his Prerog_

t_ve of Popular Government, c. 8.

Storch_ Economle Polili_,ue, tom. iii. p. 187.
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expressly applauded? In France, nine years before the

CWealth of Nations,' Turgot had disclosed most of those

evils ; and he appears to have clearly seen that interest is not

capricious, but bears a fixed relation to the general condition

of society.' At last Bentham, in his famous 'Letters on

Usury,' gave what will probably prove a deathblow to a

legislative folly that has been in existence for 3,000 years.

It has been observed by a Russian political economist that

the Starovertsis, and some other dissenters from the Russian

Church, still maintain that it is sinful to lend money at

interest '--perhaps the last representatives of what was for

many centuries the unanimous teaching of the Christian

Church.

The importance of this episode depends not so much on

the question that was immediately at issue--though that

question, as we have seen, was far fi'om being insignificant--

Adam Smith wished the legal interest to be fixed a very little above

the current rate of interest, as a check upon prodigality and rash specula-

tion. This is still done in many countries, but Bentham showed decisively
(Letter xiii., On Usury) that such a law is extremely detrimental to industrial

progress, as each new enterprise is almost necessarily more hazardous than

old-established ones, and therefore capitalists will only direct their capital to

the former if the interest to be obtained from them is considerably higher

than could be obtained from the latter. To which it may be added that any

attempt to dictate by law the terms on which a man may lend his money is

an infringement of the rights of property, and that the borrower is much

more likely to know at what rate he may profitably borrow than the iegi_
lator.

' Besides the _fkmoire, Turgot noticed the subject in a very striking

manner in his R_exiona sur la Forn_ation des Rwhesses. L_ke nearly every

one in his time, lie fell into the error of believing that the abundance of the
precious metals told upon the rate of interest ; but this did not affect his

main argument, and on the whole there is not much in Bentham that was

not anticipated by Tnrgot. In Italy Genovesi, who was a contemporary of

Turgot, advocated the abolition of usury laws. (Pecchio, Storia della Eeo_

mia t_*bblzca in Italia, p. 114.)

* Storch, .Economze IPohllque, tom. iii p ] 75.
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as upon its influence in breaking the authority of the Church.

A second way in which the rise of the industrial classes that

followed the Crusades tended towards the same object was

by uniting nations of different religions in commercial rela-

tions. Before this time the intervention of the Pope had

been the most effectual agent in regulating national differ-

ences, and General Councils formed the highest, and indeed

almost the solitary, expression of a European federation.

The benign influence of Catholicism was continually exer-

cised in correcting the egotism of a restricted patriotism;

and although this benefit was purchased by the creation of

an intense animosity towards those who were without, and

also by an excessive predominance of ecclesiastical influ-

ence_ it would be unfair to forget its inestimable value. After

the Crusades, however, a new bond of cohesion was called

into existence, and nations were grouped upon a new priuei

ple. The appointment of consuls in the Syrian towns, to su-

perintend the commercial interests of the Western natious_

gave the first great impulse to international diplomacy '--an

influence which for many centuries occupied an extremely

i I use this expression because that obscure subject which Papebrochius
and Mabillon have investigated, and which they have called Diplomacy, is
much more what we should now term the History of Charters. The rise and
influence of consulships has been traced In English by Warden, in French
by Borel, and in Latin by Steck. The subject has been also well noticed by
Van Bruyssel, IF_st.du CommerceBeige, tom. i. p. 140 ; and the influence of
diplomacy as superseding General Councils, by Littr_, R_volutw_t, Conserva
tian et Positivlsrne, one of the ablest books the Positive School has ever pro-
¢luced The distinction between the old and new sense of diplomacy is ex-
pressed respectively in the words 'la diplomaUque_and ' la diplomatic,_ the
rest of which is less than a century old. (See De Plassan, IIist. de la JDiplo.
t_atie Franfaise, Introd.) I may add that one of the first systems of navi-
gation law depended upon an institution called the ' Consulship of the Sea,'
which consisted of a tribunal of leading merchants authorised to determin,
disputes.
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important place in civilisation, but appears now to be steadi-

ly waning before the doctrine of the rights of nationalities

and before the increasing publicity of politics. The social

and intellectual consequences of commercial intercourse were

still greater. For while an intense sectarian spirit is corn

patible with the most transcendent abilities and with th_

mast profound learning, provided those abilities and that

learning are directed in a single channel, it can very rarely

survive close contact with members of different creeds.

When men have once realised the truth that no single

sect possesses a monopoly either of virtue or of abilities--

when they have watched the supporters of the most various

opinions dogmatising with the same profound conviction,

defending their belief with the same energy, and irradiating

it with the same spotless purity--when they ha_:e learnt in

some degree to assume the standing-point of different sects,

to perceive the aspect from which what they had once deem-

ed incongruous and absurd seems harmonious and coherent,

and to observe how all the features of the intellectual land-

scape take their colour from the prejudice of education, and

shift _d vary according to the point of view from wifich

they are regarded--when, above all, they have begun to re-

vere and love for their moral qualities those from whom

they are separated by their creed, their sense both of' the

zcrtainty and the importance of their distinctive tenets will

usually be impaired, and their intolerance towards others pr(_

portionately diminished. The spectacle of the contradiction_

around them, of the manifest attraction which different class.

es of opinions possess to different minds, will make them sus-

pect that their own opinions may possibly be false, and even

that no one system of belief can be adapted to the require-

ments of all men; while, at the same time, their growing
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sense of the moral excellence that may be associated with

the most superstitious creed will withdraw their minds from

dogmatic considerations. For human nature is so consti-

tuted, that, although men may persuade themstlves intellec-

tually that error is a damnable crime, the voice of conscience

protests so strongly against this doctrine, that it can only be

silcnced by the persuasion that the personal character of the

heretic is as repulsive as his creed. Calumny is the homage

which dogmatism has ever paid to conscience. Even in the

periods when the guilt of heresy was universally believed,

the spirit of intolerance was only sustained by the diffusion

of countless libels against the misbeliever, and by the sys-

tematic concealment of his virtues. How sedulously theolo-

gians at that time laboured in this task, how unscrupulously

they maligned and blackened every leading opponent of

their views, how eagerly they fanned the flame of sectarian

animosity, how uniformly they prohibited those whom they

could influence from studying the writings or frequenting

the society of men of different opinions from their own, is

well known to all who are acquainted with ecclesiastical his

tory. The first great blow to this policy was givQn by the
rise of the commercial classes that followed the Crusades.

Orthodox Catholics came into close and amicable connection

both with Greeks and with Mohammedans, while their new

pursuit made them, for the first time, look with favour upon

th o Jews. It w_s these last who in the middle ages were the

special objects of persecution, and it was also towards them
tt zt the tolerant character of commerce was first manifested.

The persecution of the Jewish race dates from the very

earliest period in which Christianity obtained the direction

of the civil power;' and, although it varied greatly in its

' As their latest historian says, ' Le Christianisme ne prit une v6ritable
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character and its intensity, it can scarcely be said to have

definitively ceased till the French Revolution. _Alexander

II., indeed, and three or four other Popes, _made noble efforts

to arrest it, and more than once interposed with great cour-

age, as well as great humanity, to censure the massacres;

but the priests wele usually unwearied in inciting the pas-

sions of the people, and hatred of the Jew was for many cen-

turies a faithful index of tile piety of the Christians. Mas-

sacred by tbousands during the enthusiasm of the Crusades

and of the War of the Shepherds, the Jews found every ec-

clesiastical revival, and the accession of every sovereign of

more than usual devotion, occasions for fresh legislative re-

strictions. Theodosius, St. Lewis, and Isabella the Catholic--

who were probably the three most devout sovereigns betbre

the Reformation--the Council of the Lateran, which led tb(;

religious revival of the thirteenth century, Paul IV., who

led that of the sixteenth century, and above all the religious

orders, were among their most ardent persecutors. Every-

thing was done to separate them from their fellow-men, to

mark them out as the objects of undying hatred, and to stifle

all compassion for their sufferings. They were compelled to

wear a peculiar dress, and to live in a separate quarter. A

Christian might not enter into any partnership with them;

_onslstanceque sous la r_gne de Constantin; et c_est _ dater de eette _poqu_
quc commence_h proprement parler, pour ]es Juifs l'_re des pers6cutlons re-
ligie_ses.' (B_darride, ttist, ete_Juifs, p. 16.) In this, however, as in other
persecutions_ the Arians were quite as bad as the orthodox. Constantius
persecuted at least as much as Constantine, and the Spanish Visigoths more
than either.

i On the liberality of several Popes to the Jews_ see B6dar_ide,p. 260,
on Alexander II., pp. 114-123. St. Bernard also laboured to assuage the
persecution. Alexander VI. was especially generous to the Jews, and made
great efforts to alleviate their sufferings--a fact tbat should be remembered
in favour of a Pope for whom there is not much else to be said.
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he might not eat with them; he might not use tile same

bath; he might not employ them as physicians; he might

not even purchase their drugs.' Intermarriage with them

was deemed a horrible pollution, and in the time of St. Lewis

way Christian WllO had chosen a Jewess for his mistress w:,s

burnt alive. _ Even in their executions they were separated

from other criminals, and, till the fourteenth century, they

were hung between two dogs, and with the head down-

wards.' According to St. Thomas Aquinas, all they possess-

ed, being derived fl'om the practice of usury, might be justly

For a long list of these prohibitions see a curious book, De Jud_*

(Turin, 1717), by Joseph Scssa (one of the judges appointed in t?iedruont to

regulate the affairs of the Jews), p. 10. As early as the reign of Constan

tine a Council of Elvira forbade Christians holding any communication with
Jews. The Council of the Lateran compelled Jews to wear a separate dless;

and this very simple provision, by bringing them prominently be/hie the

people in an intensely fanatical age, contributed greatly to rouse the passionq
of the Catholics, and to faeihtate the massacres that ensued (see flies,

Etudes sur b's 3"u_fs d'.Es19agne [trad. Maynabel], p. 109). St. Vincent
Ferrier persuaded the Spanish Government to enforce this decree against both

J_ws and Moors. (Paramo, De Orig. Inq p. 164.)
2 _uvres de St. _b/x, tom. iv. pp. 88, 89. A similar enactment _as made

in Spare (Rms, pp. 88, 89). It was also a popular belief that the blood of

Jews was black and putrid, and the bad smell for which they were unhappi])

notorious innate. There is a long discussion on this m Sessa. But perhap_
the most curious instance of this order of supersUtions is a statute of Queen

Joanna I., in 1347, regulating the houses of ill-fame at Avignon, in whid_

after prowding with great detail for the accommodation of the Christians, P,
is enacted that no Je_ shall be adnntted under severe penalties (Sabatler,

H_st. de la L_g_slation sur los__tmmes ]'ubl_ques, p. 103). The authenticity
of this statute t,as been questioned, but M. Sabatier seems to have succeeded

in defending it, and he has shown that in 1408 a Jew was actually flogged a_

kvignon for the offence in question (pp. 105, 106). This extreme horror oI
Jews furnished Ulrich yon Hutten w_th the subject of one of the happiesl

pieces of irony he ever wrote--the exquisite descrJptmn of the mental agonies
:ff a student of Frankfort, who, mistaking a Jew for a magistrate of the city,
took off his hat to him, and on discovering his error wa_ unable to decide

whether he had committed a mortal or only a venial sin. (_isb_l. Obscu_

_*umV, rorurn, ep. 2.)
* Michelet, Origmes de Droit, p. 868
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confiscated, _ and if they were ever permitted to pursue tha_

practice unmolested, it was only because they were already

so hopelessly damned, that no crime could aggravate theb
condition.'

Insulted, plundered, hated, and despised by all Christian

nations, bunished from England by Edward I., and from

France by Charles VI., they found in the Spanish Moors

rulers who, in addition to that measule of tolerance which is

t The Duchess of Brabant, having some scruples of conscience about
tolerating the Jews, submitted the case to St. Thomas. He replied, among

other things, that the Jews were doomed to perpetual servitude, and that all
their property being derived from usury may be lawfully taken from them, to

be restored to those who paid the usury, or, ff this is impossible, to be ap-
plied to some pious purpose. (See this curious letter, given at length in Van

Bruyssel, Hist. du Commerce t_elge, tom. i. pp. 239, 240.) On the general

doctrine that property derived from usury may be confiscated by the civil

power, see Paramo, _De Orig. Inquisit. p. 167.

There was a good deal of controversy in the middle ages about whether

the Jews should be permitted to practise usury. The liberty seems to have

been first openly granted in the commercial towns of Italy, but it gradually
spread, and was admitted by some Popes. Sessa gives the reasons that were

avowed by theologians: ' Usurm Judaicm tolerantur quidem ex permissione Prin
tipum et summorum Pontificum in Hebrmm ut de gente deperdit_, et quorum

salus est desperata_ et ad sum finem ne Christiani fcenoris exercitio strangu-

lentur a Christianis ' (_De Judve/s, p. 9). The permission was granted in Pmd-

mont in 1603. St. Lewis refused to permit the Jews to exercise usury (Trop-

long), and the Spanish rulers seem to have vacillated on the subject (Bddar-
ride, pp. 192-194). There can be no doubt the monopoly of usury which

the Jews possessed did more to enrich than all their persecutions to impov-
erish them. For although, as Adam Smith observes, the current rate of

interest should represent approximately the average of profits, this is only

when it is free, and the exertions of divines and legislators in the middle

ages had raised it far above the high rate it would then naturally have borne.

It _eems to have usually ranged between 25 and 40 per cent. In lt30 we

find the Florentines, in order to reduce the current rate, admitting the Jews
into their city, whence they had previously been excluded, on the condition

of their lending money as low as 20 per cent. (Cibrario, vol. iii. p. 318). It
is curious to observe how, while persecution prevented the Jews from ever

amalgamating with other nations, the system of usury prevented them fro_
swr perishing or sinking into insignificance.

o
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Always produced by a high intellectual culture, were prol_

ably not without a special sympathy for a race whose pure

monotheism formed a marked contrast to the scarcely dis-

guised polytheism of the Spanish Catholics; and Jewish

learning and Jewish genius contributed very largely to that

bright but transient civilisation which radiated from Toledo

and Cordova, and exercised so salutary an influence upon the

belief of Europe. But when, in an ill-omened hour, the Cross

supplanted the Crescent on the heights of the Alhambra, this

solitary reihge was destroyed, the last gleam of tolerance

vanished from Spain, and the expulsion of the Jews was

determined.

This edict was immediately due to the exertions of Tor-

quemada, who, if he did not suggest it, at least by a singular

act of audacity overcame the irresolution of the Queen ;' but

its ultimate cause is to be found in that steadily increasing

popular fanaticism which made it impossible for the two races

to exist together. In 1390, about a hundred years before the

conquest of Granada, the Catholics of Seville, being excited

by the eloquence of a great preacher, named Hernando Mar-

tinez, had attacked the Jews' quarter, and murdered 4,000

Jews, • Martinez himself presiding over the massacre. About

year later, and partly through the influence of the same

eminent divine, similar scenes took place at Valentia, Cordo-

va, Burgos, Toledo, and Barcelona2 St. Vincent Ferrier,

The Jews offered 30,000 ducats to remain. The Queen, it is said, for •
time hesitated, but Torquemada, confronting her on the threshold of the
palace with a crucifix in his Land, exclaimed, ' Judas sold his God for th:vty
pieces of silver--you arc about to sell him for thirty thousand ' (B6dar_ide
and Prescott). The anecdote is related oy Paramo, p. 144, onlyhe does not
mpecifythe sum.

• Rios, Etudes sur lea Juifs d'Es/_gne, p. 77. Rios says that the con
temporary writers are unanimous about the number.

s lb_d. pp. 79-82. Llorente, Hist. de PInquls_gon,tom. i. p. 141.
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who was then stirring all Spaiu with his preaching, devoted

himself especially to the Jews; and as the people zealously

seconded the reasoning of the saint by massacring those

who hesitated, many thousands were converted,' and if they

relapsed into Judaism were imprisoncd or burned. Scene_

of this l_ind took place more than once during the fifteentL

_vntury, and they naturally intensified the traditional hatred,

which was still further aggravated by the fact that most of

the tax-gatherers were Jews. At last the Moorish war,

which had always been regarded as a crusade, was drawing

to a close, the religious fervour of the Spanish rose to the

highest point, and the Inquisition was established as its ex-

pression. .-_umbers of converted Jews were massacred;

others, who had been baptised during past explosions of

popular fury, fled to the ]Hoors, in order to practise their

rites, and at last, after a desperate resistance, were captured

and burnt alive.' The clergy exerted all their energies to

Rios gives a delightful Spanish complexion to all this: 'L'apparition
de Saint Vincent Ferner devant le peuple Juif avait 4t6 un fait v6ritablement
prodigieux. I1 avait apparu hleurs yeux comme un ange sauveur, et cette
eireonstance ne pouvait qu'_tre favorable h sa haute mission 6vang41ique. Le
8 jnin 1391, les rues de Valence se remplissaient du sang des Julfs, les bou-
tiques _taient brfil_es, les maisons de la Juivcrie saccagSes par une multitude
effr6n_e, les malheureux Juifs couraient aux 6glises demandant le bapt_me, et
Us 6talent repouss6s de toutcs parts et ne reneontraient que la mort, quand
au milieu de la populace St. Vincent Ferrier se pr6sente et _levant sa veil
inspir6e, i] met un terme h cette horrible carnage. La multitude se "nit.
Les Juifs appcl6s par ee nouveau apStre, qui se donna plus tard _ lui-mt_mele
aom d'ange de l'Apocalypse, 6coutent la parole divine et se convertissent

Tout cela contribua puissamment au merveilleux r6sultats de sa pr_t
:lication' (pp. 89, 90). St. Vincent was a Dominicen, a very great preaeher_
anal so very good that he always undressed in the dark lest he should see
himself naked. For his miracles, his __rtues,and the multitudes he converted,
Beehis life in Spanish by Vincent Justiniano (Valentia, 1575). Paramo says
that the Inquisitors discovered tt at no less than 17,000 of the converts ot
I_t Vincent returned to Judaism (1)e Orig. _.5_q.p. 167).

s Twe,_e, however, who were captured at Malaga during the siege in 148b
wereimpaled by Ferdinand,
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produce the expulsion of the entire race, and to effect this

object all the old calumnies were revived, and two or three
miracles iuvented. _

When we take into consideration all these circumstances,

and the condition of public feeling they evince, we can per-

haps hardly blame Isabella for issuing the decree of banish-

ment against the Jews; but at the same time it must be ac-

knowledged that history relates very few measures that pro-

duced so vast an amount of calamlty--ealamities so frightful,
that an old historian has scarcely exaggerated them when he

describes the sufferings of the Spanish Jews as equal to those
of their ancestors after the destruction of Jerusalem.' In

three short months, all unconverted Jews were obliged, un-

der pain of death, to abandon the Spanish soil2 Although

they were permitted to dispose of their goods, they were for

bidden to carry either gold or silver from Spain, and thi_

measure made them almost helpless before the rapacity of

their persecutors. Multitudes, falling into the hands of the

pirates who swarmed around the coast, were plundered of all

they possessed, and reduced to slavery; multitudes died of

famine or of plague, or were murdered or tortured with hor-

rible crllelty by the African savages, or were cast back by

tempests on the Spanish coast. Weak women, driven from

luxurious homes among the orange groves of Seville or

Granada, children fresh from their mothers' arms, the aged,

the 3ick, and the infirm, perished by thousands. About

They are detailed by Paramo.
•Picus Mirandola.

It seems impossible to ascertain the number of the exiles with accuracy,

for the Spanish historians vary greatly, from Cardoso who estimates it at

120,000, to Mariana who states it at _00,000 Faramo says some place it at

more than 170,000, and others at more than 400,000 (p. 167). Justiniane

says 420,000. Great numbers of the Jews avtlded banisilment by baptism.
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80,000 took refuge in Portugal, relying on the promise of the

king; but even there the hatred of the Spaniards pursued

them. A mission was organised. Spanish priests lashed the

Portuguese into fury, and the king was persuaded to issue an
edict which threw even that of Isabella into the shade. All

the adult Jews were banished from Portugal ; but first of all

their children below the age of fourteen were taken from

them to be educated as Chl_stians. Then, indeed, the cup of

bitterness was filled to the brim. The serene fortitude with

which the exiled people had borne so many and such grievous

calamities gave way, and was replaced by the wildest parox-

ysms of despair. Piercing shrieks of anguish filled the land.

Women were known to fling their children into deep wells,

or to tear them limb from limb, rather than resign them to

the Christians. When at last, childless and broken-hearted,

they sought to leave the land, they found that the ships had

been purposely detained, and the allotted time having ex-

pired, they were reduced to slavery, and baptised by force.

By the merciful intervention of Rome most of them at last

regained their liberty, but their children were separated fi'om

them forever. A great peal of rejoicing filled the Peninsula,

and proclaimed that the triumph of the Spanish priests was

complete. 1

Certainly the heroism of the defenders of every other

creed fades into insignificance before this martyr people, who
for thirteen centuries confi'onted all the evils that the fiercest

fanaticism could devise, enduring obloquy and spoliation and

[,[ e violation of the dearest ties, and the infliction of the most

hi iteous sufferings, rather than abandon their faith. For

these were no ascetic monks, dead to all the hopes and pas.

' B_darride, pp. 291-801, Paramo, 235. Paramo says the Fortugue_
decree of banishment was simply ch_n_gedfor one of compulsory baptism.
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slons of life, but were men who appreciated intensely the

worldly advantages they relinquished, and whose affections

had become all the more lively on account of the narrow

circle in which they were confined. Enthusiasm and the

strange phenomena of ecstasy, which have exercised so large

an influence in the history of persecution, which have nerved

so many martyrs with superhuman courage, and have dead

ened or destroyed the anguish of so many fearful tortures,

were here almost unknown. Persecution came to the Jewish

nation in its most horrible forms, yet surrounded by every

circumstance of petty annoyance that could destroy its

grandeur, and it continued for centuries their abiding por-

tion. But above all this the genius of that wonderful people

rose supreme. While those around them were grovelling in

the darkness of besotted ignorance; while juggling m_rac]es

and lying relics were the themes on which ahnost all Europe

was expatiating; while the intellect of Christendom, en-

thralled by countless superstitions, had sunk into a deadly

torpor, in which all love o¢ enquiry and all search for truth

were abandoned, the Jews were still pursuing the path of

knowledge, amassing learning, and stimulating progress with

the same unflinching constancy that they manifested in the;.r

faith. They were the most skilful physicians, the ablest

financiers, and among the most profound philosophers; while

they were only second to the Moors in the cultivation ot

natural science. They were also the chief interpreters to

Western Europe of Arabian learning2 But their most im-

' The very extensive Jewish literature of the middle ages is fully reviewed
by B6darride a_d Rios. Maimonides is of course the greatest name. M
Renan, in his essay on Averroes, has shown that nearly all the first translation-
into Latin of the works of Averroes were by Jews (chiefly by those of Morn
pellier, who _ere especially famous for their learning_ and that Averrmsm
took deep root in Jewish teaching. Maimonides wrote a letter on the vault,
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pol_ant service, and that with which we are now most es

pecially concerned, was in sustaining commercial activity

For centuries they were almost its only representatives. By

travelling from land to land till they had become intimately

acquainted both with the wan+s and the productions of each:

by practising money-lending on a large scale and with con

summate skill, by keeping up a constant and secret corre-

spondence and organising a system of exchange that was

When unparalleled in Europe, 1 the Jews succeeded in making

themselves absolutely indispensable to the Christian com-

munity, and in accumulating immense wealth and acquiring

immense influence in the midst of their sufferings. When

the Italian republics rose to power, they soon became the

centres to which the Jews flocked; and under the merchant

governments of Leghorn, Venice, Pisa, and Genoa, a degree

of toleration was accorded that was indeed far from perfect,

but was at least immeasurably greater than elsewhere. The

Jews were protected from injury, and permitted to practise

of astrology, which two popes applauded (B6darride, p. 151). He was also
distinguished for his liberal views about inspiration (Lee, On Inspiratwn, pp.
454-459). The controversial literature of the Jews directed against Chris-
tianity was extremely voluminous. A catalogue of these works, and a de
scription of many of them, is given in a little book, called Bibllotheca JudaCea
Antichristiana, by John Bernard de Rossi (Parmm, 1800).

A very old and general tradition ascribes the invention of the letter of
exchange to Jews who, having been bamshed from France, had taken refuge
in Lombardy. Nor does there seem to be anything of much weight to op-
pose to it, though some have contended that the italians were the real invent-
ors. At all events, the Jews appear to have been among the first to emplo_
_t. The earliest notice of letters of exchange is said to be in a statute
Avig'nonof 1248. In 1272 there was a Venetian law 'De Litteris Cambk'
Compare on this subject Villeneuve-Bargemont, Hist. d'Ecorwm_eJPohti_.ue,
tom. L pp. 277-279; Blanqui, Hist. d_con, fPol., tom. i. p. 183; Montc_
quieu, Esprit des Zois, liv. xxi. c. 20 ; and the tractate of Jules Thieurry, I,a
Lettrede Change (Paris, 1862).
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medicine and money-lending unmolested, and public opinion_

as well as the law, looked upon them with tolerance. _

The tolerant spirit the commercial classes manifested to-

wards the Jews before the Reformation was displayed with

equal clearness towards both Catholics and Protestants in

(he convulsions that followed it. In addition to the reasons I

have already given, there were two causes actively sustaining

the predisposition.

In the first place, the industrial character is eminently

practical. The habit of mind that distinguishes it leads men

to care very little about principles, and very much about

results ; and this habit has at least a tendency to act upon

theological judgments.

In the second place, religious wars and persecutions have

always proved extremely detrimental to industry. The

expulsions of the Jews and _¢Ioors from Spain, and of the

Huguenots from France, were perhaps the most severe blows

ever directed against the industry of either country; while
the nations which on these or similar occasions were wise

enough to receive the fugitives, reaped an immediate and an

enormous advantage. The commercial genius of the Jewish

exiles was one of the elements in the development of Leg.

horn_ Pisa, and Ancona. Amsterdam owes a very large part

vf its prosperity to the concourse of heretics who had been

driven from Bruges and from the surrounding country. The

linen manufactme in Ireland, as well as many bran, hes of

English industry, were greatly stimulated by the skill and

capital of the French refugees. French commerce received a

powerful and long-sustained impulse from the good relations

• B6darride,pp. 258, 259. The magnificent synagogueat Leghorn(piob.
ably the finestin existence)was erected by the SpanishJews who took refuge
_athat city

44
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Francis I. had established with the Turks. It was not thero

fore surprising that Amsterdam, and in a less degree the

other centres of commercial enterprise, should have been

from an early period conspicuous for their tolerance, or that

the diffusion of the industrial spirit should have everywhere

preIdared the way for the establishment of religious liberty.

Another consequence of the risa of the industrial spirit

was the decay of the theological ideal of voluntary poverty

which had created the monastic system. Immediately after

the Crusades we find nearly all Europe rushing with extreme

and long-sustained violence into habits of luxury. The

return of peace, the contact with the luxurious civi]Jsatlons

of the East, the sudden increase of wealth that followed the

first impetus of commerce, had all contributed to the move-

ment. An extraordinary richness of dress was one of its first

signs, and was encountered by a long succession of sump-

tuary laws. At the end of the thirteenth century we fihd

Philip the Fair regulating with the most severe minuteness

the number and quality of the dresses of the different classes

of his subjects. 1 About the middle of the fourteenth century

a parliament of Edward HI. passed no less than eight laws

against French fashions. 2 Even in Florence, among the

' See this ordinance (which was issued in 1294) in Blunqul, IFut. d'Econo.

role _Polltiq_e, tom. i. pp. 225, 226. It provided, among other things, that
_lukes_ counts, and barons, who have 6,000 livres rent, may have four robes a

year, and their wives as many. Knights with 3,000 livres rent Fay have
_hree. No member of the middle class may wear any ornament of gold or

precious stones, or any dress that was _een or gray. As M. Blanqni observes,

articles of luxury would have been imported necessarily from forei_a _ountrleg

into France, which would necessitate an export of French gold--according to
the current notions the greatest evil that could befall the country.

Anderson, tibet, of Commerce, vol. i. p. 193. See mtoo, p. 179. More
than a eentury after the passi ,n for dress reached Scotland, when the alarmed

and indignant legislators enacted (in 1457) that the wives and daughters of

merchants should ' be abuilzled [' dressed,' from ' habUler '_ gangand md cor
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officers of the republic, in the beginning of the fourteenth

century, was one especially appointed ' to repress the luxury

of women.' 1 Bruges, which had then risen to great wealth,

became very famous in this respect; and the French king

and queen having visited it early in the fourteenth century.

it is related that the latter was unable to restrain her tears ;

for, as she complained, she _found herself in presence of 600

ladies more queenly than herself.' _ The fearful depopulation

that was produced by the black death greatly strengthened

the tendency. The wages, and consequently the prosperity,

of the working classes rose to an unexampled height,

which the legislators vainly tried to repress by fixing the

maximum of wages by law;' while the immense fortunes

resulting from the innumerable inheritances, and also that

frenzy of enjoyment which is the natural reaction after a

great catastrophe, impelled the upper classes to unprece-

dented excesses of luxury. This new passion was but part

of a great change in the social habits of Europe, which was

everywhere destroying the old rude simplicity, rendering the

uteriors of houses more richly and elaborately furnished,

creating indoor life, increasing the difference between dif-

ferent ranks, producing a violent thirst for wealth, and

making its display one of the principal signs of dignity.

There are few things more difficult to judge than those

great outbursts of luxury that meet us from time to time ia

history, and which, _henever they have appeared, have

_pOnteut for their estata, Eaat m to say, on their heads short curches [a kind

of cap] with little hudes as are used in Flanders, England, and other coun-
tries, . . and that na women weare tai]es unfit in length, nor furred
md_r but on the hail'e dale.' (Ib/d. vol. iii. pp. 280, 281.)

Blanqui. tom. L p. 250.

I Anderson, vol. L p. 144.

• Wade, tIistary of the Jlliddle and Working 5rlass_
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proved the precursors of intellectual or politiCal change. A

sober appreciation of their effects will probably be equally

removed from those Spartan, Stoical, or monastic declamations

which found their last great representative in Rousseau, and

from the unqualified eulogy of luxury in which Voltaire and

some of his contemporaries indulged. Political economy, by

establishing clearly the distinction between productive and un

productive expenditure, and by its doctrine of the accumula-

tion of capital_ has dispelled forever the old illusion that the
rich man who lavishes his income in feasts or pageants is

contributing involuntarily to the wealth of the community ;

and history unrolls a long catalogue of nations that have

been emasculated or corrupted by increasing riches. But, on

the othei hand, if luxury be regarded as including all those

comforts which arc not necessary to the support of life, its

introduction is the very sign and measure of civilisation; and

even if we regard it in its more common but less definite

sense, its increase has frequently marked the transition from

a lower to a higher stage. It represents the substitution of

new, intellectual, domestic, and pacific tastes for the rude

warlike habits of semi-barbarism. It is the parent of art,

the pledge of peace, the creator of those refined tastes and

delicate susceptibilities that have done so much to soften the

friction of life. Besides this, what in one sense is a luxury,

soon becomes in another sense a necessary. Society, in a

highly civilised condition, is broken up into numerous see-

tions, and each rank, except the very lowest, maintains its

position chiefly by the display of a certain amount of luxury.

To rise to a higher level in the social scale, or at least to

_void the discomfort and degradation of falling below his

original rank, becomes the ambition of every man ; and these

motives, by producing abstinence from marriag% form one ot
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She principal checks upon population. However exaggerated

may have been the apprehensions of Malthus, the controversy

which he raised has at least abundantly proved that, when

t_aemultiplication of the species is checked by no stronger
motive than the natural disinclination of some men to mar-

riage, when the habitual condition of a large proportion of

the inhabitants of a country that is already thickly inhabited

is so low that they marry fearlessly, under the belief that

their children can fare no worse than themselves, when poor-

laws have provided a refuge for the destitute, and when no

strong religious motive elevates celibacy into a virtue, the

most fearful calamities must ensue. 1 Looking at things upon

a large scale, there seem to be two, and but two adequate,

checks to the excessive multiplication of the species: the first

consists of physical and moral evils, such as wars, famines,

pestilence, and vice, and those early deaths which are so fre-

quent among the poor; the second is abstinence from mar-

riage. In the middle ages, the monastic system, by dooming

many thousands to perpetual celibacy, produced this absti-

nence, and consequently contributed greatly to avert the

impending evil.' It is true that the remedy by itself was

very inadequate. It is also true that, considered in its

economical aspect, it was one of the worst that could be con-

ceived; for it greatly diminished the productive energies of

society, by consigning immense numbers to idleness, and by

diffusing a respect for idleness through the whole community

But still the monastic system was in some measure a remedy;

Besides the great work of Malthus, there is an admirable exposition of

th_ doctrine in Senior's Political Economy. Perhaps the most enthusiastio
ehampion of luxury is Filangieri.

' This has been noticed in a very forcible, but, of course, one-sided manner,

by De Maistre, who recurs to the subject again and again in his works ; also

by Villeneuve-Bargcmont, Eeonomie Politise Chr_enne.
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and, as it appears to me, the increased elaboration of social

life, rendering the passion for wealth more absorbing, was

one of the necessary preliminaries of its safe abolition. Thal

elaboration was effeeted after the Crusades, and the change

it has produced is very remarkable. The repressive influence

upon population that was once exercised by a religious

system resting on the glorification of voluntary poverty, and

designed to mortify the natural tendencies of mankind, is

now exercised by that increased love of wealth which grows

out of the multiplication of secular aims, or, in other words,

out of the normal development of society.

But, putting aside the incidental effects of luxury upon

population, there can be no doubt that its effects in stimulat-

ing the energies of mankind, by investing material advan-

tages with a new attraction, have sometimes been very great

and very beneficial. For the love of wealth and the love of

knowledge are the two main agents of human progress;

and, although the former is a far less noble passion than the

latter, although, in addition to the innumerable crimes it has

produced, it exercises, when carried to excess, a more than

common influence in contracting and indurating the charac-

ter, it may well be doubted whether it is not, on the whole,

the more beneficial of the two. It has produced all trade,

all industry, and all the material luxuries of civilisation, and

has at the same time proved the most powerful incentive

to intellectual pursuits. Whoever will soberly examine the

history of inventions, of art, or of the learned professions,

may soon convince himself of this. At all events, the two

pursuits will usually rise together. The great majority of

mankind always desire material prosperity, and a small mi-

nority always desire knowledge; but in nations that are un.

developed, or are declining, these desires are unable to ovel"
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_ome the listlessness that is general. There is then no buoy-

ancy in the national character. All lively curiosity, all the

fire and energy of enterprise, are unknown. Men may love

wealth, and even sacrifice moral principles to attain it, but

they are unable to emancipate themselves from the era.

pire of routine, and their languid minds recoil with the same

antipathy from novelty, whether it comes to them in the

form of industrial enterprise, or of intellectual innovation.

This is even now very much the condition of Spain and of

some other nations, and during the greater part of the middle

ages it was the general condition of Christendom. In such

a state of society, the creation of a spirit of enterprise is the

very first condition of mental as of material progress ; and

when it is called into existence in one department, it will

soon be communicated to all. The ardent passion for luxury

that followed the Crusades--the new tastes, new ideas, and

new fields of enterprise that were suddenly made popular--

produced it in Europe ; and the impulse that began in indus-

try was soon felt in knowledge. In the Roman empire,

which rested on slavery, luxury produced idleness. In the

fourteenth century it stimulated industry, and aroused a

strong feeling of opposition to that monastic system, which,

by its enormous development, was a serious impediment to

progress.

This opposition, which was at first created by the increas-

ed energy of laymen, was il_tensified by the deterioration ot

the monks. At one time, as I have already observed, they

had been the great directors of labour. But when their

numbers and their wealth had immensely increased, their

first enthusiasm passed away, and multitudes thronged the

monasteries simply to escape the burdens of life. Besides

_his, the priesthood had become intimately allied with the
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nobles, _ho are always opposed to the industrial ckassea

The alliance was in part the result of special circumstances,

for the Crusaaes were directed conjointly by priests and

nobles; and it was during the Crusades that the aristocracy

obtained its distinct and complete organisation. It was alsc

in part the consequence of a certain harmony which exists

between the theological and the aristocratic spirit. Both,

raising the past far above the present, regard innovation

with extreme dislike, and both measure excellence by a dii:

ferent rule from personal merit.

If I have been fortunate enough to carry the reader with

me through the foregoing arguments, the importance of in-

dustry in influencing theological devclopement will have be-

come apparent. We have seen that a great religious change

is effected not by direct arguments, but by a predisposition

to receive them, or, in other words, by a change of sympa-

titles and bias. We have also seen that the industrial spirit

which became prominent early in the fourteenth century pro-

duced such a change. It did so in three ways. It arose in

a society in which the laity were crouching in abject submi_

sion to the priesthood, and it developed and raised to honour

the practice of money-lending, which the priesthood had in-

variably anathematised. It arose in a society in which the

duty of religious intolerance was regarded as an axiom, and

it produced a tendency towards toleration by uniting men of

different creeds in amicable intercourse, by elevating to hon-

our on account of their commercial merits the people who

were most persecuted on account of their creed, by making

men concentrate their attention mainly on practice rather

than on theory, and by calling into existence an order of in-

terests which persecution seriously endangered. It, in the

hst place, made men look with aversion upon the monastic
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deal which was the very centre of the prevailing theology.

In a][ these ways it proved the precursor of the Reformation,

an :lm all these ways it harmonised with the spirit of Ration-
alism.

Commercial enterprise, beaI_ng in its train these intellec-

tual consequences, spread rapidly over Europe. The acci

dental discovery at Amalfi of a manuscript of Roman laws

is said to have produced the navigation laws ;' the invention

of the compass rendered long voyages comparatively secure;

and every shore, from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, w_s
soon fringed with harbours. In the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries we find the first mercantile companies established

in England/ At a still earlier period Belgium had entered

into relations with more than thirty kingdoms or states.'

The consular system, which emanated from the commercial

republics, and which was designed for the special protection

of merchants, advanced rapidly in importance.' As early as

the thirteenth century the consuls of Italy, Spain, and France

had in most countries acquired an extended and recognised

authority. England, in the fourteenth century, followed the

example, ° and about the same time the jurisdiction which

had formerly been confined to seaports was extended to the

towns in the interior. From these consulships, or perhaps

from the papal legations which were already known, arose at

!'L_t the institution of resident ambassadors, which completed

J Pecchio, Storla della IW,conomia _Pubbhca in Itaha (Lugano, 1849), p. 1L

g Anderson, Hist. of Commerce, vol. i. p. 117. The first English comme_

¢ial companies were ' the Merchants of the Staple ' and ' the Merchants of St.
Thomas h Becket.'

g Van Bruyssel, IT*st. du Commerce Belge, tom. i. p. 234.

* See the stages of its development in Warden, On Consular Establlsh,

6 The earliest notice Maepherson has 'been able to tind of an English con

J_l is in 1346 (Annal_ of Commerce. vol. k p. 536)
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the organisation of diplomacy_ though its influence was nol

fully acquired till much later, in the coalitions resulting from

the rivalry of Francis and Charles V. 1 The Hanseatic

League repressed piracy, associated commerce with the first

_ffiorescence of political liberty, and by the treaty of Stral.

sund, in 1370, made commercial interests preeminent in the

North; while in the South the Venetians, anticipating in

some measure the doctrines of later economists, sketched the

first faint outlines oi the laws that govern them? At last

the Medici appeared_ and surrounded industry with the aure-

oles of genius and of art. For the first time the intellectual

capital of Italy was displaced, and Rome itself paled before

that new Athens which had arisen upon the banks of the

Arno. An aristocracy, formed exclusively from the trading

and mercantile classes,' furnished the most munificent and

discerning patrons art had ever found; almost every great

Before this time ambassadors were sent only on occasions of emergency

The first instance of a resident ambassador seems to have been in 1455, when

Francis Sforza, Duke of Milan, established one at Genoa, and towards the

close of the century the institution became somewhat common in Italy (Cibra*

rio, Economia Politica del J[edio _o [Torino, 1842], vol. i. p. 319). It was
also about this time that the use of cipher in diplomacy became usual. (Ibid

De Plassan, Hist. de la 1)iplomatie t_rangaise, Introd.)
M. Blanqui has collected some extremely remarkable evidence of this

(ttistorie d_Econornis Politique, tom. i. pp. 244-270). The Lombards also

,}ccasioually manifested extremely enlightened views on these subjects (see
Rossi, Economic Politi_e, tom. i. p. 260), and Milan, perhaps longer than
any other great town in Europe, was exempt from the medimval system of

corporations. However, the first Italian writer of considerable merit on

Political Economy was probably Serra, who was a Neapolitan, and it was at

Naples that the first Professorship of Political Economy in Europe was
established in 1754 by the munificence of the Florentine Intieri.

s As early as 1282, a magistracy had been constituted at Florence exclu-

Bively of merchants" and the example was soon followed by Sienna, and in
a great measure by Venice and Genoa. (See Blanqui, tom. L p. 245 ; Rossi,
tom. i. p. 266.)
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_ntellectual movement was coloured by its influence, and its

glory was reflected upon the class from which it sprang.

It may here be advisable to rise for a moment above the
industrial movement with which we have hitherto been oc_

cupied, and to endeavour to obtain a general conception of

the different streams of thought which were at this time

shooting across Europe. Such a review, which will be in

part a summary of conclusions I have established in previous

chapters, will help to show how admirably the industrial

movement harmonised with the other tendencies of the age,

and also how completely the Reformation was the normal

consequence of the new condition of society.

While, then, the development of industry was producing

an innovating, tolerant, and anti-monastic spirit, two great

revivals of learning were vivifying the intellectual energies

of Christendom.

The first consisted of that resuscitation of the classical

writings which began about the twelfth century and culmi-

nated in the labours of Erasmus and the Scaligers. This re-

vival broke the intellectual unity which had characterised

the middle ages. It introduced a new standard ofjudgment_

a new ideal of perfection, a new order of sympathies. Men

began to expatiate in an atmosphere of thought where relig-

ious fanaticism had never entered, and where the threaten-

ings of the dogmatist were unknown. The spell that had

bound their intellects was broken, and the old type of char-

acter gradually destroyed. The influence of the movement

passed from speculative philosophy to art, which was then

the chief organ of religious sentiments, and, under the pat-

ronage of the Medici, a profound change took place in both

painting and architecture, which intensified the tendency

that produced it,
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The second revival was produced by the action of Moorish

civilisation. It was shown chiefly in an increased passion

for natural science, which gradually substituted the concep.

tion of harmonious and unchanging law for the aonception

of a universe governed by perpetual miracles. With this

passion for science, astrology rose into extraordinary repute

and it necessarily involved a system of ihtalism, which, in its

turn, led the way to a philosophy of history. From the

same quarter arose many of those pantheistic speculations

about the all-pervasive soul of the' u_,i_erse, to which the

writers of the fifteenth, sixteenth, an,] _eventeenth centuries

were so passionately addicted. 1 In all these ways, Moorish

influence contributed to shake the old faith, to produce new

predispositions, and thus to prepare the way for the coming

change. Roger Bacon, who was probably the greatest natu-

ral philosopher of the middle ages, was profoundly versed in

Arabian learning, and derived from it many of the germs of

his philosophy.' The ii_talism of the astrologers and the

pantheism of Averroes tinged some of the most eminent

Christian writings long after the dawn of the Reformation.

In one respect, Mahometan influence had somewhat antici

pated the classical revival. The Mahometan philosophers

were intense admirers of Aristotle ; and it was chiefly through

translations made by the Jews from the Arabic versions,

Shat the knowledge of that philosopher penetrated to Europe.

There was another influence, growing partly out of the

industrial development, and partly out of the revival of cla_

sical learning, at this time acting upon Europe, which I have

s Many of these views were almost identical with those of Mesmer ana
followers. (See Bertrand_/://st. du Magn_tisme Animal ea .France, pp

18-z_.)
t SharonTamer's ltia. of .England, voh iv. pp. $9, 40.
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not yet had occasion to mention, which many readers will

deem far too trivial for notice, but which, nevertheless_ ap-

pears to me so extremely important, both as a symptom and

a cause, that I shall venture, at the risk of being accused of

unpardonable digression, to trace some of the leading stage_

of its progress. I mean that change in the character of pub-

lic amusements, produced chiefly by the habits of luxury,

which took place about the fifteenth century, and whiel

produced the revival of the theatre.

No one can question the imm(nse importance in the in-

tellectual history of mankind of an institution which elicited

the dramas of Euripides_ Sophocles, _Eschylus, Calderon,

Lope de Vega, Corneille, MoliSre, Racine, Voltaire, Goethe,

Schiller, Shakspeare, and Ben Jonson, and which has inval_

ably appeared as one of the most conspicuous signs and

causes of a rising civilisation. Combining the three great

influences of eloquence, of poetry, and of painting, it has

probably done more than any other single agent to produce

that craving after the ideal_ that passionate enthusiasm of

intellect, out of which all great works of imagination have

sprung. It has been the seed-plot of poetry and romance,

and it has exercised a considerable though less direct in-

fluence over eloquence. The age of Demosthenes and _Es.

chines was also the age in which the theatre of Athens was

the object of such a passionate devotion, that no politician

was permitted even to propose the abolition of its subsidy.'

The golden age of Roman eloquence was also the golden age

of the Roman theatre, and the connection between acting

and eloquence was one of the favourite subjects of the discu_

lions of the time2 In modern days, Burke declared, in an

i See the Olynthlac,
• Rosciusevenwrote&book onthis subject,but it has unfortunatelynot
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assembly in no degree inferior to any of Greece oz of Rome,

that there was probably no orator among those he addressed,

who did not owe something of his skill to the acting of Gar-

rick.' And this amusement, which has ever proved one of

the chief delights, and one of the most powerful ineentivem

of genius, had, at the same time, the rare privilege of acting

with equal power upon the opposite extreme of intellect, and

is even now almost the only link connecting thousands with

intelloctual pursuits.

But the aspect in which the history of the theatre is most

remarkable, is perhaps to be found in its influence upon na-

tional tastes. Every one who considers the world as it really

exists, and not as it appears in the writings of ascetics or

sentimentalists, must have convinced himself that in great

towns, where multitudes of men of all classes and charac-

ters are massed together, and where there are innumerable

strangers separated from all domestic ties and occupations,

public amusements of an exciting order are absolutely neces-

sary ; and that, while they are often the vehicle and the occa_

sion of evil, to suppress them, as was done by the Puritans

of the Commonwealth, is simply to plunge an immense por-

tion of the population into the lowest depths of vice. Na-

tional tastes, however, vary with the different stages of civ-

ilisation, and national amusements undergo a corresponding

modification; combats of men and animals being, for the

most part, the favourite type in the earlier stages, and dra-

matic representations in the later ones. The history of

come down to us. He kept a school of declamation, which was attended by
the ablest orators of his time. The passion for the theatre is said to have
come to Rome from Egypt, and BatyUus, the greatest actor of the Augustan

period, was from Alexandria See on this subject a curious dissertation,

' De Luxu Romanorum,' in Grmvius, Thesaurus .dnt/g. Rom., tom. viii.
' Murphy's I_zife of Garrick.
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amusements is thus important, as a reflection of the history
of civilisation, and it becomes still more so when we remem-

ber that institutions which are called into existence by a cer.

rain intellectual tendency, usually react upon and intensify
their cause.

In this, as in most other respects, we find a strong con

trust existing between the two leading nations of antiquity,

The Athenians, who for a long period repelled gladiatorial

spectacles with disgust, were passionately devoted to the

drama, which they carried to the very highest point of per-

fection, and from which they derived no small amount of

their intellectual culture. The Romans, on the other hand,

who regarded every subject from a military point of view

had long prohibited theatrical representations, except those

which formed part of the worship of the gods. The first

public theatre was erected by P )mpey, and he only evaded

the censure of the severe moralists of his time by making it

a single story of a building that was ostensibly a temple of

Venus. The Stoics, and the representatives of the old re*

publican spirit, denounced the new amusement as calculated

to enervate the national character. Public opinion branded

actors as infamous, and, as a necessary consequence, they

speedily became so. The civilisation of the Empire made

the theatre at last extremely popular; but that civilisatior

was the most corrupt the world had ever seen, and the

drama partook of the full measure of its corruption. A few

rays of genius from the pens of Seneca, Plautus, o1"Terence

flashed across the gloom; but Rome never produced any

dramatists comparable to those of Greece, or any audience

at all resembling that which made the theatre ring with in-

dignation because Euripides had inserted an apology for

mental reservation into his _ttippolytus,' or had placed a too
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ardent panegyric of wealth in the mouth of Bellerc_hoa

After a time the position of an actor became so degraded,

_hat it was made a form of perpetual servitude, 1 and no on,

who bad embraced that profession was permitted at an,t,,

future time to abandon it. The undisguised sensuality reach

ed a point which we can scarcely conceive. _romen wer_

sometimes brought naked upon the stage? Occasionally an

attempt was made to amalgamate theatrical amusement_

with those bloody spectacles to which the people were so

passionately devoted, and the tragedy was closed by the

burning of a criminal_ who was compelled to personate Her-

cules? At the same time, by a curious association of ideas_

the theatre was still intimately connected with religious ob-

servances; the temple was often the scene of its orgies, and

the achievements of the gods the subject of representation.

It is certainly not surprising that the early writers of

Christianity should have directed all their eloquence against

Nero, however, made energetic efforts to relieve the actors from the

stigma attached to them (as he did also to alleviate the sufferings of the

slaves), and Gibbon has noticed the great honour m which he held the Jewish
actor Ahturus, and the repeated and successful efforts of that actor to obtain

a relaxation of the persecutions of the Jews. Under Nero, too, lived and

died (when only fourteen) a lovely and gifted actress named Eucharis--the

first who appeared on the Greek stage, which Nero had instituted--who

seems to have won more affection and left a deeper impression than almost
any other who died so young. Her charms are recorded in perhaps the most
touching of all the epitaphs that have descended to us from antiquity, and her
oeautfful features formed one of the last ideals of expiring art. (Viscon_

Ivonographie Ancienne, 287.)
See the evidence of this collected by Sabatier, H_st. de la _5$gi_latloa

$ur les Femmes Publiques, pp. 45-47 ; Magnin, Origines du Th_dtre, tom. i.
pp. 284-287; and Lebrun, JDiscours sur le Th_dtre, pp. 79-82. This last
author tries as much as possible to attenuate the facts he admits, in orde_

Chat the invectives of the Fathers might fall with their full force on th_

modem theatre. The Floral games were in this respect the worst.
t Tertullian, Ad Watlones, llb. i. c. 10.
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_ach an restitution as this. They inveighed against it as the

school of profligacy, and a centre of idolatry; and they

dwelt_ in language which it is {mpossible to read without

emotion, upon the duty of those who might be called, at any

moment, to endure for their faith the most horrible forms of

torture and of death, abstaining from whatever could ener-

vate their courage or damp their zeal. l_Iingled with these
noble exhortations we find no small amount of that monastio

spirit which regards pleasure as essentially evil, and also two

or three arguments which perhaps represent the extreme

limits of human puerility. Tertullian_ having enumerated

with great force and eloquence many of the most horrible

vices of the theatre, adds that at least the Almighty can

never pardon an actor who, in defiance of the evangelical as-

sertion, endeavours, by high-heeled boots, to add a cubit to

his stature, and who habitually falsifies his face. _

The position of public amusements in the early history of

Christianity is extremely important. On the one hand, the

austerity with which the Christians condemned them was

probably one of the chief causes of the hatred and conse-

quent persecution of which the early Church was the victim,

and which contrasts so remarkably with the usually tolerant

character of polytheism. On the other hand, when Chris-

tianity had attained its triumph, when the intellectual and

moral basis of paganism was completely sapped, and when

the victorious Church had begun to exhibit something of the

_pirit from which it had suffered, the theatre and the circus

became the last strongholds o? the dying faith. Partly be-

cause they had actually emanated from the pagan worship_

and partly because the Christian Councils and Fathers de-

nounced them with an absolute and unqualified severityt

I ._e _aectaculis, cap. _xiik
45
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they were soon regarded as the chief expression of pagan.

ism; and the people, who endured with scarcely a murmul

the destruction of their temples and the suppression of their

sacrifices, flew to arms whenever their amusements were

menaced. The servitude, Indeed, by which the actor was

enehained for life to the theatre, was soon abrogated in the

case of those who desired to become Christians;' and the

bishops refused to baptise any actor who persisted in his

profession, and excommunicated any Christian who adopted

it ; ' but the theatres were still thronged with eager specta-

tors. Indeed, one curious enactment of the Theodosian Code

provides that some of the temples should be saved from the

general destruction, because they were associated with pub-

lic games.' When the bishops were manifestly unable tc

suppress the public games, they directed all their energies

to restricting them to days that were not sacred. St. Am-

brose succeeded in obtaining the abolition of Sunday repre-

sentations at Milan, and a similar rule was at last raised to a

general law of the empire2

It is remarkable, however, when considering the relations

of Christianity and Paganism to the theatre, that Julian, who

z Cod. Theod., lib. xv. tit. 7, I. 8. If the emancipated actress turned out
badly, she was to be dragged back to the stage and kept there till she wa_

' a ridiculous old woman' (ridieula anus).
q ]qeander, Cl_urch History, vol. ii. p. ,_70. An old Council forbade Chris,

tian women marrying actors. The actors, however, at a later period claimed

one saint as their patron. This was St. Genetns, who was an actor in the

reign of Diocletian. According to the legend, he was acting the part o I a
Ohnstlan in a piece which was designed to turn the new religion to ridicule,

when, between the acts, he saw a vision, which converted him, and he accord-

ingly proclaimed his allegiance to Christ upon the stage. The emperor and
the audience at first loudly applauded, imagining that this was part of th_

play; but when they discovered the truth, the actor was put to death.
' Cod. Theod., xvi. 10. 3.

Lebrun, pp. 117, 118; Cod. /Twod., xv. 5.5
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_as by far the most distinguished champion of the latter_

formed in this respect a complete exception to his co-religion.

lsts. His character was formed after the antique model, and

his antipathy to public amusements was almost wo_hy of a

bishop. Libanius, it is true, has left a long disquisition in

praise of pantomimic dances, which, he maintained, were of

a far higher artistic merit than sculpture, as no sculptor

could rival the grace and beauty of the dancers; but on this

subject he received no encouragement from his master. It

has been ingeniously, and, I think, justly remarked, that this

austerity of Julian, by placing him in direct opposition to

that portion of the population which was opposed to Chris-

tianity, was one of the causes of the failure of his attempts

to rally the broken forces of paganism.

After a time the Roman theatre languished and passed

away. The decline was partly the result of the ceaseless

opposition of the clergy, who during the middle ages were

too powerful for any institution to resist their anathema, but

still more, I think, of the invasion of the barbarians, which

dissolved the old civilisation, and therefore destroyed the

old tastes. The theatre soon lost its attraction ; it lingered,

indeed, faintly for many centuries, but its importance had

passed away, and about the end of the thirteenth century

most antiquaries seem to think the last public theatres were

'lestroyed. The amusements of men were of an entirely dif-

t_rent, and, for the most part, of a warlike character. Battle

and the imitations of battle, boisterous revels, the chase, and

after the Crusades, the gaming-table, became the delight of

the upper classes ; while the poor found congenial recreation

m bear-baiting, bull-fighting, and countless similar amuse-

ments---in fairs_ dances perambulant musicians_ sham fights,
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and rude games. ! Besides these, there were numeroul

mountebanks, who were accustomed to exhibit feats of min.

gled agility and buffoonery, which were probably the origin

of the modern pantomime, and in which, as it has been shown

by a high authority,' there is reason to believe a dress very

similar to that of our harlequins was employed. It is prob-

ably to these mountebanks, or possibly to the troubadours

or wandering minstrels, who had then become common, that

St. Thomas Aquinas referred in a passage which excited a

fierce controversy in the seventeenth century. In discussing

the subject of amusement, the saint suggested the question

whether the profession of an 'actor' was essentially sinful;

and, having enumerated some special circumstances that

might make it so, he answers the question in the negative,'

Strutt's _.9ports and Pastimes of the _F_ghsh .People. Nuratori, Antiq.
Ital. Dissert., 29. In Italy the sham fights were carried on on a vast scale and

with wooden swords, and were the cause of many deaths. Amusements

somewhat similar to those which were once popular in Italy are said to con-

tinue in Russia. Storch, Econ. Polar., tom. iii. p. 403.

Riecoboni, Hist. du Th_dtre Italien depuis l'an 1500 j_sgu'd l'an 1660,
tom. i. pp. 4-6. The author of this remarkable book (who was known pro-

fessionally under the name of Lelio) was one of the greatest Italian actors
of his time. tie travelled much from theatre to theatre, and in the different
cities he visited ransacked the pubtic libraries for works bearing upon his

history. His book was originally written in French, and is dedicated to
Queen Caroline of England.

s He says distinctly, ' Oflicium histrionum, quod ordinatur ad solatium
hominibus exhibendum, non est secundum se ilficitum.' It appears certain

that when this was written there were no public theatres or dramstic repre_

sentations, except the rehgious ones. At the same time, it is impossible to
draw a clear line between the public recitation of verses or the exhibitiont

af mountebanks on the one hand, and the simplest forms of t]e drama upon

the other. Bossuet has cited a passage from St. Thomas's work De Senter_

ti/s, m which he speaks of the exhibitions that had ' formerly taken place in
the theatres.' At all events, the saint was not very favourable to these ' his.

trmnes,' for he speaks of gains that have been acquired ' de turpi caus_
sieur de meretrwio et histrionatu.' See on this subject Concina, De _vee

tac'a//s, pp. 36-41, Lebrun, Discours sur le Th$dtre, pp. 189-194 Bossuet

R_ions sur la Com_die, _ 22-25.
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because,' as he says, 'recreation is necessary to mankind,'

and also because ' it had been revealed to the blessed Paph

nutius that a clown' was to be his companion in heaven.'

Such, then, was the character of public amusements before

ih_ revival of learning. The time, however, was at hand

_hen a profound change, fraught with momentous conse-

quences to the Church, was manifested; and it is worthy of

notice, that while that change was ultimately caused by the

advance of civilisation, the Church itself was its pioneer.

The first revival of the theatre is undoubtedly to be found in

the religious plays. From the earliest times men seem to
have been accustomed to throw into dramatic forms the ob-

jects of their belief; and the pagan mysteries, which were

essentially dramatic," retained their authority over the pOl)U-

lar mind long after every other portion of the ancient wor-

ship was despised. The first biblical play on record is on

)Ioses, and is the composition of a Jew named Ezekiel, who

lived in the second century. The second is a Greek tragedy

on the Passion, by St. Gregory Nazianzen. The religious

ceremonies, and especially those for Christmas, Epiphany,

and Holy Week, became continually more dramatic, and the
monks and nuns after a time began to lelieve the monotony

of the cloister by private representations. The earliest known

instance of this is of the tenth century, when a German ab-

'Joeulator? Bossuet, however, says that the Acts of St. Paphnutius

Bhow that this was simply a perambulant flute-player. After all, Bossuet is

obliged to make the following admission : ' Apr_s avoir purg_ la doctrine de
I_aint Thomas des exc_s dent on la ehargeoit, il faut avouer avec le respect

qui est d5 _ unsi grand homme, qu'il semble s'_tre un pea _loign_, je ne

dirai pas des sentimens dans le fond, mais plutSt des expressions des anciens

P_res sur le sujet des divertissemens.' (R_flexwns sur la Com$die, § 31.)

i Mackay's Religious Development of the Greeks arm Hebrews, vol. ii. pp,
_86--297. Besides the drama, it is probable that the gladmtorial speetaele_

[which are of Etruscan origin) were originally religious. They seem at firat

to have been celebrated at the graves, and in honour of the dead.
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bess named Hroswitha composed two or three dramas, with

a religious object, but imitated, it is said, in part from Ter-

ence, which were acted by the nuns. The subject of one of

them is curious. A hermit had brought up in the ways of

piety a beautiful girl, but she rebelled against his authority,

neglected his counsels, and fled to a house of ill fame. Th_

hermit, having discovered the place of her resort, assumed

the dress and the manners of a soldier, penetrated to her re-

treat, supported his character so skilfully that he deceived its

inmates, and at last tbund an opportunity of reclaiming his

ward.'

In the extreme weariness of the conventual life, amuse-

ments of this kind were welcomed with delight, and, though

often and severely censured, they continued in some monas-

teries till far into the eighteenth century. 2 The form, how-

ever, which they generally assumed was not that of secular

dramas with a religious tendency, but of mysteries or direct

representations of scenes fi'om Scripture or fi'om the lives of

the saints. Until the latter paJ_ of the thirteenth century

they were exclusively Latin, and were usually acted by

priests in the churches; but after this time they assumed

a popular form, their religious character speedily declined,

and they became at last one of the most powerful agents in

bringing the Church, and indeed all religion, into disrepute.'

]'he evidence of this is not to be found in the representations

See Villemain, Jl_oyen Age; Martonne, Pi_$ du Moyen Ag_ ; Gerry,
E_d_ *ur leaMystSres,p. 41.

g Concina, who published his work, De £_ectaculis, in 1752, at the r_
quest of Benedict XIV., mentions that the custom still continued in sores
monasteries ; and he devoted a dissertation to proving that monks who laid
aside their ecclesiastical dress to personate laymen were guilty of mortal sin.

* See the collections of these by Hone, Jubinal, Jacob, &c. ; and the
vorks of Leroy, Suard, and Collier upon their history.
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of the Almighty that were so frequent upon the stage ;1 for

these, though inexpressibly shocking in our eyes, were per-

fectly in harmony with the intellectual condition of the time ;

but rather in the gross indecency which the worst days of

the Roruan theatre had scarcely surpassed, _ and perhaps still

more in the strange position that was assi=ned to Satan. At

first the mysteries had probably contributed much to the re-

ligious terrorism. The glare and smoke of the fire of heU

were constantly exhibited, and piercing shrieks of agony

broke upon the ear. Very soon, however, Satan was made

to act the part of a clown. His appearance was greeted

with shouts of laughter, tie became at once the most prom-

inent and most popular character of the piece, and was eman-

cipated by virtue of his character from all restraints of deco-

rum. One of the most impressive doctrines of the Church

was thus indissolubly associated in the popular mind with

the ridiculous, and a spirit of mockery and of sath'e began to

play around the whole teaching of authority.

It is difficult, indeed, to say how l_r these rude dramatic

representations contributed to that disruption of old religious

ties that preceded and prepared the Reformation. At a

i On which see Malone, Hist. of the H_egl_h Btage_pp. 12, 13. Some
curious examples of it have been collected by Hone; and also in Strutt's
History of the Manners of the People of England, vol. iii. pp. 137-140.

2 Some striking instances of this indecency, which indeed is sufficiently
manifest in most of the mysteries, are given by Jacob in his Introduction to
his collection of Farces. Wherever the seventh commandment was to be

broken, the actors disappeared behind a curtain which was hung across a
part of the stage ; and this mthe origin of the French p1_)verbialexpresaio_
about things that are done ' derriere le rideau.' More than once the Govern-
merit suppressed the sacred plays in France on Lccountof their evil effects
upon morals. In England matters seem to have been if possible worse ; and
Warthn has shown that on at least one occasion in the fifteenthcentury, Adam

and Eve were brought upon the stage strictly in their state of innocence.
the next scene the fig4eave_were introduced. (Malone'sHistory of the Eng
li_h,._tage.pp. 15, 16.)
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very early period those strange festivals, the Feast of Fools

and the Feast of Asses, _had introduced into the churches in.

decent dances, caricatures of the priesthood, and even a paro-

dy of the Mass; and the mysteries of the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries carried the same spirit far and wide. But

what I desire especially to notice is, that their popularity

was mainly due to that material prosperity which was it-

self a consequence of the industrial development we are

considering. This growing passion for an order of amuse_

ments in some degree intellectual, this keen relish for specta

clcs that addressed themselves especially to the imagination_

was the beginning of that inevitable transition from the rude,

simple, warlike, unartistic, unimaginative tastes of barbarism,

to the luxurious, refined, and meditative tastes of civilisation.

Coarse and corrupt as they were, these early plays reflected

the condition of a society that was struggling feebly into a

new phase of civilisation, and which at the same time, thougb

still deriving its conceptions fi'om the Church, was tending

surely and rapidly towards secularisation.

The change was first effeeted in Italy and France. In

those countries, which were then the centres of material

prosperity, the dramatic tastes had naturally been most

developed, and the mysteries had attained an extraordinary

popularity. A modern Italian bibliographer has been able

even now to collect more than one hundred different pieces

of this kind, which were represented in Italy in the fifteenth
and sb:teenth centuries2 About the middle of the fifteenth

The Feast of Fools and the Feast of Asses are said to have originated
(though probably under other names) in the Greek Church about 990. (Ma.

lone's zr_t. ofFmg.ish _taffe, p. 9.) La M_re Sotte, in France, ori_nated, or
at least became popular, during the quarrel between the King of France and
the Pope, at the be_nning of the tenth century. (Monteil,//'_t. ae_Fran.
Fa_ d_ aOiversesEtats, tom. ill. p. 342, ed. 1853.)

t Bibliografia delle .Antiche Rajopresentazionl artaliane _"re e Profa_
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century the exhibitions of the mountebanks began to be

_hrown into a systematic form. A complete story _ as ex-

hibited, and the harlequin rose to great prominence as chief

actor. 2 We find, too, a few representations of Pagan fables,

and also some plays that were termed impromptus, in which

the outline of a plot was sketched by the author, but the

dialogue left to the ingenuity of the actor. Besides these,

dialogues, or discussions of the nature of i_rces,' became com-

mon; and having passed from Italy to France, they there

assumed the dimensions of regular dramas, sometimes of very

considerable merit. One of them, the famous farce of

'Patclin,' which was probably composed about 1468 by

Peter Blanchet, an advocate of Poitiers, still holds its posi-

tion upon the French stage/ The directors of the religious

plays attempted to meet these new rivals by the invention

of semi-religious 'moralities,' which were properly repre-

sentations of allegorical figures of virtues and vices,' and were

,tampate nei Secoli XV. e X VI., dal Colomb de t_atines (Flrenze, 1852). One

)f these mysteries, the S. Giovanni e Paolo, was writen by Lorenzo de'

Medici himself (Roscoe, Lorenzo de' Medze*, ch. v.).
Riccobonl, tom. i. p. 89. One of the most famous of the early harle-

quins was Cecchino, who is also celebrated for having pubhshed at Venice, in

1621, perhaps the first defence of the theatre. He was ennobled by the

Emperor of Germany.

2 These farces, in the earliest and simplest forms, were called ' contrasti '
in Italian, or 'd_bats' in French. De Batines has made a list of several
which were translated from Italian into French ; e. g. the discussions between

• ine and water, between hfe and death, between mau and woman, &e. Italian
actors sometimes migrated to France, and in 1577 we find a regular Italian
_ompany, called I Gelosi, there.

s As a comic opera, and also, I believe, as a play. The popularity of the

{aree of .Patelin produced Ze Nouveau Patelin and £e Testament dE Patel_n_
;aoth of which have been reprinted by Jacob. Hallam says (///st. of/At_

vol. i. p. 216) that the farce of Patel*n was first printed in 1490. There tJ
extreme uncertainty resting upon the early chronology of the drama ; scaroel_

any two authorities agree upon the subject.
• The term 'morality,' however, was very loosely used, Jacob hu re
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intended to act the part of a compromise ; but the farces sooe

became the dominating form, and all other performances sank

into secondary importance. _ Latin plays were also some-

times acted by the scholars in the colleges, a practice which

was afterwards made very popular by the Jesuits.

This was the first stage of the movement. The second

was the creation of secular plays of a higher order of merit,

which completely superseded and destroyed the mysteries.'

Like the former, this advance emanated chiefly from the com.

mercial civilisation of Florence, but it is extremely remark-

able that the leaders of the Church in Italy were among its

most ardent supporters. The first regular Italian comedy

appears to have been the ' Calandra,' and its author was the

Cardinal Bibbiena, who had long been secretary to Lorenzo

printed an old play, called/,a Moralit_ de l'Aveugle et du .Boiteux, whmh is
nothing more than a farce. From the reli_ous plays the personifications

passed to the ballets, in which they still sometimes appear. An old French

poem describes in rapturous terms the performance of a certain Madame de

Braneas, in the character of Geometry, in a ballet on the seven liberal arts,
danced before Louis XIV. in 1663.

Farces appear also to have been the chief form of dramatm literature m

Spain in the fifteenth century. See Bouterwek's Hist. of Spanish .L_t_ratufe.

They were followed by eclogues.
Some remains, however, of the mysteries continue to the present day,

especially in the villages of the Tyrol There is still, too, a great ' passion play,'

_s it is termed, celebrated every tenth year at the little village of Oberam-

mergau, in Bavaria, near the frontiers of the Tyrol, which, though it is not

more than 300 years old, and though it is almost entirely devoid of grotesqne

scenes, may be on the whole looked upon as a representative of the mediaeval

plays. It consists of scenes from the Passion (beginning at the triumpha_

entry into Jerusalem, and ending with the appearance to the Magdalene after

the Resurrection), between which pictures from the Old Testament (partly
wax-work and partly tableaux vivants), typical of the Passion, are displayed.

h. chorus, llke those of the Greek plays, sings hymns concerning the conne6

lion between the type and the antitype. When I saw it in 1860, the play

lasted for 7_ hours, and eommanded the attention of an immense audienco t¢
the clo_
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ile' Medici2 The play was probably written in the last few

years of the fifteenth century, when the author was still

young, but it at all events did not impede his advancer.;ent

ill the Church. The two first Italian tragedies were the

' Sophonisba ' of Trissino, which was imitated from Euripides,

end the ' Rosimunda ' of Ruecellai, which was imitated from

Seneca. The 'Sophonisba' was acted for the first time at

Vieenza, about 1514, and was soon afterwards represented at

Rome under the special patronage of Leo X., who appointed

its author ambassador at the court of the Emperor Maximil-

ian. The 'Rosimunda' was first acted, in the presence of

the same Pope, at Florence, in 1515.' The earliest instance

of a secular musical drama is the 'Orpheus' of Politiano,

which was composed for the amusement and acted in the

presence of the Cardinal Gonzaga of Mantua.' A few years

later we find Clement VII. present with the Emperor Charles

V., at Bologna, at the representation of the comedy of ' The

Three Tyrants,' by Rieci. ° As a natural consequence of this

patronage, the Italian theatre at its commencement does not

appear to have been very hostile to the Church, and in this

respect forms a marked contrast to the theatre of France.

The 'Eug6nie' of Jodelle, which was the first regular comedy

Riccoboni, tom. i. pp. 82, 33. The Calandra is now nearly forgotten,
but its author will always be remembered as the subject of twoof the noblest
of the portraits of Raphael,--one at Florence, and the other at Madrid.

t Compare Riccoboni, tom. ii. pp. 9, 10 ; and Sismondi, Hist. de la Li_
t_rature du M_di, tom. ii. pp. 188-199. The two pieces seem to have been
,_ctednearly at the same time ; but the Sophonlsba was not printed for sores
y_rs afterwards. Ruccellai also wrote a play called Orestea,which, how-
ever. was not brought at this time on the stage.

• Roscods Z.orenzode' Medwi, ch. v. ; Hogarth's Memoirs of the Opera,
pp. 6-8. Of course, as Halla_n has observed, recitative not being yet ir_
ve_ted, the music was confined to choruses and songs scattered througbou!
the piece.

* Riecoboni, tom. i. p. 188.
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acted on the French stage, was throughout what many of the

older farces had been, a bitter satire upon the clergy. 1

One of the mo_t important consequences of this revival

of the theatre was the partial secularisation of music. This

art, to which the old Greeks had ascribed so great a power

over both mind and body, and which some of their states

had even made an essential element of the civil polity,' had

for many centuries been entirely in the hands of the Church.

Almost all the music that really deserved the name was ec-

clesiastical, and all the great names in musical history had

been ecclesiastics. St. Ignatius having, according to the

legend, heard the angels singing psalms in alternate strains

before the throne of God, introduced the practice of an-

tiphons. St. Ambrose regulated the church music for the

diocese of Milan, and St. Gregory the Great for the re-
mainder of Christendom. St. Wilfrid and St. Dunstan were

the apostles of music in England. In the eleventh century,

the monk Guido of Arezzo invented the present system of

musical notation. Nearly at the same time, the practice of

singing in parts, and combining several distinct notes in

single strain,' which is the basis of modern harmonies,

' See Charles,/.a Com_d*een France a, Selzi_meS_$cle(1862). Ricco-
ooni, however, asserts that Moli_re took the character, and even some of the
incidents and speeches, of his Tarluffe from an old Italian play called 2)9cto_
Ba_'hetone(tom. i. p. 137).

' Among the Arcadians, for example, music was compulsory, and the one
district in which this custom fell into desuetude was said to have sunk far
below the surrounding civilisation. There is a singularly curious chapter on
the effects ascribed to music among the Greeks, in Burney's tT_atvryof Mm_i_
vM.i. pp. 173-194. The legends of Orpheus charming hell, Arion appeasing
the waves, and Amphion moving the stones by music, as web as __ho musk
of the spheres ' of Pythagoras, will occur to every one.

Called originally _discantus.' The exact date of its invention is a mat-
ter of great controversy. It is said to have been suggested by the varie_
tones of the orga_
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first appeared in the services of the Church. From a very

early period music had been employed to enhance the effect

of the sacred plays, and as it continued to occupy the same

position when the drama had been secularised, St. Philil_

Neri, in 1540, in order to counteract the new attraction,

originated at Rome the oratorio. About twenty years later,

Palestrina, a chaplain of the Vatican, reformed the who]6

system of Church music. These ex(rtions would perhaps

have retained for it somethmg at least of its ancient ascend-

ency, but for the invention in 1600 of recitative, which, by

rendering possible complete musical dramas, immediately

created the opera, withdrew the sceptre of music from the

Church, and profoundly altered the prevailing taste. From

this time the star of St. Cecilia began to wane, and that of

Apollo to shine anew. Those 'Lydian and Ionic strains'

which Plato so jealously excluded from his republic, and

which Milton so keenly appreciated, were heard again, and

all Italy thrilled with passion beneath their power. Venice

especially found in them the most faithful expression of her

character, and no less than three hundred and fifty different

operas were represented there between 1637 and 1680. In

France the opera was introduced at the desire of Cardinal

Mazarin; and it is remarkable that Perrin, who wrote the

first French operas, was a priest; that Cambert, who assiste_l

him in composing the music, was a church organist; and

that nearly all the first actors had been choristers in the ca-

thedrals. From this time the best singers began to desert

the _hurches for the theatre. In England the musical dramas

known under the name of masques elicited some of the

noblest poetry of Ben Jonson and of Milton.'

See Burney's Hist. of .M_'_'_e; Castil-Blaze, ChapeIleMus_quede8.Roisda
Frat_, ttogarth's tl,st, of the O[,era, Montefl,H_st de_.Fran;a*s (.KVI]
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Another way in which the Church exercised, I think, an

indirect influence upon the stage, is not quite so obvious as

the preceding one. Whatever opinion may be held on the

general question of the comparative merits of the classical

and the Gothic architecture, it is at least certain that tee

latter was immeasurably superior in suggesting the effi_ets

of immense distances--ln acting, not simply on the taste, but

also on the emotions, by a skilful employment of all the
means of" illusion which an admirable sense of the laws of

perspective can furnish. The Greek temple might satisfy

the taste, but it never struck any chord of deeper emotion,

or created any illusion, or suggested any conception of the

[nfinite. The eye and the mind soon grasped its proportions,

and realised the full measure of its grandeur. Very different

is the sentiment produced by the Gothic cathedral, with its

almost endless vistas of receding arches, with its high altar

rising conspicuous by a hundred lights amid the gloom of

the painted windows, while farther and farther back the eye

loses itself in the undefined distance amid the tracery of the

gorgeous chancel, or the dim columns of Our Lady's chapel.

The visible there leads the imagination to the invisible. The

sense of finiteness is vanquished. An illusion of vastness and

awe presses irresistibly on the mind. And this illusion, which

the architecture and the obscurity of the temple produce, has

always been skilfully sustained in Catholicism by ceremonies

which are preeminently calculated to act upon the emotions

fhrolg'h the eye.

Now it is surely'a remarkable coincidence, that while

Christian architecture is thus indisputably superior to pagan

architecture in creating the illusion of distance, the modern

_/Jc/e); tbe notice of Palestrina in Hallam's tti_,_t,of/Aterature; and the
ff_sa_,so.a._[uslealNotation,by Vitctand Coussevaaker.
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theatre should be distinguished by precisely the same supe-
riority from the ancient one. A fundamental rule of the

modern theatre is, that the stage should be at least twice as

deep as it is broad. In the theatres of antiquity, the stage

was five or six times as broad as it was deep.' It resembled

the portion which is now exhibited when the curtain is down.

The wall that closed it in, instead of being concealed, was

brought prominently before the spectator by rich sculptures,
and illusion was neither sought nor obtained. In the modern

theatre, our present system of decoration only advanced by

slow degrees from the rude representations of heaven and

hell, that were exhibited in the mysteries, to the elabor._te

scenery of our own day; but still the constant progress in

this direction exhibits a conception of the nature of the spec-

tacle, which is essentially different from that of the Greeks,

and is probably in a great measure due to the influence of

ecclesiastical ceremonies upon the taste.

It is not difficult to perceive the cause of the favour

which Leo and his contemporaries manifested to the theatre.

They belonged to a generation of ecclesiastics who were far
removed from the austere traditions of the Church, who had

thrown themselves cordially into all the new tastes that lux-

ury and revived learning had produced, and who shrank with

an undisguised aversion t_om all religious enthusiasm, from
all intolerance of the beautiful. Their lives were one hmg

dream of art and poetry. Their imaginations, matured and

disciplined by constant study of the noblest works of Grecian

genius, cast a new colouring upon their profession, and

The stage of Orange, which is probably the most perfect Roman theatre

ir existence, is 66 yards broad and 12 deep. (See Vitet's Essay an the A_th

_iaes of Orange, in his Etudes sur l'Histoire d'Art.) The length of the

stage of Herculaneum is greater than that of San Carlo at Naples, but its
depth is only a few feet.
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adorned with a pagan beauty every creation of the Church.

Such men as these were but little likely to repress the intel-

lectual passion that arose almost simultaneously in Italy,

France, and Spain,' and created the modern theatre. But

when the teaching of Luther had thrilled through Europe, a

new spirit was infused into the Vatican. The intellectualist

and the art critic were replaced by men of saintly lives but

of persecuting zeal, and a fierce contest between the Church

and the theatre began, which continued till near the close of

the eighteenth century, and ended in the complete victory of
the latter.

The doctrine of the Church on this subject was clear and

5ecisive. The theatre was unequNocally condemned, and

all professional actors were pronounced to be in a condition

of mortal sin, and were, therefore, doomed, if they died in

their profession, to eternal perdition2 This frightful propo-

sition was enunciated with the most emphatic clearness by

countless bishops and theologians, and was even embodied

in the canon law and the rituals of many dioceses2 The

Ritual of Paris, with several others, distinctly pronounced

'The Spanish theatre very early rose to perfection, and, after 1600,

Spanish tragi-comedies soon became dominant, even in Italy. (See Riccoboni's
history of the movement; and Bouterwek's H_st. of Sjaani._h _iterature.)

In this review I have not entered into an examination of the English theatre,

[br two reasons: first, because its growth was almost entirely isolated,
while the dramatic literatures of Italy, Spain, and France were closely con-

nected ; and, secondly, because my present object is to trace the relations of
Catholicism and the drama.

The following was the decision of the doctors of the Sorbonne in 1694 :
' Les com6diens, par leur profession comme elle s'exercise, sont en 6tat de

p6ch6 mortel.'--.Dict, des Cas de Conscience, de Lamet et Fromageau_ tom. i.

p. 803.
' See an immense mass of evidence of this collected in Desprez ds

Boissy, Zettres sur les Spectacles (1780); Lebrun, Discours sur la OomSdO

_oneina_ De Sjaectaculis.
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that actors were by their very employment necessarily ex-

communicated. I This was the sentence of the Church upon

those whose lives were spent in adding to the sum of human

enjoyments, in scattering the clouds of despondency, and
charming away the weariness of the jaded mind. None can

tell how many hearts it has wrung with anguish, or how

many noble natures it has plunged into the depths of vice.

As a necessary consequence of this teaching, the sacraments

were denied to actors who refused to repudiate their profes-
sion, and, in France at least, their burial was as the burial of

a dog.' Among those who were thus refused a place in con

secrated ground was the beautiful and gifted Le Couvreur,

who had been perhaps the brightest ornament of the French

stage. She died without having abjured the profession she

had adorned_ and she was buried in a field for cattle upon

the banks of the Seine. An ode by Voltaire, burning with

the deep fire of an indignant pathos, has at once avenged and

consecrated her memory.

' Arcendi [a sacra communione] sunt publiee indigni, quales sunt excom-

municati_ interdieti, manifeste infamcs ut meretrices, concubinarii, eomcedi.'

(Quoted by Concina_ De Spectaeulis_ p. 42. See also Lebrun, Discours_ p.

_4.) Some theologians, in order to reconcile their sentiments with the pas-

sage from St. Thomas that I have quoted, said that it was actors of immoral

pieces that were excommunicated, but they added that the condition of the
theatre was such that all actors fell under the censure. Moli_re was regarded

as peculiarly and preeminently bad. Racine was far from innocuous; and
Bossuet distinctly maintained that any piece was immoral which contained a

representation of love, however legitimate its character. (See his/_fl_iot_

mr la Com_lie.)
g ' L'l_gliseeondamneles eom_diens_et eroitpar-l_d6fendreassez la

com_die:la d_cisionenest precisedans les Ritucls(R_t.deParis,pp. 108-
]14), is pratique enest constante. On prive des sacremenset _ la vieet/t
•a mort ceuxquijouent la com4dies'ils ne renoncent_ leurart ; on lespasse

la saintetablecommedesp_eheurspublics; onlcsexcintdesordressacr6s
eommedespersomaesini_aes ; par une suite infaillible,las6pultureecel6si-
_stiqueleur eSt d6ni6e.'--Bossuet,_flex/io_ sur la OomSdis,_ _d.

46
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It is hard for those who are acquainted with the habits

_f modern Roman Catholic countries to realise the intense

bitterness which theologians of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries manifested towards the theatre. Moli5re)

whose plays were continually cited as among the most _l_na_'_

instances of its depravity, was the object of especial denun-

ciation, and when he died it was only with extreme difficulty

that permission could be obtained to bury him in consecrated

ground. 1 The religious mind of Racine recoiled before the

censure. He ceased to write for the stage when in the zenith

of his powers, and an extraordinary epitaph, while recording

his virtues, acknowledges that there was one stain upon his

memory--he had been a dramatic poet2 In 1696, and agair_

in 1701, on the occasion of the jubilee, the actors entreated

the pope to relieve them from the censures of the canon law,

but their request was unavailing; and when, upon the recov-

ery of Louis XIV. from a serious illness, every other corpora-

tion at Paris offered up a Te Deum, they were especially ex-

cluded, s At least one archbishop distinctly prohibited his

clergy from marrying them; • and when a lawyer, named

2 Lebrun relates this with much exultation. Speaking of Molibre he
says : ' Ce qui est constant, e'est que sa mort est une morale terrible pou_
tous ses confreres, et pour tous ceux qui ne cherchent qu'_ rire---un peu d8
terre obtenu par pri_re, c)est tout ce qu'il a de l']_giise,et encore fallut-il
blen protester qu)il avoit donn_ des marques de repentir. Rosimond _tant
mort subitement en 1691, fur enterrd sans clergY, sans lumi_re, et sans
aar,ane pri_re, duns un endroit du cimeti_re de St. Sulpiee off l'on met les
enfans morts sans bapt_me.' (Discours sur la Com_die,ed. 1731, p. 259.)

This marvellous production is given in full by Desprez de Boissy, tom
• pp. 510-512. Its author was named Tronchom

) Ibid. p. 124.
]'he Archbishop of Paris. This refusal was of course comprised m th$

_*neral rule, that actors as excommunicated persons should be excluded
flora the sacraments (Desprez de Boissy, tom. i. p. 447). And yet these
pri_ had the audacity to reproach actors with their immorality[ The
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Huerne de la ]_Iothe, ventured, in 1761, to denounce this act

as a scandal, and to defend the profession of an actor, his

work was burned by the hand of the executioner, and his

uame erased from the list of advocates.' Lulli, the first great

musical composer of France, could only obtain absolution by

burning an opera he had just composed.'

Yet in spite of all this the theatre steadily advanced, and

as the opposition was absolute and unequivocal its progress
was a measure of the defeat of the Church. In France, al-

though the law pronounced actors infamous, and consequent-

ly excluded them from every form of public honour and em-

ployment, and although till far into the eighteenth century

custom prohibited those who occupied any magisterial ap-

pointment from attending the theatre, the drama retained an

undiminished popularity. In Spain it appears to have se-
cured a certain measure of toleration by throwing itself into

the arms of the Church. Calderon infused into it the very

spirit of the Inquisition. The sacred plays continuecl after

they had been abolished in almost every other country; and

although Mariana and some other leading theologians de-
nounced all dramatic entertainments, they were unable to

nrocure their final suppression.' The opera, it is true, was

Council of Illiberis, one of the oldest on record, prohibited any Christian
woman from marrying an actor. (Lebrun, Discours, p. 157.)

See the curious Arr_t du Parlement, in Desprez de Boissy, tom. i. pp.
473-481.

s Hogarth, ._lemolrs of the Opera, p. 28.
• Philip II., however, and Philip IV. banished all actors from Spa_

(Boissy, I_trea sur lea S_ectacl_% tom. i. pp. 483, 484); and the venerable

and miracle-working Father Posadas, at a later period, caused the destruC-
tion of t,le theatre of Cordova (Concina, De Sfeet. p. 178). On the extent
*,owhiea actors laboured to win the favour of the Church by religious play_

_md by singing at the Church festivals, see the indignant remarks of Marian,,

De _ege, pp. 406-419.
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_omewhat severely treated_ for some divines having ascribed

to it a period of pestilence and of drought, i_ was for a time

abolished ; ' but it at last secured its position in Spain. The

Italians at all times thronged the theatre with delight. Even

the Romans exhibited such a marked passion for this form of

amusement, that the popes were obliged to yield. At first

dramatic entertainments were only permitted at Rome during

the carnival, and Benedict XIV., while according this per-

mission, addressed a pastoral to the bishops of' his kingdom
to assure them that he did it with extreme reluctance to

avoid greater evils_ and that this permission was not to be

construed as an approval.' Gradually, however, these

amusements were extended to other seasons of the year ; and

even the opera, in obedience to the wishes of the people, was

introduced. At last, in 1671, a public opera-house was built

at Rome; but female peribrmers were long strictly prohibit-

ed_ and their places supplied by eunuchs--an unfortunate

race, which came in consequence into great request in the

Holy City.'

The man who did more than any other to remove the

Buckle, Hist., vol. i. p. 347, note. In the same way, Lebrun ascribes
the earthquakes that desolated ancient Antioch to the passion of the inhab-
itants for the theatre (Di._cours, pp 132, 133) The English bishops, m
1563, attributed the plague to the theatres (Froude's ttmt, vol. vii. p. 519).

2 See an energetic extract which Concina has prefixed to his book. Some
_f the cardinals, hewever, were less severe, and in the first half of the seven.
_eenth century the musical parties of the Cardinal Barberini were very fa-
mous. It was probably there, and certainly at Rome, that Milton met Leonora
Baroni, who was one of the first of the long line of great Italian opera
singers, and to whom he, with a very unpuritanical gallantry, addressed three
Latin poems (Hogarth, Memoirs of the Opera, pp. 17, 18). These carnival
dramas excited the great indignation of the Calvinist Dall_eus(Concina, pp
802, 308). The Italians do not seem to have been so violent against the
theatre as the French priests, though De Boissy has collected a rather long
ist of condemnations.

* Desprez de Boissy, tom. ii. pp. 234-286.
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stigma that rested upon actors, was unquestionably Voltaire.

There is, indeed, something singularly noble in the untiring
zeal with which he directed poetry and eloquence, the keen-

est wit and the closest reasoning, to the defence of those who

had so long been friendless and despised. He east over them

the _egis of his own mighty name, and the result of his

advocacy was shown in the enactment by which the French

Revolutionists, at a single stroke, removed all the disquali-

fications under which they laboured. The position aetor_

have since conquered in almost every country, and the extent

to which the theatre has become a recognised inbtitution,

must be manifest to every one. Among the many illustra-

tions of the impotence of modern ecclesiastical efforts to

arrest the natural current of society, there are few more

curious than is furnished on tl_e opening night of the Roman

theatre, when the cardinal-governor of Rome appears, as the

representative of the pope, to sanction the entertainment by

his presence, to listen to the sweet songs of the opera sung

by female singers, and to watch the wreathings of the dance.

I trust the reader will pardon the great length to which

this disquisition on the drama has extended. It is not alto-

gether of the nature of a digression, because, although an

institution like the theatre cannot be regarded as entirely the

creation of any one nation, it certainly owes its first impulse

and some of its leading characteristics to that union of an
industrial and intellectual civilisation which attained its

culmination under the Medici. l_'or is it without an impor-

tant bearing on the subject of my work, because the succes-
sive transformations I have reviewed furnish one of the most

striking examples of that process of gradual secularisation

Which, under the influence of the rationalistic spirit, is div

played in turn in each department of thought and action.
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Besides this, there are few more powel_fully destructive

agents than customs or institutions, no matte1 how little

aggressive, which a Church claiming supreme authority en-

deavours to suppress, and which have nevertheless secured

their position in the world. By the simple fact of thei_

existence, they at first divide the allegiance of mankind, _n4

at last render obsolete a certain portion of ecclesiastical

teaching, and thereby impart a character of mobility and

flexibility to the whole. In this respect Protestantism has

been far less affected by the change than her rival, for Prot-

estantism does not claim the same coercive authority, and

can, therefore, in a measure assimilate with the developments

of society, and purify and temper when it cannot altogether

control. It must be acknowledged also, that while the

Calvinistic section of the Reformed Churches has ever dis-

played a bigotry on the subject of amusements, which is at

least equal to that of the Church of Rome, l Anglicanism has

always been singularly free from the taint of fanaticism;'

nor is it, I believe, too much to add, that her forbearance has

received its reward, and that, if we except the period of

depravity that elapsed between the Restoration and the

publication of the work of Jeremy Collier in 1698, and which

On the decrees of the French Protestants against the theatre, sos
Lebrun, p. 255. Calvin at Geneva was equally severe, and his policy long
after found an enthusiastic defender in Rousseau. In England, one of the
most atrocious acts of tyranny of which Charles I. was guilty, was elicited
_v a book called the ttistriomastix, of Prynne, and one of the first effects of
;he triumph of the Puritans was the suppression of the theatre.

I have mentioned the way in which Moli_re, Lulll, and Le Couvreur
were treated in France. As a single illustration of the different spirits of
Catholicism and Anglicanism, I may mention the fate of their English paral-
els---Shakespeare, Lawes, and Mrs. 01dfield. No murmur of controversy
ever disturbed the grave of Shakespeare, and the great poet of Puritanism
sang his requiem. Lawes and Mrs. Oldfieldboth rest in Westminster Abbey,
to which th_ latter was bornewith almost regal pomp.
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may be justly ascribed in a great measure to the reaction

against Puritanism, the English theatre has been that in
which the moralist can find least to condemn.

The creation of the secular theatre was one of the last

results of the industrial supremacy of Italy. A succession of

causes, into which it is not now necessary to enter, had col,

roded that political system, to which the world is so deeply

indebted ; and the discovery of the passage round the Cape

of Good Hope by Gama, and of America by Columbus, to-

gether with some other causes, directed the stream of com-
merce in new channels. By the time when the effects of

these discoveries began first to be felt, the Reformation had

divided Christendom into two opposing sections, and the

important question arose, to which of these sections the

sceptre of industry would fall.

It must, I think, be acknowledged, that to a spectator of

the sixteenth century no proposition could seem more clear

than that the commercial supremacy of Europe was destined

to be exercised by Catholicism. The two great discoveries I
have mentioned had both fallen to the lot of the intensely

Catholic nations of the Spanish peninsula. Spain especially

exhibited a combination of advantages which it would be

very difficult to parallel in history. Her magnificent colonies

opened out a boundless prospect of wealth, and she seemed

to possess all those qualities and capacities that were requi-

site for their development. The nation was in the zenith

of its power. The glories of Granada still rested upon it.

Charles V. had united the imperial sceptre with that ot

Spain, had organised a vast navy, had constituted himself

the recognised head of the Catholic interests, had humbled

that French power which alone could imperil his ascendency,

and had acquired the reputation of the most coDsumm:Lt_
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politician of the age. If we add to this, that the passion fol

wealth had never been more strongly exhibited than by the

Spaniards, it would seem as though no element of commer-

cial greatness was wanting. Reasoning d _riori, it would

appear natural to conclude that Spain was about to embark

in a long and glorious career of commerce, that she would

incline the balance of material prosperity decisively to the

side of the religion of which she was the champion, but that

the commercial spirit would at last act upon and modify he_

religious fanaticism.

None of these results followed. Although for a few year_

the Spanish Catholics were the arbiters and the directors of

commerce, and although the effects of their ascendency have

not even yet passed away, the prosperity of Spain was

speedily eclipsed. At a time when she seemed on the high-

way to an almost boundless wealth, she sank into the most

abject poverty. Her glory was withered, her power was

shattered, her fanaticism alone remained.

There are several considerations that explain this apparent

anomaly. The first is, I think, to be found in the erroneous

economical doctrine which became the mainspring of Spanish

legislation.

Although it would undoubtedly be a gross exaggeration

to regard the Italian republics as having arrived at the

knowledge of the true laws that govern wealth, there can

be no question that their policy was far more in conformity

with the principles of political economy than that of any of

their successors till after the time of Quesnay and Smith.

The exquisite practical skill they possessed, and also the pc,

culiarity of their position, which made most of them entirely

_]_pendent upon commercv, and consequently the natural ene

roles of protective privileges, saved them from the worst
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eglslatlve errors of the age ; and, indeed, it has been the just

boast of Italian economists, that, if we except Serra, Geno-

vesi, and perhaps one or two others_ even their speculative

writers have always been singularly free from the errors of that

mercantile system _which in other countries was so long su

preme. It was not until Spain had risen to power, and tht

stream _f American gold had begun to inuudate Europe,

that the doctrine upon which that fatal system rests became

the centre of commercial legislation.

To state this doctrine in the simplest form_it was believed

that all wealth consisted of the precious metals, and Shat

therefore a country was necessarily impoverished by every

transaction which diminished its metallic riches, no matter

how much it may have added to its other possessions. If.

therefore, two nations exchanged their commodities with

a view of increasing their wealth, the single object of each

was to regulate the transaction in such a manner that it

might obtain a larger amount of money than it before pos-

sessed, or, in other words, that the value of its non-metallic

exports should be greater than of its imports. But as the

excess of exports over imports on one side implied a cor

responding excess of imports over exports on the other, it
followed that the interests of the two nations were diametri

cally opposed, that the loss of one was the condition and

measure of the gain of the other, and that to the nation
which was unable to incline what was termed the ' balance

of commerce' in its favour_ the entire transaction was an

evil It followed also that the importance of native produc-

tions was altogether subordinate to that of the export or im-

port of gold.

From these principles three important practical conse*

Tmncea were drawn which contributed greatly to the down
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fall of Spain. In the first place, the whole energy both of

the government and people was concentrated upon the gold

mines, and manufactures and almost all forms of industry

_:lnk into neglect. In the next place, the colonies were

_peedily ruined by an elaborate system of commercial re-

strictions and monopolies, devised with the vain hope of en-

riching the mother-country, and some of them were at

length goaded into successful rebellion. In the last place,

an undue amount of gold was introduced into Spain, which

had the very natural, but, to the Spaniards, the very aston-

ishing effect of convulsing the whole financial system of the

cuuntry. For the value of gold, like the value of other com-

modities, is governed by the law of supply and demand;

and the fact that this metal has been selected as the general

instrument of exchange, while it makes any sudden alteration

in its value peculiarly dangerous, does not in any degree re-

move it from the law. When it suddenly becomes too com-

mon, its value--that is to say, its purchasing power is de-

preciated; or, in other words, the price of all other articles

is raised. After a time things adjust themselves to the new

standard, and many political economists, considering the

sudden stimulus that is given to industry, the particular class

of enterprises the change in the value of money specially

favom's, and still more its effect in lightening the pressure of

national debts, have regarded it as ultimately a benefit; butt

at all events, the confusion, insecurity, and uncertainty of the

transition constitute a grave danger to the community, and

the loss inflicted on certain classes _is extremely serious. In

our own day, although the influx of Australian and Calffor.

nian gold has told very sensibly upon prices, the immense

area of enterprise over which it has been diffused, the colin

Those who directly or indirectly depend upon fixed incomea.
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:eracting influe_lce of machinery in cheapening commodoties,

and also a few exceptional causes of demand,' have mate_

rially deadened the shock. But the stream of gol(_ that was

directed to Spain after the discovery of America produced

_early the full measure of evil, while the economical erro_

of the age deprived the Spamaids of nearly all the go_&

that might have been expected. The temporary evil of

a violent change in prices could only have been abated,

and the permanent evil of the decay of national industry

could only have been in some degree compensated, by the

free employment of American gold to purchase the industry

of foreign nations; but this would involve the export of the

precious metal, which the government under the severest

penalties prohibited. It is true that, as no prohibition can

finally arrest the natural flow of affairs, the gold did issue

forth, 2 but it _ as in the manner that was least advantageous

to Spain. Cl_arles V. and Philip II. employed it in their

wars ; but wars are almost always detrimental to industry ;

many of these were disastrous in their conclusions, and those
of Charles were undertaken much more in the interests of

the empire than of Spain, while Philip sacrificed every othel

consideration to the advantage of the Church. The only

other mode of egress was by infringing the law. After a

According to (_hevallier(whose book on this subject has been translated
and endorsed by Mr. Cobden), the adoption of a gold standard by France ia
the l:rincipah

The famous sermon of Bishop Latimer, describing the revolution of
prices in England, was preached as early as 1548_only twenty-seven ycaxs
after the conquest of Mexico, and at a time when the great mines of 1%:osi
(which were only discovered in 1545) could scarcely have had anyeffect upon
Europe. The most striking evidence of the perturbationof prices in Eng-
land in the sixteenth century is given in _A Gompendiousor Briefe £xamino.
tlon of Certayne Ordinary Complaints of divers of our Countrymen,by W.
_.' [probably William Stafford], 1581. The greater part of this curioum
[)amphlethas beenreprinted in the fifth volume of the t_amlohleteer(1815).
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lbW years, the full effects of this policy' were manifeste&

Manufactures had languished. Prices were immensely raised_

Confusion and insecurity characterised every financial unde_

taking. Tile Spaniards, to adopt the image of a great po-

litical eccnomist, realising the curse of Midas, found all the

necessaries of life transmuted into gold, while, to crown all,

_he government prohibited its export under pain of death.

These economical causes will help to show why it wa_

that the material prosperity of the great Catholic power

was so transient, and also why no strong industrial spirit

was evoked to counteract the prevailing fanaticism. This

last fact will be still ful_her elucidated, if we consider the

social and religious institutions which Spanish Catholicity

encouraged. The monasteries, in numbers and wealth, had

reached a point that had scarcely ever been equalled; and

besides subtracting many thousand men and a vast amount

of wealth from the productive resources of the country, they

produced habits of mind that are altogether L_compatible

with industry. The spirit that makes men devote themselves

in vast numbers to a monotonous life of asceticism and pov-

erty is so essentially opposed to the spirit that creates the

energy and enthusiasm of industry, that their continued co-

existence may be regarded as impossible. Besides this, that

aristocratic system which harmonises so well with a theo-

logical society revived. A warlike and idle nobility took

Aggravated to a certain extent by the dishonest tampering with the

¢oinage, in which Charles V., like most of the sovereigns of the time, in-

dr_ted. The chief results of this are, first, that the good coins are drives

out of circulation, as men naturally prefer giving the smallest value possible
for what they purchase ; secondly, nominal prices are raised as the intrinsi_

_alue of coins is depreciated ; thirdly, all the evils of uncertainty, panle, and

suffering inflicted upon creditors and persons with fixed incomes are pro
duced.
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the place of the old merchant nobles of Italy, and a stigma

was in consequence attached to labour, t which was still fur-

ther increased by the revival of slavery.

The resurrection of this last institution is usually ascribed

to Las Casas, the only really eminent philanthropist Spain

ever produced. In this statement there is, however, some

exaggeration. Las Casas only landed in America in 1513)

and he does not appear to have taken any step on the sub-

ject of slavery till some years later ; but negroes had been

employed as slaves by the Portuguese in their colonies in

the very beginning of the century, _ and a certain number

were introduced into the Spanish colonies as early as 1511.

They do not, however, appear to have been fully recognised

by the government, and further imports were discouraged

till 1516, when the monks of St. Jerome, who then adminis-

tered affairs in the West Indies, recommended their employ-

ment. In tile following year, Las Casas pronounced ener-

getically in the same sense. Strange as it may now appear,

there can be no doubt that in doing so he was actuated by

the purest benevolence. Perceiving that the wretched In-

dians, to whose service he had devoted his liih, perished by

thousands beneath the hard labour of the mines, while the

negroes employed by the Portuguese bore the fatigue with-

out the slightest injury, he imagined that by introducing the

latter he was performing an act of undoubted philanthropy ;

and thus it came to pass, that one whose character presents

' See Blanqui, tF_st,d'.Economie Politique, tom. i. pp. 271-284, where th$
_hole subject of the political economy of Charles V. is admirably treated.

' The beginning of the trade dates from 1440, in which year some Portu
guese merchants, having kidnapped some Moors on the coast of Africa_only
_onsented to ransom them on receiving negroes in exchange. /,M'Pherson'|
zln_s of C'_mmerce,vol. L p. 661.)
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an almost ideal type of beneficence became a leading pl_

rooter of negro slavery.'

The traffic once organised, and encouraged by the govern.

ment, spread rapidly. Its monopoly was granted to the

Belgians, who sold it to the Genoese; but merchants of

Venice, Barcelona, and England had all an early share ;_nthe

adventure. The first Englishman wt o took part in it was a

certain John Hawkins, who made an expedition to the

African coast in 1562. _ Scarcely any one seems to have

regarded the trade as wrong. Theologians had so success-

fully laboured to produce a sense of the amazing, I might

almost say generical, difference between those who were

Christians and those who were not, that to apply to the

latter the principles that were applied to the former, would

have been deemed a glaring paradox. If the condition of

the negroes in this world was altered for the worse, it was

The fi_t writer who undertook the defence of Las Casas was Gr_goire,

Bishop of Blois, in a paper read before the French Institute in 1804, and

the subject was afterwards treated, though in a rather different point of view,
in a letter by a Mexican priest named Don Gregorio Funes, and in an essay

by Llorente. They are reprinted, together with translations of all the rele-

vant passages from Herrera (the original authority on the subject), in

Llorente's edition of the works of Las Casas (1822). The frst of these
writers attempted to impugn the authority of Herrera, but for this there

seems no sufficient reason ; nor does it appear that Herrera, or indeed any

one else at the time, considered the conduct of Las Casas wrong. Tho

monks of St. Jerome are much more responsible for the introduction oI

negroes than Las Casas. It is impossible to read the evidence Llorente has
collected without feeling that, as a general rule (with a few striking excep-

tions), the Spamsh clergy laboured earnestly to alleviate the condition of the

captive Indians, that this was one of their chief reasons in advocating the
import ot negroes, and that they never contemplated the horrors that soon

grew out of the trade. It should be added that the Spanish Dominican Soto

was perhaps the firs_ man who unequivocally condemned that trade.

I M'Pherson's Annals of Commerce, voL ii. p. 638. At a much later
period, in 1689, the English made a conventio_ with Snain to supply thl
West Indies with slaves from Jamaica.
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felt that their prospects in the next were greatly improved.

Besides, it was remembered that, shortly after the de]uge,

Ham had behaved disrespectfully to his drunken father, and

it was believed by many that the Almighty had, in con-

sequence, ordained negro slavery. The Spanish were not ix

general bad masters. On the contrary, when the gold fevel

had begun to subside, they were in this respect distinguished

for their humanity ; ' and their laws on the subject still present,

in some points, a favourable contrast to those of America;

but the effect of slavery upon the national character was not

the less great.

Besides these considerations, we must take into account

the great acts of religious intolerance of which Spain was

guilty, and which recoiled with fatal effect upon her indus-

trial system. Never did a people verify more fully the great

truth, that industry and fanaticism are deadly foes. Fore

times the Spanish nation directed all its energies in the cause

of the Church, and four times its prosperity received a wound

from which it has never recovered. By the expulsion of the

Jews, Spain was deprived of all her greatest financiers, and

of almost all her most enterprising merchants. By the expul-

sion of the Moors, she lost her best agriculturists ; vast plains

were left uninhabited, except by banditti, and some of the

most impol_ant trades were paralysed forever. By the expe-

dition of the Armada, that naval supremacy which, since the

discoveries of the Cape passage and of America had made

commerce exclusively maritime, implied commercial suprem-

acy, passed from her hands, and was soon divided between

the Protestant nations of England and Holland. By her

persecutions in the Netherlands, she produced a spirit of

This was noticed by Bodin in his time. See Za t_1_Jblique,P. 4_
[_577).
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resistance that baffled her armies, destroyed her prestige, and

resulted in the establishment of another State, distinguished

alike for its commercial genius, its bravery, and its Prot
estantism.

There were_ of course, other circumstances which accele_

ated or aggravated the downfall of Spain; but the really

dominating causes are all, I think, to be found under the

economical or theological heads I have noticed. It is welt

worthy of attention how they conspired, acting and reacting

upon one another, to destroy that political structure which

was once so powerful, and which appeared to possess so

many elements of stability. Nor can we question that that

destruction was an ahnost unmingled benefit to mankind.

Blind folly, ignoble selfishness, crushing tyranny, and hideous

cruelty, mark every page of the history of the domination of

Spain, whether we turn to the New World or to the Nether.

lands, or to those glorious Italian cities which she blasted by

her rule. During the period of her ascendency, and espe-

cially during the reigns of Charles V. and Philip II., who

were the most faithful representatives of her spirit, she was

guilty of an amount of persecution before which all the

enormities of Roman emperors fade into insignificance. She

reorganised the accursed institution of slavery on a gigantic

scale, and in a form that was in some respects worse than any

that had before existed; she was the true author of the mer-

cantile theory and of the colonial policy which have been the

sources of disastrous wars to every European nation ; she

replaced municipal independence by a centralised despotism,

and the aristocracy of industry by the aristocracy of war ;'

and she uniformly exerted the whole stress of her authority

to check on all subjects and in all forms the progress of

i Blanqul,//'u¢_ de l'_con. 2ol., tom. i. p. 277.
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enquiry and of knowledge. Had sloe long continued to

exercise the assimilating, absorbing, a_d controlling influence

of a great Power, the advancement )f Europe might have

been indefinitely retarded, ttappilj, however, Providence_

_n the laws of history as in the lay s of matter_ tends ever to

i,crfection, and, annexing fatal penalties to the resistance of

those laws, destroys every obstacle, confounds those who

seek to arrest the progress, and, by the concurrence of many

agencies_ effects the objects it designs.

Before leaving the subject of Spanish industry, I may no-

tice one article that was at this time brought into Europe,

not because it was itself very iml)ortant , but because it was

the beginning of a great social change that was fully accom-

t,lished about a century afterwards--I mean the introduction

of hot drinks. Towards the middle of the sixteenth century_

the Spaniards imported chocolate from Mexico. Rather more

than half a century later, tea was introduced from China and

Japan. It had been noticed by 5Iarco Polo as early as the

thirteenth century_ but it was probably first brought to Eu-

rope by the Jesuit missionaries m the first years of the seven-

teenth century, and it was soon after largely imported by the

Dutch. In 1636 we find it in usage in France, and enthusi-

astically patronised by the Chancellor S(',guier. The earliest

notice of it in England is in an Act of l_arliament 9f 1660. The

,Iiscovery of the circulation of blood, which produced an ex-

aggerated estimate of the medical value of bleeding and of

hot drinks_ and the writings of two physicians named Tulpius

aad Bontekoe, gave a great impulse to its popularity, In a

letter written in 1680_ Madame de SSvign5 observes that the

Marchioness de la Sabli_re had just introduced the custom

of drinking it with milk. About the middle of the same

_eutury, coffee began to pour in from Turkey. The proper
47
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tiesof thisberryhad been noticedin 1591 by the Veneti_L

physicianAlpinus, and soon afterwards by Bacon in hi_

'Natural History,' and the drink was introduced into Eng.

land in 1652 by an English Turkey merchant named Ed.
wards. In France the first coffee-house was established st

Marseilles in 1664. A few years later, Soliman Aga, the

ambassador of Mahomet IV., made the new beverage very

fashionable in Paris ; and in 1672 an Armenian named Pascal

established a coffee.house in that city. He had soon count

less imitators; and it was observed that this new taste gavG

a serious and almost instantaneous check to drunkennesu,

which had been very prevalent in France. Coffee-hous_Js

were the true precursors of the clubs of the eighteenth cen.

tury. They became the most important centres of society,

and they gave a new tone to the national manners. In Eng-

land, though they were once even more popular than in

France, and though they are indissolubly associated _ith

one of the most brilliant periods of literary history, they

have not taken root; but the effect of hot drinks upon do-

mestic life has probably been even greater than on the Con-

tinent. Checking the boisterous revels that had once been

universal, and raising woman to a new position in the do-

mestic circle, they have contributed very la_ely to refine

n'anners, to introduce a new order of tastes, and to soften

and improve the character of men. They are therefbre, l

think, not unworthy of a passing notice in a sketch of the

moral and intellectual consequences of commerce2

The fullest history of hot drinks I have met with is in a curious and
[earned book, D'Aussy, Hist. de la Vie Priv$e des .Franfals (Paris, 1815)_
tom. ili. pp. 116-129, which I have followed closely. See, too, Pierre L_
eroix, ttistoire des Anci_nnes Corporatlo_, p. 76; Pelletier, Ze T]_ et l_
Uaf_ ; Cabanis, l_a]rl_rts du .Physique et du M'oral, 8me Mdmoire; and, fo_
the English part of tim history, M'Pherson's Annal_ of Commerce,vol. ii.
pp. 447-489,
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When the Spanish supremacy was destroyed, what may

be termed the commercial antagonism of the two religions
ceased. England and Holland were long the leaders of com-

merce ; and if Catholic nations have since distinguished them-

s(lves in that course, it has been when their zeal had grown

_Jnguid and their system of policy been seculariseck The

general superiority in industry of Protestant countries has

been constantly noticed and often explained. The suppres-

sion of monasteries, the discouragement of mendicity, and

the construction of churches that were in no degree formed

upon the ascetic principle, contributed to the progress; but

perhaps the principal cause was the intellectual impulse com-

municated by the Reformation, which was felt in every field

both of speculation and of action.'
I'mt while the relative interests of Protestantism and

Catholicism have not been very seriously involved in the

history of industry since the seventeenth century, there is

another ibrm of antagonism which long after made that his-

tory a Faithful mirror of theological progress. I mean the
conflict between town and country, between the manufac-

turing and the agricultural interests. The question which

of these two spheres of existence is most conducive to the

happiness and the morality of mankind will, no doubt, al-

ways be contested ; but the fact that they produce entirely
different intellectual tendencies, both in religion and politics,

will scarcely be disputed. The country is always the repre-

I do not include among these causes the d_-minution of Church holidays,

for although in some few countries they may have degenerated into an abuse,
the number that are compulsory has been grossly exaggerated; and more-

Over, their good effects in procuring some additional recreation for the work-

ing classes appear to me to have much more than counterbalanced any slight
injury they may have done to labour. There is some correspondence be-

tween Dr. Doyle and Lord Cloneurry on this subject, which is well worthy at

attention_ in Fitzpatrick's L_e of Doyle.
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sentative of stability, immobility, and reaction. The towut

are the representatives of progress, innovation, and revolu-

tion. The inhabitants of the country may be very vicious;

but even in the midst of their vice they will be extremely

superstitious, extremely tenacious of the customs of religion_

that have elsewhere passed away, and especially addicted to

that aspect of those religions which is most opposed to the

spirit of Rationalism. All the old superstitions concerning

witches, fairies, hereditary curses, prophetical dreams, magi

eal virtues, lucky or unlucky days, places, or events, still

linger among the poor; while even the educated are distin-

guished for the retrospective character of their minds, and

for their extreme antipathy to innovation. The general

character of great towns, and especially of manufacturing

towns, is entirely dif/_rent2 It is indeed true that the great

subdivision of labour, while it is eminently fkvourable to the

increase of wealth, is for a time unfavourable to the intel-

lectual development of the labourer; for the mind that is

concentrated exclusively upon the manufacture of a single

portion of a single object is far less happily circumstanced

than if it were occupied with a complex subject which de-
mands the exercise of all its faculties. But this disadvan

tage is more than compensated by the intellectual stimulus

of association, and by the increased opportunities which

greater rewards and steady progress produce. Certain it is

that neither the virtues nor vices of great towns take the

form of reaction in politics, or of superstition in religion.

The past rests lightly, often too lightly, upon them. Nov

The difference between town and country in this respect has been frilly
noticed by Mr. Buckle (I:[iat.of Civ., vol. i. pp. 344-847), who ascr.bes it
chieflyto the fact that agriculturists are dependent for their success ut_o_
ttmt,spheric changes, which man can neither predict nor control
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elty is welcomed, progress is eagerly pursued. Vague tra.

ditlons are keenly criticised, old doctrines are disintegrated

and moulded afresh by the individual judgment. Besides

this, the manufacturing is also the commercial interest ; and
the great intellectual importance of commerce we have al-

ready seen. Such, then, being the opposite predispositions

evoked by agricultural and manufacturing occupations, it

becomes a matter of considerable interest and importance to

trace the history of their comparative development; and in

order to do so it will be necessary to give a brief outline of

the progress of economical opinion on the subject.

Before the dawn of a correct political economy in the

eighteenth century, Europe was for the most part divided

between two doctrines on the subject of commerce. Both

schools regarded money as the single form of wealth; but,

according to one of them, commerce should be altogether

discouraged, as at best a dangerous and a gambling specula-

tion ; while, according to the other, it should be pursued as

the chief method of acquiring wealth, but only on the con-

dition of the export, s exceeding the imports. The first of

these schools usually discouraged manufactures, and concen-

trated its attention upon agriculture ; the other was eminent-

ly favourable to manufactures. Before the sixteenth century,

the notions of the first school, without being systematised or

formally stated, were very generally diffused ; politicians la

boured to make each nation entirely self-subsisting ; and the1

was an antipathy, or at least a disinclination, to any specula-

tion that involved an export of gold, even with the eventual

object of obtaining a larger supply in return.' Besides this,

_he rude simplicity of manners which made the demand for

i See M'CullocWsPolltieal Economy, and his Introductionto the tVa_i
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manufactured goods very small, the superstitions about usury

which fell with crushing weight on industrial enterprise, the

imperfection of the means of communication, the zeal with

which the monks pursued agriculture, the especial adaptation

of that pursuit, on account of its comparative facility, to an

early stage of civilisation, and the recollection of the peculial

honour in which it had been held by the ancients,--all tend-

ed in the same direction. With the exception of the Italian

republics and the cities of the Hanseatic League, which had

little or no land to cultivate, and were almost forced by

their circumstances into commerce, agriculture was every-

where the dominant form of labour, and the habits of mind

it created contributed much to colour, intensify, and perpetu-

ate the medimval superstitions.

When, however, the great discoveries of gold in America

created in all nations an eager desire to obtain it, industry

began to assume a new form and more gigantic proportions;

and although, owing to causes which I have already traced,

it languished in Spain, it was rapidly developed in other

countries, and the opinions of statesmen on the subject were

steadily modified. Sully was probably the last minister of

very considerable abilities who systematically opposed mann

factures as an evil. The opposite opinion, which regarded

them as the most efficient magnet of foreign gold, found its

greatest representative in Colbert ; J and although the ruinous

See Blanqui. In England the mercantile system began under the infa
enee of the East India Company, _hich, in 1600, obtained permission _e
export the precious metals to the amount of £30,000 per annum, on the con
dition that within six months of every expedition (except the first) the Com-
pany should import an equal sum. Under Henry VIII., and more than once
at an earlier period, all exportation of the precious metals had been forbid-
dem The restrictive laws on this subject were repealed in ] 668 (M_Culloeh's
Introd. 1)iscours¢). The two most eminent English defenders of the mercan-
_]e system--Thomas Mun, whose Trpa._'e by 2'o_ig_ T_ad_ was published
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,varsof Louis XIV., and stillmore the revocationofthe

EdictofNantes,ina greatmeasurecounteractedhisefforts;

although,too,the ultimateeffectsoftheprotectivesystem

havebeen extremelydetrimentaltoindustry;therecan be

littledoubt thatthisministerdid morethananypreceding

itatesmantomake manufacturesa prominentformofEuro-

pean industry.He removedmany of'theimpositionsunder

which theysuffered,protectedtheirinterestswhene_erthey

weremenaced,and didallthatlayinhispowertoencourage

theirdevelopment.

Indeed,at firstsight,theschoolwhichIbllowedthatof

'Colbert,thoughinrealityan immensestepinadvance,might

appearlessfavourabletothemanufacturinginterests.The

economists--asQuesnay,and thoseveryablewritersand

statesmenwho adoptedhisopinions,weretermed--werenot

simplythe precursorsof politicaleconomy; theywerethe

actualfoundersofmany partsofit;and thoughtheirsystem,

asa whole,hasperished,and theirfamebeeneclipsedby the

greatthinkerof Scotland,theywillalwaysformoneofthe

mostimportantlinksinthehistoryofthescience.Perhaps

theirprincipalachievementwas the repudiationofthe old
doctrinethatallwealthconsistedofgold--adoctrinewhich,

havinglightedup thelaboursofthealchemists,and inspired

alltheEldoradodreamsofthemiddleages,had becomethe

cardinalprincipleof commercialleglslationdAlmostatthe

sametime,and abouttwenty-fiveyearsbeforethepublicalion

In1664,and SirJosiahChild,whose_r_ jD{scourse_f Tradewas published
_n1668--bothwrotein theInterestsof theEastIndiaCompany.

' The earliestwriterwho veryclearlyexpoundedthetruenatureofmoney

vms probablyBishopBerkeley,whose _{st, consideringthatitwas written

In1_85_isone of themost remarkableinstancesof politicalsagacityof th_

Ige; far superiorLn thisrespect,I tb_nk,to the economicalwritingsof
Locke. Berkeley very nearly broke loose from the system of ' the balanc#
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of ' The Wealth of _ations,' this doctrine was assailed, and

the possibility of the increase of wealth being in inverse

proportion co the increase of gold was asserted, by Hume in

England, and by Quesnay in France. But while the Frenc[

economists perceived very clearly the mistake of their prede_

cessors, when they came to establish their own doctrine they

fi;ll into an error which is a striking illustration of the dif-

ficulty with which, in one stage of progress, even the most

acute minds rise to truths which in another stage appear per-

fectly self-evident. Nothing, according to their view, can

really add to the national wealth which does not call new

matter into existence, or at least introduce it to the service

of men. Mines, fisheries, and agriculture fulfil these con-

ditions, and consequently add to the national wealth. Manu-

factures, simply giving matter a new form, though they are

extremely useful to the community, and though they may

enable an individual to augment his portion of the national

wealth, can never increase the great total. Practically, there-

fore, for the great majority of nations, agriculture is the sin-

gle source (_f wealth ; all manufactures are ultimately salaried

of commerce? The following queries are a curious example of the struggles
of an acute reason against this umversal error :--

' Whether that trade should not be accounted most pernlcious_ whereto
the balance is most against us ? and whether this be not the trade of France ._'
' Whether the annual trade between ltaly and Lyons be not about four mil-
lions in favour of the former, and yet whether Lyons be not a gainer by this
trade _ ' _Whether the general rule of determimng the profit of a commerce
by its balance doth not, like other rules, admit of exceptions ?' _Whether
it would not be a monstrous folly to import nothing but gold and silver, sIJI_
posing we might do it, from every foreign part to which we trad_ ._'
'WheCher he must not be a wrong-headed patriot or politician whose ulti_aate
7Jew_as drawing money into a eoantry and keeping it there _ ' (Queris_
61_555, 556, 557_559.)

Berkeley is an example of, perhaps, the rarest form of genlus--that which
ts equallyadapted for political speculation, and for the most subtle and super
ienauous regions of metaphysics.
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by it, and its encouragement should be the main object of

judicious policy. Raynal, it is true, in this matter separate l
from the rest of the school. He saw that manufactures in-

vested the raw material with new qualities, and making it

the object of new demand increased its value; but at thie

point he stopped. 1 Agriculture and industry he regarded a*_

both sources of national wealth, but not so commerce. For

getting that an article may be far more valuable in a country

into which it is imported than in that in which it is indige-

nous, and that when the costs incident upon transport have

been deducted from this excess, the remainder is a pure gain,

he maintained that commerce, being simply displacement,

could not increase the general wealth.

These doctrines were undoubtedly in some respects very

unfavourable to manufactures, yet their consequences were

not as evil as might have been expected. In the first place,

the economists were unwittingly guilty of a grievous injus-

tice to their favourite pursuit. All taxation, they believed,

should be levied upon the net gains of the country; and as

those gains were exclusively due to agriculture, they con-

cluded, as Locke on somewhat different grounds had con-

cluded in the preceding century, that the proprietors of the
soil should bear the entire burden. Besides this, the econo-

mists, as the first great opponents of the mercantile theory,
were on all occasions the advocates of free trade, the sub-

verters of every form of monopoly, the reformers of all the

neans of communication. By the ministry of Turgot_, and

by the legislation of the revolutionary parliaments, such
countless abuses of detail were swept away, and so many

useful measures recommended, that it may be truly said that

manufactures owe more to them than to any preceding leg!_

lators.
i Say, T_.alt_ d' Economic laolitici_, Uv. i. ch. 2
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At last Adam Smith appeared; and while he effectl.ally
destroyed all that part of the doctrine of the economists

which was hostile to manufactures, he established upon the

firm basis of demonstration, and developed and irradiated
with matchless skill, all that was most favourable to thei_

progress. Proving that labour wab the basis of value, that

money is but a single form of merchandise which has been

selected as the instrument of exchange, and that the goods

of foreign countries are eventually purchased by native pro

ductions--unravelling by a chain of the clearest but most sub

tle reasoning the functions of capital, the manner in which it.

is created by the combination of parsimony with industry, and

the special facilities which manufactures and the division of la-

bour of which they admit offer fbr its increase--giving, too,

a fatal blow to the system of restrictions by which statesmen

had long imagined that they could promote the interests of

wealth,--Adam Smith performed the double service of dis-

pelling the notion that manufactures are useless or perni-

cious, and unfolding the true laws that regulate their pros-

perity. Generation after generation, and almost year by

year, his principles have penetrated more deeply into the

policy of Europe; and generation after generation, manufac-

tures, freed from their old shackles, acquire a greater expan-

sion, and the habits of thought which they produce a corre-
sponding importance.

It is, however, an extremely remarkable fact, as showing

the tenacity with which the doctrines of the'economists'

_lung to the mind, that even Adam Smith thought it neces-

sary, in classifying the sources of wealth, to reserve for agri-

culture a position of special prominence, as the most abun.

_ant of these sources.' He arrived at this conclusion_ nol

i Wealth of Nations, book ii. ch. 5.
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from any observation of what had actually taken place, but

from two general considerations. In manufactures, he cou-

tended, wealth is produced by the unaided toil of man,

whereas in agriculture nature eoSperates with human exer

tions. Besides this, agriculture, unlike other pursuits, in ad

dition to wages and profit, can furnish a rent. The first of

these statements, as has often been observed, is palpably in-

accurate, for nature is in many instances extremely service-

able to the manufacturer; as, for example, when steam or

water puts his machinery in motion. The second argument

lost its force when Ricardo discovered the true cause of rent,

proving that it is a sign of the limited productivity of the

soil, and not of its superiority to other sources of wealth.'

But while this steady modification of economical opinions

in favour of manufactures is one great cause of the progress

of the latter, it would probably have been insufficient, but

for the eoSperation of two other influences. The first of

these was the system of credit. This remarkable agency,

which has long proved one of the great moralising influences

of society, by the immense importance it has bestowed upon

• As long as the good land to be cultivated is practically unlimited rela-
tively t: the population, no rent is paid. When, however, the best land no
longer sufficiently supplies the wants of an increased population, it will still
continue to be cultivated ; but it will be necessary also to cultivate land of
an inferior quality. The cost of the production of a given quantity of the
best corn will necessarily be greater when derived from the latter than when
derived from the former; but when brought to the market, all corn of the
a_me qualitywill bear the same price, and that price will be regulated by the
cost of production which is greatest (for no one wouldcultivate the bad land
if the sale of its produce did not compensate for his outlay), so that in the
Imleof corn of the same quality at the same price, the profits of the posses
sots of the good, will be greater than the profits of the possessors of the bad
land. This difference is the origin of rent, which is, therefore, not a prima]
element of agriculture,and _hich has not, as Xdam _mlth supposedt an_
influenceon price.
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c'aaracter, and one of the great pledges of peace, by the un_on

it has established between different nations, and, at the same

time, the most powerful of all the engines of warfare, is

chiefly due to the industrial genius of Holland; for though

some traces of it may be found among the Jews and the Ita].

mn republics of the middle ages, the system was not duly

organised till the establishment of the bank of Amsterdam in

1609. The immediate object was to increase the amount of

money in circulation, and thus give a new impetus to indu_.

try; and within certain limits, and subject to certain dan.

gers, which we have not now to consider, it has fully an-
swered its end.

The second influence is the rapid development of mechani-

cal contrivances. Strictly speaking, machinery dates from

the rudest instrument by which men tilled the soil; but its

higher and more elaborate achievements are Mways the prod-

uct of civilisation, upon which, in turn, they powerfully

react. The most important machine invented, or at least

introduced into Europe, in the middle ages, was probably

the windmill, 1 which was an agent in the agricultural

interests. In the fifteenth century, a machine for printing

transformed the intellectual condition of Europe. In the

nineteenth century, the machines of Watt, Arkwright, and

Stephensoa, and the many minor inventions that are subsid

iary to them, have given an impulse both to commerce and

manufactures which is altogether unparalleled in the history

of mankind. In a;ldition to the necessary difficulties con

The earliest European notice of windmills is, I believe, to be found in
• charter of William, Count of Mortain (grandson of William the Conqueror_

dated 1105, which has been published by Mabillon. They are supposed to
have been Drought from Asia Minor. (D'Aussy, La Ir_zoz_-iv$e d_ _tcnfaig
tom. L pp. f_ 63.)
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aocted with the introduction of a new form of industry,

-very step of the progress of machines was met by a fierce

opposition, directed at one time by the ablest statesmen, 1and

:dug afterwards sustained by the lower classes, who very

Qaturally regarded these inventions as prejudicial to thee

•nterests. And, certainly, the first result of machinery, by
_conomising the labour of production, is to throw a vast

aumber of the poor out of employment, and to reduce, by
ncreased concurrence, the wages of the remainder. The

second is to diminish the pIice of the article of manufacture s

to the benefit of the consumer; and in most cases this depre-

ciation leads to an immense extension of demand, which

necessitates a multiplication of machines, and usually con-

tinues till the number of persons employed is immeasurably

greater than before the machinery had been introduced. At

the same time, this increased facility of production and thi_

increased demand produce an accumulation of capital fal

more rapid than had previously taken place ; which, as the

rate of wages depends entirely upon the proportion national

capital bears to the labouring classes, among whom it is to

be divided, is a main condition of the material prosperity of

the latter. Even in those instances in which, from the

nature of the case, the demand for the manufactured article

cannot be so extended as to compensate for the loss of

employment which the introduction of machinery occasions,

although the passing evils are very great, the change is

usually an advantage; for economical production implies

increasing wealth, and the capital gained in one department
finds its outlet in others.

There are, no doubt, other effects of machinery which are

lerious drawbacks to thes_ advantages--some of them

Amongst otherl_ Colbert.
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inherent in this mode of production, but many of them par_

ly or altogether due to the process of transition. Such art

the great increase of the inequalities of fortune which results

from the absorption of all production by colossal manufac-

tures, the unnatural multiplication and agglomeration of

population they occasion, the sudden and disastrous fluctua-

tions to which manufacturing industry is peculiarly liable,

the evil effects it frequently exercises upon health, and the

temptation to employ young children in its service. All

these points have given rise to much animated discussion,

which it does not fall within the province of the present

work to review ; but at all events it is unquestionable that,

for good or for evil, the invariable effect of modern machinery

has been to increase the prominence of manufactures, to

multiply the number of those engaged in them, and, there-

fore, in the opposition of tendencies that exists between the

agricultural and manufacturing classes, to incline the balance
in favour of the latter.

Beyond all other nations, England has been in this respect

distinguished. Both in the intellectual and in the mecham

cal influences I have reviewed, she stands without a rival;

for with, I think, the exception of Say, France has not pro-

duced any political economist of great original powers since •

Turgot; and America, notwithstanding her rare mechanical

genius, is as yet unable to boast of a Watt or a Stephenson.

It is not surprising that a land which has attained this dou-

ble supremacy, and which possesses at the same time un-

limited coal-mines, an unrivalled navy, and a government

that can never long resist the natural tendency of affairs,

should be preeminently the land of manufactures. In no

other country are the intellectual influences connected with

them so po,a,erful; and _.he constant increase of the manu
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lactating population is rapidly verifying, in a sense _h_t

should not be restricted to polities, the prediction of Mr.

Cobden, that eventually _ the towns must govern Englaud.''

In the preceding examination of the ways ia which the

successive evolutions of European industry have reflected ot

influenced the history of belief, I have often had occasion tc

refer to the different branches of political economy in their

relation to different aspects of industrial progress. It remains

for me now to consider in a more general point of view the

theological consequences of this great science, which has

probably done more than any other to reveal the true phys-

iology of society. For although political economists, and

especially those of England, have often endea¥oured to

isolate the phenomena of wealth, all such attempts have

proved entirely futile. Even Adam Smith lighted up an im-

mense series of moral and social interests by his seience.

Malthus, opening out the great question of population, im-

mensely increased its range ; and it is now impossible to be

imbued with the leading writings on the subject without

forming certain criteria of excellence, certain general concep-

tions of the aim and laws of human progress, that cannot be

restricted to material interests. I shall endeavour, without

enteT_ng into any minute details, to sketch the general out-

lines of these conceptions, and to show in what respects

they harmonise or clash with theological notions.

The first important consequence of political economy I

bare in some degree anticipated in the last chapter. It is to

There are some striking, though now rather ancient, statistics on rids
point in Babbage On Macldne_, oh. i. In 1830, the non-cultivators_ere in
Italy as ._1 to 100; in France, as 50 to lO0; in England, as 200 to 10.'
During the first thirty years of the century, the population of England in
creased about fifty-one per cent. ; t_,a* ¢_ ,L,,,,r_,_t towns, 123 per cent,
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contribute largely towards the realisation of the great Chri_

tian conception of universal peace. The history of the

fortunes of that conception in the hands of theologians is

profoundly melancholy. Though peace upon earth was at

first proclaimed as a main object of Christianity, and though

for about three centuries the Christian disciples displayed

unwearied zeal and amazing heroism in advocating it, th8

sublime conception of a moral unity gradually faded aw_y

before the conception of a unity of ecclesiastical organisa-

tion; and for many centuries theologians were so far from

contributing to the suppression of war, that they may be

justly regarded as its chief fomenters. Certain it is, that

the period when the Catholic Church exercised a supreme

ascendency, was also the period in which Europe was most

distracted by wars; and that the very few instances in

which the clergy exerted their gigantic influence to suppress

them, are more than counterbalanced by those in which they

were the direct causes of the bloodshed. Indeed, they

almost consecrated war by teaching that its issue was not

the result of natural agencies, but of supernatural interposi-

tion. As the special sphere of Providential action, it as-

sumed a holy character, and success became a proof, or at

least a strong presumption, of right. Hence arose that union

between the sacerdotal and the military spirit which meets

us in every page of history; the countless religious rites that

were interwoven with military proceedings; the legends of

visible miracles deciding the battle; the trial by combat_

which the clergy often wished to suppress, but which never-

theless continued for centuries, because all classes regarded

the issue as the judicial decision of the Deity. When these

superstitions in some measure decayed, the religious wars

began. The bond of Catholic unity, which was entirely
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insufficient to prevent wars between Catholic nations, proved

power/hi enough to cause frightful convulsions when it was

assailed ; and one of the most faithful measures of the decay

of theological influences has been the gradual cessation of

the wars they produced.

The inadequacy of theological systems as a basis of

European tranquillity having been clearly proved by the

experience of many centuries, there arose in the eighteenth

century a school which attempted to establish this tranquil-

lity by a purely intellectual process--by giving intellectual

pursuits and political principles a decisive predominance over

the military spirit. I allude to the French philosophers,

who in this as in many other respects were simply endeav-

ouring to realise in their own way one of the great ideal

conceptions of Christianity. They arose at a period well

suited to the enterprise. France was wearied, exhausted,

and almost ruined by the long wars of Louis XIV. The

prestige that Cond5 and Turenne had cast upon the French

arms had perished beneath the still greater genius of Marl-

boiough. An intense intellectual life had arisen, accom-

panied by all the sanguine dreams of youth. Voltaire, after

coquetting for a short time with the military spirit, threw

himself cordially into the cause of peace. He employed all

his amazing abilities and all his unrivalled influence to dis-

,_redit war, and, with the assistance of his followers, suc-

ceeded in establishing the closest union between the intel-

lects of France and England, and in replacing the old the_

logical and military antipathy by the sympathy of common

aspirations.

But a few years passed away, and all thls was changed.

The iniquitous war against the French Revolution into which

Pitt suffered his country to plunge, and the pernicious geniu,-

48
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of Napoleon, e_oked all the reactionary influences hi Europe,

revived the military spirit in its full intensity, and plunged

the greater part of the civilised world into the agonies of a

deadly struggle.

There can, I think, be little doubt that there is a ien.

dqncy in civilisation to approximate towards the ideal of _he

French philosophers. It can hardly be questioned that the

advance of intellectual culture produces a decline of the

military spirit, and that the cohesion resulting from a com.

munity of principles and intellectual tendencies is rapidly

superseding artificial political combinations. But at the
same time it is no less certain that the bond of intellectual

sympathy alone is fi_r too weak to restrain the action of col-

liding passions, and it was reserved for political economy to

supply a stronger and more permanent principle of unity.

This principle is an enlightened self-interest. Formerly,

as I have said, the interests of nations were supposed to be

diametrically opposed. The wealth that was added to one

was necessarily taken from another ; and all commerce was

a kind of balance, in which a gain on one side implied a cor-

responding loss on the opposite one. Every blow that was

struck to the prosperity of one nation was of advantage to

the rest, for it diminished the number of those among whom

the wealth of the world was to be divided. Religion might

indeed interpose and tell men that they ought not to rejoice

in the misfortunes of others, and that they should subordi-

nate their interests to higher considerations; but still each

people, as far as it followed its selfish interests, was hostile

to its neighbour;' and even in the best ages the grading

I Even _oltaire said, ' Telle es_ la condition humaine, que souhaiter lb
grandeur de son pays c'est souhaiter du mal _ ses voisins. . II esl

clairqu'un pays ne peut gagner sans qu'un autre perd.' (_O/ct..Ph//.. art
Patrie.)
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principles of large bodies of men are almost always selfisl_

Independently of the many wars that were directly occa-

sioned by a desire to alter commercial relations, there was

a constant smouldering ill-feeling created by the sense of

habitual antagonism, which the slightest difference kindl_
into a flame.

For this great evil political economy is the only correc-

tive. It teaches, in the first place, that the notion that a

commercial nation can only prosper by the loss of its neigh-

bour, is essentially false. It teaches still further that each

nation has a direct interest in the prosperity of that with

which it trades, just as a shopman has an interest in the
wealth of his customer_.' It teaches too that the different

markets of the world are so closely connected, that it is

quite impossible for a serious derangement to take place in

any one of them without its evil effects vibrating through

all; and that, in the present condition of Europe, commer-

cial ties are so numerous, and the interests of nations so

closely interwoven, that war is usually an evil even to the

victor. Each successive development of political economy

has brought these truths into clearer relief, and in propor-

tion to their diffusion must be the antipathy to war; the

desire to restrict it, when it does break out, as far as possible

to those who are actually engaged; and the hostility to all

who have provoked it. Every fresh commercial enterprise

is therefore an additional guarantee of peace.

I know that, in the present day, when Europe is suffering

to an almost unexampled extent from the disquietude result-

ing from the conflict between opposing principles and un.

equal civilisations, speculations of this kind must appear to

many unreal and utopian. Most assuredly, as long as na.

tions tolerate monarchs who, resting upon the traditions of
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an effete theocracy, regard their authority as of divine rigl t,

and esteem it their main duty to arrest by force the political

developments of civilisation, so long must standing armies

and wars of opinion continue. Nor would the most sanguine

political economist venture to predict a time in which the

sword would be altogether unknown. The explosions of

passion are not always restrained by the most evident ties

of interest; exceptional circumstances counteract general

tendencies; and commerce, which links civilised communi-

ties in a bond of unity, has ever forced her way among bar

barians by bloodshed and by tyranny. But in order to jus

tify the prospect of a great and profound change in the rela-

tions of European nations, it is only necessary to make two

postulates. The first is, that the industrial element, which,

in spite of legislative restrictions and military perturbations_

is advancing every year with accelerated rapidity, is destined

one day to become the dominant influence in politics. The

second is, that those principles of political economy which

are now acknowledged to be true by every one who has stud-

ied them, will one day be realised as a._'ioms by the masses.

Amid the complications and elaborations of civilisation, the

deranging influence of passion_ whether for good or for evil,

becomes continually less, and interest becomes more and

more the guiding influence, not perhaps of individuals, but

o_'communities. In proportion to the commercial and indus_

trial advancement of a nation, its interests become favourable

to peace, and the love of war is in consequence diminished.

_rhen therefore the different states of Europe are closely

interwoven by commercial interests, when the classes who

represent those interests have become the guiding power ot

the state, and when they are'fully penetrated with the truth

*_,at war in any quarter is detrimental to their prosperity, a
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guarantee for the peace of Europe will have been attained,

if not perfect, at least far stronger than any which either re-

ligion or philanthropy has yet realised. In such a condition

of commercial activity, and in such a condition of public

knowledge, a political transformation would necessarily en-

sue, sad the principal causes of present perturbations would

be eliminated. At the same time two kindred movements

which I have already noticed--the recognition of the princi-

ple of the rights of nationalities as the basis of political mo-

rality, and the growing ascendency of intellectual pursuits

diminishing the admiration of military glory--would consoli

date the interests of peace. Many years must undoubtedly

elapse before such a condition of society can be attained

torrents of blood must yet be shed before the political obsta-

cles shall have been removed, before the nationalities which

are still writhing beneath a foreign yoke shall h_ve been re-

lieved, and before advancing knowledge shall have finally

destroyed those theological doctrines concerning the rela-

tions between sovereigns and nations which are the basis of

many of the worst tyrannies 1 that are cursing mankind; but

as surely as civilization advances, so surely must the tri-

umph come. Liberty, industry, and peace are in modern

societies indissolubly connected, and their ultimate ascend-

ency depends upon a movement which may be retarded, but

cannot possibly be arrested.

It should be observed, too, that while the nations which

are most devoted to industrial enterprise are the most

wealthy and the most pacific, they are also, as a general rule,

those which are most likely to wield the greatest power in

war. This, as Adam Smith has acutely observed, is one of

the most important differences between ancient and modern

societies. Formerly, when war depended almost entirely

Written in 1863.
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upon unaided valour, the military position of a r,ch nation

was usually unfavourable; for while its wealth enervated its

character and attracted the cupidity of its neighbours, it did

not in the hour of strife furnish it with advantages at all

commensurate with these e_ ils. Hence the ruin of Carthag%

(',orinth, and Tyre, the great centres of commercial activity

among the ancients. Since, however, the invention of gun-

powder and the elaboration of military machinery, war ham

become in a great measure dependent upon mechanical

genius, and above all upon financial prosperity, and the ten-

dency of the balance of power is therefore to incline steadily

to the nations that are most interested in the preservation of

peace.

The influence political economy exercises in uniting dif-

ferent communities by the bond of a common interest, is also

felt in the relations between the different classes of the same

community. It is indeed no exaggeration to say, that a wide

diffusion of the principles of the science is absolutely essen-

tial, if democracy is to be other than a fearful evil. For

when the masses of the poor emerge fi'om the torpor of igno-

rance, and begin keenly to examine their position in the gra-

dations of society, property is almost certain to strike them

as an anomaly and an injustice. From the notion that all

men are born ti_ee and equal, they will very speedily pass to
the conviction that all men are born with the same title to

the goods that are in the world. Paley may have been

rong in regarding general utility as the ultimate basis of

tile rights of property, but most assuredly no other will ob-

tain the respect of those who, themseh'es struggling with

poverty, have obtained a supreme authority in the state.

TILe long series of measures directly or indirectly infringing

on the rights of property that have disgraced the democracy
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)f France,' and the notion of the natural hostility of capital

and labour which is so general among the labouring classes

on the Continent, are sufficient to cause a profound disqul.
etude to those who have convinced themselves that democ_

racy is the ultimate form of political development. Political

economy, and political economy alone, can remedy the evil.

It does not indeed teach the optimism or the fatalism that

some have imagined, and there can be little question that its

ascendency must give in many respects new directions to the

channel of wealth, repressing forms of expenditure which

have long been regarded as peculiarly honourable, and which

will be regarded in a very different light when they are uni-
versally acknowledged to be useless or detrimental to so-

ciety2 Nor does it teach that the interests of rich and poor

i There is a full description of these in ChevalUer's Lettre_ Bur l'Or#an_sa-

_iou du Travail----a very able, and, considering that it was written in 1848, a
very courageous book.

The main interest of the poor is that as large a proportion as possible

of the national wealth should be converted into capital, or, in other words,

_lverted from unproductive to productive channels. Wealth in the form of

diamonds or gold ornaments, retained only for ostentation, has no effect upon
wages. Wealth expended in feasts or pageants does undoubtedly directly
benefit those who furnish them, but is of no ultimate good to the community,
because the purchased article perishes unproductively by the use. Were the
sums expended in these ways devoted to productive sources, they would, after

each such employment, be reproduced, and become again available for the

purpases of society ; and those who now gain their living in supplying what
is useless to mankind would betake themselves to the enlarged field of pro-

ductive enterprise. But thls train of reasoning should be corrected by the
following considerations : Ist. Wealth is a mean, and not an end, its end being

happiness ; and therefore mere accumulation, with no further object, is plainly

:rrational. Some modes of expenditure (such as public amusements)_ which

rank very low indeed when judged by one test, rank very high when judged

by the other. The intensity, and the wide diffusion of enjoyment they pro-
_uce_ compensate for their transience. 2d. There is such a thing as imma.

terlal productiom Expenditure in the domain of art or science, which adds
nothing to the material wealth of the community, may not only produce
enjoyment, but may become the _ource of enjoyment and improvement fol
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ireidenticalinsuch a sensethatthe wages of the workman

and the pro_tsof his employer must riseand falltogether,

the factbeing ratherthe reverse. Nor, again,that a gov-

ernment isaltogetherimpotent inregulatingthe distribution

of wealth,forthe laws of successionand the directiongiven

to taxationhave inthisrespecta giganticinfluence.What,

however, itdoes prove is,thatthe wages of the labourerde-

pend so necessarilyupon the proportion between the sum

thatisprovided forthe payment of labour,and the number

of thoseamong whom itisdivided,thatalldirecteffortsof

the government to causethe permanent elevationof wages

are,inthe end,prejudicialto the very classthey are intend-

ed to benefit. It proves thatthe materialprosperityof the

working classesdepends upon the increaseof capitalbeing

more rapidthan that ofpopulation,and thatthiscan only be

ensured,on the one hand, by the continenceof the labourer

guarding againstexcessivemultiplication,and,on the other

hand, by the fullestencouragement of production,which im-

pliesthe perfectprotectionof capitalists; forhe who has no

assurancethat he may retainwhat he has accumulated,will

eithernever accumulate,or willconcealhispropertyunpro-

duetively. In otherwords, politicaleconomy demonstrates,

beyond the possibilityof doubt,that ifthe property of the

rich were confiscated and divided among the poor, the meas-

all future time. 3d. Tho great incentive to production is the des,:reto rise
_e higher ranks, and the great attraction of those ranks to the majority of
men is the ostentation that accompanies them; so that that expenditure
which directly is unproductive may indirectly be highly productive. Besides
this, we should consider the effects of sudden outbursts of luxury at different
periods of history and its different influences upon morals. So stated, the
question of the most advantageous expenditure is extremely complicated, and
varies much with different circumstances. As a generaJ rule, however, poiiti
_aIeconomy tends to repress the luxury of ostentation
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ure would in tile end be the most fearful catastrophe that
could befall the latter.

This great truth, that, in a financial point of view, with a

very few exceptions, each nation, trade, or profession is in-

terested in the prosperity of every other, has been grow.ng

dearer and clearer with each new development of political

_'.onomy, _mid cannot fail to exercise a vast moral influence

upon society. For though concurrence of action based solely

upon community of interests, considered in itself, has no

moral va]ue, its effect in destroying some of the principal

causes of dissension is extremely inlportant. And, indeed,

human naturc is so constituted, that it is impossible for

bodies of men to work together under the sense of a com-

mon interest without a warm feeling of amity arising be-

tween them. Common aims and hopes knit them together

by a bond of sympathy. Each man becomes accustome_ ,o

act with a view to the welfare of others, and a union of af-

t_ctions usually replaces or consecrates the union of interests.

The sentiment thus evoked is undoubtedly a moral senti-

ment ; and if it is not so powerful as that which is elicited

by agencies appealing directly to enthusiasm, it is more gen-

eral, more uniform, and perhaps, on the whole, not less bene-

ficial to mankind.

It would be easy to show that political economy, by re-

vealing the true causes of national prosperity, has effected,

or is effecting, a considerable alteration in many of our moral

judgments. Such, for example, is the change in the lelative

z At least tik Say, whose TMorie des _D_boucMs(directed against th_
aotion of a ' universal glut,' which was maintained in France by SismondJ
and in England by Malthus) may be regarded as the highest demonstration
of the truth. The first writer who inhmated the identity of the interestBof
nations engaged in commerce was probably Dudle_ ]b'orth, in his famou_
_ork on commerce, published in 1691.
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position in the moral scale of prodigality and avarice, ot

youthful indiscretions, and of imprudent marriages; and

such too are the important modifications introduced into the

conception of charity by the writings of Defoe, of Ricci, and

_f Malthus. It will, however, be sufficient for my present

i,urpose, to indicate the predominating bias which these

speculations produce, in order to ascertain the class of

opinions and the tone of philosophy they are most likely

to favour. On this point there can be little doubt. It has

been again and again recognised that political economy

represents the extreme negation of asceticism.

What may be termed the ascetic and the industrial phi-

losophies have at all times formed two of the most important

divisions of human opinions; and as each brings with it a

vast train of moral and intellectual consequences, their his-

tory touches almost every branch of intellectual progress.

The watchword of the first philosophy is mortification ; the

watchword of the second is development. The first seeks

to diminish, and the second to multiply, desires ; the first, ac-

knowledging happiness as a condition of the mind, endeavours

to attain it by acting directly on the mind, the second by act-

ing on surrounding circumstances. The first, giving a great-

er intensity to the emotions, produces the most devoted

men; the second, regulating the combined action of society,

produces the highest social level. The first has proved most

congenial to the Asiatic and Egyptian civilisations, and the

second to the civilisations of Europe.

Frgm the beginning of the fourth century, when the mo-

nastic system was first introduced from Egypt into Christen-

dora,' until near the Reformation, the ascetic theory was

' The Therapeutes mentioned by Philo (De V'_ Con2emplativ_) were

orobably pagans ; and, indeed, in Asia and Africa the monastic type ham
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everywhere predominant. The movement that was provoked

by the examples of St. Anthony and St. Pachomius, and by

the writings of St. Jerome and St. Basil, received its full or-

ganisation about two centuries later from St. Benedict. The

Crusades and St. Bernard produced the military orders; the

teaching of St. Bruno, the Carthusians ; the religious struggle

of the thirteenth century, the Franciscans, Dominicans, and

Carmelites ; _ the conflict of the Reformation, the Theatine._

and the Jesuits. With the exception of the last century,

during which some opposition had arisen to the monks, this

long space of time represents the continuous elevation of the

ascetic principle as the supreme type with which all forms of

heroism naturally assimilated or coalesced.

If we compare this period with the last three centuries

the contrast is very evident. Formerly, asceticism represent-

ed the highest point of moral dignity, and in exact proportion

as a society was stimulated towards its conception of excel-

lence the monasteries were multiplied. At present, the abo-
lition of monasteries is an invariable concomitant of an ad-

vancing civilisation, the immediate consequence of every im-

portant movement of national progress. Protestantism was

the first great protest against asceticism; but the process of
confiscation which it initiated in the sixteenth century, and

which was then regarded as the most horrible sacrilege, has

always existed and has assumed forms very similar to that among Christians.
The horrible macerations of the Buddhists rival those of any Christian seet_

and the antipathy to the fair sex is nearly as great among the pagan a_

among the Christian anehorites. Some pagan religionists of S_am made it a
rule never to keep hens, because those animals are of the female sex. (Bayle,

•Va_velle$ Lettres, lettre xxi.) Some Christians of Syria, with equal wisdom,

resolved never to eat the flesh of any female animal. (Ibm.)
i The Carmelites had existed before upon Mount Carmel, and had even

traced their origin to the prophet Elijah; but they were transferred to Europe_

l_or_,auised, and greatly multiplied in the thirteenth century.
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since been imitated by almost every Catholic government m

Europe. :Not only France, at a time when she had repu-

diated Catholicism, but even Austria and Spain have pursued

this course. No less than 184 monasteries were suppressed,

and ecclesiastical property to the value of more than twa

millions of florins confiscated, by Joseph II. of Austria:

3,000 monasteries are said to have been suppressed in Eu-

rope between 1830 and 1835; 187 in I)oland, in 1841. _ And

these acts, a_ well as those which have recently taken place

in Italy, have been, for the most part, elicited by no scandals

on the part of the monks, but were simply the expression of

a public opinion which regarded the monastic life as essen-

tially contemptible and disgraceful.

Of this industrial civilisation, political economy is the in-

tellectual expression; and it is not too much to say, that it

furnishes a complete theory of human progress directly op-

posed to the theory of asceticism. According to its point

of view, the basis of all intellectual and social development

is wealth; for as long as men are so situated that all are

obliged to labour for their sustenance, progress is impossible.

An accumulation of capital is therefore the first step of civ-

ilisation, and this accumulation depends mainly on the mul-

liplication of wants. When the inhabitants of any countlT

are contented with what is barely sufficient for the support

of life, they will only perform the minimum of labour ; they

will make no steady and sustained efforts to amehorate their

condition, and, as they will place little or no restraint upoL

multiplication, their numbers increasing more rapidly than

the means of sustenance, the most frightful suffering must

ensue. To raise that people from its barbarism, the first es-

sential is to make it discontented with its condition A_

MontalembertjMoine8 c_Occid_o Introd. pp. 199, 200
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soon as the standard of its necessities is raised, as soon as

men come to regard as necessaries a certain measure of the

comforts of life, habits of parsimony and self-restraint will

be formed, and material progress will begin. But it is im-

possible for men by these means to satisfy their wants. The

_lr,rizon of their ambition continually recedes. Each desire

ihat is accomplished produces many others, and thus new ex-

ertions are elicited, and the constant development of society

secured. In the atmosphere of luxury that increased wealth

produces, refined tastes, perceptions of beauty, intellectual

aspirations appear. Faculties that were before dormant are

evoked, new directions are given to human energies, and,

under the impulse of the desire for wealth, men arise to sup-

ply each new want that wealth has produced. Hence, for

the most part, arise art, and literature, and science, and all
the refinements and elaborations of civilisation, and all the

inventions that have alleviated the sufferings or multiplied

the enjoyments of mankind. And the same principle that

creates civilisation creates liberty, and regulates and sustains

morals. The poorer classes, as wealth, and consequently the

demand for their labour, have increased, cease to be the help-

less tools of their masters. Slavery, condemned by political

economy, gradually disappears. The stigma that attached
to labour is removed. _Var is repressed as a tblly, and des-

potism as Rn invasion of the rights of property. The sense
_f common interests unites the different sections of mankind,

and the conviction that each nation should direct its energies

to that form of produce ibr which it is naturally most suited,
effects a division of labour which renders each dependent

upon the others. Under the influence of industrial occu-

pations, passions are repressed, the old warlike habits are

:]estroyed, a respect for law_ a consideration for the interest_
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of others, a sobriety and perseverance of character are ineul.

eared. Integrity acquires a new value_ and dissipation a new

danger. The taste is formed to appreciate the less intense

but more equable enjoyments, and the standard of excel-

lenee being rectified by the measure of utility, a ere wd of

"_m_ginary virtues and viees which ignorance had engendered

_ass silently away.

This, or something llke this, is the scheme of progress

which political economy reveals. It diffcrs essentially from
the schemes of most moralists in the fact that its success de-

pends not upon any radical change in the nature of mankind,

not upon any of those movements of enthusiasm which are

always transient in their duration and restricted in their

sphere_ but simply upon the diffusion of knowledge. Taking

human nature with all its defects, the influence of an enlight-

ened self-interest, first of all upon the actions and afterwards

upon the character of mankind, is shown to be sufficient to

construct the whole edifice of civilisation ; and if that prin-

ciple were withdrawn_ all would crumble in the dust. The

emulations, the jealousies, the conflicting sentiments, the

insatiable desires of mankind, have all their place in the

economy of life, and each successive development of human

progress is evolved from their play and from their collision.

When therefore the ascetic, proclaiming the utter depravity

of mankind, seeks to extirpate his most natural passions, to

crush the expansion of his faculties, to destroy the versatility

of his tastes, and to arrest the flow and impulse of his nature 9

he is striking at the very force and energy of civilisation.

Hence the dreary_ sterile torpor that characterised those ages

in which the ascetic principle has been supreme, while the

_ivilisations which have attained Lhe highest perfection have
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been those of ancient Greece and modern Europe, which

were most opposed to it.

It is curious to observe by what very different processes

the antipathy to asceticism was arrivea at in these two

periods. In the first it is to be ascribed mainly to the sense

of the harmony of complete development, and above all to

the passionate admiration of physical beauty which art con

trlbuted largely to sustain. The statues of the most lovely

were then placed among the statues of the goddesses, and the

athletic games made the symmetry and beauty of the manly

frame the highest type of perfection. ' A perfect mind in a

perfect body ' was the ideal of the philosopher, and the latter
was considered almost a condition of the ibrmer. Harmo-

nious sustained manhood, without disproportion, or anomaly,

or eccentricity--that godlike type in which the same divine

energy seems to thrill with equal force through every faculty

of mind and body, the majesty of a single power never de-

ranging the balance or impairing the symmetry of the whole,

was probably more keenly appreciated and more frequently
exhibited in ancient Greece than in any succeeding civilisa-

tion.

Among the moderns, on the other hand, the law of

development has been much more social than individual, and

depends, as we have seen, on the growth of the industrial
element. If we examine the history of the last few cen-

turies, since the Italian republics revived commerce on a

large scale, or since the Portuguese for the first time founded

a great colonial empire in the interests of industrial enter,

prase,' we find that these interests have been steadily becom-

Among the ancients, the Phoenician colonies,and a few others of leN
Importance, were no doubt commercial ; bue the immense majority were due
either to the love af migration natural to a barbarous people, or to an exce_
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ing supreme m all war, legislation, and diplomacy, and that

the philosophy of utility_ which is the most faithful expres-

sion of the industrial spirit, has attained a corresponding

place in the sphere of thought. It is supported by the as-

cendency of the inductive philosophy, which has always con°

eentrated its efforts chiefly on material advantages. It is sup.

ported by the rapid diffusion through all classes of habits of

thought derived fi'om political life, which is the consequence

of the extension of political liberty. It is supported too by

the investigations of those great moralists who since Cum-

berland have been mainly employed in proving that virtue ia

a condition of" happiness, t_om which men have illogically,

but not unnaturally, inferred, that that which has no utility
can have no moral value. _

The immense importance of utilitarianism in correcting

the evils of fanaticism, in calling into action the faculties

which asceticism had petrified, and in furnishing a simple,

universal principle of life, has been clearly shown. Its capa-

bility of coalescing with received theological doctrines can

hardly be doubtful to those who remember that Paley made

it the corner-stone of his moral philosophy, maintaining that

a hope of future reward was the natural principle of virtue.

Indeed, one of the few political economists who have endear-

of population, or to a desire when vanquished to escape servitude, or to a lea1
of invasion, or to the spirit of conquest. The substitution of the industrial
for the military colonial system is one of the important changes in history
and on the whole, perhaps, it cannot be better dated than from the Portu
gucse colonial empire, which Vaseo da Gama founded, and Albuquerque con
_olidated.

A great political economist, in a work which has now become very rare
says, 'Toute vertu qni n'a pas l'utilit4 pour objet immSdiat me parait futile
ridicule, pareille _,cette perfection de Talapoin qui consiste h se tenlr sur uv
6eul pied plusieurs ann_iesde suite, ou darts quelque autre mortification nulsi-
ble _ ini-m_me, inutile aux autres, et que son Dieu mi_me doit regarder en
piti&' (J. B. Say, Olbie, p. 81.)
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_ured to give their science a theological complexion, has

argued that the laws of economical and of religious progress
are identical, being self-denial for an end. 1 At the same

time, the defects of such a system are sufficiently manifest,
aud they are in a great measure also the defects of rational

ism. Utility is, perhaps, the highest motive to which reason

can attain. The sacrifice of enjoyments and the endurance

of sufferings become rational only when some compensating
advantage can be expected. The conduct of that Turkish

atheist, • who, bellying that death was an eternal sleep, re
fused at the stake to utter the recantation which would save

his life, replying to every remonstrance, 'Although there is

no recompense to be looked for, yet the love of truth con-

straineth me to die in its defence,' in the eye of reason is an

inexplicable folly ; and it is only by appealing to a far higher

faculty that it appears in its true light as one of the loftiest

forms of virtue. It is from the moral or religious faculty

alone that we obtain the conception of the purely disinter-

ested. This is, indeed, the noblest thing we possess, the

41e*tial spark that is within us, the impress of the divine

image, the principle of every heroism. Where it is not

developed, the civilisation, however high may be its general

average, is maimed and mutilated.

In the long series of transformations we have reviewed,
there are two which have been eminently favourable to this,

(he heroic side of hmnan nature. The substitution of the

i,hilosophical conception of truth, for its own sake, for the

Chcological conception of the guilt of"error, has been in this

respect a clear gain ; and the political movement which has

"esulted chiefly from the introduction of the spirit of rational-

i P_rin, La Riches#e clans les Soci$t_s 5rhr$tienne*.
• Mahomet EffendL See Bayle, Perishes Diver_a, § 182.
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tsm into politics, has produced, and is producing, some of the

most splendid instances of self-sacrifice. On the whole, how.

ever, it can hardly be doubted, that the general tendency of
these influences is unfavourable to enthusiasm, and that both

in act'_ns and in speculations this tendency is painfully visi

ble. With a far higher level of average excellence than in

former times, our age exhibits a marked decline in the spirit

of self-sacrifice, in the appreciation of the more poetical or

religious a,_pect of our nature. The history of self-sacrifice

during the last 1800 years, has been mainly the history of the

action of Christianity upon the worM. Ignorance and error

have, no doubt, often directed the heroic spirit into wrong

channels, and have sometimea even made it a cause of great

evil to mankind ; but it is the moral type and beauty, the

enlarged conceptions and persuasive power of the Christian

faith, that have chiefly called it into being, and it is by their

influence alone that it can be permanently sustained. The

power of Christianity in this respect can only cease with the

annihilation of the moral nature of mankind ; but there are

periods in which it is comparatively low. The decay of the

old spirit of loyalty, the destruction of asceticism, and the

restriction of the sphere of charity, which has necessarily
resulted from the increased elaboration of material civilisa-

tion, represent successive eneroachments on the field of self

sacrifice which have been very imperfectly compensated, and

have given our age a mercenary, venal, and unheroic charac-

ter, that is deeply to be deplored. A healthy civilisatio_

implies a double action--the action of great bodies of men

moving with the broad stream of their age, and eventually

governing their leaders ; and the action of men of genius or

heroism upon the masses, raising them to a higher level, sup.

plying them with nobler motives or more comprehensive
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principles, and modifying, though not altogether direeting_
the general current. The first of these forms of action is now

exhibited in great perfection. The second has but litth_

influence in practice, and is almost ignored in speculation.

The gradual evolution of societies, the organised ac*.ion of

great communities under the impulse of utilitarian motives,

is admirably manifested ; but great individualities act seldom

and feebly upon the world. At the same time, the history

of speculative philosophy exhibits a corresponding tone.

There has always been an intimate connection between

utilitarianism and those systems of metaphysics which great-

ly restrict and curtail the original powers of our nature,

regarding the human mind as capable only of receiving,

arranging, and transforming ideas that come to it fi'om with-
out. Those who hold that all our ideas are derived from

sensation, will always, if they are consistent, make utility

the ultimate principle of virtue, because by their system they

can never rise to the conception of the disinterested; 1 and_

on the other hand, it will be usually found that the sensual

school and the materialism which it has produced, have

arisen in periods when the standard of motives was low, and

when heroism and pure enthusiasm had but little influence.

In our present absolute ignorance of the immediate causes of

life, and of the nature and limits of mind and matter, this

consideration furnishes perhaps the most satisfactory argu-

ments in favour of spiritualism; and it is as an index of the

moral condition of the age that the prevalence of either

_piritualism or materialism is especially impor_ut. At pres

' As Madame de Stael sal(!, ' La morale fond_e sur l'int6r_t_ si fortemen_

pr6eh6e par les 6crivains frangais du de.mer sihcle, est darts une connexion

intime avec la m6taphysique qul attribue toutes nos id6es _ des sensations'

(I,'Allemagne). I believe all who are conversant with the history of philoso
ph_ win acknowledge this to be profoandly tru_
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ent, the tendency towards the latter is too manifest to

escape the notice of any attentive observer. That great

reaction against the materialism of the last century, which

was represented by the ascendency of German and Scotch

philosophies in England, and by the revival of Cartesianism

m France, which produced in art a renewed admiration for

Gothic architecture ; in literature, the substitution of a school

of poetry appealing powerfully to the passions and the

imagination, for the frigid intellectualism of Pope or of

Voltaire ; and in religion_ the deep sense of sin, displayed in

different forms both by the early Evangelicals and by the

early Tractarians, is everywhere disappearing. In England,

the philosophy of experience, pushed to the extremes of

Hums, and represented by the ablest living philosopher in

Europe, has been rising with startling rapidity to authority

and has now almost acquired an ascendency in speculation.

In France, the reaction against spiritualism and the tendency

towards avowed materialism, as represented by the writings

of Comte, 1 of Renan, and of Taine, are scarcely less powerful

than at the close of the last century ; while, under the guid-

ance of Schoppenhauer and of Buchner, even Germany itself,

It is indeed true, that a first principle of the Positive school is the asser-
tion that the limit of human faculties is the study of the successions of phe-
nomena, and that we are therefore incapable of ascertaining their causes ; and
M. Littr6, in his preface to the recent edition of Comte's works_has adduced
this principle to show that Positivism is unaffected by arguments against
materialism. As a matter of fact, however, the leading Positivists have bee_
avowed materialists ; the negation of the existence ot metaphysics as a science
distinct from physmlogy, which is one of their cardinal doctrines, implies, or
all but implies, materialism ; and the tendency of their school has, I think,
of late years been steadily to substitute direct negations for scepticism. There
are some good remarks on this in a very clear and able little book, called
Mat_rialume Contemt_oraine, by Paul Janet, a writer on whom (since Sais_e_
died) the defence of Spiritualism m France seems to have mainly devolved.
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so long the chosen seat of metaphysics, is advancing with no

faltering steps in the same career.

This is the shadow resting upon the otherwise brilliant

picture the history of Rationalism presents. The destruction

of the belief in witchcraft and of religious persecution, the

decay of those ghastly notions concerning future punish

merits, which for centuries diseased the imaginations and

embittered the character of mankind, the emancipation of

suffering nationalities, the abolition of the belief in the guilt

of error_ which paralysed the intellectual, and of the asceti-

cism which paralysed the material, progress of mankind, may

be justly regarded as among the greatest triumphs of civili-

sation ; but when we look back to the cheerful alacrity with

which, in some former ages, men sacrificed all their material

and il,tellectual interests to what they believed to be right,

and when we realise the unclouded assurance that was their

reward, it is imooss|ble to deny that we have lost something

inour progress.
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_otlee of his t halacter and influence, '29,once on _ hnstmn art, 244 In Italv, 244

note Effects on art of the trad_tI(m of I 80 H_s aversion to the effusmn of blood,
th_ personal delorm_ty of Christ, 245 81 Condemns reh_mus liberty, 8'2 note
The Byzantine style broken by a study of Authority, cxaminatmn of the bas_s or prm-
ancient Greek sculpture, "246 Christian clI,]e of, on which all pohtlcal structures
school ofGmtloand Fra Angchco, _246. A _ _est, n. 186
general efflorescence of the beauuful pro- _ Averroes, influence of, over the whole intel-
duced by the revival of lcarmn_ In Eu- iect of Europe, _ 71. Renan's essay on,
rope, 2:t7. Apoealvptm subjects, 949. I 71 note Orgagna's pwture of, at P_sa, 7]

note Impulse _q_(n to psychology by
Progress of teirons_ m art, "250 Reh_- I the schoolof, 348mug pamtmzs regaIded s_mply as studies i
of the bcauUlul, '27,2 Causes of th_s so(u- AvItns, St, h_s verst' on infant baptism
larlsatlon oI art. "252 Influence upon art i quoted,) 36_ note
of scnsnahtv, 254. And of oriental robes, Ayala, galthazar, h_s defence ef tyranmc_de
255 note. lntiuence ot the dmco_ery of i under some circumstances, ll lb0
many great works of pagan sculpture, !
256. Hmtory of Greek mt after the n_e
of Chnstmmtv, 257. The types of Chris- I ])ACCItUS, In Greek statues, a type of
tian r%_laced'by tho_c of Pauan art, 25_J.' D dm._rac_ful cfltmmaey, I 248
Reaction m iavour of spiritualism lid by I Sac m. Lo_d_h_s wow el WltChcraft_ 1. 124.
Savonarela, `260. Rapid,Iv o! the secular;- Influence oi h_ philosophy on _ts decline,
isation ot art after the death of bavonarola, , 1'28 On the cause el the pa_alys_s of the

human facult_c_ m the m_ddte ages, `2_261. Ne_er aiterwarde assumed a ecru- _
mandmg influence over the minds of men, / Enhghtenmcnt of hm aue, 292 note ths
26"2. Trans_tmn whmh took place m inch- I inability to g*a_p the d,_covenes of the
ltecture, '262 Intellectual importance of astronomer_ di ln_ t_LUe,29"2hole Causes
the hmtorv of art, "267 ] of his influence, 40(I,401. Carpings of the

_scet_em. *See Monast_cism I Traetarian [,art_ at the inductive phfloso-
ssc% feast of, n "295. On_n of the, "296_o_e phy of Bacon, 408 v ore

_stroiogers, called Mathematics, _ 65 qwte Bacen, Roger h_ persecution, L 282. In
Astrology, rewval of the passion lot, m the fluence of Aiabmn learning over him, it

middle ages, i. 70. M. Comte's remarks 254
on, as a scmnce 264. Peter of Apono's at- Baglapes, praised by Juhan m one ef Ilia
tempt to c°nstruct a system of rchgmns epigrams, 1 _(_ ¢wte
by the aid of, `2S4note Cardan and Van- Bailot_ the, ad_ ocatcd by Harrington in tht
ira's horoscope of Christ 2S4 _ote Bedin seventeenth century, _i. 145 note
on the influence of the _tars over the de- Baltmaore, Lord, upholds religious liberty_n. 59
velopment ofsocieties, 2_t

_mtronomony displaces the ancient notion Bamberg_ great number ef witches burnt at_
Cf man's posll;lon m the universe, 1. 2S_. L 29
B_aut of the suggestion of Dr Chalmcrs Baptism, fetish notions in the early Church

Y - _ • *_^ earth 285 respecting the water o_ i 204 "Unanim-etln lUSl lllCance ot t_vrespe g g,n ' -,_ ,_trnno_ers ity of the Fathers concerning the non-I_ot,e. VIEWS ei _ne an_............
as to the motmn of the eelcstml bedies, `285 salvabflIty unbap_"se_ace_-s_ Is, edto

of 3m_

th of the science I Opmmu as to a specmt p gn
_tot$. Cause of the grow _ • h_,_t_,oa infants 361 The 'baptism of
of astronomy, _88 Copermcus, Kep)er, I un--,r--_-: .... 2_..:_ ,e _erfect love'
_:_ahla.and Tvche Brahe 2Sb Des- , mope, ariatne u_v_._-,--v _ ,

_' or _f vor_Ices2S9 CometS,, 860 note. Opmmns ofPelagiuf__t.Au-sartes' the y ' " • _ _o _en and St Fulgentma 862
S redletlon of their revolu- I gu ..... , _-,_ , __ .290 Halley' p - _ i _ _t_ttons rites dowses as suhstltut_l
a lace on the argumen_ o_ _ uper ........ . .......tion, 291 L ' _ *,am "_ nets _9ocr,ruls

_ from the motions of the for regular "oap.. ,_esign der v l _ _ Church of Rome as enunciated b$
planetary bodies. 297 _ote m _e
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the Council of Trent, 866 Conflicting Becket, St. Thomas _, hymn on the Vlrglt
tendencies on the subject produced by the I ascribed tn_quoted_ 1. 224 nots
Reformation, 365 Effects of the Auabap- Bedell, Bishop, respect with which he was
Us_ movement, 365. Cases of baptmm by treated by the rebel Catholics, iL 16. His
_and and wine, 866 _tote Doetrmes of ] life, by Alexander ClogT, 16 not_
the Lutherans and Calvinists, 867 The Beelzebub_ regarded as the god of flie_ L 96
doctrine of On,hal sin rejected by Sect- I note
nus, 872. By Ztmnglius, 878 And by Begards, sect of the, L 844
Chillingworth and Jeremy Taylor, 874 JBelgium, monkmh orion of many of the
note towns of. fl 952 First mercantile estab-

Y_xbarians, conversion of the causes idol- i hshments m, 281
atry to become general, i. 280 Bebe£ rehglous, letishlsm probably the first

$arberml, Cardinal, his musical partms, L stage of, i 204. Anthropomorphism the
808 note ! next stage, 207

Barclay, William, first denied the power of BeIlar mine, Cardinal, one of his argaments
the Pope over the temporal possessions of I in favour of persecution, il 28 ngte. His
prmees, n. 164 note. On lawful resmtanec i support of the Pope's rmht to depose scv-
to tyranny, 1S1

Baronh Leonora_ her sm_ng, 1i. 80S note. ,I erelgus,147147. lira work burnt m Paris_
Milton's Latm poems addressed to her, Bells, church, supposed mventmn of, by
808 note Paulinus, 1 262

Bartholomew, St, success of persecutton Benedmt XIV,, Pope, hls definition of usury,
shown m the case of the massacre of, tl. il 247 note. His decree agamst it, 257
14. Heaven thanked by a Pope for the Bened_ctmes, their services m making is-
massacre of, 45 bour honour'able, 1L 232

Bartholomeo, Fro, influence ot Savonarola Bentham, Jeremy. hi_ part in the movement
over him, L 261 for the mltlgaUon oI the severity of the

Basd, St., devot:on of the monks of, to penal cede, _ 351 On usury, ft. 251 note.
pamtmg, n. 289 Gives the neath-blow to the usury la_/s,

Baxter, Rmhard, his defence of the persecu- 260
tion of uutches_ L 83, 126 His account of Berkeley, Bmhop helps by hm wrmngs tho
the death di Lewes, 126 note His vain cause of toleration, n 77 Hls proposa
endeavours to revive the behcf in witch- to admit Cathohcs rote a Protestant Urn-
craft by accounts of witch trials m Amerl- verslty. 124 qtote His sentiments on pas
ca_ 15S, His work answered by Hutehm- sire obedmnce, 176 note
son, 189 Hm view of religious liberty, 1L Berna'd, St, his rejection of the doctrme of
'19 the Immat'ulate Coneeptmn, 1 225 note

Boyle, his view ef witchcraft, i. 116 the Beromce, the name girth by eat1) Chr_tlan
attempt to evercvme the popular superstl- tradmon to the welnau healed of an leslie
tlons respeetmg eomet_, 291. His works, of blood, L 221 _ge Tills "4oman one ef
and those which best show his gcmus, 291 the prmclpa] types among the Gnostlt_S_
note His remarks on the tendency of 291 note
theologmns to condemn error more so- Beza on predestmat]on, 1. 8S7. Advocales
verely than lmmorallty_ 315 _¢o_. tile the lawfu ness (,f persecutmn, n. 50. Itls
denunciation of torture, 8_3 note The answer to Ca_telho, 56
character of Bayle re_arded as the sceptl- Biauchl, his _ ork ,On Ecclesiastical Power,
col scholar, u. 64. Hn_ mfluence on lehg- fi. 141 note
lous hberty m Prance, 64. Hm ' Con- _ Bibhtena, Cardmal, hm play of the Calan-
trains-los d'entxer,' 64- Arguments by I; dr,%' ft. 299 Portraits el, by Raphael, 299
winch his prme_ples were developed, 67, [ note
68 Hm advocacy of the doctrine of pas- Bthi_cal interpretation and crmclsm _qes
slve obedience, 212 The 'Avis aux Re- _ Scr_ptaral Interpretation
fngiez' ascribed to h_m, 212 note ' Bllson_ Bmhop hm Apology for the pohey

Bayonet, importance of the mvention of the, el Queen Elizabeth towar(ls the Cathohcs_
to demceracy, it. 207 n. 48 note Malutams the sinfulness of

B_r-ba_tlng, not formerly regarded as in- toleration, 48 note
human, i. 807, 308 I Bmsfeldms, his opposition to the belief ir

Bears, dancing, their connection w_th the lycanthropv, 1.98 _ote
devil, t. 96 note

Bcaumarchms, his charity, ii 284 note t B_shops,140election off in the early Church, _t
Beauty, Greek worship ot every 3rder of, t. Black death, a cause of the tendency Sew-

289. Beauty of some of the higher fo_ns ards luxury, ft. 275
ot animal l_fe, displayed in Greek sculp- Blacksmiths, Abyssmlan superstition re-
Sure, 289 note Departure el mediaeval spectlng, i 98 note
art from the beautiful, 241. A general ef- Blackwood, on lawful resistance to tyranny,
florescence of the beautiful the result of it. 180
the revival of lcarmng in Et.l_pe, BlancheS, Peter, his farce of' Patelin,' it _97,
247. Influence of voluptuous beauty _9S note
upon art, 256 nOte The feeling of rever- Bodin_John, his defence of the belief la
ence gradually encroached upon and ab- _ witchcraft, i. 8_. Testimonies tohls mer-
sorbed by that of beauty, 268 its as an historian, 107 not_. His 'Demon

_g_carla, his opposition tt to-Sure in Italy, omame des Sorcwrs,' 10_. Iiis lndigna
1. 8_4 _ tmn at Wter's' sceptical, wink 109, Ih_
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_verence for the Old Testament, 151 note. s_lvsa into cats, i.148_not_ His accoUntHiB notion of the Influence of the stars o the belief in witchcraft in Scotland i_
over the development of societies, 283 his time, 151
_o_. His study of the Roman law, m Butler, on eternal pumshmel:t_ t. 888
194. HIs view of the rc_a] power, 194

_¢ly, the human, contrast between the
pagan and Ohrmtian estimate of, _ 240 I _ABALA_ the Hebrew t. 67 nots

Bmotians,theirdlsilkeof commerce,n.224:"L' Cabahs,views ol the_re_pectingdo
Boguet,presidentof the tribunalof St.{ mons,L 49 _ote Doctrinesand bellet_

(]laude_ hie executions for lyeantnropy, i. of the, 66 The mystic umon of Cabs _

117 'o uc philosophers and sylphs, 67l_ohngbroke, Lord, causes of the obliw n (.agho_tro, the propheete_ el, attributed tc
into which his works have passed_ k 190. supernatura! aaeney i. 119
Inimical to liberty, u. 206 Camits, their reverence for the oppon_ct,

_ollandmt, collection of Lives of the Smuts, of the Jewish rehgmn_ 1.2°0 zmte
t 158 nots Calahorra, witches put to death at, i 87

Bonaventura_ St,, his Psalter, in use at no?_
Rome, i. 222"_ote Calvin, John, his notions on witchcraft, L 8_

Boniface, St., Sis attack on St. girgflius, i. note Ills wew of mt_nt baptlsm 86_
290 note His part in the Eucharistic centre-

Boots with pointed toes supposed to have ver_y, 373, His vlew of the docmne of
been Inoffensive to God_ 1. 78 sa]vatmn only lor those m the Church_

Bossuet, attacks Zumghus' notion of ona'i _1. Advocates the i_wfulnes_ of perse-
hal era, 1 $78 _ote Asserts the doctrine eution, :1 50 Applauded for burning
of salvatnm only in the Church, 8_2. I Servetus, 52. l=hs answer to Cestelho's
Position assicncd by him to SoclnlanS and I denunmahon of predestlnaHamsm, 55
Anabaptists, n. 6_ His book against the Anabaptists' notl(,n

Botticelli, the pdnter, influenced by Saven- of the sleep of the soul between d_a{h
arola, L 261 and audgment, 79 note His mchnation

Bourdeaux, De Lanere_s sug_estmn as to to the repubhean theory el ,.,o_ernn/,,_t,
the cause o_ w_tchcralt about, i, 80 _wte 169 Ihs vmws el moues-lending, 256

Rraneas, Ms(lame de. her performance of I{_s severely affamst the theatre ;H0 _*-t#
the character of Geemetry, n 298 note Cnnnm,z Ge(ug% hl_ delence of bull-baiting,

Rrephotrophia, orasylums forchildren, in i 307 note
the tune of,lustn_mn, ii '2d8 Capel, Lord. h_s dying words on passive

Breecla_ lIlqmsltlon llots in, ii. 117 obedience, 11.lbl note
Bmdles, witches', or lrola collars used for Capital, the Increase of, one of the elreum*

extorting confession, i. 146 note stances that plepared the democracy of
Broedersen, his work on usury, n. 257 the e chleenth century n 201. Import-
Browne, Sir Thomas, b_s behef in the exist- ante to the poor el °converting _ealtt
euceof wiLchcralk L 1'24 note_ 129 into capital, 843 nots

Brutes, luxury of, m the fimrteenth cen- Capital punishment, oppositmn of B_shop
tury, iL 275 Berkeley to, i 850. Beecarm advocated

Bruuelleschl, h_s influence on Italian arch- its abolition. 850
itecture_ i. 265 Cardan, hl_ horoscope of Christ_ t 2_t note

Bruno, his philosophical speculations, t 401. Carmagnola and the Its]ion condottimh n.
]_urnt alive, 401 206

Bruy_re, La, his opinions and influence on Carmelites, their history, ii 849 nots
the subject of w_tchcraft_ L 116 Carthage, Council of, pronounces the dam-

Buchanan_ George, his Protestant hberai natron of the heathen, i. 877 Third and
tale, u 171 _ls praise of the tyranm- Fourth Councils el, condemn usury, n.
tides of antiquity, 171, 172 Influence of 947 nole
his tract _De Jure B,egm spud Scotos,' Carwng on sold and _dver, how preserved
172 in the In_dd/e sues, _ 2_ note Carved

Buckle, on the disbelief in witchcraft in ivory &ptychs, 237 note
England, t, 138, On the Scotch Reforma- Casaubon, Menc, his defence of the beliefin the existence of wlthcrafL ]. 186tton, ii. 170

Bull-bating, uot formerly regarded as In- Cassmo Monte, school of Greek moviearttst_established at, 1,9._'_
human, t. 807. Its silent extmctnon Castana_,a, a Spanish monk, questions theamongst the upper classes, 809 De-
fended by Canning and Wmdham, 80_ austlce of exeeatmns for w_chemft, L 8_l
nots. The unsuccessful warfare waged by note
the Popes against Spanmh bull*fights, 3(}8 _astflho. h_s life and writings, _ 53 His
note, Opposition of the Jesuit Mariana, repudmtion of predestmarian>m, 53. D_
80it not_. The great bull-fight of 1888 at nounees the murder of Bervetu% [_4.
Rome 308 _ote Answered by Calwn and Beza, 55, Epl-

Rulliug_r hie approval of the murder of thets heaped'upon him by Calvin, 55 ,ore
Servetu_ n. 52 His end, 56

Burghers, pmviaegee of, m toe middle ages, Catacombs, tombs of the exormsts tr the
IL 289 note t. _ note. The art of the catacombs alto

Burgos, Ini_aele *f the crucifix at, I. 15"[. tether removed from ldolatry_ _11. Only
Burner Bishop hie hbcraAsm, li 180 note cue or two representations of martyr
Burt, _aptam. on old women turmng thein- doms, 211. Systematm exclusion of al_
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imagos of sorrow, suffering, and venue- Celibacy regarded as the highest fo:m ol
once, 212. Great love of symbolism virtue, 195. The old wmters respeetin_
evinced by the art of the catacomhs. 213 women, 99. Influence of the cehbaey or

Catharl, a sec_ of Gnostms, their eilorts to ; the monks m strengthening Marlolatry,
subdue the propensities of the body, I 2'24
240 Celhnl, Benvenuto, Ins comblnatnm of im

{Jatholicism, Roman. traces of the corn- morabtv and piety, 1 891
promise between Chmstlamtv and Pa_an- Cello, Mum_, his x_ork atmbuted lo Belltu_,
tsm In, 1. 60. Identification" of startling n. 57 note
aaturM phenomena by the pme_ts with Celt% their a_crlptmn of lntelhgenco t¢
ac_s of rebeinon agamst thtlnselves, 63 ammals, 1. 96 I_ote
The continuance of mwaeulou_ power Censorship, abrogatmn of the, in England,
atfll malntamed by the Church of l_ome, n 87 A htcraiy censorship directed
155. But the _ense of the mnaculous a_alnst hcrencal wmtmgs after the aboll-
on the d_clloe among the _oTeathod 3 of tmn of tmnlshment Ibr h_'les3, llS Dm-
edoeated Cath_,hcs. 159,162_ Rstmnahs- cletian, Juhan,Constantme, andAreadms_
tm tendenele_ m Re)man Cathohe eoun- llq Begmning of heenses 119 Genre
tries, 184. I_eflectmns on St Peter s at cotton and the Star Chambei, 119
Rome as a memorial oI the decqv of Ca- Ccreblatnm, unconscious, instances oi_ Ii
thohclsm, 2(_5 Torture emplobed bv 95,96note
Cathohc_ dm.mg the _ela2] of Mary, 83_ Ceres, m Greek statues a type of summe_
_ote Doctrme m the t'hurth oi l_ome and of maternal love, 1 °48
respeetmg slant bal)tlsm as enunciated Chalmer,s, Dr., his suggestion respectm_
by Lhe Council of T1ent. 86(; Early Ca- the earth, i _'_7 _zofe
thohcIsm pertectly in accordance w_th the Chance, games of, why prohibited, i. 287
mtelle('tual wants of Europe n 86. Pc- Ohl opmnms on the sub.lect )f ors, 287
rlod when It became the prmoiple of ret- [ note Galaker s work on the natural laws
rogrebmon. 3_ And wtlen coercion was of lot, 257 no/e
matured, By. E_tabh_hment el the In- Charity of the early Chn_tmns, n 233
qUlSltlon, massacre of the Albigenses, and [ Long period that elap_e(l before it v,o,s
mlunctmn of the Fomth Council of the apprecmtcd, `235
Lateran, 88 Atrocity of the persecution Charlemagne, his stmngent laws against
perpetrated by Cath(d_sm.4_) A areat_.r sm(erers. I (;5 Ills contemptuous disle-
amount of unmenttd suflermg Inflicted gard oI the decrees of the becond Coma-
by the Chirr, h of Rome than bv any orb- eli of Nice, 2'Jl)
er rehgmn that ha_ e_er existed, 46 Charles V., Lmperor, number of Dutch
Persecdtmn of Cathohcs under Elizabeth, I heretics put to death during b_s reign, fi
47 Cathohc and thotestant persecutions 41. Magmhc_nt po_tnm of Spain unde_
compared, 57 Growth of rehamus lib- his government, 311 H_s eniplu_ment
erty m France aluays opposed by the of gold m h_ wars, 315 tI_s d_slaones
Chmch, 74. Attempts el Lamennms to tampermg uith the coinage, 816 note
associate CJthobc_ty w_th the movement Charles IN , of France, alh.ged cause of bt_
of modarn civfl_sation, 74- Cathohexsm early death, 1. 110
proscmh,.d by the English Common- Chmrms, reverence of, fetishism, t 207
wealth, 78 ]_[llton's reasons for exelud Charron. his famous tleatlSe on 'Wisdom,'
hag Cathobcs from toleration, 82 Period L 115, 833 note Ihs denuncmtmn of tor-
of the undisputed ascendency of Cathoh- ture In F_anee, ;_3_, Hm advocacy oI the
o_sm m Europe, 107. Catholic emancipa- doctrme of passive obedience, _u 212
tion, 1'23 Endowment of the college of Chemistry, _ts separation from alchemy L
Maynooth, 128 Proposal of Bmhop '292
Berkeley to admit Cathohcs into a Prot- Child, S_r ,losmh, his defence of the mercan-
estant university, 128 hole Rewew of tile system, u 327 _ote
the Ultramontane party, 146 The works Chflhngworth, Wilham, causes of his join*
of Bellarmme and 8uarez burnt at Pass, mg the Chm ch of Rome i. 180 P,e3eets
147. Teachmg of French Cathehcism as original sm, 874 note. Helps by his writ-
to the independence of the civil power, _ngs the cause of toleratmn, il. 77, 78
166 In its earlier stare the Catholic Chocolate, importation of, into Europe, it
Ghurch the representative of progresa_ 821
208. Natural incapacity of Catbotle_sm Christ, as represented in Ctmstiau art befo_
to guide the democratic movement m and a_er the twelfth century, L 71. Early
th$ eighteenth century, 211. Her is- symbols o_ 215. Probable Gnostic on_n
placable enmity to toteratmn, 212. Effect of the eonventmnal cast of features ascaub-
of the prohibition of usury m Catholic cd to Christ, '2'22 No authent_ portrali
eountries_ 258 _ote of Christ m the time of St Augustine

Jato, his remark o= celibacy, L 99 228 note. The first notice in wrmngof
{_t_ old women tnnamg themselves mto, L the resemblance of Christ to his mother,

148 no_e 224 note. The image at Panccas, 229.
gauses_ ult_mate, failure of the mind oI Mosampmtrait preserved :n the church

of St Praxede, at Rome_ 287 note. Theman in discovering i. 297
Cavalry : change in _e relative position of traditmn of his deformity, 245. The forg-

cavalry and ialhnta'y in war, iL 205 ed letter of Lentulus to the Roman
Cecehm% the hazlequLu_ notioe of_ ii. 297 Senate on his appearance 245 no_e. Cal,

dan's horoscope of hLm_284 no/_
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_'_hristtantty: the early Christians in the them into the lmsg'e of the mefltte
Roman empire, t 44 Paganism, how re- val conceptions, l'JS This tendency
larded by them, 45 Influence of the ridiculed by Ulrich yon Hutten and Rabe.
Alexandrian or Neo-Pl_tomc school o_er lal_, 1_'_ _ote. Efl-ct of the revival of
them, 46 note. Exorcists amon_ them, ela_slcal learmng in Europe, 2g5
49, 156 note Terror winch the doctlme L'kb_m_, his ehlectmn to all forms of per
of demons must have spread amongthem, secutmn, IL 56 'lgO/e Pflssa_es from ht_
50. The title ' enemies of the human ] x_mtm_s quoted, 57 hole
lace' transferred from the Christians to / Clemens Alexandrmus on ladles uain$
the m_mians. 54 Magical character at- I l_okm¢-ulasses, l 2'_6note Admits tht
txlbuted to Christian rites, 55 The mu- / po_lbfll_y oI the salvatmn of pagan_, 3_
Imle of St. Hflarion, 55, 56 Pohcy of ttLe note .
early Christians teward_ the maglcian_ _ Clenlcnt, the Dominican frmr, his mvcd_r
59. Compromise between Christlamtv_ of Henm III of _'_rance fl 151 AI_
and Pagamsm 60 Change m the tweltth [ plauded for his act. 161 '
century m the popular teaching, 73 In- Clement V, Pope, removes all prohibitions
fluenee of rationalmm on ('hrlstnuu_v a_amst bull-fightm_ m Spare, 1 308 note
199 Examldes of fetish notnms m the Chment, St., miracle related of, 1 95
early Chllrch, 204 Sln_uhtrlv touehin__ Ct(i_y, opinion that thev should not unde_
andsubllnlecharacterof_heearlyChurth_ any cucumstan_es_ _liS( tie death of
212 Its symbolism a_ evinced in early men, II _3 Toleratmn denounced by all
Christian art, 218. Trmmph of Chr_stutri- seethe:as of the clergy, 5q l,eh_nlus hb
_ty by absorbm_ and transforming old erty favoured bythe'm_rlage el"the Prot-
systems rather than anmhflatmff them, e_ta_t thq_y, 62 Atutudt of tt_e eler,_,y
223 D_stmct_ve type and tone el (,hH_- of England respecting rel_gmus hberty
tlamty bamshed from art. and replac_ d hv during the Re_ oluLI()n, Q_, 87 C_ntest
types el pagam_m, 259 Omgmahty of between the_(,gal andeccleblabtlcatpower_
the moral type of Christianity, 311 Real (18 P_]ow struck at the power bi the
character and test of the Christmn rehul,m _lerffy by the suppression of the mona_-
829, Boundless philanthropy of modern terles, lO.5 D_sappearance of the cleruy
Chrlstiamt% 3_,S The sense of sm ap- tr.m pubtw (,flle_, ,'26 Crutlty ot the
pealed to most strongly by Chr_stmmtv, Spamsh clergy to the ,le_ s, 0.6S
h56 Fm_t con_elatmn of the moral sen- Clo__v, Alexander, his hie of Bedelh h lfi
timents of Chrlstlamty into an elaborate _ote
theology, 356 Behef of theearly Church Cluten d_achim, 'De tt_eretic_s persequen-
that all external to Chr_stmnlty _ere dis, _u 55 note
doomed to damnatmn, 860 Triumph of Coffee, mtroductmn of mto Europe, It. 829
Chr_stmmty m the Roman empire on th¢ Coinage results of tampering "._lth the, il.
eond_tmu of transibrmmg itself under the 316 noge
influence of the spirit of sect, n _1_ Colhert- his suppression of executions for
Passive obedience of the early Chrlbtlans_ witchcraft h 117. And of accusations for
137, 140 Synthesis of the moral prm- sorcery, llS Ills services to manufae-
elples of Ch_lstmmty and Pagamsm, 220 tures, u 326, 3'27
Christianity the most effective opponent Colher, Jeremy, his work on the stage, ii
of the eml o_ slaver,,, 229 The ferocity 310
o_ manners corrected by the creatmn of Cologne, university of, its condemnation of
Christina charity, '232 Lone p_md that a rat_enahstic spirit m sc,m_ priests of
elapsed before the p_ecminent serwcesof the diocese, _. 104, Attempt of the In-
Cbristmn chelate were appreciated, 235 qmsllmn at, to de_trov lhe _hole l_tera-
Great devetopnaeut of self-sacllhce by ture of the Jews except the Blble,;L 119
Chrlstmnitv, 987. Position of pubhc Colomes, _ubstltutmn of industrial for roll-
amusements in the emly history of Chris- lt_rv, :_ 351 no[e

Come[s. eff_ct of, on the superst_tions of thetmmty. 2,9
,_hrvsostom, SL_on women, 1 99 d_rk a_cs, I 64 Wink oI Fromundus
3hu_rch and State theory, the, in England and Fl_,m on, l _gO _ote SnperstitlJnslcsoel.tlw _ lhtn] _q0 _axo'e statementand France, il 121
_,'hureh, Dr. Thomas, h_s answer to M_ddle- of [he pl_)pheue' character of comets, 290

ion's attack on the veracity of the Fa- note Atttmpts to explain them in s
these, _ 172 " rat_(,_ahst_c manmr, 290 And of Pare,

Olcero, his idea of the soul, t. 840 celsus and Bayle to upset the s_perst_tmns
C_imabue, joy of the Flerentmes at one of resp_ctm_ thtm, 291 Cemets removed

h_s pictures of the Virgin, 1 2_'_¢ _nto th_ domain of law by Halley, 291
(_imento, Accademia del estabh_hment of The taft el a comet considered by Whys.' ton to be tt e Iota _ty of hell, 346 notethe t_ T_seany_ _ 99 °
1_reum_elhones_ their turbulence, and per- a.*mme_ce and trade, ho_ regarded by the

secutlon by Constantine, n '23 anclent_ 11 '224. lt_ interests glvem_e to
_vihsatmn, effect of, in destroying the be- eonsulslups, u. 060. Its influence m lead-

lief in the mlraculol s, 1.162. Its power tn_ men to tolcrance_ 262. Commercml
on contemporary as compared _uth hl_- acOv_ty of the Jews 272 Rapid lnarea_
torlcalmlracle%'162 oie(_mmerccinLnrope_9SI

_lasslcal wr_tmu,_, action ot the revival of (_ommonwealth. great numbers of exe_
the, on hbertv, _ llr$ In altering _..... _ w_tcheraft m England during th_
t_po of heroism, 1¢,_5 Attempt- to _,
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C'_mo. number of sorcerers put to death at, Crucifixion, passion for reprcceniations of
m one year, L 81 the, h 241. Abolftlon of, as a servile pun.

Conception. the Immaculate, first appear- ishment, lJ 229
ance of the doctrine of, L 225. St Augus- Crusades, their influence in strengthening
tree on, quoted, 2'24 note Adopted by Marlolatry, I 225. Influence of the CrQ-
the Mahometan_, 2'25 _wte. l_ejected by sades on the theological government of
St. Bernard as novel, 225 nots pohtical affairs, ii. 107. Compared with

Concma on the history of usury, fi 250 note, the rehgious wars of the l_eformation, 109
_57 note Influence of the Crusades on industry.

t'_anfess_ons of wltehes, how extorted tn 240
Scotland, L 146 _wte Cudworth, Ralph, his defence of the belt ,_

Gonstance, great numbers of witches burnt m the existence of witchcraft, i. 186
at, L 81 Cybele, the mother of the goda_ day om

('anstance, Council of, lts denunciation of which her feast was celebrated, h 224
the right to slav tyrants, ft. 159 Cyprian commands the devil to assail a re-

Constantine, the "Emperor, his severe law hglans malden, i 62. His wew of tbe
against secret m_]c, 1 52. Ills destrnc- condemnation of all externaIto the Church,
tton of pagan statues, 2,58note. Hm per- 876. The Lewtaeal laws regarded by him
secutlons of Jews and heretms, 11.22, 28. as the foundation for the pumshment of
Hm pohcy towards the pagans, 24. De- heretms, 11.28
stroys the books of the Arlans, 118. he- Cyprus stated by Nider to have been peo
gahses interest at 12 per cent., 246 note pied by the children of incubi, 1 49 note

Cmlstantlus, the Emperor. embraces the
&man heresy, i 52 His penalties for
every kind el matin, 52. St Itllary's de- ]_.zEDALUS, his sculpture, i. 242
nunclatlons oi h_m. li 187 note 1! DslI_vns, his indignation at the Carni-

Consuhstantmtlon, almost silent evanescence val dramas at Rome, li 808 nots
o_ the doctrine eL _.268 Dances of the ancients, some of them recon-

Con_ulshlp of the Sea,' the institution so structed by Naude. i. 115 r.ote The
called, n 26] note danem_ mama of Flanders and Germany,

{-onbul_hlps. fenmlatmn of, 11 261, 281. The orlon of the, 77. Exorcism of the dancers,
first recorded Enghsh consul, 281 note 77 _zote

Convent s('andale el Gaulhrldh Gmndler, and Darnel m the lion's den, early Christian
La Cadltre, 1 28 note symbol of, L 210

Convocation advocates the execution of Dante, influence of his po,m over the con-
Mary Queen of Scots for Idolatry, n. 50 ceptlons of theology, i 24b hm theory
note. Undertakes to censure heretmal of international arrangements, li. 218
books_ 119 Death, doctrmv of the penal nature of, re-

Copermcan system, rme and condemnation tilted by geolo_-, i. 2_5. JubmaPs corn-
of, L 2Sl ReJected to the last by Lord parlson of the heathen and medlmval rep
Bacon, 292 note resentatlons of death, 878 note. Calmness

Cordova_ the theatre of, destroyed, ii 808 with which it _as contemplated by the
note heathen, 878 '1he death of Socrates, 378.

Corporatlon_ and guilds thezr umportance in Luther's saying on the subject, 878 note
the middle ages, n. 240 Milan longer ex- Death, the black, 1. 76. Causes to which it
erupt from them than any other town m was attmbnted by the superstmous, 77.
Europe, 282 Annual festival at Trevce in commemora-

_osmas Indmopleustos, L 275. His 'Tope- tion of it, 77 _te
g_aphtaChnstlana, _276. On earthquakes, Death, Dance of, ongm of the pmtures of
288 note [ the, :L78 note

Councils. influence of, in stimulating perse- Decemvirs, their law against magmlans, t
cutlon 11. 34 , 42

Coxe, Bishop, advocates the apphcatlon of De Maistre, on the science of the ancient&
torture to the Catholic priests, L 838 note _ quoted, i '288 note. His remarks o_

Gh'a_g,John, his application of the doctrine i Locke's philosophy, 408 note. And on
of probablhtles to the Chrmtlau rehglon, Bacon's, 403 note
L 397 Review of his argument by ha- Democracy: Protestantism, why favourable
place, 398 note to. n. 167 Circumstances that prepared

'reation, spiritual meamng contained in the the democracy of the eighteenth centu_7_
record of the, 1.273 201-207. Analysis of the democratic 'dea_

Ch'edit. movement m favour of manufact_zres 218. Doctrine of the rights of nat.saul
stamulated by the mventaon el, ft. 8_2 ltms, 218. Theories of international ar

Oreauhty proclaimed a virtue by the classes rangements, '218. Democracy an aspect
who were most addicted to falsehood, L oi the Chmstian spirit, 220
296 Demoniacs oi the B_ble regarded as lunati_

J_ross, examples of fetish notions in the by Webster and Hobbes, i. ]37, and no_
early Church respecting the. i. 205. In- Demons, the, of the Alsxand_nan or Neo-
troductmn of the cross in the fl)rms of Platomc school, i. 46. The doctrine of
Christian churches, 250 no_e demons in lte relation to heathen wor-

b'rosse, Dr., his attacks on Glanvil_ I ]32 ship, 46 note. Origin of the word demo_
_e as slgmtymg dcwl, 47 Tertullian on de-

vacifix, miracle of th% at Burgos, ". "57. mons, 47. All thepagan gods and g_ d-
And m _r_t's Church, Dublin, 164 desses regarded by the early Ohristiau_ _!
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_emonE 18. Male and female devils, 49 ' Donutists, their fierce per_eemion_, ii. 21
note. I _orcists among the early Chris- I note. Persecuted by (_onstantme, 22
roans, 4_ The plnlosophlcal system of / Douay, number of sorcerers put to death at,
Psellus . 68 _ m one year, 1.29. Executions for witch-

De Men*tort, his commencement of the / eraftat, 117
massacl _of tile Albl_enseN n. 88 _ Douglas on mlraeles, 1 178

I)ionysi_ the Areopagite, his writings the I Dress_ rmhness of, after the Crasade_ it
Bible o Mysticism, 1 844. In part trans- -°74
lated b! Scotus Erigena_ 844 Drmks_ hot, lmportatmn of, rote Europ%

Deseartet influence of his writings In de- 3°-1 Their moral and socml effects. 8_
stroylm, the material notlOUS associated Dryads, notions of the early Christians ,_-
with sJ ]rits, 1 116 His Theory of Vor- speetmg them, 1.47
rices, 2)9 His influence on the dcehne Dubhn, the miraculous crueffix m Christ
of the _aedl0eval notmns of hell_ 889, _45, Church at, i. 164
846. tits doctrine of animals, 846 no_e. Durham Cathedral, Smollett's remax_s on_
Iils a(¢ount of th_ opmlon el his contem- L 2_:4note
Dorarie_ on the doctrine of a material fire_ Dash, the, of the paeans, re_arded by the
_46 note Causes el hm influence, 400 early Christians as devfls_ L 48. The ori-
Animosity of the reformed clergy of Iiof gm of our ' deuce,' 48 note
land a_mnst hm_, n 50 Th(_ character of
Descartes rc_ardcd as the seeptmal philos-
opher, 63. His influence on rehgmus hb- _ARTH, the centre of the, reuarded by St.
erty, _% 64 12# Thomas as hell L 347 note. Earth-

Despotism, prcdlspositmn of the Anghcan quakes, remarks of Cosmas lndmopleustes
Church towards, n. 180 on, quoted, i _8 note

'Deuce,' omgm of the word, h 49 note East Indm Company begm_ the mercantile
Devil his supposed especml power over system m England, 11._Z6 _ote

apples, 1.80 note. Appearances of him m Eehelles. Trms, the sorcerer, pardoned by
varmus l_rmS_ m the (lark ages, 61. Tal- Charles IX, _ 119
_smans for baffling h_s dev_ces_ 63. Bas- Eehpses, effects of, on the superst_ttons of
rcheis on cathedrals of men devoting the dark ages, 1 64 _md to have caused
themselves to the devil, 78 note. Sceptt- the death of a French king, 64
eism at the present day i)n all subjects 'Edinburgh Rewe_,' _ts influence m gag-
eonnectcd w_th the dewk 87. St Thomas land, n. 125
Aqumas on Satan's power, 8g Tempests ! Edwards Jonathan h_s views respecting in-
and d_seases sold to be p_ educed by him, font bapU_m, _ _30_ On ' Or*areal _m,'
90_ 92 His power of assuming the form 86S note On predestmatmn, 8s7 _ote
of any ammal, 95. The ' phenomena of Egyptians, influence of the natmnal rehgmn
love _ under the ospcelM influence of the on the art of the ancients, 1 2a9
devil, 99. Klrk's account of evil spirits EllberlN Council or, comlenms usury, IL
among the thghlanders, 148 note. Posl- 247 note
tmn asstgncd to htm in the rch_ous plays, EhTabeth. Queen,her laws respecting w_teh-
i_ 295 craJt_ _ 121 Success of persccutmn as

Dmbolus, SprengePs derivation of the word. shown m the laws of, fi 14 Perseeutmns
_. _7 note durm_ her re_n, 46 B_shop Bflson s

Dmna_ m Greek statues, a type of chashty, apolo_y for her pohcy towards the Catho-
L 248 hcs 44 note Answer she recmved from

D_gby_Sir Kenohn, h_s remark on the be- a _'.otch deputatmn_ 17`2
helm _ntchcraft m h_s t_me, _. 142 Encyclopmdlsts, thmr denuncmtmn of tor-

Dmcletmn, destroys the books of the Chris- ture, _ 838
tmns, i_ 11S En._land. first law m, against w_tchcraft,

D_plomacy, mtcrnatmnal, first great_mpulse 119. Sceptm_sm m England at the end
given to, n. '262. ]bhrst use el the c_pher of the seventeenth and hagmmng of the
m_ 28'2 note clghteentl_ centuries, 13_ The unexam

Dtptyehs, carved ivory, i 236 pled severity of the penal code m England
Dmease_ saxd to have been produced by the m the middle a_es, 349 Number of an-nual executions in England m tile mlddlspower of the dewl, 1. 9'2
Dissenters, Enghsh causes of their power of the c_ghteenth century, 350. Severity

in the seventeent_ century, n. 18 Want of the penal code durmg the re_n of
of suce_ess of persecution shown in thetr George IIL, 850. Sketch of the h_story
case_ 18. D_ssenters at the time of the of toleratmn in England, it 75-1o4. D_s-
Toleration Act, 18 Aasimflated to the appearance of the clergy /rein offices of

Seotel_ 178 wer to power m England 125, 1_6 PohUeal mi_odwelI, Dr. Wilham, his ans Dr. fluenee of the Italmn repubhcs on pubh_
Mlddtetan's attack on the veracity of the opimon m England, 145 _ote Debt Eng
_athers i 1'/_ land owes to her non-eDseopal eharches_

D_g, a_*tnoved by the spirit of Pytho, _ i. 96 173. The two schools of despotism in
note England, 180. parallel between the hm-

Domat, his notion of the impropriety of tory of political and rehgmus hberty in
monet,-lending it 251 r_ote England, 1_8 The greatest Enghsh free-

Dominiek, St., legend of h_s mother's dream, thinkers m_m_cal to liberty, 184. Differ-
iL 124 The chief reviver of persecutmn, : ence between the growth of En_hsh and
114 _ French hbertyana]ogeustoE_li_h sad
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French tolerance, 185 Sa.e of English I Farmer, Hugh, his attempts to explain th_
slaves to the Irish In the middle ages, 238 j dlabohcal possessions of Scripture by tl_

note Introduction of usury unto Eng- i ordinary phenomena of epilepsy, i. 1_8
land, 254. First formally permitted by Fathers el the Ctnnch, miracles related by
law, 256. First mercantile compames es- them as undoubted and ordinary occur-
tabhshed in, °81. The first Enghsh con rences, i 156 The ces,atlon of mlraclet
sul recorded, 281 note. Introdilctmn of supposed by early Protestants to have
the opera rots England, 801 The drama taken place when the Fathers passed
tn England, 810. Revolution of prices m away, 164. Neglect into whmh theix
England in the sixteenth century, 816 works had fallen in the beginning of the
nots Beginning of the mcrc4ntlle sys- eighteenth century, 167. Dr. Middleton't
ten] in England, 826 note Preeminence attack on their vemcffy, 16S. Their de-
of Engl,md m political economy, 334 nlal of the, existence of the Antipodes

_phesus, Council of_ defined the manner m 275, 276 Thelr conception of hell, g16.
_hmh the Virgin should be represented Justified pmus frauds, 394 note Thelr
by artists, L 225 oplmons on tolexatmn, u 21. On passivQ

Ephlaltes. the demon of mghtmare, accord- obedience, 136 Their services in making
mg to the Greeks, 1 49 note labour honourable, 281 Their condemna-

Ephrem, St, weds orthodox verses to Gnos- tion of money-lending, .045. Their denun-
tm music, 1. 220 oeatlon of the theatre, 2_8, 289

Epicureans, their denial of the existence of Fauns, the. el the pagans, regarded by the
evil sprats, i 42. early Chrlstmns as (lewis, L 4S

Epilepsy, an epldemle_ttack of, attributed Feltre, Bernardm de, founded money-lend-
to the affimted having been bapUsed by I mg seen tins m Italy_ u 249
unchaste priest& 1. 364 note Fetl_hl_m probably the first stage of re-

EpmcoI*aham_m. its tendency compared li._mus behef, 1 204. Examples of fetish
_lth that el Presbyterlamsm, n 16_ notmns m the early Church, 205. The

Erasmus, his firm behef m wltchcraft_ i 84. fehsbism of the ancient Greeks, 242
His opposltmn to the doctrine of predestl- Flan, Dr., hl_ holrible tortures and death
natmm L 8S5. IIm toleration, ti 59 for witchcraft, i 123 qwte

Essex, an old man mobbed to death as a Fmrd, Abbe, cbargcs the philosophers with
wizard In, m 1863_1 139 note being the representatives of the old sor-

Euchams, the actress, n 285 note cerers, 1 118
Eucharistic controversy, part taken m the Fleni assists Fromundus in a work on

by the early Reformers, i. 872 comets, 1 280 note
Euhemerus, his theory of the origin of the Fights, sham, af italy, it. 292 note

gods of paganlsm, _ 305. Translated into Filmer, his advocacy of passive resistance,
Latin by Ennms, 305 n. 151. Answered by Sidney, lbl

Eunomms, h_s writings suppressed by the Fire regarded by the anoeex_ts as the portal
Emperor Arcadms, n. 118 of the unseen world, _ 320 note

Eunuchs m opera houses, it. 808 Fmh_ the, a symbol of Chmst_ i. 215, 216
Eutychc_. the works oi_prohthltcd by Thee- Flauellants, ongm of the order of the, I. ]4"

dosius, it. 118 TheLr dlsc_phne, 74. Their reappearance
Evldentml school, ortmn and dechne of the at the period of the black death, 77

m England, 1 lb9. Its position in France, Fhes, Beelzebub god st, t. 95 note
190 And in Germany, 191. Strong ten- Florence, the dyers of, in the middle ages,
dcncyamong the evidential school t6meo 1 255 note Luxury of, after the Cru-
the Rationalists half-way, 192 _les. tl. 274. 2rade in money, 254

Exchange, the invention of letters o_ as- Foemina, Sprengcr's dcmvatlan of the word,
enbed to the Jews, iL 272 note L 87 note

Excommumcatmn, _ts great power in the Foetus, pa_an practme of destroying it in
m_ddle ages, fi 108 the worn'b, 1. 864 note

Exorcist_, early Christian, i. 49. Their Fools, Feast of, 11. '295. Origin of the_ _f
tombs m the catacombs, 49 note. Order note
of exorcists in the Church of Rome, 49 Fortunatus, St,, 'On the Cross,' quoted, L
note 205 note

Exorcism forbidden to clergyman by Con- Foscarrsb the Carmelite, his defence of ths
vocation, unless licensed bytheir btshopa Copernican system, i. 281 note_ His con-
L 141. Exorexsts among the Christians dcmnatlon. 281 note
Pagans, and Jews, 156 note Foundhngs, multitudes of sustained by the

early Cfir_stians_ it. 23_. Sketch of the
history of foundling hospitals in Europe,

I_ABIOLA, her foundation of the first hoe- 284 note
1' pitala, it. 235 Fox, Charles James, on the relation of scoI_
_'mnes regarded as devils, t 48 note tic,sin and toleration, ii. 20 note
Famme_ effect o/_ on the superstitions of France, persecution st witches in the south

the dark ages, i. 64. Alleged cause of one of, i '29. Gradual cessatmn of persecu-
m France_ 64. tmn for witchcraft and sorcery in, 118.

Farces, the earliest_ ii. 297 Blancher's farce Occasional apt)ar_tions of the V_rgin
of ' Patelin_' 297 note. Spanmh farces in among ignorant and superstitious pea-
the fitteenth century, 298 note sants in, 159 Allegiance of France to

_arel, his approval of tha mm'der of Serve- Christianity thrown off m the last _en-
tu_ ii. 52 tury, 186. Result of her ceturn to the
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0hurch_ 186. Protestant perBecutions in, I Catholics in Germany, iL 46 Probabll
it. 49. Sketch of the history of toleration I cause of the ascendency of German think.
in France, 68, 103 France at the head of ers In Europe, 183
modern liberahsm, 121 Circumstances Gerson, chancellor of the Umversity ot
that made patraotlsm m France antagoms- i Paris, his defence of the behef m witch-
tie to hberty, 165 Attitude of the Prot- i erait, 1 88 His remarks on persons who
estants in 1615, 165. Declarations by the ' denied the existence of demons quoted,
Sorbonne of the absolute independence of 1{b4. Denounces tvranmclde, il 159
the civil power, 166. Difference between I Gibbon, Edward_ causes of hm going ever to
the growth of Enghsh and French liberty the Church of I_ome, L 172, 180
analogous to Enghsh and French toler- Gilbert, Wllham, his dlecovemes respecting
ance, 185 _Vlde influence of the French the magnet tIeated with contempt byLord
l_evolutmn, 213. Usury m France m the Bacon, n 292 note
eighth and ninth centumes, 254 ¢_ote, 255 Giotto, religious feehng pervading his work_
Impulse given to French commerce irom 1. 246
the relations of France with the Turks, Gladmtorial shows_ the last, it. 234. Origin
Z73. Luxury utter the Crubades, 274_ of_293 note
Contrast between the French and Italian I Gladstone, W. E, his _Church and Sto.*e,
iramas in their relation to the Church. quoted, il 127
199 Introductmu of the opera into Glanvi]_ Joseph, his defence of the persech-
France, 801 I tion of w_tches, 1 53 His defence of tbe

auds, pious, L 893. dustffied by the Fa- i behef m wltchcraiZ 129. General oatlme:hers, 898 Dr Newman on, 894 _ote of his opinions, 180. el his essay on
F1sdemek, King of t'russm, hl_ abohtlon of _AntPfanatlcal Religion and Fr_e Phfios-

lorture m his dominions, t 834 I ophy,' 18'2. His _Sadduclsmus Trmmph-
_r._demck II., Emperor, declares inmself atus,' 18o. Its great suecess_ 185 the

the protector of the Inquisition, il. 118 I tolerance, n 84 note
Freethinkers in Roman Cathohc countries, Glass pamtmc, commonlong before the tune

character of the modern school of, L 1_4 of Clmabue, 1. _7 note Origin of the
Fromundus_ his works and views, I. 250 i tracery of some of the windows of the

note French cathedral_, z55 _ore
Fulgentins_ St., condemns all external to Gloucester, Duchess of, her punishment for

the Church, L 877 His statement of the wlthcralt, L 120
doctrine of inlant baptasm_ quoted, 862 i Gnosticism: omgm of the central doctnne

] of the leone, L 49 note Influence ,if

/_ ALILEO, condemnation oi_ by the lit- I Gnosticism over Christian art, 217. Itsview of the God of the Jews,220 n,,_s Ot

U eral school of Scriptural mterpceters, ] the _Un-luaown Fathe*,' 220 The two
i. 2T5, 281 [ principal _Eons, Christ and the Sophia,

Galhcan Church, its contemptuous dlsre- 221. The worship oi the _lrgin strength-
gard of the decrees of the Second Council I ened by Gnosticism, 221. Reverence ofmany of the Gnost_cs for the serpent, 221of Nme, i. 231. Gerbert the reputed au-
thor (if Galhcan opimons, 282 not_. The I not_" The woman who was healed of the
Galhcan Church the representaUve of issue of blood one oi the prmcq_al _vpes

of the Gnostms, '221 _,,ote. Absorbing anddespotm mterests_ i_. 168 I
Gardening influence of Rousseau on the attracting influence of Gnosticism, 222.

somnce of, i_ 215. Le _N(,tre's style, 216 Probable Gnostm origin of the convcn-
Garmet, on sorcery, quoted, 1. 83 _ote tional cast of features ascribed to Chmst,
Gataker, on lots, L 287 note 2`22
Gauls, money-lending among the, ii 244 I God the Father, representations of, tn Chris-
Generation spontaneous, theory of, n 844. tian art, comparatively moderu_ i. 216, `218.

Melanchthon's remarks upon the questmn ] How represented l_. different countrms,
of the causes of the difference of sex, i 219. Difference between the eonceptio_
quoted_ 345 _wte. The laws of generatmn i of the D_m_ty m a sclent_fie and un-
as explained by Mr Moron, 1i 97 nots _ scientific age, 288

Genesis, objections of the Mamchmana to Gods of the pagans, uotaons of the early
the literal interpretation of, i 272. An- Chmst_ans respecting the, l. 47
swered by St. Augustine, 278 Gold, econoru_eal error of regarding it alone

_oneva, great numbers of w_tehes executed as wealth, n. 813

in_ t. 81 '" " ted Goldsmith's work of Rouen, Italy, and Li-
8enh, pa_ representations of_ne, auop mcgee, _ 287 note. St. Eloi_ them patro_

by Christian art as guardmn angels, 1.215 i. 287 no_e
{_entus, a good, represented by the o_u Gospels, the apocryphal, their influenceover Christian art, L 222 --.

Egyptin_s as a serpent with a hawk s Gothic architecture, oiagln ot_ i. 262 _]t-
head_L 221 note

_9novest advocates the abohtmn of the ness of, for churches, 268. D*sfavour intowhmh _t fell in the eighteenth century,
usury laws, iL 260 note

Gentilis, hm death, ft. 49 264 note_ The fluctuations in the cstmaate
_a_ology refutes the doctmne of the penal of thin architecture represent the fluctUa-tions ofreh_ous se_tlments, 268 Causes

nature of death, t 285 of the ancient preference of Gothm to
Germany_ vast numbers of witches put to

death m, * 97. Character ot the blbhca'_ Roman architecture, 964 note. Singular
_a'lticism of ,_05 Perseeu_mn _f the erltielsins of Gvthm to Roman architea

50
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tare, 264 note Singular criticisms of ' Hannoid, on usury, h. 257
Gothm arAtitecture, 264 _ot_ Its revival Hanseatic League_ commerce _f the, II. _
in the present cen_ry, 264 _7ote ] Its suppression of piracy, 282

Gottschall_ the monk, holds the doctrine of Harrlngmn, James, on hberty of eonselenc_
double predestination, L 885 vote His h 80 His ' System of Polftics' _ quotedq
punishment_ 485 nots 80 note_ His ' Occan_,' 145 _ote. An.

Government, its power of influencing the ! swers to hm arguments, 145 _ote. Hi$
reason of the people, it. 14. Hookar's advocacy of the ballot_ 145 n_te. On the
doctrine of the true origin and ltmetlons of, I necessity of usury 259 note
177. Locke's treatise on government, 182 Itarsenet, Dr, archbishop of York, at

Go_oll_ Benozzo, his works, 1 247 t restates witchcraft amongst 'Popish lmGmtian, the Emperor, his slave law, ll. 280 postures/i 142
note Harvey. his discovery of the circulation _'

9rattan, on the Act of Union, it. 182 _zote the blood not owing to Bacon's metb_
Gravitation, problem of, i 297 i. 292 note. First result of his discovery
Greeks, their norton of nightmare, L 49 note. 299

l_belr behef m evil sprats and sorcery, 42 ' Hawkswood, Sir John, and the Italian con
Influence of the natmnal rehgion on the I dottier1, il 206
art of the ancient, 209 Greek worship of I l:[eahng, cause of the adoption of the ser
beauty, 239 Greek idolatxy faded into ; pent as the emldem of, l 220 note
art, 242. CTeatave power m art becomes i Helena, worship of, t '220 _ote
extract among the Greeks 244, Influence _ Hell, catalogue of the leadei_, and descrip-

of the resurrection of the spirit of ancient I tion of the orgamsatmn of. i 107. Patris-Greece on me(h_evahsm, 251. Immense i tic conccptmn ef_ 815. V_ew_ of Omgen
sums ex_pended by ancmnt Greece upon I and Gregory of Nyssa. 816, Faint notmns
works ot art, '257 Works of excavatmn of the Jews and heathens on the subject,

carried on by the French m Greece, 259 I 818 Elaboration of the conception ofnefe Acquaintance with the Greek L pumshment by hteral fire in the middle
tongue in Ireland m the ninth century, L I ages, 319. Extreme terrormm ol the tour-
8'20. The Greek fear of the dead and pre- I teenth century, 821 Dean Mfiman on
disposition to see ghosts, 341 note. In m- [ the pas_mn ior detailed pictures oi hell,
dustraal pursmts, how regarded in Grceco, I 822 vote. Destruetmn of natural rehgmn
_i 2')_4. Money-lendmgamong the Greeks, i by the conceptmn of bell, _23 Effect ot
244. The lawfolnessofusur_,maintmned I the doctrine of eternal pumshment on
bythe Greeks after the twelfth centmy, / man's character, 826 et seq Cause_ of

250 Music among the Greeks, 316 _ote' I the dechne of the med_,eval notmn_ otGregorms Thaumaturgus one of the latest hell, ,%S_ The belief m hell one of the
eminent for the gaft of muscles" L 165 cornea-stones of the psychology of the

Gregory of t_ysSa, hm disbelief m eternal Fathers, 841 Opinions of the eontempo*
pumshroents" _ 816 I rat ms ot Descartes. 846 note. The loeahty

Gregory the Great, his emaneipatmn of h_s I of hell, 346. Ehmmatmn of the doctrine
slaves, fi 230 I of future torture from rehg_ous real_sa

Gregory XIIL, Pope, removes the proh_b_- I tmns, 852
tmn of Paul V. against bult-fight_ng, L _ Helmont Van. his receipt for producing

mlcc, i. 845 _ote
,308 _wte i Henry lI1 of France, his murder, il. 151.

GregOrYrei_gmusXVL,hberty,POpe,lL74hiscondemnation of i The murder eulogised by the League and
Grevin, ins play 'The Death of C_esar,' ILI by the Pope, 161

159 Henry IV of France, establishes the prin-
Gmnandus, ' On the Poverty of Witches,' L ! c_ple of toleratmn by the edict ot Nantes,

28 note. ' On their Medmal Knowledge,' it 69. H_s theory of mtet natmnal ar-
98 vote I rangements. 218

Gr_ndal, Bishop, advocates the application Henry VIii. of England, formally permits
of torture to the Catholic prmsts' L ,383 money-lending, iL '256
note i Hercules r_prescnted in some of the old

_ronovius, infloence of the Roman law on ] churches' _. '214 _ote In Greek statuet
his pout_cal teaching, it. 194 His works, I the type of the d_gmty of labour, 243
195 note H_red_tary gmlt the conceptmn of, _._'i,

Orotius, his view of rebellion, h. ]87 note. Theories to account lot _t` &58, Expre_
His eheory of international arrangements" sion of tb_s eeneral conceptmn in dog-
218 I matm teachmg, 358 Weakened by the

tl_uido of Arezzo, his invention of musical progress of democratic habits. 858. Its
notation, iL 800

Guilds and corporations, their importance : dogmatic expression the doctrine that allmen are by nature doomed to damnation,
in the middle ages, ft. 240 '360. Infant baptism, 860

Gunpowder, importance of the discovery of, Herestarchs the age ot_ passed, i. 18_. M. de
to democracy_ it. 206 MontMembert s remarks on Lamennats M

I an heresiareh, 187 _ote
tteretlcs_ use of slow fire In burning them

_,IALE_ Sir Matthew, his belief in the ex- in some d_striets' i. 831 note. Torture of
ILl tstence of w_tchcraft_ i 1'2,8 I heretics m the s_xtcenth century, 332.
[_al[, Robert_ his advocac_ of liberty, it B_shop Smmncas on heretics l,nssessing

• _8 _ote I no moral r_hts 894 note. The fla_t law
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which the penalty of death is annexed ' Hreswitha_ her religions plays, tl 294
to the simple profession of a heresy, iL 28 I Hudibras on executions lor wltchcraft_ J. 1_
Itoto. The Levitical law regarded'by Cy- note
_nan as the foundation of dealings _lth Huet, bishop of Avranehes, his view of the
herettce, 2$. St Augustgne*s view of I utter vamty of philosophy_ t 870 _vots
heresy, 31, 82 note. Denunciation by St. tiumamty, virtue of, 1 807 Inhumanity
Martin and St. Ambrose of the execution of some of the sports of our ancestors,
of some heretics, 88 Few heretics perse- 807, 3()_
outed for several centuries belore the A1- Hume, David, his 'Essay on Mmaelet_* I.
bigenses, 86, 87 Heresies renewed by the 172. ths method of reasoning antmipated
decomposition of mediaeval society, 88 by Locke, 17`2note. Influence oI his essay
Encountered by persecution 88 Eymeri- at the present day, 189 Inimical to u_*r-
etts th_ Inqmmtor_41 note llull ot Pope ty, n 1_4 On usury, 260
hlrocent IV. enloimng examination b_ Huss John, his hberalopmmns, fi 168
torture, 42 _ote. Sentence pronounce(l Hutchinson, on the number ot executions
upon the relapsed hereUc_ 48 note _c- lor _ltchcraft in England, 1 120 note
roc¢+ydisplayed towards the children of Hutehmson, on the causes of the ancient
_sr_tics, 44 _ote, 45 note. Right ol the prelerence of Gothm to Roman architec-

ture, i 264 notecivil magistrates to punish heresy main-
tained by Luther, Beza_ &(_, 50. But op- Hutten, Ulrich yon, h_s hberal _lews, h.
posed by Zumghus and Socmus, 51. Re- 169 His ridicule of the attempt tomould
peal of the writ 'De lla'retmO comburon- the classics into the image ot medireval-
_lo* 85. Work of Jansenms on the Slll- lsm_ 198 note. Ihs irony on the Chrlstla_
fu_ness of alliances with heretics, 110 horror of the Jews, 265 note
Sketch of the constitution and progress Hydranhcon. water organ, _ 262 note
of the Inquisition, ill l]ypera, sthesla of the-memory, cases of, it.

llerma_hrodltes lntroducedby Polycles into 97 no_e
art L _56 nolo

Ilernandez, the Spanish sculptor, his 1 iety,
i. 247 note [ _TX®Y'X, the imtlal letters of the name of

tIerolsm, effect of the classmal writings m J[ Christ as Sa_tour, 1. 215 note
altering the type of, ft. 196 IconoclastS, rise and progress of the, 1 280

Hl_hland-ers, P,obert Klrk's account of e_fl / Quarter whonce the Iconoclasts issued
spirits among the, t 14S note forth. '245 Efft ct of the Iconoclast perse-

Hflarion St, his miracle performed for the cntn)n on It't mn art. '244nolo
bencht ol Itahtus, 1 55. Other miracles idolatry, reasons xxhy uncu-ihsed man falls
related of him, 56 note into, 1 20S A slgn _omeUmes of progress,

Ihlary St, of Poitiers, his advocacy of ah- sometm_cs oI retragressmn, '208. St Ago-
solute and complete toleration, _l. 21 bard's work denouncing the idolatry of
Hm denunciation of the Lmperor Con- m_age-worsblp_ 2g_ Intimate connection

of idolatry w_th the modes of thought oistantms, fi 187 note
Hmckmar. arehbL-h<q) nf Rheums, lns oppo- the m_ddle ages, °84. Mahometamsm the

Sltlon to the worship el images, 1 2gl. sole example ot' a great religion restrain-
On infant baptism, 861. His opposltmn lng sem_-barbanafis from _dolatry_ %4.
to Gottescha]k's doctrine of double pro- Causes why Gleek idolatry fadea into
destination, 885 note art, 242

Hl_tory influences of the mmpho]oglcal Ignatms, St, h_ introduction of the prac-
theory o) the unlvelse upon_ 1. _95 , tree of antiphons, IL 800

'Hlstmomastl,' the of Prynne, ft. 81a note Ilhbens. decree ot the Council of; against
Hobbes, his influence one of the causes of palntlnffs in churches, i. 280

the decline of the behef in witchcraft, i. infantry _change in the relative importa_ce
128. H_s unflinching support ol persecu- ot cavahy and miantry in war_ iL 205
tion, iL 85 Inimical to liberty, lb4 lunocent HI, Pope, his institution of the

ltobson, Ehzabeth, her account'of an appa- Inqms_Uon, 1 74 Est_bhshes the Inqm-
utica that had ape)cared to her, _ 140 slfion, n 88. His bull confiscating the

llohdays Catholic, fl 328 _o_e goods of heret cs_44 _wte
I_olland,' Protestant persecutmns of the Innocent IV Pope h_s bull enjoimng the

Catholics in n 50 ,%e Netherlands examination oi h_retms by torture, iL 4_
' " q_ote

Hooker, Richard, love of truth manifested Innocent VIII.. Pope, h_s bull agmust sor-in his work% il. 77. His doctrine of the
omgin and lhnetmns oi government, 179. cery, L 82 Commissions the Inqmmtor
And of passive obedience, 179 Sprenger, g9

H6Idtal upholds rehgmus hberty, ft. 59 Innocent XI, Pope, his condemnation of
Hopkins_ Matthew the witchhnder, i 1_5 usury, ii 248
_orsley Bishop h_s advocacy of passive lnqmshmn, restitution of the, _ 74. The

obe(hence to the laws, h, 1_ first law m _ hlch the title ,Inquisitors of
Hospitals of the early Christians, it. 988. the Faith' appears, ii. -°8 note Form of

The hospitals erected by ]0"abmla '285 supphcaUon eml doved bv lnqms_tors, eaand no_e. Trautsn'mndo_ff_s _'ork in la-
The network of hospitals fotmdcd after your ot toleration, 84 note Magnitude
the Cru_des,286

l_Iotman_ his ' Franco-Galha_* n. 1SS Ac- and atrocity ot the persecutions ot the in-
count of the author, 188 and note qmsmon 40 Paramo's remark on the

Howard, John, L 849 lnqmsltlon, 42 _wte Pardon alwa_
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prorated by the Inqntsttors to those who 1 Investitures, the famous history of the, ti
would ooufcsa or retract their opmmns 108
within a certain period, 45 *wte. Fra- Irish, veneration of the ancient, for w_lve_
quest hosnhty of the lnqmsltlon to the L 95 _lote. Their behei in lycanthropy. 91
civil power, and its separation of religious _wte
questions flora politms, 111 Sketch el Ireland, learning In in the ntnth century, _.
the constltutmn and progress of the In- 820. Number of converts lrom Catholi-
quisitbm, 111 cism to Protestantism produced by thl

Interest prmmol_s that regulat% ii 242 penal system in se*_enty-one years) IL 15.
unknown to the ancients, 244. tee also The outbreak of ]640, 16. Want of suv-
Usury. eess el pert, eeuticn sho_n in the ea_e of

rllumination. See Manuscripts Irish Catholics, 16. Persecution of the
Image-worship See Idolatr) Catholics m. m the _event(,enth cart
Onpromptus, old plays termed, n. 297 tury, 47 Llberahbm of the lmsh Pa_ Ja-
:ncarnatlon_ desire m the middle ages to meat, 321-124. Controversy tn Iremnd

on toleration m 1725, 1'28 note Patriob.give a palpable ibm to the mystery oi
the, i. 2,24note Instances of a eoneeptfon ism replaced by sectarianism, ]24. Salq
by the ear, '224 note oi EnghMl sla_c_ to the Irish In the mid-

Incubi, or male devils, L 48 _ote Their die ages, 28S note
Peeuhsr attachment to _omcn _lth beau- Isaac, the '_,od el saciifice' borne by, a
tiful hair, 49 note. Their sons in the l_/e type of the cross. 1 '205note
of Cyprus 49 note Isabella, Queen oi Spain. her decree of ban-

independents, their tolerant spirit, n. 78 ishment against the ,Jews, n 269
• Index Expurgatomus,' originated by Isadore ,_t, (m lnfimt baptism, 1 368 note
Paul IV., n. 119 Isis, the Lg) ptmn eun_eptmn el, transierred

India, influence of the national religion on to the w,)rsblp of the Yn'gm, 1 228
the art el ancient, 1. 209. 210 note ltahcu_ the (hll_tlan, and the miracle of

Industry' the mdustrml history of Ration- St Hllarius, i 55
ahsm, n ".22 et s_q. bi_ very*the basis of Italy, _leat numl,cr of sore(q ers lint to death
the mdustrml system of antiquity, 2'28. in, in one year, 1 80. Goldsmith's walk
Industiy, how regarded in ancient G_eee of. °38 _ofe 1Molal eonditmn of Italmn
and Rome, 2'24. her;ices ol the Fathels society, and its mfluem'e o_ art_ in the
and cf the Benedictines m making labour middle a._es, 2.'_q ('bi(f causes of the pei-
honourable, 281 Modern mdustiial his- leetlon attauacd l:v the Italian lmlnter_ of
tory begun by the emancipation of the the sixteenth century, _5-1 Gothic arch-
townf_ 239. Effects ol the Crusades ell lteetme m _cl in t_t_(_hl m ]t,_ly,265 _lo/e
industry_ '240 Importance of corpora- Abohtlon of torture in, 834. Antecedents
tmus in the nudd|e age_. 240 I'omts oi ,)_Ilatn,nah_m m ltaiv, :_7(i I'.htleul in-
contact el industrial and theological on- ltuenee of the ltahan repubhcs 6n pubhc
terprlses 241 Usury the i3rst gionnd of opmmn lil Eog],lrd n 745 ql_,te. Intense
colhsnm, ,241 Effect of mdustav on thee- hostlht:_ extqtct' in Italy by the lnqmsl-
logmal judgmeuts, '273 Inlur) done to tmn, 116 qhe Itahan condottmm, 206
mdustly by pe_setutlon, 273 Causc el F(mndatlon at the 'Monti di h_ta' in
the decline at the ideal of poveity, 274. lta]), 249 Usmy made popular by the
l_xury and sumptuary laws of the thlr- _l_(, of the l_tt]mn lepnbhcs, 2M q .lcra-
teenth and fourteenth centuries, 2_1. tlon accorded b 3 the Italian republics to
F,spid increase of commerce in _mope, the Je_s, 272 qhe old shitm fights of
'281 An intellectual ascendency given to Italy, 292 note Fondness of the ltahaua
industry by the Medici, 282 ltaimony for the theatre, 808
of the lndustl lal mo_ ement "_lib the other
tendencies of the age, 288. The creature
of the theatre the last service at the in- ] AM]_S I. of England, his zeal against
dustrlal elvlhsatmn of ltaly, 810. qhe O _ltehcieit, i 1'28 Bm la_ subjecting
sceptre of industry almost m the glasp of witches to death upon the first conviction,
t_patn, 811. Incompatibility oi mesas- 124 Presides o_e_ the tortmes mfimu<l
tiemm with industry, 316 Ces_atmn of o_ D_ Finn, 1_4 note His mfatuattoa
the ex,_nmerclal antagemsm el Pxotestant- the _ubject oi ,aitcl_c_aft, 149
lsm and Catholicism, 8'28 Conflict be- ,Tames 11. his ploclamation ef religions ?.h
tween the manufacturing and aglicultura] arty, n 86
interests,824, _ehool of Sully opposed to Jansemus, hm book on the sinfulness of al-
manul_etures, 326 The school of Colbert ] sauces with heietms, il, 110
favourable to them, 8'26, 827. Beginning I Januarms St, miracle of, at Naples, L 159
of the melcantllo systemin England, 8,26 _ ,lapin sutc(,ss of pelsecutn)n sho_n m the
note. Invention of credit, 882. And of J case of the Christians m, i_ 14
machinery, 832. Pohtlca] economy an ', Jesuits, t3ranmelde defended by the tl 161.
expression of an industrial clvihsation, _, qheli servmcs to liberalism, 16'2 Case s-
884. Industry the destroyer of asceticism I try of the Oesnits apphed to the subject o
among the modelns, 850 intellectual in- , tmnr), 257 qhelr proelamatmn of the
fluencea favourable to industrialism, 851. _ *social contract,' li. 148. Buarez, _De
Utllitarmmsm the philosophical expres- i Fain,' 147, 148, Marinas 'De Rege,' 150
start of mdustxiahsm, 85'2 I .Jewel, Bmhop, on the toe, ease of _itehcrail

.nternaUonal arrangements, theories of in England, i. 121. Ills ' Apology,' l'i0
Hildebrand, A:c.,it. 218 ,J_x_s, the black death ascribed to them,
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I'l. Their religion regarded by Some of ' Kirk, the Scotch, Buckle's description ¢_
the Gncetics as the work of the principle the, 1 144 _ote
of evil, 221 note Constantine's persecu- _ Kirk, P_obert. minister of AberfoiL his ao
lion ot the, il. '22. Influence of their law_ count uf e_11sprats among the Highland,
on persecution _9 Partlaht_ of the J era, I 14Snot_
Spaniards tor tee burnm¢ of Jews, 116 Kno_hdge, the increase of_one of the great
The whole literature oI the Jews_ except i , cause_ of hberty, li. 202
the Bible, proposed to be destroyed, 119 Knox, lohn. his denunciation of the Queel_
Jewish emanelpauon m England, 125 , ]tearing m_ss, ii. 49. Advocate_ the law-
The Jews early noted as slave-dealers fnlness ef persecamon, 50, 51 His p_litl
280. Jewish sl:_ves m the middle ages, , calhbemhsm, 163
_89 _o_e. Usury almost monopoh<ed by
the J_w_. 254 _i'he Jews the re'st class _ABOUR, services of the Father_ and the
benefited by the tolerance caused by [ 19 Benedictines in makln_ it honourable
commerce, 268 I'erse_Altlons oI tile Jews, ll O_l v

_. Buperstitmns concerning them, 265 La Beetle. his treatise on 'VoluJataryServt.
_ote Controversy in tht_ mRhlle a_e,_ as rude,' ]] 399 llJ_ revohliyo)arv declares
to whether they _hould be permitted to I tlons, quoted, 199. 200. lhs work adopted
practise usury, _66 note Their services by the French Protestants m 1578, and
to htemtule. 267, _7'2 Expelled from recently byLamenaal_,20a
_paln, 267 Massacre in Seville and other , Lactantms, his strong assertion of the m-
PhlaCesm Spain, '267, 26S Bafl_aHtv of lqmty (Jf per_ccutn)n, n 21 th_ peculiar

e Portuguese towards them, 270. Their I notmns, 22 note. Ihs npmlon that eccle-
commercial actlvlt_, '272. Tolelated in slastlcs should ne_er cause the death ef
the ltalmn repubhcs_ 272. Sa_d to have men, 88. His view of money-lore]rag.
invented letters el exchange, _72 note 251

loan of Arc_ her executmn lor w_tehcraft' L Lady-day, feast of Cybele lormerly cole-
120 brated on, 1.2°4

John, Fn_r, his success in promoting the Lamb, the symbol of Christ. condemned by
Inqmsmon in Italy. _1 117 no_, a council tin Trullo,' L 247

John. St, leaend ot the portrait of, tound in La M_re Sotte, oi_gua ot, n `2_,)6_ote
the house o_ a Christian, i. 285 note Lamennais, M de Montalembert's remarks

Jonah rescued from the l_sh_smouth, sym- on. as an here_larch, _ 187 note His at-
bol of, i. 216 tempt to associate CatholicKy with the

Jovian. the Lmperor_ his tolerance of pagan movement of modern c_vih_at_on 1l._4
m,_g'le,1 57 Landry, _t._ the apo_tle ot chanty in France,

Juanes, the Spanish painter, 1. _47 note il 285
Judaism, patriotism the moral principle of, La Peyrcre, his work on ratlonahstm blbh-

ii 104, 106 cal inlerpretanon, _ g00 Aualys_s of h_s
Julian, h_s attempt to consolidate _Neo-Pla- argument, 801 _ote lhs demal of t]_e

ton]sin, _.46 ¢_ote. H_s love of magic, 56. Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, 802
57. His testimony to the chanty of the Laplace_ on the argument for deslan in the
Chrlsnans, _L 285 Ills antipathy to pub- motmns el the planets, _ `297 dote ths
lie amusements_ 290 review of Craig's theory oi probabiht]es,

Julius II. Pope, h_s bull against sorcery, L 898 _ote
82. His mumficence to artists, 259 Las Cases advocated slavery, it. 817. De-

lupitcr, Greek busts of, L '289cwte Their fended by Gr.go,.ro, B_shep oi Blols, &-e,
character, 244 817 note

lurieu advocates the lawfulness of persecu- Lateran, Thzrd Council of, its endeavours t_
tm_ i_. 50. His politlcM teaching, 187 arrest the progress of usury, n. 254
note, 188 Lateran, Fourth Council ot_ _ts denune_a-

Jurisprudence, phases of, ik 194 tmn of heretics, u :_9
Justin Martyr, b_s assertion of the conlxnu- Latimer, Bishop, his sermon de_-ribing the

anee of mn'aeles in his time, 1. 16_. Ad- revoluUon el prices in Engla_d_ ft. 316
mils the poss_bihty of the salvation of _ _ote
p_ans, B77 ¢_ote Law in nature, gradual suhstitutmn of th

Justinian, the Emperor, his law respecting conception of, tot that of supernatural in
usury, 11.258 "note terventlon_ 1 286

Lewes, the composer, interred In Westmin
_'AI_T, his principles of biblical criticism, ster Abbey, n el0 note
IY 1. 805 League, exultation of the, at the murder of
Kell_rns, the Jesuit, his defence of tyranm- Henry III, fi. 161

etde, ii. 160 Lea_nam Slth, or familiar splints, common
_rings, the power of the Pope for deposing, among the tt_ghlanoe_ _ _.148 note

li. 142, 147. Doctrine of the mediate char- Learning, _esthetlc effect of the revival
actor of the divine r_ght of kings, 147. i '247
The doctrine of the ' social contract, _ 148 Lc Coreur, on usury, ii. 257 note
Mariana'a ' De Rege, _ 150. Tyranmelde. Le Couvreur, the actress, h 305. Volta_e*_
151 et _eq. William Barelay's dem_ ode to her m_mory, 805
of the Pope's power of deposition, 164 Leibmtz's notions of eternal punishment, t
_ot_ Doctrine of passive obedience to, _ 838
175.177. Hooker's doctrine of the regal Leith, nine women burnt for witchcraft at
]_Ow_r_178 I in 1664. L 14_
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Lemla, the serveress, put to death, i. 42 the distinctive mark of, _70. Con,e,
Lentulus, proconsul of Judaea, forged letter conce of Lutherans an(_ Calvinists tz

of, on the personal appearance of Christ, Prussia and other parts el Germany, 27(
i. 245 note note

Leo I, Pope, burns the books of the Maul Luxembourg, Marshal of, his trial for sot
ch_ans, n. 119 ccry, i. 118

Leo X., his munificence to ar_Sts, i. 259 Luxury, habits of, in the thilteenth and
Grounds upon whmh he condemned usury, fourteenth centuries, iL 274. Sumptuary
n. 251 note laws, 274 and note Influence of the black

Levitieal laws, influence of, on Christian death, 275 Economical effects of luxury
persecution, ft. 22. :Regarded by Cypman 276 Substitution of luxury for mona_
as the foundation of deahngs _,th here- ticism as a check upon population, 27_
ties, 28 Influence of luxury on intellectual de

L_ssing, his principles of blbheal criticism, velopment, 278 And upon the character
" 805 of public amusements, 2S5

Llbanms, his pleadings against the destrne- Lycanthropy, behcf m. i 96, 97 Condemn-
tion of the _emples m the country dis- ed by a (anon of the Council of Ancy1_
tracts, ft. 27. His prame of pantomimic 96. Exeeutmns in France ior lycanthropy
dance _,291 in the first half of the seventeenth eentu

Liberty, rehgmu_ cursed by St. Augustine, ry_ 117
it. 32 note

Liberty, political, the teaching of the Fa- _ACAULAY_Lord, his reason why the
there respectm_ rebellion favourable to ITl Puritans oblected to bull-baiting, i 808
hberty, u. 189 -As also the conflicts be- note On the servlhty of the Angho.an
tween the Pope and kings, 140 Church, quoted, n. 174 note

Life. m_oluble problem eL 1 298 Machmery_ movements in favour of manu-
Llhth, the first wile of Adam, the queen of factures stimulated by the invention of.

the succubi. 1 49 I_ote u 3.q2 Drawbacks to its advantages, 833
Lily. superstitious notion concerning, 1 225 Magdalen hospitals unknown to the early
Ltmbo, omen of pictures of the descent Chinch, IL 284 note

rote, i 222 note Unbaptised children m_ Magic, laws of the I_omans against, i. 48.
860. 367 Character off among the more civilised

Limoges, goldsmiths _work of_ 1 237 note pagans. 43, 51 ]ts extraordinary lmpor-
Lmnmus, preposterous charge brought tahoe in the patristic teaching 51. The

a_alnst his swtem, n 50 note Emperor Con_t,tntlne's severe law against
Llorente, his ' Hmtory of the Inquisition, _ n. secret magic, 52. The title ' enemies of

40 note the human race' tran_terved from the
Locke_ John, on the patmstie miracles, L Christians to the magmlans, 58. Laws of

164, 166 On the belief in propositions Constanfius 52 Sceptmlsm the only trne
contrary to reason, 17'2 _ote Causeb corrective lor the evil, 54. The laws
of his influence_ 400. Carpmgs of the against marc suspended under Juhan
Tractatian party at his psvehnlogv, 403 and Jowan, but afterwards renewed_ 56.
note His deience of rehgious hberty, it. Causes of the woist outbreaks of these
87 His answer to Fflmer's doctrine of persecutions, 58. PomponazzPs attempt
passive obedience, 151, 182. On interest, to explain the phenomena of magm by
fl 2,59 the influence of the stars_ 283 note Tran-

Lombards, their trade in money, iL 254. sltlon of the old pagan _orsh, t) from the
Their pohtlcal economy, 282 note sphere of religmn into that of m_ic_ iL

Lonkmg-ghsees. laches using, said by Cle- 48. Existence of prohlbRed pagan magl-
mens Alexandrmus to break the seoand cal rites long after the suppression of pa-
commandment, L 235 note ganlsm_ 44

Lot. See Chance Magnet, the discoveries of Gilbert respect-
Lewes, a Suffolk clergyman_ put to death mg the, treated with contempt by Lord

for witchcraft, L 126 Bacon_ i 292 note
IN,yola_ Ignatius, sets a day apart for the Mahometans, their raid against books o_

meditatmn ,if eternal damnatmn, L 826 logic and philosophy, t_ 78 note Concep-
| lcretlus adopted the theory of spontaneous tion some centurms before the appearane_

$_eratmn, i 344 of the doctrine m Chmstianity, '225note
Luke, St, probable author of the portraits Mahometanism the sole example ota gx*at

of_i 812 note rehglon restraining seml-barbarmns from
Lullahy,' supposed origin of the word_ L 49 idolatry, i 284. The deadly enemy of
note art, 236. The [esthetic genres exhibited

in Mahometan architecture, 286. Ma-Lullt, the musical composer_ ii 807
_.uther, Martin, his superstitious credulity, hometan slaves, ft. 238 note

L 88. His sense of sin, 82. His belief in Malebranehe, hm account of the dacadene_
wltebcra_ 83. H_s part in the Eucharm- in the belief in witchcraft in his time, t.
tic controversy, 873. On salvation In the 116
Church alone, 881. His declaration of Maleflcieudo_ Spronger_s derivation of th_
Dredestlnarianism,885,g86 note Asserts word,i.87note
therightofthe civilmagistratetopunish 'Malleus Maleflcarnm,'the works of in
heresy,ii.50. Hm inchnationtothedes- quis_torssoealled_i 89note
p_tietheoryofgovernment,169 Malthus,hm theoryand itseonsequenoee,i!

Lutheracdsm_ almost silent evanescence of 277
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_an. the ancient notion of man's position Medl_evalism, the sense of sin the chief
in the imtverse displaced by astronomy i moral agent o£ iL 196
21_3,2_ Effects of man's sin on the re'g- Melanchthon, Phlhp. notions on witbcraft, i
etable world_ 283 note 83 note. His remarks on the question of

Mamchwism, outburst of. in the twelfth the cause of the difference ot sex, L 845.
century, i. 71. Cardinal tenet of, 240. The ]=hs I*redcstmarmn views, 886 note. lilt
Mosam cosmogony assailed by the Mum- approval of the murder of Servetus, lh 52
ehmans_ 272. St Augu,tme's treatise in His defimtmn of usury, 247 _ote
answcr_ 273. Their doctrine respecting Mehto, St _ bishop of 8ardls_ his ' Clovis,' t
the Antipodes, 275 Their strange norton 278 _ote
of the ptmmcatlon o1 the souls el the Memory, cases of hyper_esthesm of the, it
dead, 819 _ote Them books burnl by 97 _o_e
P)pe Leo I, 11 118

Manners, the ierocltv of, corrected by Chins- Mesmer, the cures of, attributed to supex-_ natural agenev, i. 119
tmu _narity, ii 28_ Mice, _ an Hel_aont's receipt for producing,

Mantua, Inqmsltmo rmts in, in 117 I 345 note St Augustine on the exist°
Manuscm 1 is, _eauty of the ilinmxnations o¢, ence of ;_45_ole

from the fifth to the tenth eenturaes,1 287 Michael Angels, his admiration for the torso
1*ote Decline el tht art from this permd ]_elvedere I 259 Sills Moses and David,
till the rewval el painting, 287 _lote 259 _w_e The secularisatmn of art repre-

Mar, earl o¢, bled to death ior having con- sented to the highest degree by Mm_ael
suited WllCke_ how to _horteu the hie of Angels, 261
James II, t 148 note I Middleton, Dr. Convers, his ' Free Inqnir_

Mm celins, ins death, n. 85 into the Miraculous Powers,' &c, 166,169
Marmna, the Jesuit his opposltmn to bull- Dlseussmn of his principles by Church

fi_ _tmg m Spare, _ 80_ q*ote. Account of Dod_ ell. &e, 172
his work • De Rege,' ii 159 Milan Cathedral, ridicule with which it was

Marmlatrv. ,gee V_-_nn• re_ardcd m the last eentnry, _ 264 nele
Martin, St, of Tours, hie denuncmtion of Inqu_sltmn riots m Milan, n 116

the execution of _ome heretics, il 88. H_s Milton, John, b_ advocacy of the r_ght_ oi
destruction of pagan temples, 83 note conscience n _0 _OSe 81. _lS __l'_oi,a-

Martyrdoms, only one or two represents- i glt_ca,' 81 note. His intolerance of Cath-
lions of, m the (ata(ombs, t 212 ohcs, 82 and _ote. On regal power 1M

Mary, Queen of Scots, her execution for , Minerva, in Greek statues, a type of female
idolatry advocated by Convecatmn, li 50 modesty and sdf-coutrol, L "2_3
¢wte i Mmmture painting common long before ths

Maryland, reli_aous hberty estabhsbed ln_ _ t_me of C_mahne. _ 287 note
by Lord Baltimore, u. 59 _ Minos, character of the Greek represents-

Masques, English, li 801 ] tmns of. i 244

Massachusetts, cxecutmns for w_tehcraft in, Mmutms Fell.x, his remarks on eternal pun_I 83 , mhments, quoted_i. 317 note H_s opm-
Massahans, a sect of heretics, regard sp_t- _ ion of the dmmon of Socrates, 877 rwte

ting as a reh,nous exercise i 48 Miracles of the Church 1. 155 ¥_ews of
Mass|us, Bashop Gilbert, hm' portrait_ i 227 ' Roman Catholics and Protestants respect-

note mg miracles, 155, 156. Miracles related
Materiahsm of the middle ages, t. 843 Two by the Fathers and mediaeval writers as

schools of, 843 Causes of _he tendency undoubted and ordinary occurrences, 156
towards, at the present day, 800, u. 856 et seq Rapid growth of scephc_sm on

Mathematleus, a name given to astrologers, the sub, eel since the Reformat/on, 159.
t 65 note General tone adopted by Roman Catholics

Mather. Cotton, creates a pamc respecting respechng m_racles 100 Causes of the
w_tehcrnft in America. i. 187, 188 decline of the sense of the miraea ous,

Matdda, Countess. influence of her tomb on 161 D_sbehef in the miraculous m dl-
the works of Nmolas of P_sa, 1. 258 rect proportion to the progress of civillsa-

Matter the essential ewl of the cardinal tmn and d_ffasmn of knowledge, 16'2. ]rX-
ten_ of Guostmism and Mauicba21sm, i. feat of c_villsatlon on contemporary as
240 Why matter attracts matter, an in- compared w_th historical miracles, 16'2.
soiub.e problem, 298. Relatmn of mind Persecution reg._'ded by some Enghsh

divines as a subshtute for miracles, 164,to matter, 298
Mayenco, great numbers of Jews put to Middleton's attack upon the veracity of

death in, i 77 the patristic miracles, 169. Epitome of
Mayence, a beggar put to death for sorcery the common arguments in favour of the

at_ in 1807, _ 80 note cessation of m_racles, 175. St, Augns-

M_y_ooth, college of, endowment of the, ii tree's belief in the miracles wrought bythe reims of St Stephen, 178 note Aver

Mazarin, Cardinal, his letter to the b_shop of / sion to the m_raculous a d_stmctive mark
Evreux on the execution of w_tches_ t. 117 of 1)rationalism, 183 Origin and dcchns

Mazarine library, l_and6 the first librarian i of the evidential school in England, 189of the, L 115 _o_ Tendency among the evidential school te
Medici their archveolo_cal collections, i. / meet the Eatmnahsts halfway 192. Sum' mary of the stages of Raticnahsm in _t_
Medici the, give an into_.eetual ascendency relatmn to the miraculous, 195

to industry, iL 282 Mohere, denounced by the Church, -L 80_
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_olina_ nl_ defence of tyrannteide, it 160 ] Methers, sccleties for the succour of indi
Mohn_us, Carolus, his remarks on money* gent, iL 284 note

lending, quoted, ii 256 note ! Mun, Thomas, his defence of the mercantih
Monastidlsah its influence in stimulating system, it. 827 nets

persecution, n. 84_ 85. Enthusiasm of the I Music, causes of the partial secuiarisetio_
first monks, 85. Substitution ef luxury oi, iL 800. Its successive stages, 800
for monasUclsm as a check upon popula- Musmal instruments : anglo of the org_
tlou, 277. Causes of the decadence of the and its introduction rote the Wecter_
monastic spirit, 279. Amusements m the Empire, L 262. The hydraulicen, 262 _ote
monastcmes, 293, 294. Effect of monasti- Muzarelli on persecution, i 165 note
elsm on the downfall of Spare, 816. Its Mysteries _se Plays, rell_ous; Theatre
Incempatibihty with industry, 817. Su- Mysticism of the fourteenth century, im-
premaey of ascetmlsm till th_ fourteenth pulse given by it to psychology, L 844.
centm'y, 8t8. The Therepeutes, 848 note. Its popularity in Germany, -844. The
Dechne oi asceticism, 849, 351 Blbte of mysticism, 844

Money-lending. See Interest, Usury
Monks, their mfluenec in making labour

houourablc_ 1]. "232 _tTANTES, Edict of, pubhcatlon ¢f the, tl
Montaigne. hm seeptacism about witehcra_ .L't 69. Revocavion of the, 69

L 100 note. The first great sceptical wrl- Naples, resistance of the king and people of,
tar m France, 111. An opponent of tar- to the Inqumltien, it. 113, 116
ture, 833 and I_ote. His remarks on Castel- Natmnahues_ doctrine of the rights of, d.
he. 1i. 56. His notice of the subordmatmn of 218
opmmns to interests in France, 193 HI_ l_aud_, hls 'Apologie.' i 115 _ete. His ex-
pohUcal conservatism, 226 posers ei the Rosmruclans, 115 note. Be-

Montesquieu, his denunclatmn of torture, i comes first librarian of the Mazarine 1i-
_-33. I=hs remarks on the scholasUe wrl- brary_ 115 note. Reconstructs some of the
tings en usury, n 253 no_ dances ef the ancients, 115 note

Monti 41 l_eta,' foundation of the, in Italy, Navigation laws, origin of the, n. 2S1
it. 249 Neo-Platomsts, their doctrines, i. 804

Moors, influence on Christendom, il 284 Nero, his attempt to reheve actors from the
Morahtms. See Plays, rehgmus ; Theatre stigma attached to them, n g88 _ote
Morals. moral development accompanies _estorlau controversy, dlscUSSl(ms en the

the mte]leemal movement of societies, L mystery of the hlcarnatlon during the, 1.
806. Rewards and pumshmcnts more and 224_864 nots. Saying of Nestorlus to the
more necessary as we descend the mtel- Empercr, 11 22 T_Ote The works of I_es-
lectual scale, 807. Illustratmns of the ha- tor]oos prohibited by Theodesms, 119
ture of moral development, 807. Moral Netherlands, all the Inhabitants of the, con-
gemus, 810. Relations of theology to demned to death as heretics, it. 41 not_
morals, 310. Thelr complete separation Love of free dlseUSSlOn early generated in,
in antlqmty, 811. Orlgmahty of the moral 119
type of Chr_stmmty, 811 Evanescence Newton, S_r Isaac, his remarks on miracles,
of dutms unconnected with our moral na- quoted, L 166. H1S method and mental
ture, 314 Immorality not so severely character opposed to those ef Lord Bacon,
condemned by theologians as error, 815 292 qzete
_ote. Injurious effect of the doctaine of Newman, Dr, on pious frauds, quoted, L
exclusive salvatmn on, 889 894 ne_

More, Henry, his support of the views of Nine, Council of, on usury, iL 247 _ote
Glanv]l on w_tchcraft, i. 186 _Nlec, Second Council of, censures the heresy

Mere, Sir Thomas, his fondness for cock- of the Iconoclasts, 1 230. Its decrees con-
throwing, L 807 nets. Extols toleration temptuously stigmatised by Charlemagne
in hL_ _Utopm,' f_ 59 and the Galhcan Church, 281. Dlseuselon_

Morellet, his translatmn of Beccaria, 1. 334 connected with this council, 281 note
Morocco, recent invasion of, by the Span- Nlcepherns, notices the resemblance of

lards, rel_ious fanaticism shown in the, it Chmst to his mother, 1. 224 note
110 note Nlcodemus, apocryphal gospel of, tta influ

Morton, Dr., saves the life of an alleged ence over Chr-istaan art, i. 222
w_teh, L 141 Nicolas of lhsa, revives the study of an_ae_t

Morzines, the alleged supernatural causes of sculpture, 1. '246, 258
a recent epidennc at, _.82 note N_ebuhr, his remark on the Song of Solo-

Mosaic work, Greek school of, established at man, it. 5_ note
Monte Casetno, i. 287. The earliest speci- Nightmare associated with the belief in de
men of Chrtstian mosaic_ 287 note. Spcoi- mons_i 49 note. Notion of the Greeks
mens m the church of St. Vitale at Raven- respecting nightmare, 50 note
na, 287 note. The art lost for three ocn- Noah, Vesta his wife according to the Calm].
turiss preceding the estabhshment of the ists, i. 67 note. Symbol of receiving the
Monte Cassino school, 237 note dove into his breast, 216

Moses, his rod a type of the Cross, accord- Noodt, influence ef the Roman law on h_
ing to Bade, L 205 _zote pohtleal teaching, ii 194 and _w_

Moses _rlking the rock, early Christian North, Dudley, his work on commerce, !1
symooi of; L 216 845 note

l[othe, Huerne de is, his punishment for Novatiane_ allowed to celebrate their war
defending actors, ii. 807 ship, iL 27 _t_ Suppressed, _7 _0_¢
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_lymphs_ notions of the o_rly Christians re- of Theodosms, 26 Destruction of theh
apacting them, L 48 temples in the country dlstrmt_ 26 Pro-

hlbltions of Theodosms the Grea_ 27
Destruction of temples by St. Martin of

BEDIENCE, passive" to established an- Tours. 33 note. l_mn of pagamsm, ,_5
thomty, 1L 136. Teaching ot the An- The pagan parallels to the Ctaistlan mar-

glican Church on, 175, 176 Hooker's tyrs, 152 Type of character f_*rmed by
vlews_ 179 Filmer's` 181. Ymws on the I pa_an patrlo_l_m, 102. Synthesm of the
subject in the sixteenth century, 181 note. ! moral pnnc_ples o! Chmstianlty and pa-
' BI_hvp Overall's Convocation Rook,' 183 gam_-_, 2_'0 The theatre the last refuge
note of paganism, 289

f)ehmo, the Sociman, his dialogues trans- Painting, a falthiul mirror of the popular
luted by Castelho_ h 53 note mind, beiore the Invention of printing, i.

9 Connell, Daniel, his efforts for reh_ous 74 note Its mfiuenee in btrcngthenmg
hberty, u 125 the worbhlp oi the Vlr_n_ 2"._t. Peculiar

Oldfleld, Mrs, the actress, ii 810 nots characteristic% and chief causes of artistic
Opera, creatmn of the, tL 801 In Italy_ 801. periectmn of later itahan wolks, 25B. Sen-

In France and England_ 301. The pest1- suahty favourable to painting, 2.53. Inllu-
lence ascmbed to lt_ 8/_8 once of Venetian sensu,dlty, 254. Dls-

Ophltes, their worship of the serpent_ L 220 eovery of oll colours, 255 note Their in-
note I troductmn rote Italy, 256 C_mplete sec

Opmmns, true causes of, it 20 I ularlsatmn of the art after the death o!
Optatas, his grounds lor advocating the Savonurola. 261 Devotion of the monks

massacre of the Donatl_ts, n. 23 note of St Basil to painting, n. 282
Orange, the Roman theatre of, 1L 303 note Palestrma, his Church music, u 301
Or_torm, origin oi the, n. 801 Pahner_ Mr, his collectmn oi evidence on
Orcagna, his pmture of Averroes_ at Plea. i the wew_ oI the Fathers as to ori_nal

71 note. H1s 'Trmmph of Death_ _ 843 sin, u 577 note
note Pan, Greek statues of. 1.229 note

Or_ans_ said to have been first used in the Paneas in Phcemem_ the miraculous image
Greek Church, L 26Z The hydrauhcon_ ot CtLrl_tat, 1 27.9
0.62note The bagpipe, 262 note Pantomlrmc dance_, L_banms' praise of, t_

,:)rlgen, his school ot allegomeal Scmpturai 291. Origin of p.mtomlme m Italy_ 297
interpretation, I 272. His d_sbehef m Paracelsus, h_s behef in the existence of
eternal pumshments_ 816. His notmn of sylphs, &e. 1. 67 note tI_s attempt to
the soul, 842. Associates the doctrine oI overcome the popular superstlUous re-
infant baptism with that of preexistence, spectmg comets 291
362. His views of the condemnation of Parame" an Inqmsl_or, hl_ remark on the
all external to the Church, 876 Inqms_tlon, u 42 note

:)rleans_ duke of, ]ustffication el the murder Parls_ great numbers of w_tches put to death
of, by Jean Pe_t_ _ 158 ln_ _ 80

3rpheu_ regarded as a symbol of the at- P'_ris, Abb_, m_raeles at the tomb of_ t
traeUve power of Chmst_anlty, t 214 180

0xford_ Umverslty o£ its opposition to al- Parma_ Inqmsltmn r_ots in, it. 116
most every step made by Enghah intellect Pascal, Blaise, on the necessity of infant
m connectmn with theology, 1. 173. in- baptlsm_ 1 866 note. On the utter vanity
stances oI this opposltmn m the cases of of philosophy, 870 note. H_s doctrine of
the Test Act and Cathohc Emancipation, probabthUes apphed to rehgmus systems,
and in the great reactionary movement 89_
begun in 188.%173 174. OpposlUon of the Patrmtlsm, one of the chief moral prmc_-
Umverslty of Oxford to rehglous hberty, ples of socmty, n. 102 Type of character
is 86. Doctrine ot passive obedience la_d it termed, 103. Greatest wee ot ancm_
down by the. 175 _ots. Its decree on thin patriotism. 104- Patriotism the moral
subject burnt by the House of Lords_ urmclple of Judaism, 104_ 106. In the
177 _oman Emp_re_ 106. Correspondence of

patriotism to the spirit of sect in rehglOl_
106 Incompatlblhty of sectarianism _th
patriotism, 186

DAGANISM, how regarded by the ear!y PaulII., Pope, his persecution of artists at| Christians, _. 45. The immediate oo-
jecta of the devotions of the pagan world Rome

_259

according to the Nco-Platome school, 46. Paul IV Pope" originates the ' Index Ex-
Laws of Gonstantme and Constantms, 52. purgatorms,' d. 119
Compromme between Chnstmmty and Paul the Hermit miracles related of, i. 156
pagam_m_ 59. Continuance of the pagan Paulinus_ bishop' of Nola, sa_d to have ln-
ittes m the form of magic" 60 Exorcists vented church bells, i. 262
lunong the pagans, 156 note. Effect of Pav_a_fresco in the monastery ot_i. 825

traditm_s upon earliy Christian art, Peacock, the symbol of immortality amon_t.218
21Pa_. Sentiments of the :_athers o nthe _ga_s a__dr_:de2a_]3Y_:_'elans_damnation of the heathen, 8_l_- I'0ucy why so a-_ _ _

f towards the pa-_ans_fl 23 Pela_ius, his v_ew of infant baptism,. 5e-'e Constantine _" ' _ :_ _^._- _l,tmne between the prevail-
Position of the pagans and of the govern- rena_ _-._ ...... . _ ._

hem at this erlod_ 25 Lug sense of the enormity oI sm anu _nemerit towards t . .P -- .. " _ --_-_ -_ �P�t886 Tendency of uP
_OVl_W Of thoir condition oelore _ne _lme i sever_b£ _ _ , •
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penal systems under the lnfluenoe of the Decree of the Council of Ill bells against
clexgy_ 886 _zote. Constant tendency in pictures in churches, 229. Admitted by
the advance of elvllisehon to miugate the the Greeks into their churches, 280 The
severity of funs. codes, 886 Part taken tntroduetlonolplcturesintothelrchurchet
by theologians m mlhgatmg the penal forbidden by theChmstians of Alexandria,
code, 349 influence of Bcecaria, 350 283

Penance, pubhc, questmn of the mght of the Pinel, the philosophy of madness mainly
Pope to condemn criminals to, u. 148 due to, 1 -86

Pentateuch_ thu Mosaic authorship of the_ Piracy, suppressmn o/h by the IIan_¢
domed by La Peyrcre, 1 802 League, n. 282

i erez, Antomo_ famous prosceutmn of, 1L Pros V, Pope, his prohibition of bull-flgl:t*
ll:_ ing, i 808 ¢_ote

%riander, tyrant of Cormtl_ story of lie- Plague, the, attmbutcd to the theatres, lh
rodotus of, L 8"20q_ote 808 "note

_arrou, Cardinal, hm assertmn of Ultramon- Plato, influence of his philosophy t_ favour-
tane principles, iL 165 mga behef in ewl splmts_ i. 48. His no-

Derseeutm_ rchgnous, revival o_ at the be- tton of hell, 819 Hm denunemtmn oi
gunning ot the thu-tcenth century, L 74. trade, 1k2_24
Regarded by some Enghsh divines as a Platonlsts, their idea of the soul, h 840, 841
substitute her miracles, 156. The emo. note
tional antecedent of persecution, 881. Per- Plays, reli_ous, rise of the, ]i 298 Account
sceutmn the result ot the principles pro- of them, 293. Their immorality, 295. '1Lo
fessed by the persecutors_ 850. Tbehts- great 'passmn play' of Oberammergau-

299 _o/etory of perbeentmn, n 11 et seq. Injury
done to industry by persecutmn, 278 Plotinus, a 1gee - Platonic philosopher

Persmns, influence of the national rehgnm ashamed of pns_essln._ a body, I _40
on the art of the ancmnt, L 209, 210 ndte Plunket' the Act of Unmn, n. 1_2 _ote

Perugino, his sceptac_sm, 1 261 Pluto, Greek representations oi, _ 244
Pestllenees_ effects of, on the superstitions Pohtlcal economy, influence of,on democra

of the dark a_es, i. 68 Stud tohave been cy, il. 207 Free-trade notions m France
ploduced by the power of the devil, 92 before the 'Wealth oi Natmn_,' 208 Ln-

Peter ut Apono, denied the existence of de- lightened wews of the Venetmns, 28'2, of
mens and miracles, L 193 _oge. Accused the Lombards, 28° note The hrst pl,,
of magm, 103 note iessershlp founded at :Naples, 283 note

Peter, St, with the wand of power, early Schoolq of Snll_ and Colt,err, .q_6 8_7

Christian s_inbol o1_i. 216 That ol Quesnay_" 827. Berkeley's exp(>-3_Petit, Jeau, justifies the murder of the Duke sition of the tmte nature of money, ._
of Orleans, 11.159. 1-118Justification de- note :Elror of the French economlsLK
nounced by Gerson and the Council of 828 Adam Smith on manufactures and
Constance, 159 agriculture, 82_ I_,aynal's xlews, 8','9.

Petrarch _ves an impulse to archmologmal R_cerdo, 881. Invcntmn of credit, 83'2.
eolleetlon_ 1 258 Pohtleal economy an expression of an in

Ph]dms, h_s colossal statue of Jupiter Olym- dustnal c_ihsatmn, 885. Its pae]lae m-
pus, _ 258 fluence, 385..?40 Scheme of progress re-

Philanthropy, boundless, of modern Chrm- _ealed by pohtma] economy_ 84b, 850
txanlty, 1 849 Politics, seculameatmn of, n 69 et ee_

Philip IL of Spain, Dutch heretics put to ' Polo, Marco, h_s notice of tea m the thin
death dumngh_s reign, iL 41 teenth century, u. 822

Phlhp l_er_, St., omgmates the oratorio, i_ Polyearp, St,, m_racle of, L ]68
301 Polycles, the sculptor, introduces the her-

Philosophers charged by the Abb6 Fmrd maphrodlte into art, _ 256 note
w_th being the rdprssentat_vce of the old Pomponatlus, his spceulatmns, _ 370
sorcerers, L 119 Pope, dechue of the temporal power of the,

Philosophy, moral, _ts progress one of the n. 130 Causes of _ts decliv% 180. Origin
causes of the dcehne of the medfmval no- of h_s power m Rome, 140 The Pope's
t_ons of hell, L 388. The sense o1 virtue power of deposmg sovereigns, 142, 146
appealed to most strongly by the phflosg- Moral authomty necessarily with the Pope,
ph_es of Greece and Rome, 856 Revival I 142, 148. His mght to condemn criminals
of the sense of truth due to the secular to public penance, 148, Hm power over
hilosophers of the seventeenth century, the temporal possessmns of princes denied

_. The superiomty of the inductive by Wflham Barclay, 164. Attitude ot the
me'hod asserted by Leonardo da Vinci, Protestants of France in 1615 on th_
400, Ramns and Bruno, 401 The dechne questmn. 165
of taeolo_cal belief a necessary autece- Population, doctrine *f Malthus on, IL 277.
dent of the success of the inductive moth- Substitution of luxury for monasticism as
ode 402,408. De Maistre's remarks on Locke a check upon, _ 277
an,, Bacon's philosophy, 408 note Aver- Positivism, first principles of_ tt. 856 no_
sion of the Traetanan party to both, 408 Character of the leading positivists, 8M
no_ _r_,ofe

?htyne_ the mistress of Pramteles, i. 256 Possada, Father, his opposition to the then
¢_ote tre, ii. 808 note

_lchler, his views on usury, tt. 257 Potters. Abyssinian superstition _spoetin_
[hcturce,etag_ of the venerationfor, i. 228. L 67 note
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Fov_ty, cause of the decline of the ideal o_ Pur_tory, doctrine of, _ 8_
lI. 274 Purltans_ their belief in witchcraft durin_

Poynct, Bishop of Winehester_ his advocacy the Commonwea]_h_ 1 ]25, 126 Their
of sedition and tyrannlclde, il. 174note prosecutions for wltchcralt in Amerma,

Praxiteles, Titian compared with, _ 256 137, 13_ Scotch witchcraft the result of
Said to have dehmtlvely given the char- Scotch Puritanlsnh 149. Rcason_ accord-
actor of sensuahty to Venus, 256 note mg to Macaulay, why they objected te

Predestlnarianl_m_ influence of the doctrine bull-bulling, 3oh note Th(:lr intolerable
of exclusive salvation on, L 8_3. Calvin's m Marvland_ n 59. Debt :England owel
theory of, substantmlly held by St Au- to the I'umtans, 173

stme_ _. Luther's decla_utiou and Pythagoras_ his elaboration of a doetrms of
asmus's opposition, 385 The doctrine hell, i 319

of double pledcetmatlon held in the moth Pytl_gmeans_ theory of the_ respecting
century 385 note Views of Metsuch- rose ofrellgmns, _.304
thou, 386 note. Calvin and Beza, _7
_ots The doctrine assailed. 1L54

Pre_byterianism, persecuted m Scotland, II. [_UAKERISM, rehgmus toleration of, it
48 Intolerance of the Presbyterians in _ S_
England m the seventeenth century, 79 Qfiesnay, the school ol__i 3o7
Effortb ot the Scotch to suppress hberty
of conscience, 8(}note. its tendency com-
pared with that of Eplseopahamsm, 168 [) ABELAIS, his ridicule of the attempt to

Prinkers of witches, profession of, m Scot- J t mould the classlcel wHtm_s rote the
land, u 146 Image of medl_evah_ln_ d 19_ note

Prlntlng, servitude and superstition abel- Rscme, h]_ lear of the censure st the Church,
lshed by n. 208, '204 u gq_l

Proast_ Archdeacolh his opposition to rehg- Ramus, his philosophical speculatmns, L
mus hberty, u 87 4(_1 His end, 401

Protesmntb, their chstrust and aversmn fi)r Raphael, hl_ portrait of Savouarola_ h 261
contemporary m_racies, _. 155, 156, 16_ Rat_onahsm'firs*oewdenceolaRatmoalist_e
Their vlo_ s respecting hl_tormai mlmclcs_ spirit m l,,urope, 1.1{_8 Development of
168 Continental Protestantism into Rational-

Protestantism _ausc_ el the extraordinary lsm_ lbl Aversmn to the mlracuh)u_ a
strides made by Rationalism in most d_stmetlve mark of l'atmnahsm, l_. Its-
Protestant countries, ! 1_1 The dogma- tlon,dl_tl_ tenden¢'le_ in Roman C_tbohc
tie foruls of Protestantism el the s_xteenth countries, le4. Tendency oI the ]_wden-
and seventeenth centuries superseded ' tml school to beet tlle P,atmnalis_s half
by Protestant ttationahsm, 184 Dogmatic way, lI_2 _ummary of the stag_s of its-
character of early Protestantism, I 369 tie'lahore mlt_rcl_tlontothermraculous,
The representatives of l:atlonah_m in the l_},J 1_ iufluenee on Chrl_tianity_ :[99
firs_ permd of ProtestantlslB" boelnusand ,_thetle SClelltlhc, and moral dsvelop-
Zuin_'hu_ 869. Suecess of persecution m ments of R,ttlOnahsm '20_ Re,rills flora
extirpating Protestantism from Spain and the totality oi the influences (ff ClVlhSa-lieu _71 And hem the enereaehmcut ofFrance, n. 14, Protestant persecutmns
compared with that of CathohelSUl_ 57 et ph) Slcal science on the old conceptions of
*eq. In Protestant countries, tolerance the go_'ernment of the universe, ¢71
the result and measure of the advance of Socmu_ and Zmnghus the representaUves
Ratmnalism. 75. Attitude of the Proton- of Rationalism m the first Iicrlod el Prot-
tauts in France in 1615 respecting the estautism, g6t) Antecedents of Itahau
Pap_l power_ 165. Democracy favoured Ratmnahsm, 870 In Protestant coun-
b Protestantism 167 Place ( f Protes- tries, tolerance the result aml measure _,f

Y ' " • 1tantlsm m the development el Engi sh Ratlonahsm. 370 Review of the lnfluence
liberty, 183. Two d_tmct currents m the _ of Ratmnal_sm on the method of inquiry,
political teaching of the French Protes- _ 90-99 Re/a_ions of _he Ratmnahstl_
tants_ 186. C_rcumstances that diminish I movement to the pohtical and eeonommalhl_tory of ]_urope, 100, Seeular_satmn of
the influence of the French Protestants, poht_ds, 101 e_ seq. The industrial history

Proumco, the, of the Gnostlca i. 221. Con- of RaUonahsm, 2_2 e¢ _eq
Ravenna, fine specimens of Greekmosalc _

founded w_th Beromce, 221 _ote ! ak _ 292 _oSs Church o[ _t vl_te a_
Prussia abolition of torture m. i. _4 built by Greek architects, 244 notsPrynne's __lstrmmast_x,' ft. 854 _ot_
P_llus, Michael, ' On the Operation of De- Raynal_ his puhtical economy, n. 829

m,ms_' L 68 , Reason, Lessmg's rejectmn oi a!l do_trm_which does not accord wlth_ i 8u_ _ant s
Paeudom,marchta Dmmonum, notice of the, ] _Rel_gmn within the Lhmts of Reasons'L I07

Psychology development of, one of the I _,_5no_
causes of'the decline of the mediaeval no- Rebellion_ sinfulness o1_ according to the
fleas of hell, i. _lt t Impulse given to Fathers, it. 136
p_ychology by Averrces, _4_ And by '1, Rebelhon, Homily on Wilful,' quoted, iL

century, 1_5
_ Mystics of the fourteenth I' Re_itahve, in music, inwuflon of_i_ 801

Punishments, the, employed b) _he Romans Reformation, its influence m emanclpatU_
a_n_t th_ magtomn_ _. 54 the mind from all superstitious terrors, l,
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,*/1}.And In stimulating witchcraft, 79 anee, tt 72 Itis power over French IN)
Tl_e causes of the Relormatlon. 267. Con- clety, 213-216. lJm doctrine o£ the ' soc_
fli_tm_ tendencws lmoduccd by the, on contract,' 216
the subject oÀinfant b,Lpu_m, 366 Variety I_oyal Society, its lndwect influence o_ th_
of interests and of pohtlcal Olnmons pro- I decline of tile belief in wateheraft_ t. _.28
dueed by the lteiormatlon, 11 146, 147 note Fonndatmn of the, 292
Shakes the old superstmon respecting Russia, abohtmu of torturein, L 884
usury, 255, 256

Regency, the, m France, it, 70
Rehes, wrtnes attrfl_uted to_ m the m_ddle _A, Em_nanuel_ his defence of tyrannt.eidt_

ages, 1 158. St, Augustine's behei In the k9 il. 159, 169
miracles wron=ht by the relics of St Sabbath, the witches', L 94
Stephen, 17S _ote t)Hgm el the Roman S_mt llubelt, Ma(bxme, the hrs! actress
Cathohe custom of plaelnz relics el mar- take the ancient sculptures as her m(<l_I,
tyrs beneath tht altars of ehurchc_, 211 u 215 _',ote
note. The coBsceratlon ol chureheb with- Saints, mulLltude el miracles attributed to,
out rehc_ forMdden 21t note 8tazes of 1 155 The Bollandlst collection at Ant-
the veneratmn oi relics, 22_ werp, 15_ note. Worship ol, 227. Stages

Leh_lon, terror cverx _here the begimnng of the vencratloi_ of the rehes of saints,
el, 1 41. The th_omes of the rise oi, 308. 228
The theory of Euh_qncrns. 303 q04 The Salamanders, intercourse of phlloecphera
laythlcal method, 31_4. Locke's adoption ",_lth, 1 49 "t_ole
of the theory ot Euhemerus, 804 note Salmasms, works o[ in defence of interest,
Destruct,on of ilatur,t] religion by the tl '256
conceptmn of hell_ _3 The sense of Salvation, the doctrine of exeluswe. See
wrtuc and the scribe of sm the fcundatmn Sin, Original
of all reh,_mub s_ stems, 356 SJaacroR_ A.rchblshop, effect of his pubhca-

Rehgmus (hsahfllt_es, abohtion of the sys- ! tlon of 'Bishop 0verall's Convocatmn
tern of. _k 120, 121 Book,' 11 1_ ante

Remy, a judge of Nancy, his execution of [ Saragessa, miracle of the Ylrgin of the Pll
witches, 1 30 lar at_ 1 157

Renan, M, on the lives of saints, quoted, i. I Satan. A'eeDevil
156 note Savages, their umver_a/belief m witchcraft,

Resurrection, the pagan masks of the Sun i i. 41. Causes el this, 41
and Moon, the embltms el tile, _ 215 Saw,nar_]a leads a reaction in layout of

_euehhn saves the literature of the Jews i spiritualism in art, 1. 260. His portraitfrom destruction, ll 119 painted by Raphael, 261
R_enzi, tares an impulse to archaeological Savoy, executmn ol w_tches in, L 81. Es

collecuons, _ 258 I peclallv subject to the influence of _ltch-
_Rltuel AUSCltam_' the, on possession, 1. 80 ' es 31 _ote

note t_cs, quotetL 1.831 noteR_zzK Franeeseo, h_s picture of a Spamsh I 'Seal_geriana' on the slow burning of here
auto da )'e, n 116 note I Sceptml_m, the onl_ true corrective for the

Rochette. Raoul, his "Cents d_Archt, olo_e, ' ] belief in evil of naaz_c, _ 54 Increase ol
L 2:3a note in the middle a_es, 250

Roman law, effects of the renewed study of Science : l_ncroachments of physmal science
the, in the mnhlle ages, 11.194 on the old coBeeptn)ns el the go',ernment

Romans, belief of the anc_ent_ tn evil spirats i of the umverse, i. 271. Semnee suberdl-
and sorcery, 1. 42 Laws of the later Re- sated in the early church to systems of
mass against ma_,le, 43

Rome influence ol lmh_m dresses upon the I scmptural mterpietation, 271, 272. Obsta-cles cast in the way of science by theology
art o_ m the tram of Augustus, _ 27")5"note '281. Subsequent regeneratmn of physical
Effect of the barbarian invasion of, upon science, 2_33. Influence of astronomy, '283.
art, 258. _mall collection of aut_qumes And of geeing), 2_5. Gradual subsutu-
at Rome, in the beganulng of the filteenth ' tmn of the cxmceptmn of law for that of
century, 259. The grea bull-tight in the supernaturallnter_entlon,286 Irreh_qous
Cohseum in 18&5, 808 note Inqms_tmn I character attributed to scientific explana-
not_ m_ i_. 117. Few instances of the trees, '2_8 De Malstre on the smeuce o!
burning of heretics m, 117 note. Itope- the ancients, quoted, 288 note Cosines
less decrepitude and impotence of the on earthquakes, 288 _te. Difference be-
present government of ltome, 1'29. In- , twecn the conception of the Dwinlty in
dustrml pursuits, how regarded tn Rome, a scientific and an unscientific age, 288.
224. Atrocious excesees to which the era- Causes of the growth of astronomy, 288.
p_re arrived, 226. Money-lending in an- Influence of the writings of Baecn` 29_
elent Rome, 244. Cause of the decline of Rise of scientific academics, 292. The
the theatre m Rome, 291. The opera pub- morphological theory of the universe, 294.
Italy soaietloned in Rome, 309 Its effects upon hmtory, 295. Influenee_

Roselus, the actor, iL 285 note I ot physical science,over speculative opin-
Rosicruemns, Naud6's work on, t. 115 note tons, 296. Inegttlmate effects of science.
Rouen, address of the parhamont of, to the 299. Effects of science upon belief, 80_
kingon ecroery,. 118.Itsancientmenu- And on Biblicalinterpretation,800
faetureofchurchornaments,237note Sciences,Academy of,at Pari_ establlsk

£ousse_n, J. J. hi8just_cation of intoler- merit of the. I. 292
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$_)tland extreme atrocity of the perseeu- Sherlock. Dr, his disregard of the dcetrtna
lions for witchcraft m, L 142-19. Perse- i of passive ohe(hence, 1_ 183 note
oution of Presbyterians in, 11.48. And of Sflvanc_. St bishop of Nazareth. (alumni°
Oathohcs_ 48, 49 I2flolts of the bcoteh ated by the devll_ 1,100 _ote
to suppress liberty of conscience, 79 _ote i Slmancas, Bishop. on torture, t 834 _o#.
Estahhshment of the Scottish Kuk bT. On faith _lth h/rc_lcs. 894 _ote On the
Political hberahsm of Scotland, 169 Knox, I influence of the LewUcal laws on Chris-
170. Buchanan. 171 Answer of the _cotth tan pel _ecntmn, n. 02 _ote
deputation to Queen Ehzabeth_172. End- J 81mon Magus, his mtroduetmn of the wo-
ltsh Dissenters a_slmilated to the Scotch. man Helena a_ the mcarnatmn of the D_
173. Exs_tenc_ of stardom in beotl_mi as woe 'lhought. 1. 22(/
late as 1775. 239 Sumptuary laws in the Sm the _en_e of appealed most strongly to.
fourteenth century, 275 _wte by (Jhmstmmtb, 1 356 The (oncepu.'5

Scott, Regmald, his _Dlscovery of _hh+ch- I of hereditary _mlt. 857 Or_gmah the
craft, _ 1 1_2 .lo(tlme of, re]el ted bySoc nu_, _72 And

Status Emgena, John, ms dmbellef in the , by Zuinghus" 373 Views of Chllhnu-
doctrme el hell-fire 1 821) Translates worth aml Jeremy Taylor, 374 _ote q he
the wmtmgs of Denys the Ar_opa_t% scope of th_ doctrine of the eondcmua-
344. [)ppa¢cs (lotte_ehalk's doctrme of tan of all men extends to adnlts, 376
double p_ede_tmatmn, 3_5 note "__e_ ul th_ Fathers on the _ubJect_ d77.

Scriptural interpretation : Swedenbor_'a Eflects of th_ doctrine, 8qOet seq The
_l)octlUle of Corlt, bl,Oll{lcnc{s,' l 272 _tn_e el sm the chief mural agent of the
Allegorical school el Omgen, 272 _Ihe m_ddleaffes, n 197
'Clovis" of St M_hto_ 272 .,_t,Ohlt_- Sm(lam t,tofes_or of moral philosophy at
lions of the Manleha,ans to toe hteral m- Gta_gow, his belief in w_teheraft_ 1. 148
terprct_,t]on of Gen*,_ls 2_2 Ans_elcd _9[e
bv St. Augu>tme, 273 The hteral b_hool, S_xtas V. aI>plauds the assassin Chment Ior
2_4 The ' Topo_rqphla Chrl-t_ana' 276 h_ murder of Uenm IIl.i_. 161
hlffllenct2 of scItII(G upon ]Jlbln.al lnt_r _laxerv the unchllStlanGhal'acter oI_tlong*

pretatmn, g00. The earh_st example of ra- tv a>sertod by Wvclifl, il 168 Slavery
tl_nah_tlcinl_h('ahnt_ li,retatlon.._1) I)h- t})t ba_> of the Industrial _w_em .t all_l°
mtea_ratmg and destructive crltlelsm_ 305. qmty_ 229 Effects of th_s'mst_tl_t_on on

llal]onal eharatter 22% ( omparls.m be-Le_smz and Kant's prm(qplos. ,,05
I_eulptur% the most ancmnt kmds of, 1 242. t._een ancient and modern Maver:_, '225.

Alleged decadence of Greek beulptmc It_ ab:l tan _mdc_taken hv Chrlstmmtv
from Phidias to Praxiteles` 27_ cud( 227 fn_t movement _u tavour of the
Parallel of Titmn and Prax]teh's. 2.54 slaves dne to Seneca and h_s followers,
nolo. Hlstor) el (31_tk statm_ after tile d2_ lhe lll_l/_II of the /Jalballan_ in
rise of ChrisUruntv, 257,258. Nmhola_ of Italy favourable to the Moves`22g But
p_aa and h_s _mks. 27_ First develop- Chr]_t]amtv the in._.t efh, l_nt oppontnt
r/lent of bClllI_ttUe 113 Rome, IL lU2 qlo_e of the evd 22_. 1"__]e_ of the mea_mes

Sectarianism in Ircland ll 1_6 Its lneom* lot atlohMnng sla_, _v, 2_ ,lcwlsh _la_o-
pat_b_hty _th patmot_sm, lb6 [ de,tiers, 230. The Empe_ol t_r_tmn's bar-

Seamer, the Chancellor, h_s enthusiastic pa- bayous slave la_ 230 _ote Slavery grad-
tronage ol tea m th_ seventeenth century, I lull) lades m_o sernlom, 230, An:lo-Saxon llleasnres for allevlat]ng the condi-tL 32_

Selden on w_tcheraft, _ 125 tan of Maxe_- 2_1 bale oi Enghsh sla_es
Self-saclufice_ gre_t development of, by i to the hlsh, 238 _ote Slave_ m I_aly m

_'hrmtmmty, 11._'_7 Dechne of the spirit the thirteenth century `239 _oge. Chris-

of, 854 towards i t_an, Jewish, and Mohammedan slaves,Seneca on the duties of masters 2'_9 ,ate Effect of slavery upon the
their slaves, n 2"28 _ _pamsh character, 317 Negro slaves m-

_snsuahty, influence of, upon art t _r_5 , traduced into the Wcsi Ind_es and Ainer-
_%erfdomwhich followed slavery, _i. 288, 239. _(a, 317, 31b ,Iohn ltawkms and the

slave trade, 818 The slave trade first nn-_[anllmlSSlOn enforced as a duty upon lay-
men 289 note. Serfdom m Scotland in equivocally condemned by the Spanlsb

- ' Domimcan Soto, n 81S nolo1775, f.39
_erpent, the, worstnpped bY the Oph_tes` _ Sleep, e_mm ctmn of latent c_mseiousuegl

221)acts Adopted as the emblem of he al: _ _th, u 97 _ote
tug, 220 note. The old Egvptmn symt)o_ Smith, Adam on nsnry, i_ 259. On manu
of a serpent u_th a hawk'_ _ead, '220q_o_e [ lactures and agriculture, 82S-_3b_ -_..

Serfs 0n political economy, I_ 2ee_n.t: Smolletk Tobms- h_s remarks on _or_ _a,l_
tervetu_ his death, n 49: CaLm applaud- _ ster and Durham Cathedral I '264note

ed for the crime 52 Denounced by Cos- I Sacral enntract,' the doctrme'of the, as elan
tenio, 54. But justified bv Beza, 56 orated by the ,h.smts, n 145

_essa on the Jews, u 96,5n'ote Soelmanlsm' posmon assigned to Soemmnt
Bforza, Francis, Duke of Milan, the first to ' by Bossue_, n 60Socmus Faustus uuf,_voun_ble to political

ostablisharemdentambassador, in2S2note h_:ert_ u °1'2 'ih_earter compared with
_baftesbury, LorcL neglect rote which his " _ " - • ' _, _e ects ontmal

writings have fallen, 1.190. ths dcnuneI- that o1 Zumghus _.3 _ . _ . - .
atton (_fChr_sdanity asmcompat_ble with t.lor,qton.Sm872 D_stm(t_elYlisl the apostm o_34O

Bb_pe_, Insnotle_sof witeheraf_i.124
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Solomon, Song of,' regarded by Csetel]to as ISufi_ring, tendency of the constant oat,
simply a love song, iL 58. _lsbuhr's re- j tempiation of_ to blunt the affeeti_mt_
mark on ft_ 58 note I i 824

[_omers, Lord, his delence of rehglous hbex- I Sully, his oppositien to manufacture_ ll.
ty, it 87 I 828

Bomnambuhsm : the belief that somuambu- I Sumptuary laws of the thirteenth and faar
hsts had been baptised by drunken priests, I teenth centuries, iL 274
i. 364 note ] Supernatural, influences 3f the, upon mY.

Boothsaycrs, laws of the later lComans ages, L 41_42
against_ 1 43 I Superstition. pa_an, exlstence of, frGm tim

Sophia, the, of the Gnostlcs, I 221 note [ sixth to the twelfth eantury, i. 61
I$_rbonae, its declarations of the lndepond- ] Supremaoy, the oatil of, compulsory undtl

ence of the civil power, it 166. Its deci- / pare &death, n 47 note
sion upon usury, ii. 248 ¢zote [ Sweden, sorcerers put to death in, in 1670, L

Sorcery See Witchcraft ] 81 CombmaHon (ff devotior and immo-
8sties and sortilegi, oriaan of the wolds, L [ rality m, 891. Protestant persecutions te_

287 _ote _ [ ii 49 Intolerance of, at the present tim_
Sots, the Spanish Dominican, tha first who 89

unequivocally condemned the slavs trade, Swedenbor_, EmanuoL h _ Doctrine of
u _18 _ote j ColTespendences,' 1 '272

Soubervaes. the. put a weman to death for ] Swlndcn contends that the locality of hell
witchcraft, I 80 note / is m the sun, 1.347 rode

Soul, the development of a purely _plrltnal ] Swiss, their morality an(1 irreligion, L 899
conception of the, one of the causes o! the I note
decline el the medimval notions st hell L Swltzerland_ great numbers of witches put
_9. Idea of the Platonists el a sgul, 339 to death m,i 31 Pretestanl persecutions
Opinions oi the Fathers as to the lorm ot m, 11 49
the soul, 841 note Sylphs, intercourse of phflosopher_ with, I.

Spam_ numbers st sorcerers put to death in, 49 _ote Behof of the Cabah._t_ _n the ex-
i. 80 Abohtmn of torture in, 8.°,8 In- istenee of. 66
troductmn and progress of the Inquisition Sylvans the, of the pa_,ans, re_arde,I by the
in. n. 118 et seq. The Spanish Moors, early Christmns as devils, t. 49
266 The plaw of Calderou and the dpmm Svlve_ter II. rezarded as a ma_wlan i 262.
m Spain, 8u7." The sceptre of industry al- "Account st him and of his _ ork_, 2_2 nots
most in the grasp of Spain, 811 MaquiS- S_nbohsm, aTeat love of. evm(ed by the
cent position ot that country under Charles art oI tile Catacombs, I. 213. The pe,_eoek
V, 811 Speedy eclipse of her prosperity, the symbol of _mmortabtv 913 An_.
312 Causes of the downfall oI Spain, 31:1 Orpheu_ el the attia_tl_e power of ( hms-

Sphinx, the. believed by some of the early t_amty, 214 Mercury, tIercules and the
Christians to be connected with their Sphinx. 214 ,_ote The ma_ks of the sun
fatth_ 1 214 note and moon, 214. The genu of the seasons

Spma on the opposition offered to the exccu- and _uardian anzels '214 The fish an
lions in italy for witchcraft, I. 105 emblem of Chmst, 215 The stag employed

Spitting, a religious exercise. L 48 _ote for the same purpose, 215 I'epetlt_on of
_prat% Thomas, bishop st Rochester, en- symboheal subjects tiom the l_ible_ 216.

deavours to bring theolozy into harmony St. Mellto's catalogue of b_rds, beasts_
w_th the Bacoman phllosophy, i 131 On plants, &c., uhlch are to be regarded a_
the miraculous, 161 note Chrmtlan symbols, 273 nots

Sprenger, the inquisitor, ascribes Wilham Syiia_ massacres m, iL 45
Tell's shot to the assistance of the devil, t
31. Commlssmaed by Pope Innocent
VIII, 82 bprenger's book an sorcery, 82 TALISMANS for baffling the devices of
His et.vmolo_-qcal blunders, 87 I I the devil, 1. 68

_tag, the, a _ymboI el Chr_st_ 1 224 Pagan Talma, his improvements in stage represen-
tations, ti 215

224ando_gtemlddle'agelegends respecting ibe, Tanner, his wews on usury, ii. 257
Stahl, his psychology, t. 846 note 'Tartufle,' Mohcre s, origin of some of the
Star Chamber, its suppression of heretical incidents and speeehes-ol_ iL 800 Vote

books, it. 119 Tan, why reverenced by the early Chris
B_revertsis, m Russia, their views of the tians, 1 205 note

sinfulness oi usury, iL 260 Taylor, Isaac, on patristic writings_ L l_e
IStatues, wooden, of Spain, t 28_ note
_trauss_ his remazks on miracles quoted, L Taylor, Jeremy, rejects the doctrine ¢_

188 note 6ri_nal sin, t374 note. His remark_ st
ISaarez, the Jesuit_ his work 'De Side' the separation of Christ from the intoler-

burnt in Paris, i.147. Origan of the work, ante of Judaism. IL '21 not_ His aries-
148 _qte Condemnation of his book by a eaev of religions ltberty_ 82 HIs 'Liberty
synod of Tonneins, ] 86, 187 of l_rophasvtng, ' 82. Arguments on which

_uceuhi_ or female deTlls, according to the he based _als claims for toleration, 88.
early Christians, t. _ note. Lilith, the Coleradge's remarks on him, 84 no_e. O|
first wife of Adam, the queen of, 49 note. passive obedience 176
Succubi, sailed Leannalr Sith, common Tea, importation of, into Europe, II 821
am _ug tiighlanders_ 148 *_ote ; Telemachu_, the monk, iL 234



tm)Ex. ,8,_

_e_ Wtllla_ hie successful shot ascribed of self-_ zqttee pass_n_ fi'om theology to
by Sprenger to the devil, i. 81 note pohtles, 217 Points of contact of indus-

Tempests, power of producing, attributed to trial and theo!ogical enterpnsee, 9,41 In-
the devil and to witches, i 91 finance of industry upon theologmaI jud_-

Template, the, accused of sorcery, i 31 note ment% 278. Tbeologqcal agencies net pa-Terror everywhere the begmmng of rest- c_fle,83d

ion, I. 40. Causes which produced m the Ther_peutes, the, mentlone_l by Phllo_ iltwelfth century a splint of rebelhen which 846 note

was encountered by terromsm, i. 78 Theta, why regarded as the unlucky letter,History of reilgmus terrorism, 815 et eeq, i. 205 note_e Hell
Tlmanthe% his sacrifice of Iphtgenia, tTartulh_n on the demons supposed to ernst note

in his time, _ 47 l{is treatise 'De Co-
Tmdal_ his works in defence of hberty, ilton%' 50. Against pictures, 235 note. Ef- :IS4 note

feet of the doctrine of eternal pumbhment Titian. compared with Pra<_teles, h 256
on his character, 327, 829 note. Hm demal Toland, his 'Anghca L_bera,' n. 185 not_
of the existence in m_n of any ineorpo- H_s other works 185 _ote
real element, _ Ihs denunciation of Toledo supposed to be .he head-quarters ot
the pagan practice of destroying the foetus sorcerers in 8pain, i.3(1note
in the womb, 364 _otc ths advocacy oi Toleration, assertion of by Zmu_l,n_ an,1
absolute anti complete toleration, ft. 21 Socmus, n. 51 Toleratmu favoured by
His op men that eccle_mstm_ should never the mm_hng of reh,,mn_ pr_dm.ed by the
cause the death of men. 33. Hls denun- Reformation, 62. And bv the ram:tinge

emtmn of theiheatre,'_89 ,_theclergv 6°, Andbyhlegrea_crfltx-ThMes regards water as the omgiu of all 1 ,dltv of PretestanUsm 62 Sketch of
things, i 206 note the i_i_torv of toleratmn'm France. ¢*_-7_

l'heatre, revolutions In the, In France, n The absolute unlawlulne_s of toleration
215 Its influence upon national tastes, maintained bv Bishop Bll_on, 47 note
286. Contrast bctwetn the ';heatres of Thedutv of absolute tole_atmn p_e,lch(,d
the Greeks and Romans, '287. St]__ma at- Ior the'first time in Ctmstendom,
taehcd to actors m ancmnt times, 25_ T_deration extolled _,nd uphdd _v Elan-
Denunciation of the theatre by the fathers, t mus, Sir T More, HSp_tal_and L_wd Bal-
289 The theatre the last refuge ofpag,_n- / hmore, 59 Sketch of the hlsterr of tol-
ism_ 2_9 R_se of the rehgmus plays 293 ] eratmn m En_-l.md 75_6 Inloleranee nl
Fmnt si._ns of secular plays : impromptus, ] Sweden at the pres,_nt day, 89 I'he bas_s
pantomimes, &e., 2q7 Creation of plavs/ ot modern tolehmee advocated in favour
of a higher order, 298. Itahan dramas. I of the Inqulsmon, 115 Lterarv een_or-
299. French, o'_9 Inflm.m.e of music, / shq, _xere_e,1 .t_In.-t heretmal \vrmn_.
299 And of Gotlnc architecture, 800 / 11_ Removal (,f relt_mus dlsablht)es m
Shape of the stage m ancient and m_>dern / En__land and Irehmd 1_1-125 Influence
times, 803 Causes of a revulsion in the ] of commerce lu leading men to telelanee_
contingents _vath whmh the theatre was/ 0.62. Effect ofrchelons mtoleranceon the
regarded, 304. Fierce opposltnm of the / downiall of Spare, g19
Church in France, 866. The theatre in Toleratmn Act, passm_ of the, 11.86, 87
Spare aml ltuly, g_)7,308 Important eth, cts ] plains, Frane_scus, hm jnsUI_catlon of ty
of the contest between the churcb and the ranme_de, _i 159
theatre, 3_, 810 T_mnems, synod of. ]t_ eondemnatmn oftLe

l'heodosms, the Emperor, his prohihmon of work of guarez, i_. 186,187 note
every portmn of the pagan worsb_p,i 59. To_quemada_ his attempts to extirpate
Commands monks to betake themselves witchcraft m Spain, 1. g0 Procures an
to desert places, 249 _ote_ Annexes the edict expellm_ the Jews from Spain, it.
penalty of death to the prolesslon of a 267
heresy, it. I_8_ etc. Prohibits all forms of Torture, llle_ahty of, m England, t 122 h
heretical and pagan worship. 27 And the hornble ca_e of, pre,_ded over by James
works of Nestorms and Eutyche% 118 l, 1_ note. Tortures to compel conles-

l_heology, influence of Dante over the con- stun of witches in Scotland` 147 In
cepUons of. i. 248, Dmtmetlan between Greece and Rome, 33'2. Extent to which
theology and science unfelt m the time _t was carried by medl_evsl Christendom,
of Cosmos, 279. Dawn of the distmcUon 332 note Marsflms' mventmn of a tor_
between them, 279 nose, Influence of ture depr_wng the prisoner of all sleep
theology on, and obstacles cast m the way g_ _oge illegahty at torture m Ent-
er, aciene_ _81. Relations of theology to land, 888. Extent to whmh it was em
morales 810. Their complete separatmn ploved by Cathohcs under Mary_8_ +_ote_
in antiquity, 811. The decline of thee- An(1 by Protestants g33 note. Abolished
19gieal belief a necessary antecedent of m France, 8pare, I_aly, Russia, Prussm,
the success of the philosophers of the soy- and Tuscany, 834. St. Augustine's sts_e-
enteenth century, 41_I. Theoloa'ical in- ment of the ease against torture, 8;_5note.
_rests gradually cease to be a _am ob- Canseswh_ch produced theleehngagamst

et of political eombtnatmns, tl. 102 The tortnre_ 835 Torture of heretics enlolnedeelining influence of theology sh_,wn by by Pope Innocent IV., i_ 4_ note. Tot-
the rehgtoua wars of the "gcformation_ ture applied to the mvest_gatlon of charges
109. hetton of political life 9n the thee- of usury, 250
logical habits of thought, 180. The str_,am Toulouse, number of sorcerers put to dea_
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in one time, t. 29. Four hundred l etsion of the Sorbnnne, 248 note The
witchesburntm the sqtmreo_ ft.46 _Montl dl lheta_ of Italy,249. Argu-

Towns, modern industrial history begun by meats upon which the doctrines of th_
the emanelpatlon of the, d. 240. Prlvl- theologians against usury were based, 250
leges of burghers in the middle ages, 2:39 Passages of Scripthre cited against usury,
note Imnoitance of corporatmus .'u/d 252 Effect of the prohibition of usury

in Catholic countries on the habits of theguilds m the middle ages, 240. The con-
filet between the towns and the country, people, -°53no_e. Usurers almost always
iL 8'24. Changes cifected in their relaUve Jews, 254. French law of the eighth con-
importance, 825 tury, 2_ note Law of Jnstmian_ 25_

Tractnrmn movement, i 178 180, 181 note. Christmn money-lenders at the
Trent. Council of, on infant _)aptlsm, i. 866 close of the eleventh century, 254. Usury
Troves, vast number of witches burnt a_, i. m_le popular by the rose of the Italian

W Repubhcs, 254 Decree of the Third
"l rimty_ first Person of the, Roman Catholic Council of Lateran, _54. And of the

rcprcaentatmns of, 'all comparatively mud- Council of Vlcnne, 255 _ote The old su-
era. L 216 perstltlon respecting usury shaken by the

• Truce el God,' the, proclaimed, il. ]08 Retbrmatlo_, 255. 256 Views of Calvin_
Confirmed by Pope Alexander III as a 256. Monev-lendm_ formally permitted
general law of the Churclh 108 note by Henry _ IlI m England, 256 Books

Truth, mjurmus effect of the doctrine of nt Saumalse m defence of interest, 256
exclusive salvation on the sense el, 1 393 Change Intim meamng of the word usury
_Pmus frauds,' 893 and note 894. Total in the sixteenth century, 257 Casmstry
destruction of the sense of trnth m the ot the Jesuits, 257 Gradual disappear-
middle ages resulting i_om tim influence anee of the laws upon usury based upon
of the_lo_v, 394. Creduhtv proclamled a theological grounds, 259 Discussion of
virtue by" the classes me'st ad(hcted to the economical qucstmn by Lock(., Smith,
falsehood, 395. Rewval of the sense of Hums, Turgot, and Bentham_ 259 et seq
truth due to the secular philosophers of Importance of this controvers 3 m pro-
the seventeenth century, 899 duclng an antagemsm between Industry

Turgot on money-lending, quoted, n 248 and tlleology, 21_), 261 Controversy in
note His remarks on the scholastic the middle ages as tothe proprletyot per-
writings on usury, it. 258 note, 260 mittlug Jews to practise nsnry, 266 note

Tuscany, abohtion of torture m 1.334 Utllitarlamsm, the phflosopincal expression
" of indnstrmhsm, it. 352. Evils resultingTyranmclde in immature civilisations, ii

1,50 156. Case of Henry ltI., 150, 151 iromthi_ philosophy, 853
Chief aramments nn either side, 151-153.
Its importance m the h_stery ot hbcral
opmmns, 158 Justified by Jean Petit, I,rALENS, the Emperor, his persecntlonol
158. But denounced by Gerson and the _ pagan mamc in the East,_. 57
Council of Constance, 159. Grewn's play Valentlman, the Emperor, renews the per-
of ' The Death of C_esar,' 159 Advocated seeutlon against pagan ma_c, 1. 57
by Toletus, Sa_ Mnhna, Ayalm and Kel- Valery, w_tches burnt at, I 81
terus, 159, 160 The murder of Henry IIL Yamm, h_s view of the influence of the stars
justified by the L_ague and by Pope Six- over the fortunes of Chrmt_anity, i. 284
tus V., 161. Politioal assassination up- note
proved by Protestants, 161 Vavassor, 'De Formh Cbr_st_, _t 245 note

Venice. hcentiousness of, 1 255. lnfluen*e
of its sensuality upon art_ 255. The dyers

[TLTRAMONTANE party in the Church of, in the middle ages_ 255 _wte. Per_nd
U of Rome, rewew of the. 1i. 146 of the introduction of the inquisition lnt_
Universe, the morphologxcal theory of the, Venice, u. 118. Commerce of the Vene

i. 204. Influence of this theory on h_story_ t_ans, 282
_5 Ventriloquism, attributed to supernatura

Usher, Archbishop, heads a protest against agency, i 119
Catholic rebel, it, 48 His sentiments on Venus, the Greek statues of, a type ot sere
passive obedience, 176 note sual beauty, i 248 The character of sen-

Usury_ a _'round of eolhsion between indus- sualtty sa_d to have been given by Praxi
try andthe Chureh_ fl. 242_ Principles teles to, 257 note
which regulate the pace of money, 242 Verona, executmn of heretics in, it. 117 note
and note. Ignorance of the ancients of Yesta_ supposed by the Cabalists to have
the principles regulating intcre_L 244. been the wife oi Noah, t. 67 note
Money-lending among the Greeks and Vice, influence ol: on hmtor_c development,
Gauls, 244. Interest condemned by the ib 70
early and mediaeval Church, 245 Usury Vtenne, Council ol_ its endeavom, s to arrest
in England m the middle ages, 246 nots. the progress of usury, ll. 254
Twelve per cent. legalised by Constan- Vincent Ferrier, St., preaches against the
fine, 246 note Decrees of the Councils Jews, ti. 267. Account of him, 268 note
of Nice and llltberis on the subject_ 247 i Vtncentins_ his opinions on infant baptism,
note. Definitions of usury employed by t. 861
the writers on Canon Law, 247 note. ' Vindiel_e contra Tyrannos,' the, it. 188,1_
Change the word usury has undergone Virgfiius, St._ _sserts his belief in the e_-
dm(ng the last three centuries. 247 De- . istonce of the Antipodes, I. 280
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?_.gtn_ causes of the growing worship of note Ovid on the expiatory pow_ c_
the, 4- 220. Strengthened by Gnosticism, 206 _te
222, _8. Ooncepttons cmlledfrom the dff- Wealth, position assigned by indu_rtLlt_
ferent beliefs of paganism more or less to, 11.346
connected with the ideal of this worship, Webster on witchcraft, t. 186. HIs system-
223. Marlolatry strengthened by dogmat- arm appims*_lonoi a rationalistac interpre-
ie definitions, 224. Instances in the mid- tatmn to the magical mmacles in the Bible,
dle ages of a desire to give a palpable 186
form to the mystery of the incarnation, Wenham, Jane, her trial for witehcraft_ i.
224 _ote The worship of the Virgin 189
_rengthened by painting, by cehbacy, and Wesley_ John, on witches, i. 84. His sum-
by the crusades, 225. No authentic per- mary ot the htstorv of the movement
trait af her m the time of St_ Augustme_ against the behef in _vltehcraft_140
224 _ote. Generally represented m the Westphaha_ peace of, regarded as the close
early church with the Infant Child, 224 efrehgmas _ars, u 110
_wte. The first notme of the resemblance Whlston. contends that heI_ is placed In the
of Christ to her, 224 _ote. Appearance of tatl of a comet, 1 144 note
the doctrine of the immaculate concep- White, Thomas, answered Glanwl_s _Vanit)
tion_ 225. Salutary influence exeremed of Dogmatlsm_' &e 1.130note
by the mediaeval conception of the Vlrgm_ Wier, J ohn_ ' De Pr_stlgus D_emonum,
226. The Virgin regarded as an omnipres- 105. Bodm's remarks on iN 109
en¢ deity_ 220. The Psalms adapted by Wllimm of 0ckham_ favourable to hberty
St Bonaventura to her worship, 227 144 _ote

Vtrtue, pursuit of, for its own sake, 1. 807 Windburn, Mr., hts defence of bull-balting_
The substitution of the sense of right for _ 807 note
the fear of pumshment as the main motive Witchcraft: causes of the belief in witch-
of v_rtue, 815 e_ eeq. The sense e_, up- craftor magm, i. 37. Considerations sermng
pealed most strongly to by the philoso- to explain the history of wltchcrai_ and
phers of ancient Greece and Rome, 356 its sagmhcanee as an index of the c(mrse

Vires, Luis, his protest against torture in of elwhsatmn, 40 Leading phases through
Spai_ i 384 note. the opmmns de- whmh the behcf has pa_sed, 40 Behef
nuunced by Bishop Simancas, 834 note. Of of sawges in wltchera_ 40. Marriage
spontaneous generatmn, 844 note with dewls an ordinary accusation m

Voltaire, on the decadence in the behef m charges lbr wtcheraft, 48. Exastanee of
witchcraft, 117 and note. Effect of his the mtelleetual basis of witchcraft m the
ridicule, 118. His danunclatmn of torture_ dark a_es, 63, 65. Numbers of women
833 _ote. Impulse g_ven by him to the put to-death m the s_xth century, 65.
amelioration of the penal code, 350. tt_s Progress of the panic created by the be-
influe_ace on the spirit of toleration m her-in w_tchcratt, 70. The last law in
France_ ii. 71, 72. His approval of the Europe on the subject, 70 note. Causes
partition of Poland, 213 note. H_s ode to which produced a bins towards witchcraf_
the memory of Le Couvreur the actress, 70 Theclunaxofthetnalsforwiteheraftin
805. His removal of the stigma that rest- the fifteenth and s_xteanth cantumes, 75.
ed upon actora_ 809. His efforts in favour Influence of the Reformation in stimulat-
_fpcace_337 mg w_teheraft, 79. Luther and Erasmusfirm behavers in the cr_me, 84 note The

coexistence of witchcraft with a conflict

WAGSTAFFE, an Oxford scholar, his up- of opinmns among the educated, 84. For-
position to the belief in the existence matron of the _heology of w_tchcraft, 8&

Numbers and abihty of the early works
of witchcraft, i 187. Notice of him from on the subject, 85. Leading causes uponWood_ 137 note

Waking' witches_ t. 145 which the behef m witchcraft depended,
War, changes in the art of_ favourable to 90 et eeq. Accounts of the influence of

liberty, II. 205. Change in the relative watchcralt upon the passions, 98. Views
position of the cavalry and infantry, 205. of W_er on witches and witchcraft, 105
The English archers, 205. Rlas of the And of Bed:n, 107. Montaine"s opinions
Flemish infantry, 206. The Itahan con- on w_tchcraft, 111, 114. Rapid and si-
dottinri, 206. The invention of gunpow- lent decadence in the belief-in witcja-
dot and of the bayonet_ 206, 207. Three craft, 116. Opinmus and influence of La
heads under which the causes of the wars Bruyere, Bayle, Descartes, Malebranche_

and Voltalre_ 116. Colbert_s suppression
of executmns for witchcraft_ 11_ Theduring the last L000 years may be classed,

219. _lose o_ religious wars, 110

Warburton_ Bishop, helps to usher in a ne_. behef m witchcraft much less prominentpha_e in the history of mn'acles, i. 17 . in England than on the Conti_en_a_
His notion of the origin of Gothic archi- 120. The first Enghsh law on the subject_
tectm._ 264 _ Hts argument m favo tt_ 119. Repealed in the reign of Mary, but
of the divine origin of Judaism, _ renewed on the accession of Elizabeth,

121. Number of executmns in England
Water, baptismal.fetish notmns in the early _ for witchcraft, 120 _ote Methods era-

Church respeet_u_tho, L 205. Notmnef nloyedbythewiteh.flnderstocompelo°u"
the _nctity of_ i "_206no_ Why witches _ession, 122. Reginald Scott's protest
were plunged rote, 206 _ote. Regaruea against the persecuticn_ 122..KmgJam_s
_v Thales as the origin of all th_ngs, 206 the Firat_s zeal against _¢aera_, _,0,

51
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Sir Thomas Browne's belief in its exist- Wycliffe_ his liberal opinionS, IL la8. Ilk
once, 124. Shakspeare and Raoon on opposition to slavery, 168
witchcraft, 124. Selden_s peculiar views_ ! Windmi]lN invention of_tL 882. The
125. Matthew Hopkins and the cxecu- est notice of, 832 _ot_
tions in Suffolk, 12_ 126. History of the
decline of the belief in England, 127.

Causes of the decline, 128. Attempts to VENODOCHION, the, of the early
revive the belief by accounts of witch .Z]L tlans_ iL 233trials in America, 187. The last Judmial
executions in England, 189. Repeal of

the laws against witehcraft_ 140. John yORK64 Minster_ Smollett_s remarkB _ tWeslefs protest against the disbel£ef in
witchcra_ 140. Moderation of the Eng-
lish Church on the matter as compared
with Puzqtanism, 140. Extreme atrocity
of the witch persecution in Scotland, and r]ACHARY, Pope, heads the attack on the
Its causes, 143. Decline o! the beliel m LI views of St Virgihus, i. 280
witchcraft in Scotland,151. The last exe- Zertm synod of, pronounces in favour of the
cution of a witch m that country, 151. doct_ne of the damnation of the heathen.
Review of the rise, progress, and decline z. 377 _ote
of the belief, 152, 153 Zoroaster, otherwise Japhet, supposed by

Witch-finders in England during the Corn- the Csbahsts to have been a son of Noah
monwealth, i. 28 _ot_ and Vesta, L 67 _ote

Witches, See Witchcraft Zosimus, his remarks on ConstanUne_s so-
Wolves veneration of the ancient Irish for verity against the Aruspiecs_ i 52 note

i, 95 _w_e ! Zumghur_ Ins career compared with that of
Woman, dmtribes of ancient authors on I Socinus, i. 872. Part taken by him in the

98, 99. Superstitious notion of: respectmg ] Eucharistic controversy, 872. Rejects
eating the hly, 225. Influence of the me: i original sin. 878. His view attacked by
dlmval concepUon of the Virgin in elevat- Bossuet, 878 note. His repudlatmn of e_-
tug women to thczr rightful positron, 226 [ elusive salvation, 88'2. His aversion ta

Wartzburg, great number of witches put to I persecution, ti 51. His liberal polttiea]
death at_ i, 29 J principles, 169

(32)
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